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presents and practises grammar, vocabulary and

What is IELTS?

functional language relevant to those papers. This
The International English Language Testing System

is supported by work on correcting common errors

(IELTS) is widely recognised as a test of language ability
of candidates

made

who need to study or work where English

is the language

of communication.

studies or for professional

Module

or postgraduate

not at degree level,

to secondary schools and

for admission

for immigration purposes).

Both modules are made up

of four

parts - Listening,

Reading, Writing and Speaking. The Listening and
Speaking tests are the same for both Academic and

Reading and Writing tests are

General Training but the

candidates
•

reasons) and the General

Training Module (taken for entry to vocational or
training programmes

Learner Corpus (see below). In

Writing, there are extracts from the scripts of IELTS

There are two types of IELTS test: the Academic
(taken for entry to undergraduate

by IELTS candidates in the exam, as shown

by the Cambridge

different.

as well as model answers.
of the test itself
by step-by-step guidance for each

The exam practice sections consist
accompanied

task with tips on strategy

advice linked to the

Listening and Reading papers and the same task
may not always appear in the same part of the exam
every time. The practice

tests reflect this variety and

training is given in Tests 1 and 2 in all the major task
types which you will

come across.

Test 2 contains training for the exam focusing on the task
types not covered in Test 1, in addition to a review of

Who is IELTSTrainer for?

information

This book is suitable for anyone who is preparing
take the International

English

to

Language Testing System

in Test

1. The training sections are shorter

in Test 2 than in Test 1. Test 2 also contains an exam
practice section with tips and advice on how to deal

/ELTS Trainer can be used in
class with a teacher, or - in the case of the with-answers

with the practice test itself.

edition of the book - by students working on their own

training.

(IELTS) Academic

and

questions. There is a wide range of tasks in the I ELTS

Module.

Tests 3-6 are complete

practice tests without advice

or

They contain variations of the task types in Tests

at home. It is aimed at candidates who would like to

1 and 2 and cover a wide range of topics and text types.

achieve a Band Score of 6 or higher.

They give you the opportunity

(See section on

Scoring below.)

to practise the strategies
and skills you have acquired while working through Tests

1 and 2.
There is

What is IELTSTraine1'

an Explanatory

answer

key (see

below) for

each

test
This book contains six practice tests for I ELTS, each
covering the Listening,

Reading, Writing

and Speaking

papers. The practice tests in Guided Tests 1 and 2 are
also accompanied

by training

and advice. All six tests are

at the level of the exam.
In Test 1 each part of each paper consists of a training
section and an exam practice section;
e The training sections have information
to help you prepare

.§.

for each part of the paper. In

the Listening, Writing and Speaking

4

I

Introduction

and exercises

papers, Test 1

How to use IELTS Trainer
~~-'-.\

~

•

-~

Test 1 Training
e For each part of the paper (e.g, Listening Section
1, page 1 0), first read the overview What is ...? .
describing the type(s) of task which that part may
contain. For some parts there is also a section called
What does it test? which describes, for example,
the kind of skills that part of the exam tests (e.g.
identifying key facts, understanding speakers'
opinions).
e Read through the Task information which describes
in detail the particular task type that follows.

Test 1 Exam practice
e Read the Action plan for each task in the Listening,
Reading and Writing papers immediately before
working through the exam practice task. There
are many different task types and the Action plans
show how to approach each type in the best way to
achieve good marks and avoid wasting time.
ei

e Answers to all items are in the Explanatory answer

o look at the information marked Tip! which gives
general advice on exam strategy and language.

key, which explains why the correct answers are
right and others are wrong. For listening, the parts
of the Transcripts which give the correct answers are
underlined.

'*4-_~ e Work through Useful language exercises in the
Listening, Writing and Speaking sections before
tackling the exam tasks on the practice pages.These
training exercises help to develop the necessary
skills and offer practice directly relevant to the
exam tasks in Test 1. Answers to the exercises are
in the Explanatory answer key (see below). Many
exercises involve focusing on and correcting common
language mistakes made by actual I ELTS candidates,
as shown by the Cam bridge Leamer Corpus (see
below).

l.'i$

Check the boxes marked Advice. These give practical
help with individual questions.
e

~
'"'"' e

•
•

Gi

In Listening, use one of the numbered CDs, e.g.
~-A CD player{or a computer that plays CDs) is
required.
In Test 1 Writing, many exercises are based on
language used in IELTS essays in the Cambridge
Leamer Corpus and sample answers written by
actual IELTS candidates, as well as model answers
which show what is expected of the best candidates.
The Explanatory answer key contains answers to
the exercises. These training exercises build up to an
exam task at the end which is similar to, but not the
same as, those in the training exercises.
In Speaking, there are exercises which build into a
bank of personalised, useful language for the first
pai1t of the test and other exercises which practise
the language necessary for the prepared talk and
discussion which follow in Parts 2 and 3. These can
be used with a partner, or working alone, for timed
practice.

Work through the task, carefully following the steps
of the Action plan and making use of the help in the
Tip! information and Advice boxes.

Test 2 Training
e Answer the questions in the Review section to
remind yourself about each part of the test. If you
need to, use the cross-reference to Test 1 to check
your answers.
o Work through the exercises in the Writ[ ng and
Speaking sections. The Speaking section extends the
strategies and skills introduced in Test 1 and adds
to the topics which you might be asked about. The
Writing section revises the strategies covered in
Test l and offers further targeted language training
exercises. Many of the exercises are based on I ELTS
candidates' answers from the Cambridge Learner
Corpus.

Test 2 Exam practice

*

Answer the questions in each Action plan reminder.
These ask you about strategies which were
introduced in Test 1. Use the cross-reference to refer
back to Test l if you need to.

e Read through the Action plans for the new task types
which weren't in Test 1. Use the Tip! information
and Advice boxes to help you do the tasks and the
Explanatory answer ke:y to check your answers.

Tests 3-6 Exam practice
ti

Try to do the exam tasks under exam conditions
where possible, applying the skills and language
learnt in Guided Tests 1 and 2.

Introduction

S

•

For the Speaking paper,

it is better to work with a

partner so that you can ask each other the questions.
If that is not possible, follow the instructions and do
all three parts alone. Use a watch and keep to the
correct time. Recording the test and listening to it can
help you identify language areas which need more
practice.
You can do Tests 3-6 in any order, but you should always
try to keep to the ti me recommended for each paper.

The Cambridge learner Corpus (CLC)
The Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC) is a large collection
of exam scripts written by students taking Cambridge
ESOL English exams around the world. lt currently
contains over 85,000 scripts and is growing all the time.
lt forms part of the Cambridge International Corpus
(CIC) and it has been built up by Cambridge University
Press and Cambridge ESOL The CLCcurrently contains ·
scripts from over:
1&1

85,000 students

e

100 different first languages

•

180 different countries

Exercises and extracts from candidates' answers from
Writing in IELTS Trainer which are based on the CLC are
indicated by this icon:

e

Othe1r oomponents of IELTS Trainer
e The Explanatory answer key on pages 173-231 of
the with-answers edition gives the correct answers,
and explains them where necessary {especially in
Tests 1 and 2). In some cases, such as multiple-choice
questions, it also explains why the other possible
answers are wrong.
e The full Transcripts for the Listening paper are given
in the with-answers edition, with the parts of the
transcript that give the correct answers underlined.

• Answer sheets for the Reading and Listening papers
are at the back of the book. Before you take the
exam, you should study these so that you know how
to mark or write your answers correctly. In Writing,
the question paper has plenty of lined space for you
to write your answers.
•

3 audio CDs contain recordings for the Listening
papers of the six IELTS tests. The listening material is
indicated by a different icon in IELTS Trainer for each
oftheCDs:~~~
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Introduction

lntea·national EngHsh Lam-11guage Testing
System (IELTS)
Level of I ELTS
You do not pass or fail I ELTS. You get a Band Score
between 1 and 9. Candidates scoring 9 have fluent,
accurate English, with wide-ranging vocabulary, making
very few errors and will be capable of performing
in English in professional and academic contexts.
Candidates scoring 7 can understand and communicate
effectively in English, using some complex language,
and although there may be errors, these do not impede
communication.A score of 5 or lower means that
the candidate has a limited range of language and
that errors in grammar, pronunciation, etc. lead to
misunderstandings.
Differentorganisations and i nstitu ti ens publish the Band
Score they require for entry.

Scoring
The Listening Test contains 40 items and each correct
item is given one mark.
The Reading Test contains 40 items and each correct
item is given one mark. The Academic and General
Training Reading Tests are graded to the same level.
However, because the texts in the Academic Reading
Test are more challenging overall than those in the
General Training Test, more questions need to be
answered correctly on a General Training Test to receive
the same grade.
The Writing Test (both Academic and General Training)
ls marked on the following areas: Task Achievement
(for Task 1 ), Task Response (for Task 2), Coherence and
Cohesion, Lexical Resource, Grammatical Range and
Accuracy. Examiners give a Band Score for each of these
criteria, which are equally weighted.
For the Speaking Test, a Band Score is given for each of
the following which are equally weighted: Fluency and
Coherence, Lexical Resource, Grammatical Range and
Pronunciation.
Candidates receive scores on a Band Scale from 1 to
9 for each skill tested (Listening, Reading, Writing and
Speaking). They are of equal importance. These four
scores are then averaged and rounded to produce an
Overall Band Score. Each candidate receives a Test
Report Form setting out their Overall Band Score and

isolated words or short formulae in familiar situations
and to meet immediate needs. Has great difficulty
understanding spoken and written English.

their scores for each test. The scores are reported in
whole bands or half bands according to the nine-band
score given below.
If you do the practice tests in f ELTS Trainer under exam

conditions, you need to score approximately 20 marks
on both the Reading and ListeningTestfora Band Score
of around 5.5. To achieve a Band Score of7, you need
approximately 30 marks on Reading and Listening.

1 Non-user - Essentially has no ability to use the
language beyond possibly a few isolated words.
0 Did not attempt the test - No assessable information
provided.

For more information on grading and results, go to the

I ELTS Band Scores

Cambridge ESOL website (see below).

9 Expert user - Has fully operational command of
the language: appropriate, accurate and fluent with
complete understanding.

Content of IELTS
IELTS has four papers, each consisting of 2, 3 or 4 parts.
For details on each part, see the tables below.

8 Very good user - Has fully operational command
of the language with only occasional unsystematic
inaccuracies and inappropriacies. Misunderstandings
may occur in unfamiliar situations. Handles complex
detailed argumentation well.

Paper ~ listening about 30 minutes, with 10
minutes to transfer answers to the answer sheet at the
end
e This paper is common to both the Academic and
General Training Modules.

{tr,Good user- Has operational command of the
language, though with occasional inaccuracies,
inappropriacies and misunderstandings in some
situations. Generally handles complex language well and
understands detailed reasoning.

oi&

e The level of difficulty increases from Section 1 to

Section 4.

•'.~·Competent user - Has generaHy effective command of
the language despite some inaccuracies, inappropriacies
and misunderstandings. Can use and understand fairly t~1:!
complex language, particularly in familiar situationsO: r\°.'.~:
,. ,,"':-;:::::

5 Modest user - Has partial command of the language,
., coping with overall meaning in most situations, though
~Yis likely to make many mistakes. Should be able to
·"'"_handle basic communication in own field.
~j

The topics in Parts 1 and 2 are based around social
situations but the topics in Parts 3 and 4 are all in an
educational or training context.

0

Each section is heard once only.

<Ill

The instructions for each task are on the question
paper.

®

There is a short pause before each section which
can be used to look at the task and questions. Where
there is more than one task in a section, there is also
a short pause before the part of the recording which
relates to the next task.

~' ~ Um.ited user - Basic cornpetenc~ is limited to '.amiliar
"' srtuatrons. Has frequent problems in understanding and
~~expression. Is not able to use complex language.

e A brief introductory explanation of the context is
heard before each section, but is not printed on the
question paper.

~3 Extremely limited user - Conveys and understands
·~only general meaning in very familiar situations.
• Frequent breakdowns in communication occur.

e At the end of the Usteningtestthereareten
to copy answers onto the answer sheet .

~w.

minutes

e Correct spelling is essential on the answer sheet.

iil2 Intermittent user - No real communication is
possible except for the most basic information usirjg

. . .. . . . . .

_
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No. of

Task information

I

completing notes

pages 10, 67

I
I

completing a form

page 61

completing a table

pages 21, 62

completing sentences

page 68

completing a flowchart

page 17

a conversation between two, three or four
speakers in an educational or training context

labelling a map

page 64

labelling a diagram

page 17

a monologue in an academic setting, e.g. a

matching

pages 14, 66

Text type

Task types

Each section has one or
more of these tasks.

questions
1

10

2

a conversation or interview between two
speakers, giving and exchanging information
about an everyday topic

10

a monologue (sometimes introduced by
another speaker) giving information on an
everyday topic, e.g. a radio program me or talk
from a guide

3

10

4

10

lecture or presentation

. multiple choice

pages 14, 63, 65

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Paper l Academic Reading 1 hour
This paper is only taken in the Academic Module. There is
a different paper for candidates taking the General Training
Module (see Cambridge ESOL website). Both papers follow
the same format but the kinds of texts on the two modules
differ in terms of topic, genre, complexity of language and
style.

0

e There are approximately 2,750 words in total in the three
passages.

Passage

No. of questions

Text types

Task types

Task information

Each section has one or more
of these tasks.
1

13
(two or three tasks)

2

13
(three tasks)

3

14
(three tasks)

I

8

I

Introduction

Texts may be from
books, journals,
magazines, newspapers
or websites. They are
suitable for reading
by undergraduate or
postgraduate students
but are of general
interest, not only for
subject specialists.

multiple choice

pages 34, 76, 80

matching

pages 28, 34, 73,
82

choosing True/False/Not
given

pages 23, 71

choosing Yes/No/Not given

pages 34, 81

locating information

page 28

completing notes, a table, or
I
a flow-chart
·

pages 23, 72

completing a summary or
sentences

pages 28, 77

labelling a diagram

page 23

. Paper 3 Academic Writing 1 hour

;@

~0

•

This paper is only taken in the Academic Module. There is
a different paper for candidates taking the Genera! Training
Module (see Cambridge ESOL website).

4'%~

~

.. .!;i,,..

Task

Suggested time and marks

Task text type and no. of words

Task information

1

20 minutes

a summary of information given in a graph, chart,

pages 40, 87

one-third of the marks for the
paper

table or diagram

40 minutes

a discussion essay in response to a statement of
opinion or ideas

2

two-thirds of the marks for the
paper

150 words minimum
pages 48, 90

250words minimum

Paper 4 Speaking 11-14 minutes

riJ This paper is common

to both the Academic and General

Training Modules.

ti
"'

It is a face-to-face interview with an examiner and it is
recorded.

Part

Time

Task type

Task information

1

4-5 minutes

giving persona! information and discussing everyday subjects

pages 55, 91

2

1 minute
preparation

giving a prepared talk on a subject given by the examiner and
answering one or two follow-up questions

pages 57, 92

a discussion with the examiner arising from the topic of Part 2,
offering the opportunity to discuss more abstract issues and ideas

pages 59, 94

2 minutes talk

3

4-5 minutes

~fft'.
if&¥}
.!(".;;~,

Further information

":t&'The information about IELTS contained in IELTS Trainer is
i'designed to be an overview of the exam. For a full description
- of !ELTS, including information about task types, testing focus
&and preparation for the exam, please see the IELTS Handbook,
which can be obtained from Cambridge ESOL at the address
~below or from the website at: www.CambridgeESOl.org.
~University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations
1 Hills Road
litcambridge CB1 2EU
eUnited Kingdom

introduction

Listening Section 1

ij

Task information: Note completion

What is Listening Section 1?

This task requires you to fill the gaps in the notes
someone makes during a conversation. The notes are in
the same order as the information you hear. There are
other similar completion tasks that you will see: tables
(e.g. Test 1 Section 4), sentences (e.g, Test 3 Section 4)
and forms (e.g. Test 2 Section 1) .

o a conversation between two people, either face to
face or on the phone

• the subject is a topic of genera! interest (e.g.
booking a holiday or course of study)
•

Ii

one or two tasks (e.g. note completion)

.,. an example and 10 questions

You have to:
o listen to a conversation - you hear it once only.
• write one/two/three words or a number or date in
each gap in the notes.

What does it test?
e understanding specific information (e.g. dates,
everyday objects, places, etc)
®

e write the exact words you hear.
• spell everything correctly.

spelling

e transfer your answers to the answer sheet after al!
four listening sections.

Useful language: spelling
If you are asked to write the name of a street, person, company, etc., it will be spelt for you.
You need to be very familiar with the names of the letters of the alphabet as you only hear
them once.

listen and repeat the names of these letters.
A
~

E

S

2 Now listen to these letters and put them in the correct column according
to how we pronounce their names.
_,..-(-._.
_.---) ---~
,..-,

CF G HJ K1;S) N ?)(BlTU,) V 'VV_)X Y
. .I

four of the letters don't fit in any of the columns. Which are they?

s

A
\.i

Y'-

\

IJ

r

I

c

r

~1..

(.;
,,:r

t.

•/

.I

fr,
I

•

3 Uste~ to some words being spelt out and write down what you hear.
Read the word you have written. Can you say it? If not, maybe you missed

a vowel!

'double E'.

1 Address: 23 ···"~.:
.. ~V::;'-'.Ag-\ Road
Ji,>
r
2 Name of company~~-~-1·,l-t-Gk.-... Limited
3 Name: Anna -~~·z.;~~;.,:~•!r·····f'l~EL~:,
'cc:. ·I
4 Meeting place:Q ... A.0. .. ¥.'•-'•,{:>kA·eSchool
5 Name of village: .. ::~.~a.·d,::.: .. ·J.o
6 Website address: www.k~1·w~»\'.-:;9¢k~~.com
.s
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~When a letter is
~
repeated, we say
'double', e.g. EE is

,

'•
;

\

Listening S~ctio111 1

1

I
i
I
I

!

Useful language: numbers

:9 _mv Listen to these sentences and write
hear in the gaps.

.·

%t;TIPM The

num?ers you write in the exam vvill be a
· · +year, a pnce, a phone number or part of an
address, etc

JI

I

p

1 ~~.L.
~ ,,.. _ . . >

the numberyou

King Street

I ~ ;.-l. \

~·

·

I_,..,.. •)

2 Family ticket costs $ .. .L..,dL
1
3 Mobile phone number:·;·?.~:Z.8'.6.!f:?::+;r::t;:~!()v.-'·e"
4 Theatre opened in ..2:5.7.{$.~:L..... - ·.~'"'
5 Secretary is in Room":lI:fz............ ') <
6 Cost of flight: £ ..fi1••1{5;:;·;.•. 9·.;;~
1

Useful language: dates

(1' ~
I@

I:i8. '
I~
~~

~ -~

~I.

~t~Q

!I"''

Listen to these sentences and write the dates you
hear in the gaps.
~ . -v
1 The course begins on
2 Date of birth:

~:~.s,;

.,d;,1,~-··':•::.pJ~· ..

~..

/:

1

3 date of appointment: .f>j:::.~~..;;,:,JJ/
4 Th
ddi
·11 I
I
Ii!: I() "'1/''
ewe 1~g ~I take p ac~ O~j::~~'.'"·~-'-"······
5 Date of arrival in New York. ,(t.-;·ij·O·"'·'"···
6 Date of Interview: .... Z?&.. ~;.vr:t'~.

~iJe!:: You can write a date
·- ---··a mark (e.g.

1

in different ways to get

1\1?.r:ch, M_arch 3_ or 3 fV1arc::b).

'or;~ word andloi=a-~um&e~'Tn

This fits the
the instruction.

~

;,~p,~ l))

3rd

,1%

j

1,.,~

.:f

Useful language: measurements

~=~~
~~Listen
~
'<'>£J

you
1

to these sentences and write the measurement

.
hear 111

\'t!'ij~( You ca'.1 ~rite the whole measurement

the gaps.

y !lip;;;:,.~,
M oun t Everest .1s .lL1.::J
...... ~;..... hi1g h.

2 Distance from Wellington to Auckland:
3 john's height: .{,.t$::.:
.
4 Add .]~;';;~-.·::;::;:..... flour to

_

.,P:5:.J::~......

or an

·· --···· abbreviation (e.g. 25 metres or 25m,
19 kilomet1~~s/kilometers or 1 9km).
·r.:r
p . , . \ er

sugar.

5 Weight: .6,2..L:.1::; ...
6 Width of desk: ..._l,6!'). .. c:·m.
I

"'i
-:;;.- .-;•.·-·

__ ii~t~~i~g Secti~n
~~~~~···~-·~'~·'·----··

~--···

T~~t i T~ai~i~g

1

~----·--·-·····---------

'

...

-·-··----------··---·--·---·--------·---------·

--------·------------

.. ·--· -

... -·---- - - -

--- . -- ----·

11

Useful language: deciding what to write in the gaps
look at the sample exam task below and complete this table.
Which

·~Predicting what type of word will go
· into each gap helps you to be ready
to hear it during the recording.

~

'i

I
'

What tells you this?

gaps need ...
1

a date?

I

<

a distance?

~~

,,
,L,

only numbers?

~

I

a price?
a website address?

i

..

nouns:

I

/I

e a meal or kind of food?

0

.......... !

@

a place?

•

a facility?

I

1111

clothes or a piece of equipment?

Ill!

an event?

I

r

v

I

' '1

Example

Answer

Holiday

.......... ~

Ho~

lasts

sU.uLs on 1

CnLUlr~:i rr11..tst

be

G.ro!Ap rllle.s 3

_.

.

over 2

!:JecA.rS.

Ha.ts provld,ed, b1At not 4
Ho~

.

coses 5 ~

per person.

AIL food, ~cLud.,ed, except 6
Csmp st.t.e

no.s

R

01·1 o...vero...ge.

w.cl1 ~

,

7

.
.

fixi.d, more mformo.:!iol'I aL WWVJ. 8
At Lw,st, one. ~
A 10

Test 1 Training

days.

is spent r-Ulirig in the 9
will we

.com
.

pla.ce one eveYtmg.

listening Section 1

listening Section 1

Questions 1-10

9 · · . · Actiori~1~~'f6ri·N6t~.·~bfn~i~iiat1<·:····

-~~-~
~
•

•

Questions 1-10
CTip! Remember you only hear the

Complete the notes below..
Write no more than TI/110 WORDS ANC)!OR
A NUMBER for each
,~----~

··

enswer:

recording once .

CTipl tf one of your answers is
··

· more than two words and a
number, it is wrong!
-~---,-------·---~--~······---··-·-· .
''''

, Example

Answer

........ :1.Q

Most suitable holiday lasts

\-\o\ida'( bt9in;, on 1 ..

days.

.i."1:.£~.Pr.:.

No more than 2 ···A~.-·6

pe.op\e- in c.idin9 group.

foc.\1 dai, group c.'lde5 3 .. ././.(,\J;.,.~,
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listening Section 2
Task information: Multiple choice (three

What is listening Section 2?
•

a talk I speech I announcement I recorded
messageI radio excerpt given by one person, .
sometimes with an introduction by another person

e the subject is a topic of general interest (e.g, what's
•

options)
Multiple-choice questions usually focus on the details.
They follow the order of the recording.
You have to:

on, a place of interest)

e; listen to the recording - you hear

usually two tasks (e.g. multiple choice, matching,
completing a flow-chart)

~ choose from options A, B or C to answer a question
or complete a statement so that it means the same
as the recording.

e ten questions - there is a brief pause in the
recording before the start of the next task

it ONCE only.

e transfer your answers to the answer sheet after all
four listening sections.

What does it test?

There is another kind of multiple-choice task- see Test 2
Listening Section 2.

@

understanding specific factual information

®

selecting relevant information from what you hear

Task information: Matching information
Matching information requires you to listen to detailed
information and relate itto a number of places, people,
etc.
You have to:
e

listen to part of the recording - you hear it ONCE
only.

e match one piece of information from the box to
each question.
• transfer your answers to the answer sheet after all
four listening sections.
There are other kinds of matching task (e.g. Test 2
Listening Section 3, Test 4 Listening Section 3).

Useful language: paraphrasing
In many IELTS tasks, you have to choose a correct answer from a number of options.
The options express ideas using different words from the recording.

Match these phrases (1-10) to ones with similar meanings (a-j),
1

a wide variety

2 recently

3 easy to get to
4 no more than
5 a peaceful spot
6 birthday
7 has a view of

8 is different
9 upmarket

10 saucepans
14

I
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I

a
b
c
d
e

a convenient location
a special occasion
not long ago
looks out over
a huge range

f

has changed

g the maximum number
h kitchen equipment
a quiet place
j luxury

listening Section 2

listening Section 2

~Questions

Questions 11-20

11-14

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.
11

The market is now situated
A
B
C

12

On only one day a week the market sells
A
13
C

i3

antique furniture.
local produce.
hand-made items.

The area is well known for
A
B

c

14

under a car park.
beside the cathedral,
near the river.

ice cream.
a cake.

a fish dish.

What change has taken place in the harbour area?
A
B
C

listening Section 2

Fish can now be bought from the fishermen.
The restaurants have moved to a different part.
There are fewer restaurants than there used to be.

Test 1 Exam practice
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Action plan for Matching information
1 Read the options in the box. Th ink about words you might hear that have
a similar niean ing...

Questions 15-20
Which advantage is mentioned for each of the foHowing restaurants?

'T~~!l;You can

only choose each option

· · {Advantages A-H) once, so two

of the options aren't needed.

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter; A-H,
next to questions 15-20.

~tffil~:The option.s are in alphabetical
· ·
Advantages

A

B

c
D

E
F
G

H

order, not
them.

1n

the order you hear

the decoration
easy parking
entertainment
excellent service
good value
good views
quiet location
wide menu

l[lt~P,!Fhe restaurants (15-20) are i.n
15

Merrivales

15

The lobster Pot

17

Eliiots

18

The Cabin

19

The Olive Tree

20

The Old School Restaurant

16
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· the order you hear them so listen
for each one in turn.
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listening Section 3
What is listening Section 3?
•

a discussion between two to four speakers (e.g. between one or more students
and/or a university teacher)

•

the subject is some aspect of academic life (e.g. a past or future project)

•

up to three tasks (e.g. flow-chart. multiple choice, labelling a diagram)

e

10 questions - there is a brief pause in the discussion between the parts that
relate to each of the tasks

What does it test?
•

identifying key facts and ideas and how they relate to each other

e identifying speakers' attitudes and opinions

Task information: Flow-chart completion
Flow-chart completion requires you to follow the development of a discussion.
The steps in the flow-chart are in the same order as what you hear.
You have to:
@

*

I isten to part of the discussion - you hear it once only.
choose one option (A. B, C, etc.) from the box to complete each space in the
flow-chart according to what you hear.

e transfer your answers to the answer sheet after all four listening sections.
There is another kind of flow-chart

completion task - see Test 5 Listening Section 4.

Task information: Diagram labelling
Diagram labelling requires you to transfer the information you hear to a simple
picture or plan. You need to follow language expressing where things are.
You have to:
@

I isten to part of the discussion

@

choose the correct words from a list to label the diagram.

®

- you hear it once only.

write A, B, C, etc. in the spaces on the diagram. There are always more words
in the box than you need.

e transfer your answers to the answer sheet after all four listening sections.
There are other kinds of diagram-labelling task (e.g. Test 2 Listening Section 2, Test 5
Listening Section 3).

listening Section 3

Questio(Js 21.~o ...

I
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•

Bl

Questions 21-26

Complete the tiow-chert below.

el

Look at the list in the box and
the flow-chart before you begin.

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter,
A-I, next to questions 21-26.
A

actors

B

furniture

c
D

E
F

G
H

I

background noise
costumes
local council
equipment
shooting schedule
understudies
shopowners

[G_'IJ~i;:

Focus on each question in turn.
··· · · ·· As soon as you have answered
one question, look at the next line.

FilM PROJECT
visit locations and discuss 21

contact the 22

.

about roadworks

'

plan the 23

.

hold auditions and recheck availability
of the 24

choose the 25

.

'

from the volunteers

rehearse

collect 26

9 \l!~~JiAs soon as the first part
listening Section 3
~J

~:~7
..... """"'""'..,...,,... ....,,.....,.,,..,,~-~~~~-~---~~--------·----···

and organise food and
transport

ends, look at the next task.

Test 1 Exam practice
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Action plan for Diagram labelling
1 Look at the instructions and check how many parts of the diagram you

~

Questions 27-30

tl4pJ, The wor?s in t~e list

Choose four answers from the box and write the correct letter;
A-G, next to questions 27-30.
A

lights

B

fixed camera

c

mirror

D

torches

E

wooden screen

F

bike

G

large box

· ········be mentioned

in

may

any order.

~Three of these items will not
~be needed. They may refer
to things which are not in the
diagram, or things which you
do not have to label.

Old water-mm
27

Door

29

.

.

Waterwheel

30

.
28

20
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Listening Section 4
Task information: Table completion

What is Listening Section 4?
•

a lecture, talk or presentation, usually in front of an
audience

e the subject is a topic of academic interest (e.g. a
scientific or historical subject)

Tablecompletion requires you to follow a talk, step by
step, and complete a table which gives a record of the
information and ideas that you hear.
You have to:

e up to three tasks (e.g. completing notes, a table or
flow-chart)

e listen to a lecture or talk - you hear it once only.
e write one, two or three words in each gap in the

table.

• 10 questions

o write the exact words you hear. Remember to write
only the missing word(s).

What does it test?
•

understanding and distinguishing between ideas:
reasons, causes, effects, consequences, etc.

e following the way the ideas are organised (e.g.
main ideas, specific information, attitude) and the
speaker's opinion

e spell your answers correctly on the answer sheet.
ti

transfer your answers to the answer sheet after all
four listening sections.

e accurate spelling

Useful language: following the speaker
When completing a table (or notes, flow-chart, etc), it is important to listen for verbal signals
that show when the speaker is moving from one aspect of the topic to another. Th is helps you
to be in the right place for each answer.
Here are four kinds of verbal signal you can listen for:
A

! ntroduci ng a new aspect of the topic

B

Developing the topic further

C

Introducing an example

D

Referrlng

back

Read these expressions and mark each one A, B, C or D to show what kind of verbal signal
it could be. For some expressions, you can use more than one letter.
1 The reason for this was ...
2 Now I want to explain a little about ___
3 Among these well-established trades, one was ...
4 Next there's the problem of ...
5 Another experiment demonstrates ...
6 I've been asked to talk to you about ...
7 It's important to recognise ...
8 Now I'd like to talk about ...
9 Anyway, for all these reasons ...
10 And another thing was ...

Listening Section 4
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

So I want to start by ...
Before I talk to you in detail about ...
l'rn going to describe for you ...
The first one concerns ...
Another way of doing this was ...
Another interesting result ...
So, we've looked briefly at ...
Lastly, but this is really important ...
Another variation is ...
I'll now tell you how ...

Listening Section 4

Questions 31-40

'&illBMi The answers are words which are

Questions 31-40

not in the table.

You will hear the exact word you need to write, but its
context may be worded differently from the table.

Complete the table below.
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

:! Focus

EXOTIC PESTS
'

Origin

Na.me

New habitat

Notes

Australia

red-backed
spider

New Zealand
and Japan

even on island in middle of
31 .....................

England

rabbit

Australia

800 years ago: imported into
England to be used for

on each row in turn
as you listen.

32 .....................

America

fire ants

33 .....................
in Brisbane

imported by chance

Australia

34 .....................

Scotland

deliberately introduced
in order to improve
35 ..................... (not effective)

36 .....................
Europe

accidental introduction inside
imported 37 .....................

Australian

some advantages

New Zealand flatworm
I

Japan

38 .....................

I

coastal waters

Australia

22

budgerigar

urban areas of
south-east
39 .....................

smaller flocks because of
arrival of 40 ..................... in
recent years
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Reading Passage 1
What is Reading Passage 1 ?
e a text of up to 900 words, usually factual or descriptive
'®

two or three tasks, with a total of 13 questions (e.g.True/False/Not given, short-answer
questions, diagram labelling)

., usually slightly easier than Passages 2 and 3

What does it test?
®

understanding texts which could be included in an academic course

e the ability to follow an argument and opinions
®

a range of reading skills including reading for main ideas and detail as well as understanding
the structure of a text at sentence and paragraph level

Task information: True/False/Not given
True/False/Not given requires you to compare the information given in a series of statements with
information given in the text and decide if they are the same.
I
You have to:

s read statements which are in the same order as the information in the text.
•

scan the text to find the information you need.

e decide if the idea given in each statement agrees with the text (True), or contradicts the text
(False), or if there is no information about it in the text (Not given).

Task information: Diagram labelling
Diagram labelling requires you to understand a detailed description, and relate it to information
in a diagram. This task is often found where the text Is concerned with a process or a description
of something.
You have to:
@

scan the text to find specific information.

e find one, two or three words or a number in the text which complete each sentence or notes
and copy them into the gaps. If you spell the word(s) wrongly, you will lose marks.

Task information: Flow-chart completion
Flow-chart completion requires you to understand a description of a process or sequence of events.
You have to:
•

scan the text to find specific information, using the words in the flow-chart to help you I
locate the parts you need. This may be one or more parts of the text or the whole text. The
information is not always in the same order as the flow-chart.

• find one, two or three words or a number in the text which answer each question and copy
them into the gaps.
There is another kind of completion task - see Test 2 Reading Passage 2.
NOW FOLL.OW THE ACT~ON PLANS ON PAGES 25-27

Reading Passage 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading Passage 1 below.

Peter L Falkingham and his colleagues at Manchester
University are developing techniques which look set to
revolutionise our 1.mderstanding of how dinosaurs and other

extinct animals behaved.
The media Image of palaeontologists who study prehistoric
life is often of field workers camped in the desert in the hot
sun, carefully picking away at the rock surrounding a large
dinosaur bone. But Peter Falkingham has done little of that
for a while now. Instead, he devotes himself to his computer.
Not because he has become inundated with paperwork, but
because he is a new kind of palaeontologist: a computational
palaeontologist.
I
What few people may consider is that uncovering a skeleton,
or discovering a new species, is where the research begins,
not where it ends. What we really want to understand is
how the extinct animals and plants behaved in their natural
habitats. Drs Bill Sellers and Phil Manning from the University
of Manchester use a 'genetic algorithm' - a kind of computer
code that can change itself and 'evolve' - to explore how
extinct animals like dinosaurs, and our own early ancestors,
walked and stalked.
The fossilised bones of a complete dinosaur skeleton can
tell scientists a lot about the animal, but they do not make
up the complete picture and the computer can try to fill the
gap. The computer model is given a digitised skeleton, and
the locations of known muscles.The model then randomly
activates the muscles.Thls, perhaps unsurprisingly, results
almost without fail in the animal falling on its face. So the
computer alters the activation pattern and tries again ...
usually to similar effect.The modelled 'dinosaurs' quickly
'evolve'. If there is any improvement, the computer discards
the old pattern and adopts the new one as the base for
alteration. Eventually, the muscle activation pattern evolves
a stable way of moving, the best possible solution is reached,
and the dinosaur can walk, run, chase or graze. Assuming
natural selection evolves the best possible solution too, the
modelled animal should be moving in a manner similar
its now-extinct counterpart. And indeed, using the same
method for living animals (humans, emu and ostriches) similar
top speeds were achieved on the computer as ln reality. By
comparing their cyberspace results with real measurements
of livinq species, the Manchester team of palaeontologists can
be confident in the results computed showing how extinct
prehistoric animals such as dinosaurs moved.

t9
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I

The Manchester University team have used the computer
simulations to produce a model of a giant meat-eating
dinosaur. It is called an acrocanthosaurus which literally
means 'high sp1ned lizard' because of the spines which run
along its backbone. It is not really known why they are there
but scientists have speculated they could have supported a
hump that stored fat and water reserves.There are also those
who believe that the spines acted as a support for a sail, Of
these, one half think it was used as a display and could be
flushed with blood and the other half think it was used as a
temperature-regulating
device. It may have been a mixture of
the two. The skull seems out of proportion with its thick, heavy
body because it Is so narrow and the jaws are delicate and fine.
The feet are also worthy of note as they look surprisingly small
in contrast to the animal as awhole. It has a deep broad tail
and powerful leg muscles to aid locomotion. It walked on its
back legs and its front legs were much shorter with powerful
claws.

I

I

I

r
I
J

l

Falkingham himself is investigating fossilised tracks.or
footprints, using computer simulations to help analyse how
extinct animals moved. Modern-day trackers who study the
habitats of wild animals can tell you what animal made a
track, whether that animal was walking or running, sometimes
even the sex of the animal. But a fossil track poses a more
considerable challenge to interpret in the same way.A crucial
consideration is knowing what the environment i nduding
the rnud,or sediment,upon which the animal walked was like
millions of years ago when the track was made. Experiments
can answerthese questions but the number of variables is
staggering.To physically recreate each scenario with a box
of mud is extremely time-consuming and difficult to repeat
accurately.This is where computer simulation comes in.

I
I

J

Falkingham uses computational techniques to model a
volume of mud and control the moisture content, consistency,
and other conditions to simulate the mud of prehistoric times.
A footprint is then made in the digital mud by a virtual foot.
This footprint can be chopped up and viewed from any angle
and stress values can be extracted and calculated from inside
it. By running hundreds of these simulations
simultaneously
on supercomputers, Falkingham can start to understand what
types of footprint would be expected if an animal moved
in a certain way over a given kind of ground. Looking at the
variation in the virtual tracks, researchers can make sense of
fossil tracks with greater confidence.
The application of computational techniques in palaeontology
is becoming more prevalent every year. As computer power
continues to increase, the range of problems that can be
tackled and questions that can be answered will only expand.

Reading Passage 1

I

I
I

I
I
r
.

I
·~·-~

I

Action plan for True/False/Not given
the title and information below it and decide who or what

Questions 1-6
Do the foHowing statements agree with the information given in
Reading Passage 1?
~

The information you

. need for each question

~You
will alwaysbe ~ble to find
~
the answerby reading the
text. You never need to use
your own general knowledge.

fn boxes 1-6 on your answer sheet, write
TRUE
FALSE
NOT GIVEN

it the statement agrees with the information
if the statement contradicts the information
if there is no information on this

%1fipf: Two questionsfollowing each other

· . ····· · may have the same answer. There
is always at least one True, one False
and one Not given answer.

In his study of prehistoric life, Peter Falkingham rarely spends
time on outdoor research these days.

Severa! attempts are usually needed before the computer model of
a dinosaur used by Sellers and Manning manages to stay upright.

When the Sellers and Manning computer model was used for people, it
showed them moving faster than they are physically able to.

Some palaeontologists have expressed reservations about the
conclusions reached by the Manchester team concerning the
movement of dinosaurs.

An experienced tracker can analyse fossil footprints as easily as those
made by live animals.

lil6
G

Research carried out into the composition of prehistoric mud has been
found to be inaccurate.
!

•

Reading Passage 1
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Action plan for Diagram labelling

Questions 7-9

~Sometimes_ you only ·
~
need to write one
word, sometimes two

Label the diagram below.
Choose NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the passage for each answer.

or three. Read the
instructions carefully.

Writeyour answers in boxes 7-9 on your answer sheet.

A model of an acrocarrthosaurus
Dinosaur's name comes from spines.
One theory: they were necessary
to hold up a 7
which
helped control body heat.

9

~Which aragraph(s)
~
talk{s) about
p.

a model of an
Skull is 8
.
compared with rest of body.

acrocanthosaurus?

made

easier by wlde tail

and highly devyloped
muscles in legs.

26
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Reading Passage 1

Action plan for Flow-chart completion
If a flow-chart is the first task for a text, read the text through very quickly before you follow this ', ·. ··

tt

Questions 10-13

G Complete the flow-chart below.

\Ti~!" Check the instruct.ions and
··... ····· . ·· make sure you write the

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

correct number of words.

Some parts of the flow-

Peter Falkinqharn's computer model

chart don't have a gap in
them. They help you to
find the right part of the
text.

Mud is simulated with attention to its texture and thickness and how
much i O
,,
it contains.

A virtual foot produces a footprint in the mud.

The footprint is dissected and examined from all angles.

.,- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - -,
Levels of 11

are measured within the footprint.

Multiple simulations relate footprints to different types of 12

.,

.

~'--~~~~~~~~~~~~

More accurate interpretation of 13

•

Reading Passage 1

is possible .
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Reading Passage 2
What is Reading Passage 2?
e a text of up to 900 words
o two or three different tasks, with a total of

13 or 14 questions

Task information: locating inforn11ation
Locating information requires you to scan a text to find specific information
in a paragraph.
You have to:
e read a text divided into labelled paragraphs.
e

read statements which focus on details in a paragraph.

6

frnd which paragraph contains the information in each question. The
answer may be in one sentence or phrase in a paragraph, or you may
need to read more than one sentence.

Task information: Matching names
Matching names requires you to relate information, ideas or opinions in
the text to a number of people, places, dates, etc.
You have to:
e&

read a list of statements and match them to a list of options by finding
the information in the text. You may have to match people, cities,
projects, businesses, schools, theories, plants or dates with events,
techniques, discoveries, facilities, etc.

• . for each question, write the letter of the statement which matches it.
DON'T put the letter of the paragraph where you find the answer.

There are other kinds of matching task - see Test 2 Reading Passage 2.

Task information: Summary completion
Summary completion requires you to understand the main points of part of
the text.
You have to:

•

read the summary and Identify the part(s) of the text to which it refers.
The information may not be in the same order as in the text.

•

complete the gaps in the summary by choosing a word

or words from

the text.
There is another kind of summary task (e.g. Test 4 Reading Passage 3).

.

I

NOW FOLLOW THE ACTION
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PLANS ON PAGES 31-33

Reading Passage 2

Reading Passage 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based on Reading Passage 2 below.
~

The robots are coming - or are they?
What is the current state of play
in Artificial Intefligence?
A Can robots advance so far that they become
the ultimate threat to our existence? Some
scientists say no, and dismiss the very idea of
Artificial Intelligence. The human brain, they
argue, is the most complicated system ever
created, and any machine designed to reproduce
human thought is bound to fail. Physicist
Roger Penrose of Oxford University and others
believe tKat machines are physically incapable
of human thought. Colin McGinn of Rutgers
University backs this up when he says that
Artificial lntelligence 'is like sheep trying to do
complicated psychoanalysis. They just don't have
the conceptual equipment they need in their
limited brains'.

C Jn the 1950s and 1960s great progress was

13 Artificial Intelligence, or Al, is different
from most technologies in that scientists still
understand very little about how intelligence
works. Physicists have a good understanding
of Newtonian mechanics and the quantum
theory of atoms and molecules, whereas the
basic laws of intelligence remain a mystery.
But a sizeable number of mathematicians and
computer scientists, who are specialists in the
area, are optimistic about the possibilities.
To them it is only a matter of time before a
thinking machine walks out of the laboratory.
Over the years, various problems have impeded
all efforts to create robots. To attack these
difficulties, researchers tried to use the 'topdown approach', using ~ computer in an attempt
to program all the essential rules onto a single
disc. By inserting this into a machine, it would
then become self-aware and attain human-like
intelligence.

•

made, but the shortcomings of these prototype
robots soon became clear. They were huge
and took hours to navigate across a room.
Meanwhile, a fruit fly, with a brain containing
only a fraction of the computing power, can
effortlessly navigate in three dimensions.
Our brains, like the fruit fly's, unconsciously
recognise what we see by performing countless
calculations. This unconscious awareness of
patterns is exactly what computers are missing.
The second problem is robots' lack of common
sense. Humans know that water is wet and
that mothers are older than their daughters.
But there is no mathematics that can express
these truths. Children learn the intuitive laws
of biology and physics by interacting with the
real world. Robots know only what has been
programmed into them.

&,~~

~
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D Because of the limitations of the top-down
approach to Artificial Intelligence, attempts
have been made to use a 'bottom-up' approach
instead -that is, to try to imitate evolution
and the way a baby learns. Rodney Brooks
was the director of MIT's Artificial Intelligence
laboratory, famous for its lumbering 'topdown' walking robots. He changed the course
of research when he explored the unorthodox
idea of tiny 'insectold' robots that learned
to walk by bumping into things instead of
computing mathematically the precise position
of their feet. Today many of the descendants of
Brooks' insectoid robots are on Mars gathering .
data for NASA (The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration), running across the dusty
landscape of the planet. for all their successes
in mimicking the behaviour of insects, however,
robots using neural networks have performed
miserably when their programmers have tried
to duplicate in them the behaviour of higher
organisms such as mammals. MIT's Marvin
Minsky summarises the problems of Al: 'The
history of Al is sort of funny because the first
real accomplishments were beautiful things, like
a machine that could do well in a maths course.
But then we started to try to make machines that
could answer questions about simple children's
stories. There's no machine today that can do
that.'
E There are people who believe that eventually
there will be a combination between the topdown and bottom-up, which may provide the
key to Artificial Intelligence. As adults, we blend
the two approaches. It has been suggested that
our emotions represent the quality that most

30
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distinguishes us as human, that it is impossible
for machines ever to have emotions. Computer
expert Hans Moravec thinks that in the future
robots will be programmed with emotions
such as fear to protect themselves so that they
can signal to humans when their batteries are
running low, for example. Emotions are vital
in decision-making. People who have suffered
a certain kind of brain injury lose the ability
to experience emotions and become unable
to make decisions. Without emotions to guide
them, they debate endlessly over their options.
Moravec points out that as robots become more
inte!llgent and are able to make choices, they
could likewise become paralysed with indecision.
To aid them, robots of the future might need to
have emotions hardwired into their brains.
IF There is no universal consensus as to whether
machines can be conscious, or even, in human
terms, what consciousness means. Minsky
suggests the thinking process in our brain is not
localised but spread out, with different centres
competing with one another at any given time.
Consciousness may then be viewed as a sequence
of thoughts and images issuing from these
different, smaller 'minds', each one competing
for our attention. Robots might eventually attain
a 'silicon consciousness'. Robots, In fact, might
one day embody an architecture for thinking
and processing information that is different from
ours - but also indistinguishable.
If that happens,
the question of whether they really 'understand'
becomes largely irrelevant. A robot that has
perfect mastery of syntax, for all practical
purposes, understands what is being said.

Reading Passage 2

Action plan for Locating information
1 Look at the title and subtitle and decide who or what the text is about.
2 Read the questions quickly and see what else you can predict about the text.
3 Read the text

Questions 14-20
Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs, A~F.
Which paragraph contains the fo)!owing information?
Write the correct fetter; A-F, in boxes 14-20 on your answer sheet.
NB You may use any letter more than once.
i

ti
G

14

an insect that proves the superiority of natural intelligence over Artificial
Intelligence

15

robots being able to benefit from their mistakes

16

many researchers not being put off believing that Artificial Intelligence
will eventually be developed

17

an innovative approach that is having limited success

18

the possibility of creating Artificial Intelligence being doubted by some
academics

19

no generally accepted agrnement of what our brains do

20

robots not being able to extend their intelligence in the same way as
humans

Reading Passage 2
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Action plan for Matching names
If Matching names is the first task for a text, read the text through very quickly before you follow
this pfan so that you have a general idea of the text's structure and argument.

1 Look at the list of names. Find them in the text and underline them.

Sometimes the names are in more than one place.

-r-:

Questions 21-23
Look at the following people (Questions 21-23) and the list of statements below.
Match each person with the correct statement, A-E

CT:i~~;: Write

the letter of the correct

···...·. =statement. not the paragraph
where you find the answer.

Write the correct te'tter, A-E, in boxes 21-23 on your answer sheet.
21

Colin McGinn

22

Marvin Minsky

23

Hans Moravec

A
B
C
D
E

32

Artificial Intelligence may require something equivalent to
feelings in order to succeed.
Different kinds of people use different parts of the brain.
Tests involving fiction have defeated Artificial Intelligence so far.
People have intellectual capacities which do not exist ln
computers.
People have no reason to be frightened of robots.

Test 1 Exam practice

Reading Passage 2

~J. Action plan for Summary completion
§'0i If Summary
""4''

completion is the first task for a text, read the text through very quickly before you

follow this plan so that you have a general idea of the text's structure and argument.

tii

1 Read the instructions and check how many words you have to write.

•

2 Locate the part(s) of the text you need by reading the summary and underlining
important words. The title of the summary may help you.
_The information you need may be in one paragraph or it may be spread over a longer part
of
text

8

Questions 24-26

'""::,-.:::;.

~ Complete the summary below.

~j) Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
ti~
Write your answers in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet.
~i?'

When wiU we have a thinking machine?

~-.~

•

Despite some advances, the early robots had certain
weaknesses. They were given the information they needed
on a 24
This was known as the 'top-down' approach
and enabled them to do certain tasks but they were unable
to recognise 25
Nor did they have any intuition
or ability to make decisions based on experience. Rodney
Brooks tried a different approach. Robots similar to those
invented by Brooks are to be found on 26
where they
are collecting information.

Reading Passage 2
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Reading Passage 3
~

What is Reading Passage 3?

~

-I

e a text of up to 950 words

• two or three different tasks, with a total of 13 or 14 questions (e.g. Yes/No/Not given,
multiple choice and summary completion)

t

I

e usually slightly more challenging than Passages 1 and 2

Task information: Yes/No/Not given

I

Yes/No/Not given requires you to identify and understand opinions, ideas and attitudes.

I

You have to:

I

e read statements which focus on the writer's ideas as expressed in the text.
The statements are in the same order as the ideas in the text

I

• scan the text to find where the writer discusses the relevant topic.
e decide if the idea given in each statement agrees with opinions/ideas of the writer (Yes), or
contradicts them (No), or if there is no information about that idea in the text (Not given).

Task information: Multiple choice
Multiple choice requires both general and detailed understanding of the text.
You have to:
o read questions or incomplete statements which focus on the ideas and information in the
text. The questions are in the same order as the ideas in the text. They may refer to a small
part of the text, or a long section of it. Occasionally, the last question may refer to the text

as a whole.
•

choose the correct option A, B, C or D to answer the question or complete the statement so
that it means the same as the text. There is never more than one correct option.

Task information: Matching sentence endings
Matching sentence endings requires you to understand a number of significant ideas expressed in
the text.
You have to:
• read the first halves of some sentences. These are in the same order as the information in
the text so the information relating to the first half-sentence will be found in the text before
the information relating to the second half-sentence, and so on.

e choose the ending for each half-sentence from a number of options A, B, C, etc. so that the
complete sentence correctly expresses an idea or opinion in the text.
NOW FOLLOW THE ACTION PLANS ON PAGES 37-39

34
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Reading Passage 3
~,. You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading Passage 3 below.

~~~~~-n_d_a_n~e_r_e_d~la_n_g_u_a_g_e_s~~~-----,
~
JS;o;;

1;!
Worried about the loss of rainforests and the ozone
layer? Well, neither of those is doing any worse than
l!f# a large majority of the 6,000 to 7 ,000 languages that
r??J remain in use on Earth. One half of the survivors will
almost certainly be gone by 2050, while 40% more
will probably be well on their way out. In their place,
1
18 almost all humans will speak one of a handful of
megalanguages - Mandarin. English, Spanish.
-:i.

E

19

Linguists know what causes languages to disappear,
but less often remarked is what happens on the
way to disappearance: languages' vocabularies,
grammars and expressive potential all diminish
as one language is replaced by another. 'Say a
community goes over from speaking a traditional
Aboriginal language to speaking a creole-,:
says Australian Nick Evans, a leading authority
on Aboriginal languages, 'you leave behind a
language where there's very fine vocabulary for
the landscape. All that is gone in a creole. You've
just got a few words like 'gum tree' or whatever.
(~~:f§/\s speakers become less able to express the
wealth of knowledge that has filled ancestors' lives
@)with meaning over millennia, it's no wonder that
=communities tend to become demoralised. r
-~

If the losses are so huge, why are relatively few
IJ)linguists combating the situation? Australian
~linguists, at least, have achieved a great deal in
~terms of preserving traditional languages. Australian
4~governmentsbegan in the 1970s to support an
~initiative that has resulted in good documentation
most of the 130 remaining Aboriginal languages.
8In
of
England, another Australian, Peter Austin, has
~irected one of the world's most active efforts to
limit language loss, at the University of London.
'8Austin heads a programme that has trained many
documentary linguists in England as well as in
fohanguage-loss hotspots such as West Africa and
.. South America.
@Y~'
......,....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

At linguistics meetings in the us, where the
endangered-language issue has oflate been
something of a flavour of the month, there is
growing evidence that not all approaches to the
preservation of languages will be particularly
helpful. Some linguists are boasting, for example,
of more and more sophisticated means of capturing
languages: digital recording and storage, and
internet and mobile phone technologies. But
these are encouraging the 'quick dash' style of
recording trip: fly in, switch on digital recorder, fly
home, download to hard drive, and store gathered
material for future research. That's not quite what
some endangered-language specialists have been
seeking for more than 30 years. Most loud and
untiring has been Michael Krauss, of the University
of Alaska. He has often complained that linguists
are playing with non-essentials while most of their
raw data is disappearing.
Who is to blame? That prominent linguist Noam
Chomsky, say Krauss and many others. Or, more
precisely, they blame those linguists who have been
obsessed with his approaches. Linguists who go out
into communities to study, document and describe
languages, argue that theoretical linguists, who
draw conclusions about how languages work, have
had so much influence that linguistics has largely
ignored the continuing disappearance of languages.
Chomsky, from his post at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, has been the great man
of theoretical linguistics for far longer than he
has been known as a political commentator. His
landmark work of 1957 argues that all languages
exhibit certain universai grammatical features,
encoded in the human mind. American linguists,
in particular, have focused largely on theoretical
concerns ever since, even while doubts have
mounted about Chomsky's universals.

* a language developed from a mixture of two different languages

'eading Passage 3
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Austin and Co. are in no doubt that because
languages are unique, even if they do tend to have
common underlying features, creating dictionaries
and grammars requires prolonged and dedicated
work. This requires that documentary linguists
observe not only languages' structural subtleties, but
also related social, historical and political factors.
Such work calls for persistent funding of field
scientists who may sometimes have to venture into
harsh and even hazardous places. Once there, they
may face difficulties such as community suspicion. ·
As Nick Evans says, a community who speak an
endangered language may have reasons to doubt or
even oppose efforts to preserve it. They may have
seen support and funding for such work come and
go. They may have given up using the language
with their children, believing they will benefit from
speaking a more widely understood one.
Plenty of students continue to be drawn to the
intellectual thrill of linguistics field work. That's all
the more reason to clear away barriers. contend
Evans, Austin and others. The highest barrier, they

36
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agree, is that the linguistics profession's emphasis
.
on theory gradually wears down the enthusiasm
·
of linguists who work in communities. Chomsky
disagrees. He has recently begun to speak in support
of language preservation. But his linguistic, as
opposed to humanitarian, argument is, let's say,
unsentimental: the loss of a language, he states, 'is
much more of a tragedy for linguists whose interests
are mostly theoretical, like me, than for linguists
who focus on describing specific languages, since it
means the permanent loss of the most relevant data
for general theoretical work'. At the moment. few
institutions award doctorates for such work, and
that's the way it should be, he reasons. In linguistics,
as in every other discipline, he believes that good
descriptive work requires thorough theoretical
understanding and should also contribute to building
new theory. But that's precisely what documentation
does, objects Evans. The process of immersion in a .
language, to extract, analyse and sum it up, deserves
a PhD because it is 'the most demanding intellectual;
task a linguist can engage in'.
I

Reading Passage •

J

1

~~ Action plan for Yes/No/Notgiven

•

1 Look at the title and subtitle and think about who or what the text is about.
2 Read the text very quickly. Don't worry about words you don't understand.

~-

3 Look at the statements. Underline the important words.

~ Questions 27-32
~~ Do the following statements agree with the views of the writer in Reading
Passage 3?
,

Remember, it is the
writer's viewsyou need to
check, not other people's.

In boxes 27-32 on your answer sheet, write

•

@

YES
NO
NOT GIVEN

~~ 27

By 2050 only a small number of languages wilt be flourishing.

•2a

Australian academics' efforts to record existing Aboriginal languages
have been too limited .

.29

The use of technology in language research is proving unsatisfactory in
some respects.

G30

Chomsky's political views have overshadowed his academic work.

•

if the statement agrees with the views of the writer
if the statement contradicts the views of the writer
if ft is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

Documentary linguistics studies require long-term financial support.
~
- 32 · Chomsky's attitude to disappearing languages is too emotional.

•

t\.eading Passage 3
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Action plan for Multiple choice
If the multiple-choice questions are the first task for a text, read the text through quickly before you
follow this plan so that you have a general .i~ea of the .texrs structure and argument.:
Read each question or incomplete .st~ter:ne11t.~ncl th.~.qptipn~ A:::D...

•·.: . ::: .-. :·:::.; ;·:

f'i6d.t8~'.-P~rt :p_\:th~t~~t.\b~t:yg:J·:bg~d-*!}J•.•tq)Qk· .•~h·~·~\:,~fo~t·t8~--~p,·~~¥~:j~igfat)~~-·
0

Questions 33-36
Choose the correct letter; A, B, C or D.

33

The writer mentions rainforests and the ozone layer

A
B
C

D
34

B
C
D

B

C
D

The English language is widely used by academics and
teachers.
The documentary linguists who work there were trained by
Australians.
Local languages are disappearing rapidly in both places.
There are now only a few undocumented languages there.

Michael Krauss has frequently pointed out that

A
B
C
D

38

They lose the ability to express ideas which are part of their
culture.
Older and younger members of the community have
difficulty communicating.
They express their ideas more clearly and concisely than
most people.
Accessing practical information causes problems for them.

What is similar about West Africa and South America, from the linqulst's
point of view?
A

36

questions

..,,,.,.-. . . follow the order of the text.

What does Nick Evans say about speakers of a creole?

A

35

because he-believes anxiety-about environmental issues is
unfounded.
to demonstrate that academics in different disciplines share
the same problems.
because they exemplify what is wrong with the attitudes of
some academics.
to make the point that the public should be equally
concerned about languages.

Q;i1JPJ\:! Multiple-choice

linguists are failing to record languages before they die out.
linguists have made poor use of improvements in
technology.
linguistics has declined in popularity as an academic
subject.
linguistics departments are underfunded In most universities.

i Test 1 Exam practice
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Action plan for Matching sentence endings
If Matching

sentence endings is the first task for a text, read the text through very quickly before you

follow this plan so that you have a general idea of the text's structure and argument.
1 Read the first incomplete sentence.
~~111

· ',

2 Find the pal"tor part$ of the texfthatVou need. Make sure you read far enough to.

,~f~it~~~Ulti~~,f~~lflit1;l~i~~l~~~~~~,~,~i~~~t~~il~~~~:l~~l1~~1~iw,\

Questions 37-40
Complete each sentence with the correct ending,

A-G, below.

I

Write the correct letter,

The first halves contain clues to
' help you locate the correct parts
of the text

A-G, in boxes 37-40 on your answer sheet.
· · · These questions work in a similar

37

Linguists like Peter Austin believe that every language is unique

way to multiple-choice questions
such as Question 33, but there

38

Nick Evans suggests a community may resist attempts to save its
language

are more options to choose
from. There is still only one
correct answer for each question,

39

Many young researchers are interested in doing practical research

40

Chomsky supports work in descriptive linguistics

however!

A
B

e
-

~e
'I;@'

•

even though it is in danger of disappearing.
provided that it has

a strong basis in theory.

c

although it may share certain universal characteristics.

D

because there is a practical advantage to it.

E

so long as the drawbacks are clearly understood.

F

in spite of the prevalence of theoretical linguistics.

G

until they realise what is involved.

{~

Read the sentence endings
The linking words (even
though, provided that, etc.) can be
very important to the meaning.

"< carefully.

-{ii

~

•

Reading Passage 3
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What is Writing Task 1 ?
•

Task information

a writing task based on data which is presented
as a graph or bar chart, or a diagram of a process,
machine or device

and relevant points from the data.

You have to:
s summarise the data you are given in at least 150
words.

What does it test?
•

This task requires you to recognise and select important

expressing the information concisely and accurately

•

plan, write and check your work in 20 minutes.

e use of an appropriate academic style (formal or
neutral)

• write about the most important parts of the data.

•

accurate grammar, spelling and punctuation

•

clear organisation of your ideas

e draw attention to relevant features of the data and
interpret them.

•

. . ·1·

make comparisons and contrasts as appropriate.

STRATEGIES
~efore yov..u write
A

Reading the question

Read the task below and think about the questions in boxes 1-5. This is the kind of task
you will see in Writing Task l.

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The bar chart below gives information about the percentage of
the populationliving in urban areas in the whole world and in
different parts of the world.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the
main features, and make comparisonswhere relevant.
Write at least 150 words.
Changes in percentage of population in urban areas
lii!l

1950

;<,\2007
11!!2030

40
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Writing Task

1

B

Understanding the data

Read these sentences about the bar chart on the previous page. Which of them
report the data correctly? Mark them V" {correct) or )( (incorrect).
Can you explain why the incorrect statements are wrong? Can you correct them?
1 fn North America, we can r,u that &4% of people already lived in cities by t({?o, increasing to
71% by 2007.
2 This bli\r c.k/i\rt
0ive.s i111-Port11,1Atio1'1. 0tbo1At tke. pe.ne..11.tli\ae. o.f tke. pof>1Aili\tio11.
£.iVi'l'l.O i11. i<rbMt. IX.Y'e.C\S i1'l. six re.0i011.S o.f fke. worfd. i111 fkre.e. Ji.f.fe.re.~f 15e.e1.rs1
19£0, 2..001 /i\111d 2.030.
3 According
America.

to the cliarl-, fl.iere

is a mt-1cli greater cliar19e in Africa than In

Nori-Jo

4 accorrfin.9 to t/ie chart) more Jlorth a111.eriCC1.n.S afrearflj five in Cities tha.n. in the rest of
the world.
5 l11t A.g . . lcc:>\ 01.\1y I s-1. o~ +-he pOp1Aic:>1.t-io\\ li.vea lift IA"P0\1'\ C?1v'e0<.s iv. +-he i;V,\~.::l..le c.P fhe
l.:>1.st- ce11thAvy, \::iv.T- +-his h"".A vise11t +-o '371. by 2.007.
Accordi.¥19 to thi..s cllGtrt, there will be twi,ce,
Ca.ribbeeiLYls

o.,s

meiLYly LoJin Arneri.w..Yts <A.rt<i

uxing in c.ilies in Z.030 o» there were ei.9~l;y yeoxs eo..rller.

In 2030 the percenteqe of the world'spopulationliving in urban areas is predicted to bejust
over twice what it was in 1950.

~

.,: ~C Selecting from the data
';~ Look again at the task on page 40. Select which parts of the data in the bar chart

I

,.

are most relevant to the task. Use a highlighter pen or make notes.

i {tNo':" check your answers to Exercise B and st~dy the corrected sentences.

~, ~Which sentences could you use for the following parts of your summary?

J· _ 1

an opening statement of what the whole bar chart is about (find one sentence)

~)2

the main piece of information which you understand from the data (find one

~

sentence)

. fj3 a comparison or contrast, supported by data from the chart (find at least three
sentences)
. The longest part of your summary will be comparing and contrasting. The opening
· sentence and main information will be at most two sentences each.

Writing

~w~. . . . .

i"ask.,·1· ·

6'?;·~-.

-....-=-~

..

.

. . . ·... ' ~ . . ..
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D

Writing a summary

1

When you have analysed the data you have to interpret, and planned what you
are going to write, you are ready to write your summary. Use the words in the
box to fill the spaces in the sample answer below.
compares
doubled
greatest
in spite of
marked
shows
smaller
whereas
The bar chart 1

the percentage of the world's population living in urban
this with the percentage in 2007 and the projected

areas in 1950 and 2
percentage for 2030.

The proportion of the world's population living in cities will have 3
1950 and 2030. However, the change is less 4

between

in some regions than others.

ln North America, for example, we can see that 64% of people already lived
in cities by 1950, increasing to 79% by 2007, 5

in Africa only 15% of the

population lived in urban areas in 1950, but this rose to 37% by 2007. This
represents the 6

change from rural

to urban living, even though the

percentage of Africans in cities is still 7 ··:········than

the world average. It is also

noticeable that, according to the bar chart, the proportion of the population of
Latin America and the Caribbean in cities will be higher than Europe by 2030,
8

2

being lower in 1950.

Which is the longest part of this answer - the opening, the main idea or the
comparisons and contrasts?

After you write
E

Checking your answer

Read the answer at the top of page 43 as if you were checking your own work in
the test. Decide whether the candidate has answered the question satisfactorily,
1

There is one spelling error. Can you find it?

2

Now correct her errors.
a

Correct 1 and 2. Find the other places where the candidate repeats
these errors.

b

Fill the marked space 3 with

c

Correct the grammar in the other highlighted words and phrases.

d

Suggest another word to use instead of repeating 'part(s)' every time.

a suitable word.

Writing Task 1

~

'ffl#J.'

IELTS candidate's summary

In the chart we can see the percentage of tht population who live in urban l I~ in
the years /C/50, 2007 and J..070. The first three columns show us the 2 mit~ in the
whole world and the othtr columns show the result in different parts of tht world. What
is vtry obvious from the chart is that the numbtr of people Iiving in urban area and
also 3
moving to urban C1rea iv growing quite fast in all parts of the world and
there 4 ~~~-thepercentage has c:ome. dovm. It 5 &I~
that in
North America and 6 flf_~1MJltll.lB.fJf~
this percentage is higher than other parts.
7 ~d'ii.. 'llfjthe proportion of people in cities in the rest of tht worfd, turope, Asia
and Africa respedively have the highest percentages. The increae« in the number of
people in urban area is such thcJt it is estimated that in the year 2.070, c1pproximatly
&0% of the people in the world wifI be living in urban area.
Some of these errors are habits influenced by the writer's first language. Can you
identify your own habitual errors?

'~:gJf; Make a note of your habitual errors and check for them when you write.
Useful language: contrasting facts and ideas
We contrast facts and ideas between sentences using expressions such as However, By
contrast, On the other hand, etc. We contrast facts and ideas within a sentence using
words such as whereas and while.

1

G: What mistake has this IELTS candidate made?
The profits of compGU'l!j C <ie.c.Uned.. over these fi.ft:e.e.n
the overolL pro-fits of COl'tlPGlrlH

(i}l What

On the. other ha..nd,

B also GLecU.ned...

mistake has this iELTS candidate made?

T~e \N\O\.\ey spe\.\t- 't>y 3ovev\.\1Mewl-s
C<.'JIAVth-ks. W\.\eve<'ls

c" veseoi.vc\.\

t\.\ t\.\~lA.sh-i."'"l\seA

V..e>1.s J..ecvee>\SeJ.. i.\.\ ~evelaft\.\B

cclA.\.\h-i.es i+

\.\"'s Aov.'ti\eJ...

Without looking back at the sample answer on page 42, fill the spaces with

whereas, or however, then check your answers.
The proportion of the world's population living in cities will have doubled between
1950 and 2030. a

, the change is less marked in some regions than

others. In North America, for example, we can see that 64% of people already lived
in cities

by 1950, increasing to 79% by 2007, b

in Africa only 15% of

the population lived in urban areas in 1950.

1~
I ~ - - _-· _·--~--·

II
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4

{fJ;r1 Choose the correct word or phrase in italics

3 The students at the state university showed an
improved performance in the tests. Attending a

in these IELTS candidates' sentences.

private college enabled students to increase their
test scores.

1 USA has the highest percentage of this group
while/however Vietnam has the lowest.

4 Home computers were a rarity in the 1980s.

2 In 1990, industrialised countries were spending
twice as much on research compared to 1980.

The majority of families have at least one
computer now.

Whereas/On the other hand, expenditure in
developing countries decreased during this

5 Car ownership has risen sharply in rural areas.
The provision of public transport has declined.

period ..
3 New Zealand has the highest percentage of

6 A sense of humour is rated

women working in parliament. By contrast/
While, Italy has the lowest percentage of all the
countries shown.
4 Going out to restaurants accounted for 15% of

free time activities; whereas/on the othelhand
only about 12% of the time was used for meeting
friends and socialising.
5 People aged 14-24 wentto the cinema most
often at this time. However/Whereas the
percentage of people over fifty was lowest.

5 Contrast the facts and ideas in five of these pairs
of sentences, using a different word or expression
from the box for each one.
· One pair of sentences does not offer contrasting
ideas. Suggest a way of combining the two
sentences to emphasise this.
by contrast

whereas .
1

however
while

on the other hand

For the workforce, working conditions have
always been more important than wages.
Profitability has been the main concern of the
management.

as essential by 90%

of women who are looking for a partner. Only
70% of women say they want to meet someone
wealthy.

6

Now use the words in the box in Exercise 5
and write some sentences about a topic you are
interested in.

Useful language: expressing

percentages, proportions and quantities
Try to vary the way you refer to quantities in your
writing. Look at these expressions for 90% and write
down ways you could refer to 10%.
90%

10%

ninety percent (of)
a high percentage (of)
nine-tenths (of)
nine out of ten
the vast majority of

most (of)
nearly all (of)

2 fn the United States, people tend to eat early in
the evening. In Spain, few people eat before nine
o'clock.
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Useful language: talking about numbers as they get bigger

and smaller
I

2

Match these verbs with their opposites.

1

to rise

a

to decrease

2

to increase

b

to shrink

3

to go up

c

to halve

4

to grow

d

to contract

5

to double

e

to fall

6

to expand

f

to go down

Which verbs from Exercise 1 can you use with these groups of words?
1

things that can be counted (e.g. number of homeowners/students, etc.)

2 things that can be described in terms of size (e.g. a company)
3 things that have monetary value (e:g. costof I iving, price of houses)

Complete the sentences with appropriate verbs from Exercise 1 in the correct tense.
1 Audiences at the theatre ...... if another cinema opens.(-)
2 The cost of living ...... in the last forty years. ( +)
3 Losing our best customer ...... our incorne.]-

2)

4 Computer use ...... sharply in the past few years.(+)
5 The company's profits

in 2009. (x 2)

6 Interest rates ...... if the government follows this policy.(-)

Useful language: writing about mformation in a chart or graph

<lI}i Look at the pairs of sentences written

by IELTS candidates. Choose the correct one
in each pair (a or b) and underline the correct phrase.
1

a lt can be seen that 96% of the prison population are males.
b It is seen that 96% of the prison population are males.

2 a There is dear that almost 30% of men work over 45 hours a week.
b It is dear that almost 30% of men work over 45 hours a week.
3 a It is easy to be seen that the number of people increased.
b It is easy to see that the number of people increased.
4 a The pie chart represents the main types of employment.
b The pie chart shows the main types of employment.
5 a The graphs indicate information about total government spending.
b The graphs provide information about total government spending.
6 a From the charts we can find out travelling abroad is becoming more popular.
b From the charts we can see travelling abroad is becoming more popular.

Test 1 Training

Writing Task 1
In the tELTS exam, it is important not to spend more than 20 minutes on Task 1, otherwise you
may not have enough time for Writing Task2, which is longer and is worth twice as many marks .
When practising you will probably need more than 20 minutes at first. Keep a note of how long you
take and try reducing the time for each practice test until you can do Task 1 in 20 minutes.

•

Action plan for Bar chart and other graphs
Before you write
This Action plan refers to a bar chart. Follow the same Action plan for other graphs and diagrams. The bar
chart is similar to the one on page 40 but NOT the same.

1 Look at the task on page 47 and read the question carefully. Think about what the first part of
the question tells you.
2 Look at the bar chart and decide what the title, key, labels and numbers mean.
3 Make notes or highlight thedata you want to ini:::lude inyour summary:·
opevii.rtg sl:a.telYle."lt
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Writing Task 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The bar chart below gives information about the percentage of the
population living in urban areas in different parts of the world.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features,
and make comparisons where relevant.
Write at least 150 words.
Changes in percentage of population in urban areas
!II!

1950

89

Africa

~

Writing Task 1

~..__....·~··· ·-~--------'

Asia

Europe

Latin
America I
Caribbean

~ 2007

Ill

2050

90

North
America

Oceania

Test 1 Exam practice
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Writing Task 2
What is Writing Task 2?
e a formal discussion essay

What does nt test?

This task requires you to to present arguments in a clear
and well-organised way.
You have to:

e expressing and evaluating ideas
e use of an appropriate style
o grammar, spelling and punctuation
e

Task information

paragraphing

• write at least 250 words in 40 minutes.
GD

discuss the idea expressed in the task.

• give your opinion and support it with relevant
examples.
®

conclude with a brief statement of your final
opinion.

STRATEGIES
Before you write
A

Reading the question

Read the task below and think about the questions in the boxes. This is the kind of
task you will see in Writing Task 2.

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic;
Jn many parts of the world there is cominuous coverage -..e-+-of eport on television.
Some people believe this discourages the young from
taking part in any sport themselves.
Discuss this view and give your own opinion
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant
examples from your own knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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B

Planning your answer

Before you start writing your answer, it is essential to plan what you want to say and to
organise it. This is one way of presenting your answer:

Stage 1

An introduction restating the view expressed in the
question and giving a brief reaction to it

Stage 2

A discussion of why some people hold this view, with
examples or comments supporting it and against it

Stage 3

Your own opinion, supported by examples

Stage 4

Your final conclusion

Match these notes for Writing Task 2 on page 48 to Stages 1-4 above.

a some watch i1wtuid of taking part but not the young
... $.)::~gr:.1: ...
b

most countries, many TV d1anne/s, including sport - people obviously like it
but watching sport not ne-c.e.5Scirily cifte.rnative to participating
I

c tec:ichers/pcwentssee teencJge.rs watching 7V sport, worry becauee not active-

but teer» need to relax - eXCJm pre.Mure

·

d my neighbourhood, teenagers - lots of sport - cJdmire sports star£> on 7V wcJnt to emulate. them but older pe-ople wcJtc:h instead of playing - offi'a

workers, no exercise

C Developing a dearly structured argument
Using the correct words and phrases to tie your ideas together gives your writing coherence and
makes your ideas easy to follow.
1

Read this model answer and fill gaps 1-5 with expressions a-e, and gaps 6-10
with expressions f-i.

Now~s,
m l'YlO$t c.ounui,e,s~ Uiere ru-e. nv..merou..s telev~si..on d1ru-i.nels to
choose from ru-i.cl these i.¥iclud..e non-stop bro~stixig
of sporb.
1
mo...ny people mu.st be rnwe.sted, ixi. w(U:.chmg sport thro1.A.9holAt
the ~
ru-i.cl nLght. However, 2
wa.tclimg sport makes people
less keen on p<A..rtLcipo.ling m Lt. T eachers o...ncl pcU"ents m<J.{1 be concerned,
when th~ see tee.no..gers spend..iYig -!irne woJ;c.hivlg sporb on Wevi..-swn
o...ncl fea.r tho.£ th~ oxe VIOl o.,e~ve e.n.ou.gh. WhiLe there rn~ be some
justi.,fica.ti..on for th~s) 3 ...•...•...••........
1100.119 people o..re often und..er
pt-es sure, for exo.xripLe to d,o well m eX.OJYlS. Th~ need, to Ycia.X Mel g~ve
thei.Y mmd,s o..ncl bodies Gt break.

a it does not
necessarily follow
that
b Thereforeit would
appear that
c

it is also true that

d As well as this,

d..D nob te.ncl to wcdx.h spore m . tner tl·w.n
m my nci.ghbwrhoocl re.gtA.lo.rLH play
footbill o..,ft.er s~hooL GtYtcl- IA! we.ekencls th~ plcty m ma,khes or go to
the. t.evw1i-s courts or ttie swi.mmmg pool. 5
w~ oJL support..
vo..ribtA.s fruyiw.s clubs o...nd... Gtd..mi..re sports sws. These sl:.o..rs o..re ltlei.Y
role mocl.eLs o....nd... wa..,tchi.rtg tltlern DY\ tcle.vL.swn enc.ou.ro..ge.s poxttcipo...twn i.¥1
sportirig a. d.ivilies 6 "'.,.
the !:JOlllng tt!'.] to emu.La.le the people
itJ e!::I o...clm ixe .

e In my experience,

f

By contrast,

7
I h0vve. observed, tho . ;/; some olller people spend, the.ix
eve1'lmgs o.%\d... we.eke.nd...s i.rt ftoY1t of the teLevL.sLoYI, foLLowmg sports sv.c}1
<A:S ixiternoJioncU. golf or motor ro..ci.ng. 8
mGtYl!;1 of these. o..re
mLcld.Le-e1.9ed, men (U;. tend...s w be rrien) who spe.."tcl the.Lr ~s
siHit'lg <A-t
a. clesk iA'l GU'\ offi.,ce 0vYtcl who ge.-C very Llt.tle exe+-ci.se 9
l:tiey
ne.ed, Lb more tnOi..¥1 mosb.

g

In conclusion,

oJ.thw.gh I o..ccept. thoJ:, the.re ru-e some people wno m<J.{1
po..rti,dpo..iing Ln sport because t:n~ co..,n wa..tch Lt on
ttlevi-swn i-."istw..cl, m fY1!;1 vi.-ew thi-s d.lh?~s not. genero.ilJ::I (AfpL!:J to
young.

j

4

ttie

!:JOVtYl9

pcutidpo.:lwg iA'l ijt.. The t.eeno..gers

10

be d...i,,sc.ov.r°'-9e.d, from

we

2

Which of the stages 1-4 in Exercise B
paragraph in this answer? Why?

011

page 49 takes up more than one

h Moreover,
in spite of the fact
that
because

Useful language: style
1

Compare the language of A and B below. Which style is more suitable for an essay?
B

A

2

I think, from wl1oJ; I've seen, !::Uls o.xe

In l'fl!:j opinioY\, U; {,s noi:i,c.eoJiLe thoJ; chiLdxen o.,re

geHing

becomiKtg 1-ncreo.,siKtg4J !fil:!J.

more GLnGL more lo.z!:j.

Moreover, thirs ~s

beno.,ve - tl1~ Let their kU::l.s Glo nothing

as chiUlren o..re perrnitW to remoJxi ikio..cti.ve for

for much too tong.

LoY19er tl1o.,n tl-1~ shout.cl.

Here are some language features of A. Can you
find examples of them?
1

res(Jl.Lt of M..v.lt bel'ltwi.our

And.. thi..s i.,s because o.f the WGl.!:j grown-ups

short verb forms

Useful language: impersonal structures
1

6·Find and correct the errors in these IElTS
candidates' sentences.

2 informal vocabulary

1 This is true that in some countries people do not

3 using a dash(-) instead of a linking word

like tourism.

4 simple vocabulary

2 That is obviously necessary to prepare yourself
for such activities.
I

5 repetition for emphasis
6 a conjunction
a sentence.

(A,

i

3 There is no doubt true that the media play a role

I linking word at the beginning of

in our lives.
4 This is a fact that increasing numbers of young

3

Now look at B. Can you find examples of these
language features?

people are leaving home.

2

1 noun instead of verb

1

2 passive verb

It is unfortunate that

2 It is undeniable that

3 impersonal structure

3 It is understandable that

4 formal vocabulary

4 It is generally accepted that

5 modal verb

5 It is regrettable that

6 an adverb at the beginning of a sentence

(JJ¥ Choose the most appropriate

Explain the meaning of these impersonal phrases.

6 lt is frequently asserted that
7 It is often assumed that

phrases in

italics for use in an essay from these IELTS

8 It f s no doubt true that

candidates' sentences.

1 ff you don't like I people dislike sport, you
probably won't I they are unlikely to do it.
2 I think I As I see it, 24-hour sports programmes
make no difference I don't matter.
3 I liked watching football matches on television I
TV, but I rarely played I didn't play much.I

3

Now make sentences with the phrases in Exercise

2 above, using the ideas in this box, or your own.
students I affordable accommodation
children

I cartoons

music I universal language

careless driving I accidents
Example
It is undeniable that stud..ents oft;en Yic;we d),ffi.cu~

fi.ndlng o....fford..o..bLe. CA.CC.Ommoc.loliol'l .

. . Writi~9 i~~k 2
~};~~~,.~~"'TM,~O.-·~.. _~...,._~,_,_,., ,~-·-••-..•·-·,
·-·· , -.,.--~--·-·-·••••

Useful language: the and no article

G When you check your essay, make sure that your use of articles is correct. Read
these sentences from IELTS candidates' essays and write the or - in each gap.
l

We should not overemphasise

2

Films, books and

importance of

wealth.

Internet can provide almost all of

.

necessary information.
3

In conclusion, it is not

money that can solve children's problems, but

..................... love and,

good teaching.

4 A high level of

education and

development of

..................... technology affects agricultural societies.
5

In conclusion, I find that

advantages of

tourism outweigh

6 If

international

disadvantages.

governments had more effective policies for these children who

grow up in

poverty,

to contribute to

children would have more chance

society.

Useful language: giving reasons

vtiJ' Look at the pairs of extracts from IE,LTS candidates'

essays. Choose the correct

one in each pair and underline the correct phrase.
1

a

This is not true for a number of reasons.

b

This is not true because of a number of reasons.

2 a

Some people have a wide knowledge of the world as a result from travelling.

b

Some people have a wide knowledge of the world as a result of travelling.

3 a

In society today, by the advance of science and technology, people know
more than they used to.

b

4 a
b

ln society today, because of the advance of science and technology, people
know more than they used to.
They gave free educational materials to the children. So that the children were
more likely to attend classes.
They gave free educational

materials to the children so that the children were

more likely to attend classes.
5 a
b

I

6 a
b

52

I assume the reason of this is that media companies are producing better films
nowadays.
l assume the reason for this is that media companies are producing
films nowadays.

better
;

In those countries women's rights are more developed and, as a consequence,
women are more fairly treated there.
In those countries women's rights are more developed,
women are more fairly treated there.

I Test 1 Training

as a consequence,

Writing Task 2

Useful language: paragraphing
Read this essay by a strong IELTS candidate. It is a good answer. However, it does not
have paragraphs, which will lose marks. Mark each place where you think she should
start a new paragraph and write 'new para' in the margin. Explain your decisions.
IELTS candidate's essay

These da..ys} Lt Ls noiiuruiLe

thctt

ixl teo.xri gC1.XYJes, sports

mterestul

ywng

Clncl oft! er forms

Ls my bilief tho..,t wi,s Ls mGtix\41 be.COJAse
which

people a.re. becommg Less

of

lt

of exercise.

our e.ver!;1cl~ work,

Be.sUle.s, I tJtiLrtk ever~ person would.,

Ls ixlcre.ClsrngLy sdento..r!::J.

Clnc:L rclC1.-xixlg is much e.ClsLer tho..,n movmg o..,ncL

Clclmii welt- siitrng

runnLrlg CLY!cl sww.,trng.

The quesiioY1 Ls> how l'YltA.ch of thLs Lo...z:ixless

is because of the sports progro..rnrnes on Wevi..swn?

Frorfl 011e pornt

of vLew U-, couUL be true trial- these progro..,rrimes mctke ymng people
lct.z:!::J. However, tYli...s mGl.!:1 be. because some people who tlk:e- sport, ClncL
CLLso Wee wettGhixlg spores, axe C1.-t-t-rc1..dd

to the tclevi,sLon progrm mes

o..,nd, spend, so much time wC1.-tchmg sport. thavt then:. is 110 spavre

time, for them to po...rticipC1.-te themselxes.

By

contro...st) wa1d1mg

spot+

rn°'B encotttrn ...ge some oH'ler yotA.Yl9 people to Utk:e u.p spore, Gt.s these
mclixlclu.cis

mLght like thClt sport

to see hov-.i i.h fee.Ls_ WCltdimg
m~e,

u.s

feet., tho...t

we, WC1.-Y1t

OvY\cL

consequeY1tly WCl.-Ylt

to

be ctcl;,i,ve> WC1.-nt

to

bo. ..skeibciL)

IYl my opmion,

Lss!Ae is the re.a.so\'\ wY!y we tlk:e sport. Does avn

U-.d,i,vUiu.cU.. Llke sport

met-cly Gl.s Cl spectGl-tol" or o...s o... pcu-ticip0vY\b?

if

L.s sLlYipL~ tvle pLw.stAre of wod:;chrng othex people pla.ymg

voLL~bCLLL or footbi:UL or even clGlY'lci.¥1g, thClt person

to

pL~

CCl.-Yl

I wotA.Lc:L sVtggest thClt the.re <A.re

posiJive Cl-Specks of wC1.-W1mg sporbs progrG\.XYlmes.

tvle reason

tr!'.j ih

stA.ch progrrurnYles on tcle.vi..swn

or go swi..rnmix\g OvY\cL so on. Thus,

the ful"lclo.mrntol

to

be o..rnong itiose

C1.-Cfive c;t.nd, jomrng

who Wke pOJ"c. However, if

1NiLL never wo...\'lt

R person evl]oys bcing

Lri) then sports progrCll'Ylmes will never prevent tvli,s.

\fu.:Ti'i)l_; Do not attempt to learn model or sample answers and rewrite them in the exam.
··.·········.· · ·Your composition wm not fit the task exactly, even if it is about a similar subject
The examiners can recognise a prepared answer and you will lose a lot of marks.

Writing Task 2
Action plan
Before you.a write
1 Look at the task below and read the question carefully. The question that you have to
answer is printed in bold italics, but remember to read all the rest of the question too.
2 Underline the important parts of the task.

a

You are marked on the quality of your Eng fish, not how good your ideas are..

3 Consider alternative language to express the ideas in the task.
.

You will lose marks

. .

Jf you C~PY, the wording

· > 4 Make notes ~nthe • .... b~for~

;~u

.

of.the instructions. Use your own

words .. ·

~egi:~ to ~rit~ · .· -, . • ..

lfi~?iJ: Al!ow
·· ·

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:

Jn many parts of the world there is continuous coverage of sport on television.
Some people believe this discourages the young from taking part in any sport

themselves.

at least five.
minutes for planning
before you write and
another five minutes
for checking at the

end.
. If you don't have an
· opinion, invent one!

Discuss this view and give your own opinion.

I

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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Speaking Part 1
Task information

What is Speaking Part 1 ?

You are required to answer questions about everyday
topics.

e a short introductory conversation lasting
4-5 minutes

You have to:

o talk about some aspects of your life such as your
family and friends, home, studies/work, leisure
activities, etc.

• your ability to talk about personal experiences and
interests
•

\"t~:Pii:

answer each question appropriately - usually in
one or two sentences.

Don't forget to take your passport or ID card to the
··········.··exam room!

Useful language: topics
The topics in Part 1 are usually things that you can talk about easily.
I

You may be asked about where you live. Think about your home town, city or

village. What is it like? Underline any of the expressions below that you could
use to talk about it. Make a note of other expressions you need.
City/Town etc.

(big) city

Position

to the north/east etc. of ...

Description

the capital
in a rural/industrial/commercial
famous for ...

Part of the city /town

in the centre (of)
on a busy street

Building/Street etc.

convenient
crowded
isolated
friendly

Countryside/Landscape

mountainous

(medium-sized) town

in the mountains

on the outskirts (of)
in a built-up area

flat

quiet
agricu !tu ral

port

(tiny) village

modern

on the coast
region

has a population of ...

in a suburb
typical

not far from ...

on a housing estate
traditional

popular with tourists

Make similar tables for yourself with useful words and expressions for other
topics, e.g. family and friends, leisure activities, food.

~i~,~l· In Part 1
· · ····to

y_ou wiH be ask~d questions on topics which ~re very familiar. It's important not
memonse answers - [ust try and talk about the topic naturally.

i

Look at the questions about your home town on page 60 and practise saying
the answers.

~l~ij!!' Answer the
'

questions you are asked. Your answers needn't be more than one or two
' sentences. Don't give a tong speech in this Part.

Speaking

Test 1 Training
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Useful lartguage: adding information to your answers
Look at these questions and answers about learning English (1-5).
For each possible answer in italics, underline the correct alternative.

1

1

How long have you been learning English?

Since six years. I For six years.
2 Do most children learn English in your country?

Yes, they do. I Yes, they are.
3 What can you remember about your early lessons?

They were fun. !They were funny.
4 Have you studied any other languages?

I have studied Spanish until I was 14. I I studied Spanish until I was 14.
5 What advice would you give to someone who wants to start learning English?

Go to a class. I Go to the class.
:! The answers in Exercise 1 are too short. Choose one piece of extra
information to add to each answer.

a You learn much faster with a teacher and it's hard to be motivated on
your own.
b We start learning when we are seven and most people continue until
they leave school. ! think it's a good idea to start young.
c Apart from English, we could choose between Spanish and Portuguese.
I chose Spanish but I've given it up now.
d I started when I was ten years old.
e Our teacher used to play a lot of games with us. But we had to work
hard too.

~i.RL?J'.'lever a~swer questions with one word, or just )-5

or No. Give an extra piece of

···· ··· ··· information or a reason.

l
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Look at the questions above about learning English and practise
answering them about yourself.

I

Test 1 Training

Speaking

Speaking Part 2
What is Speaking Part 2?

Task information

e a short talk

You are required to prepare and talk about a topic given
to you during the test by the examiner.
You have to:

•

your ability to talk for about two minutes

•

• your ability to organise your ideas and speak
fluently

read a card with

a task on it.

e make notes on each of the separate parts of the
task You have a minute or two to do this.

• talk about the topic in the task, answering the
questions on the card.
• stop talking when the examiner tells you to.
• answer some follow-up questions.

Useful language: adiectives for describing people
Here are some characteristics you might admire in different people. Which other

adjectives from the box could describe each lof these people a-e? Write them in the gaps.
amusing

cheerful

entertaining

considerate

imaginative

courageous

inventive

optimistic

determined

encouraging

reliable

sympathetic

witty

a a creative person
b a funny person
c a kind person
d a positive person

e a strong person

; ~"'" \l;Jp~·.Use a wide range of adiectives

when you are describing someone or something.

~Useful language: making notes
• A."

1

'~

~!e~·

look at the task on page 60. Underline the important words.
Read the notes one candidate made for this task
~o?

my brot11er, fi;.re.. !:lea.rs oUier

ki.nc:L of persoY1 ? ftA YI, e.ltle.rgetic, paJie.nt
Rela1ionsl14>? qic!Lng + fi.6hi¥ig together GU\rm9 no~s> no time wl1en bt.1.s!:l
-~

:'··~ 2.
I~

(I got upset)
].!]flue.nee? b~c-e. work/pt.Gt!:J, go...ve. me confiGle.1'1ce.

Think about what the candidate might say using the notes.

Look at the task on page 60 again and write some notes for yourself.

Use the preparati~n time to t~ink
············· about what you will say even if
you don't write very much.

:i Here are some useful phrases you might want to use in your talk. Can you add
any more?
Answer all the questions.
You needn't answer them
in the order on the card
and you needn't spend an
equal amount of time on
each one. You may have

What ! really admired about X was ...
X was a ... kind of person

l respected X because ...
The best times were ...
X made me feel ...

more to say about some

We used to ...
X inspired I encouraged I supported I stood up for me
X was always there for me

questions than others.

Useful language: giving a talk
1!

Make sure you introduce the topic. Here are some suggestions of ways to begin.
The person /What I wantto talk about is ...
I'd like to tell you about X .
I've chosen to talk about .

2

Look at the notes you made in Making notes, Exercise 2. Record yourself talking
for two minutes. Use a clock to time yourself.

l

listen to what you said and think about how to improve it. Think about these
· questions.
•

Did you introduce the topic?

•

Did you use the correct tenses?

e Did you use a range of vocabulary?
•

Did you connect your sentences?
Did you cover all the points on the card (not necessarily in that order)?

1111

• Did you speak clearly?
4

Look at the two follow-up questions on page 60 and think of your answers.
You only need to give short answers to these.

5

Practise talking about the topics below for two minutes. Don't forget to
make some notes and time yourself for each one.
•

your favourite music and why you like it

• a special day. what you did, why it was important
e a place you have visited, why you went there, what you did and if you
enjoyed it
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\l!Fi:~j

You m~st talk about
· · ··· · the topic on the card.
Remember, what you
say doesn't have to be
completely true or exciting
and you don't need any
special knowledge.

Speaking

Speaking Part 3
What is Speaking part 3?

Task information

o a discussion of genera! and abstract ideas lasting
4-5 minutes

You are required to answer questions which relate to the
topic in Part 2.
You have to:
• offer your opinions and give reasons for them.

• your ability to analyse and discuss ideas in depth

Useful language: giving opinions
(lfjp There are errors in the phrases below used by IELTS candidates.
Correct the mistakes so that you have a list of expressions for giving your opinion.
(Sometimes there is more than one mistake in a phrase.)
In
1 from my opinion, ...
;
2 As far as I am concern;...
~~111
3 There are several reasons about my opinion.

IJ

IC

rti}

Here are some more expressions used by IELTS candidates. Three of these are not
good English. Tick (./) the ones you could use to give your opinion.

7 It seems to me that...

~'I;
r~:G,~

r;>·

11 Personally, ! think that ...
12 What l think is that...
13 According to me, ...

8 According to my point of view,...
9 It is my view that...
10 ln my own opinion, l think ...

L.

t

4 I strongly disagree the idea that ...
5 I am completely agree to this opinion.
6 From the point of my view, ...

Useful language: easily confused words and expressions
1

ifil)
!

~'Here are some examples of language used by !ELTS candidates.
Underline the correct word in italics in each sentence.
1

Parents should be more restricted/ stri~_t with their children.

2 Children who are grown
independent.

up I brought up by working parents are more

3 Children who live in extended I joint families tend to have better social skills.
4 A lot of children do not respect
contact with them.

•

I•

•

l,i 2

5 Children from sole

I single

elder I elderly people because they have so little

parent families are often close to their grandparents.

6 Schools should punish children for bad behaviour/
7 Children whose parents
their own rules.

behaving.

let I allow them to do what they want learn to make

8 Children who are spoilt do not learn how to behave in

the society I society.

Read the statementsl<in Exercise 1 again and decide if you agree or disagree with
each one. Look at the task on page 60 and think about what you would say.
Practise saying your answers.

Speaking
\§l~~!i: Th~ Speakinq

Speaking Part 1
The examiner

wrn ask you some questions

test i~ ~eco~ded.
This rs 1ust for adminlstrative

·

reasons.

about yourself.

Let's talk about your home town.
Where do you come from?
What is it like there?
Do you like fiving there?
Have you always lived there?
What is the countryside like near your home town?

~'Tie!.j Listen to the ten~e in the .question
· ···

so you use the nght one m your
answer.

The examiner will then ask you some questions about one or two other
topics, for example:
Now let's talk about learning English.
How long have you been learning EngHsh?
Do most children learn English in your country?
What can you remember about your early lessons?
Have you studied any other languages? Which language do you
find easier?
What advice would you give to someone who wants to start
learning English?

Speaking Part 2
The examiner will give you a topic on a card like the one on the
right and ask you to talk about it for one to two minutes. Before
you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you're going
to say. The examiner will give you some paper and a pencil so
you can make notes if you want to.
The examiner may ask one or two more questions when you
have finished, for example;

Describe someone who influenced you
when you were a child.
You should say:
who the person was
what kind of person he/she was
what your relationship was like
and explain how he/she influenced you.

Did the person you've described influence other people too?
Are you similar to this person?

Speaking Part 3
The examiner will ask some more general questions which follow on from
the topic ln Part 2.
Do chifdren nowadays have too many toys, electronic games and so on?
Do parents give their children toys instead of paying attention to them?
Is it the responsibHity of parents or schools to teach children how to
behave well?
I
Do chHdren learn better if they have fun at school, or if the teachers
are strict?
Do you think attitudes towards bringing up children differ in different
parts of the world?
What about respect for older people, does that vary in different
countries?
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((ii~pllc The examine~

will tell you when
· ··to start speaking.
The examiner may ask you some
questions during your talk.

~~~!.Ii Don't

worry if you haven't
· · ·· ··· finished when the examiner tells
you to stop.

(it'IJiUYou are given a m~rk across all
· · three parts, not a different mark

tor each

part separately.

Speaking

listening Section 1

G

~Questions 1-6

~

Complete the form below.

~

Write NO MORE THAN TVlfO WORDS for each answer.

Questions 1-10

'Ip!'/ You don't

PRIME RECRUlTMENT
Employee record
Example

Answer

Surname

...... JS.i.l~.Y.

have to _write the same
111 each space.

·- - ·- ------ number of words

QfutfP'!'

T~ere. is alway_s an example _in
- ·-- - Listening Section 1 but not 111 the
rest of the Listening test. As soon
as you hear the answer to the

.

example, listen for the answer to
Question 1.

I
2

@worldnet.com
.

Name: John Keen
Job: manager of 3

..

Name: Eileen Dorslni
job: 4
..
current 5

certificate

certificate of competence in 6

.

•
L;-~- -~---~--- - -- "-"- -~---- ~-~- -~~--~-"~'----~--~--,.-------~--~

,,_ listening Section 1

Test 2. Exam practice

Action plan

~Questions

7-10

Complete the table below.

~l[jij_!~ You need. a di~erent number

Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD for each answer:

···· ... ··. ···of words

1n

this part!

PRIME RECRUITMENT CHILDCARE VACANCIES
Location

Name

Children· ·

Special
requirements

London

Benton

girl and boy

be keen on

7 .....................
near Oxford

Granger

8 .....................
boys

be animal-lover

9 .....................

Campbell

four girls

be willing to
10 ..................... when
camping
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Listening Section 2

~Questions

Questions 11-20

~lm~r

11 and 12

·

Choose TWOletters,A-E
Which TWO sources of funding helped
A

the central government

B

!ocal government

c

a multinational

D
E

a national company

build the facility?

You'll ~ear the information for
Questions 11 and 1 2 before the
information for Questions 1 3
and 14.

company

city residents

I
I

Which TWO pre-existing features of the site are now part of the new facilities?

I~

19

A
B

football stadium

c

passenger hall

D

control tower

E

aircraft hangars

playing fields

~

cI

listening Section 2
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Action plan for Map labelling
1. look at the map and read the instructions.

~Questions 15-20
Label the map below.
Write the correct letter; A-H, next to questions 15-20.
15

hotel

16

transport hub

17

cinema

18

fitness centre

19

shops

20

restaurant
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Qbljip!

There are some letters on the map
' which you don't need to use.

Cityscope Sports and Leisure
r--------i
\

1

;1-----11-~1
-·~_:ir::=··1
[__ ...... .! l J

listening Section 2

Listening Section 3

Questions 21-30

\[Ti~J:
A
B

c

her knowledge of maths
her ability to write essays
her lack of business experience

Which of the following

A
B

c

Re~d the questions to give yo_u
· an idea of what the conversation
is about.

does Ivan feel he has improved?

his computer skills
his presentation skills
his time management

What does Chloe especially like about the course?

A
B

c
~24

Ivan is pleased that the university is going to have

A
B

c

:~

~~25

She won't have to do a final examination.
She can spend time working in a business.
She can study a foreign language.

more lecture rooms.
a larger library.
more courses.

What does Ivan advise Chloe to do?
A

contact his tutor

B

read about some othef universities
visit the university

c

listening Section 3
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~1~W

Questions 28-30

What does Chloe decide about the following subjects?
Write the correct letter, A, B or C, next to questions 26-30.
A
IB
C

~i~~:i You ~avetime to read. the
·

questions before you listen.

She will study it.
She won't study it.
She might study it.

Subjects

26

Public relations

27

Marketing

28

Taxation

29

Human resources

30

Information systems
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listening Section 4

~Questions

Questions 31-40

31-35

Complete the notes below.

~
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

t

~·i.·.

H~storH of weal:l1er forew.sti.ng
fru-1,y methods

*

r
I
I

31

will1 the posUions

of cU,fferexrc

ab po...rtiwlru- limes.

lnveniioY\ of ww±her instrumeY1ts

i~
~

•

A hygrometer showed., Levels of 32

e

Temper!JlWre. vo..ri.oJions firs!:, measured.

I

le

AlmlA.Ylo...cs conne.c:l;ed., Che ww..tner

33

Il
•

(Ntcliollls Cuso... 1450)
bg a, 1:,hermomet.er conWrimg

(GoJileo Golilr>_,i,1593)

A barometer mcli.coJ:ed, <Air pressure. (£vru-igmsto., Torricelli,

Trvtnsmitt:ixi.g
e The

!A Se

1f>43)

weo..ther i-Ylformalion

of Che 34

allowed., mformoJion W be p(}.,ssed.,

oxou Ylcl 1:,h e worlcl.

*

D~

were produced, by the French

35

fr-om 1&G3.

I

I

~listening Section 4
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Action plan reminder

~

Questions 36-40

Complete the sentences below.
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

~im~t
The second task will be ~n
·.. ... ... a different aspect of the first

Producing a weather forecast
36

Weather observation stations are found mostly at

around the

topic. The title will help you.

country.

37

Satellite images use the colour orange to show

38

The satellites give so much detail that meteorologists can distinguish a
particular
.

39

Information about the upper atmosphere is sent from instruments
attached to a
.

40

Radar is particularly useful for following the movement of
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listening Section 4

Reading Passage 1.

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading Passage 1 below.

'jl
~l"iR!i

Re~d the title and subtitle
· ... · which tell you what the
topic is.

~fP!~ Quickly
If humans were truly at home under the light of the moon and stars, it would make
no difference to us whether we were out and about at night or during the day, the
midnight world as visible

to

us as it is to the vast number of nocturnal species on this

planet. Instead, we are diurnal creatures, meaning our eyes are adapted to living in
the sun's light. This is a basic evolutionary fact, even though most of us don't think of
ourselves as diurnal beings any more than as primates or mammals or Earthlings. Yet
it's the only way to explain what we've done to the night: we've engineered it to meet
our needs by filling it with light.

skim th~ passage
·· , .. · to get a genera! idea of
what it is about and the
topic of each paragraph.
Don't worry about words
you don't understand
and don't spend too
long trying to work out
what they mean. lf you
read on, they may be
explained anyway.

This kind of engineering is no different from damming a river. Its benefits come
with consequences - called light pollution - whose effects scientists are only now
beginning to study. Light pollution is largely the result of bad lighting design, which
allows artificial light to shine outward and upward into the sky, where it is not wanted,
instead of focusing it downward, where it is. Wherever human light spills into the
natural world, some aspect of life - migration, reproduction, feeding~ is affected.
For most of human history, the phrase 'light pollution' would have made no sense.
Imagine walking toward London on a moonlit night around 1800, when it was one of
Earth's most populous cities. Nearly a million people lived there, making do, as they
always had, with candles and lanterns. There would be no gaslights in the streets or
squares for another seven years.
Now most of humanity lives under reflected, refracted light from overlit cities and
suburbs, from light-flooded roads and factories. Neally all of night-time Europe is a
bright patch of light, as is most of the United States and much of Japan. In the South
Atlantic the glow from a single fishing Beet - squid fishermen luring their prey with
metal halide lamps ~ can be seen from space, burning brighter on occasions than
Buenos Aires.

Reading Passage 1
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In most cities the sky looks as though it has been emptied of stars and taking their place

is a constant orange glow. We've become so used to this that the glory of an unlit night
- dark enough for the planet Venus to throw shadows on Earth - is wholly beyond our
experience, beyond. memory almost. And yet above the city's pale ceiling lies the rest of
the universe, utterly undiminished by the light we waste.
We've lit up the night as if it were an unoccupied country, when nothing could be
further from the truth. Among mammals alone, the number of nocturnal species is
astonishing. Light is a powerful biological force, and on many species it acts as a magnet.
The effect is so powerful that scientists speak of songbirds and seabirds being 'captured'

by searchlights on land or by the light from gas flares on marine oil platforms, circling
and circling in the thousands until they drop. lVligrating at night, birds are apt to collide
with brightly lit buildings; immature birds suffer in much higher numbers than adults.
Insects, of course, cluster around streetlights, and feeding on those insects is a crucial
means of survival for many bat species. In some Swiss valleys the European lesser
horseshoe bat began to vanish after streetlights were installed, perhaps because those
valleys were suddenly filled with light-feeding pipistrelle bats. Omer nocturnal
mammals, like desert rodents and badgers, are more cautious about searching for food
under the permanent full moon of light pollution because they've become easier targets
1

for the predators who are hunting them.
Some birds ~ blackbirds and nightingales, among others - sing at unnatural hours in
the presence of artificial light. Scientists have determined that long artificial days - and
artificially short nights - induce early breeding in a wide range of birds. And because a
longer day allows for longer feeding, it can also affect migration schedules. The problem,
of course, is that migration, like most other aspects of bird behavior, is a precisely timed
biological behavior. Leaving prematurely may mean reaching a destination too soon for
nesting conditions to be right.

Nesting sea turtles, which seek out dark beaches, find fewer and fewer of them to
bury their eggs on. \Xlhen the baby sea turtles emerge from the eggs, they gravitate
toward the brighter, more reflective sea horizon but find themselves confused by
artificial lighting behind the beach. In Florida alone, hatchling losses number in the
hundreds of thousands every year. Frogs and toads living on the side of major highways
suffer nocturnal light levels that are as much as a million times brighter than normal,
disturbing nearly every aspect of their behavior, induding their night-time breeding
choruses.
It was once thought that light pollution only affected astronomers, who need to see
the night sky in all its glorious clarity. And, in fact, some of the earliest civic efforts to
co9rrol light pollution were made half a century ago to protect the view from Lowell
Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona. In 2001 Flagstaffwas declared the first International
Dark Sky City. By now the effort to control light pollution has spread around the globe.
More and more cities and even entire countries have committed themselves to reducing
unwanted glare.
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Reading Passage 1

~- Questions 1-7
~) Do the following statements agree with the information given
in Reading Passage I?
In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write
TRUE

'"t~e(: Use the words in the statements

to find the part
· of the text you need to read carefullyfor each
question. Remember .... the text may use different
words from the questions.

if the statement agrees with the

information

~

FALSE

if the statement contradicts the
information

NOT GIVEN

if there is no informationon this

1

Few people recognise nowadays that human beings are
designed to function best in daylight.

2

Most light pollution is caused by the direction of
artificial lights rather than their intensity.

If you find the right part of the text but you can't
find the answer, the answer is 'Not given'.

{®

t)

e3
~Ii

4

By 1800 the city of London had such a large
population, it was already causing light pollution.
The fishermen of the South Atlantic are unaware of the
light pollution they are causing.
Shadows from the planet Venus are more difficult to see
at certain times of year.
In some Swiss valleys, the total number of bats
declined rapidly after the introduction of streetlights.
The first attempts to limit light pollution were carried out
to help those studying the stars.

~
Reading Passage 1
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Action plan reminder

~J~!/: look

at the headinqs of the

-rolumns, For each kind of creature
you are going to look at the ways
they are affected by light.

Questions 8-13
Complete the table below.
Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the passage for each answer:
Write your answers in boxes 8-13 on your answer sheet

\iTief Foreach ques~ion. find the part

···· · of the text which 1s about those
creatures. They are in the same
order as the text.

CREATURE

EFFECTS OF UGHT

Songbirds and
seabirds

The worst-affected birds are those which are

Desert rodents and
badgers

They are more at risk from 10 ......................

Migrating birds

Early migration may mean the i 1 .....................
suitable on arrival.

Sea turtles

They suffer from the decreasing number of

8 ...................... They bump into 9 .....................
stand out at night

~!!)(.: S~me
which

o~ the words you nee?

· ·.·. · will be singular and some will
be plural, Copy them carefully.

are not

12 ......................
Frogs and toads

lf they are near 13 .....................
upset.

, their routines wilf be

~ifj,pJ2!When you have completed. the table, read it through.

Do y~ur ~nswers
··· ... , make sense? For example, m 8, 11 and 12 you need an adiective as

well as a noun.

Tl

Reading
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Passage 1

1·,•.•I

Reading Passage 2

~:ill
~'W You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based on
~Reading Passage 2 on pages 74-75.

Questions 14-20

t.>§.

r,;z~I

&!t?! Reading Passage 2 has seven paragraphs, A-G.

The headings are about the main

"\"t§';'?

"' Choose the correct heading for A-G from the list of headings below.
~,....--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ideas in each paragraph, not
about one or two details.

Write the correct number, i-x, in boxes 14-20 on your answer sheet.

ii
iii
iv

~

v

~~
'J-';i

An unusual job for a psychologist
A type of building benefiting from prescribed guidelines
The need for government action

vi

A failure to use available information in practical ways
vii Academics with an unhelpful attitude
viii A refusal by architects to accept criticism
ix
A unique co-operative scheme

~

~z~
!.>:tg1

•
•

list of Headings
A comparison between similar buildings
The negative reaction of loca! residents

x

The expanding scope of environmental psychology
!

14
@15
16
~17
18
G19
20

Paragraph A
Paragraph B
Paragraph C
Paragraph D
Paragraph E
Paragraph F
Paragraph G

(~

~
Reading Passage 2
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Is there a psychologist in the building?
CHRISTIANJARRETT reports on psychology's place in new architectural development
A

The space around us affects us profoundly-

rebuilding of one south London school as a striking

emotionally, behaviourally, cognitively. ln Britain that

example of how building design can affect human

space is changing at a pace not seen for a generation.

behaviour positively. Before its redesign, it was

Surely psychology has something to say about all

ranked as the worst school in the area - now it is

this change. But is anyone listening? 'There is a huge

recognised as one of the country's twenty most

amount of psychology research that is relevant, but

improved schools.

at the moment we're talking to ourselves,' says Chris
Spencer, professor of environmental psychology at

ID

between MSc students in England and Scotland.

the University of Sheffield. Spencer recalls a recent

Architecture students in Scotland acted as designers

talk he gave in which he called on fellow researchers

while environmental psychology students in England

to make a greater effort to communicate their

acted as consultants, as together they worked

findings to architects and planners. 'I was amazed at

on a community project in a run-down area of

the response of many of the senior researchers, who

Glasgow. 'The psychology students encouraged

would say: "I'm doing my research for pure science,

the architecture students to think about who their

the industry can take it or leave it''.' But there are

client group was, to consider issues of crowding

models of how to apply environmental psychology

and social cohesion, and they introduced them

to real problems, if you know where to look.

to psychological methodologies, for example

Professor Frances Kuo is an example.

summaries of research conducted by her Human

stands as.a one-off experiment. 'Hopefully these

Environment Research Laboratory. Among these is

trainee architects will now go away with some

a study using police records that found inner-city

understanding of the psychological issues involved

Chicago apartment buildings surrounded by more

in design and will take into account people's needs;

vegetation suffered 52 per cent fewer crimes than

says Uzzell.

that greenery reduces crime - so long as visibility
is preserved - because it reduces aggression,
brings local residents together outdoors, and the
conspicuous presence of people deters criminals.

I

local residents about

their needs.' The collaborative project currently

Kuo and her co-researcher William Sullivan believe

14

observation and interviewing

Kuo's website provides pictures and plain English

apartment blocks with little or no greenery. Frances

c

Uzzell has been involved in a pioneering project

E

Hilary Barker, a recent graduate in psychology, now
works for a design consultancy. She's part of a fourperson research team that contributes to the overall
work of the company in helping clients use their
office space rrore productively. Her team all have
backgrounds in psychology or social science, but

'Environmental psychologists are increasingly

the rest of the firm consists mainly of architects and

in demand,' says David Uzzell, professor of

interior designers. 'What l do is pretty rare to be

environmental psychology. 'We're asked to

honest,' Barker says. '!feel very privileged to be able

contribute to the planning, design and management

to use my degree in such a way.' Barker explains that

of many different environments, ranging from

the team carries out observational studies on behalf

neighbourhoods,

of companies, to identify exact[~ how occupants

offices, schools, health, transport,

traffic and leisure environments for the purpose

are using their building. The companies are often

of improving quality of life and creating a better

surprised by the findings, for example that staff use

people-environment

meeting rooms for quiet, individual work.

fit.' Uzzell points to the

Test 2 !Exam practice
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One area where the findings from environment-

G

Zeisel also points to the need for a better balance

behaviour research have certainly influenced

between private and shared rooms in hospitals. 'Falls

building is in hospital design. The government has a

are reduced and fewer medication errors occur' in

checklist of criteria that must be met in the design

private rooms, he says. There's also research showing

of new hospitals, and these are derived largely from

how important it is that patients have access to the

the work of the behavioural scientist Professor

outdoors and that gardens in hospitals are a major

Roger Ulrich,' Chris Spencer says. Ulrich's work has

contributor to well-being. However, more generally,

shown, for example, how the view from a patient's

Zeisel shares Chris Spencer's concerns that the

window can affect their recovery. Even a hospital's

lessons from environmental psychology research

layout can impact on people's health, according to

are not getting through. There is certainly a gap

Dr John Zeisel. 'If people get lost in hospitals, they
get stressed, which lowers their immune system
and means their medication works less well. You
might think that way-finding round the hospital is
the responsibility of the person who puts all the
signs up, but the truth is that the bask layout of a
building is what helps people find their way arou7d;
he says.

between what we in social science know and the
world of designers and architects,' says Zeisel. He
believes that most industries, from sports to filmmaking, have now recognised the importance of
an evidence-based approach, and that the building
trade needs to formulate itself more in that vein,
and to recognise that there is relevant research out
there. 'It would be outrageous, silly, to go ahead with
huge building projects without learning the lessons
from the new towns established between 30 and 40
years ago,' he warns.

Reading Passage 2.
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Action plan for Selecting two answers from multiple choice

Questions 21and22
Choose TWO letters, A-E.
Write the correct letters tri boxes 21 and 22 on your answer sheet.

l(lit~p!,· The optionsA-E .are in the order
· · · "that they appear

111

the text.

Which TWO of the following benefits are said to arise from the use of
environmental psychology when planning buildings?
I

A
B

better relationships between staff
improved educational performance

C
D

reduction of environmental pollution
fewer mistakes made by medical staff

E

easier detection of crime

Questions23 and 24
Choose TWO letters, A-E.
Write the correct letters in boxes 23 and 24 on your answer sheet.
Which TWO of the following research methods are mentioned in the passage?

C

the use of existing data relating to a geographical area
measuring the space given to a variety of activities
watching what people do in different parts of a building

D
E

analysing decisions made during the planning of a building
observing patients' reactions to each other

A

B

76
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.

&if:lli Questions 25-26
"".:..-:SJ

Complete the sentences below.

6~

~~~
Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the passage for each answer.
f,t@
'""" Write your answers in boxes 25 and 26 on your answer sheet.
~

25

~

The students from England suggested that the Scottish students should
identify their
.

8) 26 John Zeise! believes that if the

ofa building is clear, patient

outcomes will improve .

•

Reading Passage 2
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You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading Passage 3 below.

ur ancestor, Homo erectus, may not have

patterns associated with humanity-

had culture or even language, but did

social interaction and so on.While such behaviour

they have teenagers? That question has

is still developing, humans cannot easily fend for
themselves, so it is best to stay small and look
youthful. That way your parents and other members

been contested in the past few years, with some
anthropologists claiming evidence of an adolescent

speaking,

phase in human fossil.This ls not merely an
academic debate. Humans today are the only

of the social group are motivated to continue

animals on Earth to have a teenage phase, yet we
have very little idea why. Establishing exactly when

show a st.rong relationship between brain size
and the rate of development, with larger-brained

adolescence first evolved and finding out what

I

.

1 ·

looking after you.What's more, studies of mammals

I

l

sorts of changes in our bodies and lifestyles it

animals taking longer to reach adulthood. Humans
are at the far end of this spectrum. If this theory

was associated with could help us understand its
purpose.Why do we, uniquely, have a growth spurt

is correct, and the development of large brains
accounts for the teenage growth spurt, the origin of

I

so late in life?

adoleJcence should have been with the evolution of

l.

our own species (Homo sapiens) and Neanderthals,
Until recently, the dominant explanation was
that physical growth is delayed by our need to

starting almost 200,000 years ago. The trouble is,
some of the fossil evidence seems to tell a different

grow large brains and to learn all the behaviour

story.

I

I

I
I
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The human fossil record is extremely sparse,

maturation to coincide with the seasons when food

and the number of fossilised children minuscule.

is plentiful, they minimise the risk of being without
adequate food supplies while growing.What

Nevertheless, in the past few years anthropologists
have begun to look at what can be learned of
the lives of our ancestors from these youngsters.

makes humans unique is that the whole skeleton is
involved. For Leigh, this is the key.

One of the most studied is the famous Turkana
boy, an almost complete skeleton of Homo erectus
from 1.6 million years ago found in Kenya in

According to his theory, adolescence evolved as an

1984.Accurately assessing how old someone is

as to accommodate more complex brains. Fossil

from their skeleton is a tricky business. Even with
a modern human, you can only make a rough
estimate based on the developmental stage of

evidence suggests that our ancestors first walked
on two legs six million years ago. If proficient
walking was important for survival, perhaps the

teeth and bones and the skeleton's general size.

teenage growth spurt has very ancient origins.

integral part of efficient upright locomotion, as well

While many anthropologists will consider Leigh's
You need as many developmental markers as
possible to get an estimate of age.The Turkana
boy's teeth made him I 0 or 11 years old.The
features of his skeleton put him at· 13,but he
was as tall as a modern 15-year-old. Susan Anton
of New York University points to research by
Margaret Clegg who studied a collection of ! Bth-

new ideas about the evolution of teenagers.
Another approach, which has produced a surprising
result, relies on the minute analysis of tooth

and 19th-century skeletons whose ages at death

growth. Ever)' nine days or so the growing teeth
of both apes and humans acquire ridges on their
enamel surface.These are like rings in a tree trunk:

were known.When she tried to age the skeletons

the number of them tells you how long the crown

without checking the records, she found similar
discrepancies to those of the Turkana boy. One
I 0-year-old boy, for example, had a dental age of

of a tooth took to form.Across mammals,the

9, the skeleton of a 6-year-old but was tall enough
to be ! I. 'The Turkana kid still has a rounded
skull, and needs more growth to reach the adult
shape; Anton adds. She thinks that Homo erectus
had already developed modern human patterns
of growth, with a late, if not quite so extreme,
adolescent spurt. She believes Turkana boy was just
about to enter it.

rate at which teeth develop is closely related to
how fast the brain grows and the age you mature.
Teeth are good indicators of life history because
their growth is less related to the environment and
nutrition than is the growth of the skeleton.
A more decisive piece of evidence came last year,
when researchers in France and Spain published
their findings from a study of Neanderthal teeth.
Neanderthals had much faster tooth growth than

Homo erectus who went before them, and hence,

lf Anton is right, that theory contradicts

possibly, a shorter childhood. Lead researcher

the orthodox idea linking late growth with
development of a large brain.Anthropologist Steven
Leigh from the University of Illinois goes further. He

Fernando Ramirez-Rozzi thinks Neanderthals died
young - about 25 years old - primarily because of
the cold, harsh environment they had to endure

believes the idea of adolescence as catch-up growth

in glacial Europe. They evolved to grow up quicker

does not explain why the growth rate increases so
dramatically, He says that many apes have growth

than their immediate ancestors. Neanderthals and

spurts in particular body regions that are associated
with reaching maturity, and this makes sense
because by timing the short but crucial spells of

•

theory a step too far, he is not the only one with

Reading Passage 3

.eh...""JJ.'M/1~ ..o;;=:

h~·~~

. rnzmz........

Homo erectus probably had to reach adulthood
fairly quickly, wfthout delaying for an adolescent
growth spurt. So it still looks as though we are the
original teenagers .
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Action plan reminder

GJ1;ip~/j Read the text

Questions 27-30

'

Choose the correct fetter, A, B, C or D.

Write the correct letter In boxes 27-30 on your answer sheet.
27

In the first paragraph, why does the writer say 'This is not
merely an academic debate'?
A.
B
C

D
28

B
C
D

B
C
D

Different parts of the human skeleton develop at different
speeds.
The growth period of many apes is confined to times
when there is enough food.
Humans have different rates of development from each
other depending on living conditions.
The growth phase in most apes lasts longer if more food
is available.

What can we learn from a mammal's teeth?
A
B
C
D

80

He would have experienced an adolescent phase had he
lived.
His skull showed he had already reached adulthood.
His skeleton and teeth could not be compared to those
from a more modern age.
He must have grown much faster than others alive at the
time.

What point does Steven Leigh make?
A

30

Anthropologists' theories need to be backed up by
practical research.
There have been some important misunderstandings
among anthropoloqlsts.
The attitudes of anthropologists towards adolescence are
changlng.
The work of anthropologists could inform our
understanding of modern adolescence.

What was Susan Anton's opinion of the Turkana boy?
A

29

quickly. Then read it more

·'carefully as you answer each question
in turn. Some paragraphs don't have a
multiple-choicequestion on them.

A poor diet will cause them to grow more slowly.
They are a better indication of lifestyle than a skeleton.
Their growing period is difficult to predict accurately.
Their speed of growth is directly related to the body's
speed of development.

I Test 2 Exam practice

Reading Passage 3

~ Action plan reminder

5]Questions 31-36
•Do the following statements agree with the claims of the writer in Reading
~,,Passage3?
r;05"

~In boxes 31-36 on your enswetsheet, write

··· .·..·.····words (or paraphrases of them)
in the text, then read that part
carefully to see whatthe writer

daims.

{t

YES
NO
NOT GIVEN

~

Qi;T!e!~ For each question, find the key

if the statement agrees with the claims of the writer
if the statement contradicts the claims of the writer
if it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

31

(®

It is difficult for anthropologists to do research on human fossils because
they are so rare.

@)32

Modern methods mean it is possible to predict the age of a skeleton with
accuracy.

~

~33

•

34

@

Susan Anton's conclusion about the Turkana boy reinforces an
established idea.
Steven Leigh's ideas are likely to be met with disbelief by many
anthropologists.
Hesearchers in France and Spain developed a unique method of analysing
teeth.
There has been too little research comparing the brains of Homo erectus
and Neanderthals .

•

Reading Passage 3
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Questions 37-40
Complete each sentence with the correct ending, A-G, below.
Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 37-40 on your answer sheet.
37

Until recently, delayed growth in humans until adolescence was felt to be
due to

38

In her research, Margaret Clegg discovered

39

Steven Leigh thought the existence of adolescence is connected to

40

Research on Neanderthals suggests that they had short lives because of
A
B

inconsistencies between height, skeleton and dental evidence.
the fact that human beings walk on two legs.

C
D

the way teeth grew.
a need to be dependent on others for survival.

E

difficult climatic conditions.

F
G

increased quantities of food.
the existence of much larger brains than previously.

82
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~l'!:el'. For ea~h sent~nce beginning,

· · · ·· underline the important words
and find the part of the text you
need to read.

~lkr· ~~:;~~t:~~;/~~~h~~:~~r~1e
they say the same as the text.

Reading Passage l

Review
1 What information is Writing Task 1 based on?

6 How many words must you write?

2 How do you have to express the information?

1 Which parts of the data must you write about?

3 Does it matter whether you use an informal style?

8 Should you make comparisons?

4 Are grammar, spelling and punctuation tested?

9 What should you draw attention to and interpret?

5 How long should you spend on this task?

Useful language: the introduction
1

Read carefully these five introductions (1-5) to the task on page 87 written by
IELTS candidates. Then answer questions a and b for each introduction.

a Does the candidate give enough information about the table?
b Does the candidate describe the information in the table accurately?
1

2

3

4

5

In the table we can see some information about students enrolled at Bristol
University from the year 1928 till 2008.
The table shows the numbers of student enrolments at Bristol University, covering
the number of students, the percentages of female and male, and where they
came from, in three different years.
This table shows the number of people who are studying at Bristol University
and the number of people of each gender as well. Also, it shows the distance that
students come from, divided into two categories: within 30 miles of Bristol and
overseas.
The table illustrates some information about student enrolments at Bristol
University. The table shows the percentages of male and female students and how
many students came from overseas or within 30 miles of Bristol in 1928, 1958 and
2008.
The table gives information about Bristol University student enrolments, the
percentages of males and females and what area they came from, in the years
19 28, 1958 and 2008.

Suggest any improvements you could! make to the content of each introduction.
(There are no language errors.)
Underline any useful words or phrases drawing attention to important data that
you might use when writing about other topics.

Test 2 Training

Useful language: drawing attention to important data
1

(iJ> These

sentences were written by IELTS candidates to describe different graphs
and tables. Underline the words in each one that you could use in writing about
other topics.

Also noteworthy is the low 9overnment expenditure on education.

1

2 This
t!rce

sv..ows
o£du 01-1.e.

0rnph

et

stv-i1<i1110 cli-f-feY-8-'Yle-e betwee11t t1rce 1101k1·1~Y- et0e

0ra11p Ol11td

3 The mo:>f s-h-iking feature. of +Iie graph is fhe SLldden increase in t!-ie popLllanfy of
computer games.
4 a11.other fa.ct worth 11.otiC£n3 in the ta.hie ls ihat fem.ales are more numerous than males.

S -rhe tM.os+-

ve1M<?1V'~01\ole

poi\.\r is: t-h~t- t-l-\e

11\t.\lM.PeV' o~ 1M01.les

wH-h ""

CV't\."\h\c?t1

YecovJ.. il.\cYeQISeJ.. J.v\<>1.tM.od·k&1.lly.

6 lb is Y\oliceoJ;[.e, tvio.i expeYicii;l;ure on photogro..pn~ remo..i1'1ed, sw..ble from 1~n
to 2..000.

2

Using the sentences in Exercise 1 as models, expand these notes into full sentences.
noteworthy I fall in graduate numbers
striking similarity I teenagers in the USA/ teenagers in South America
most striking feature I sudden decline I birth rate
fact worth noticing I high cost I fossil fuels
most remarkable I growth rate I increased suddenly
noticeable I few schools I swimming poo[s

1
2
3
4
S
6

Useful language: numbers and percentages
1

G Be careful to use the appropriate nouns to report different

kinds of number.

Choose the correct word in these IELTS candidates' answers.
1 In 1997 the employment figure/number was two million.
2 The data shows the difference between the percentage/percentages of men and
women doing full-time jobs.
3 In future the size/number of the population will increase sharply.
4 In Britain people spent the smallest number/amount of money on personal stereos.
5 Cinemas expect an increasing level/number of attendance in the future across all

ages.
6 Going out to restaurants decreased dramatically to seven percentage/per cent.
7 The number/quantity of people who came to Australia started to drop after 1994.
8 The graph shows that the percentage/per cent of 14- to 24-year-olds who are
cinema-goers is higher than other groups.
9 We can also see that the rate/proportion of males gaining diplomas was higher than
that offemales.
10 A small part/proportion of graduates are self-employed.
11 It can be seen that the majority of prisoners are male as the percentage/share of
prisoners who are female is only 4%.
12 The number of books publl shed depends on the literacy rate/figure.
1
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Writing Task 1

2

Write sentences using phrases 1-7 and the words in brackets.
Test 1 Wriang Task 1 for useful verbs

C:Wiiti

1 the rate of
unemployment
{l 979 and 1985)

Unemployment

2 the proportion of

Computer ownership

the population

(computers)

1990 2000 201 O now

'[:

c

3 the amount of
energy (industry)

Industrial energy
consumption

4 the number of cars
(public transport)

w.P

p
l:~

,.

1980s

~

i

-t:

5 the level of
literacy (change of
government)

1990s

6 the quantity of todd
(affluent parts of the

Food waste

world)

Literacy

1

[

· Changeof government

7 the share of global
resources (the
poorest countries)

~
~
L,.:;-

t

1960

1980

2000

Share of global resources

1990s

1980s

Useful language: speHDng

G These sentences contain 22 of the most common spelling mistakes made by IELTS candidates. How fast
__ can you find and correct them?
1:~-- Give yourself one mark for spotting each mistake, another mark for putting it right correctly and deduct one
mark for any changes you make to words that were not wrong!
1

1(1't0wf0Ld3~ OLbO'V!t tVl.e. e.1'1-Yir-o~e.-11.t is e-sse.-ttci01.£ li\.11.0 rn..01-:11't)" q-ove.rv.i,e.1'th "ltl.,de.Yst1A11d tke.
be.-n1..fi'h of e.d'1Ac1At1110 ck1fde.11 to be. RwC\Ye. o-P i.i..ow tke.(J, CC\'t-1. M1'Ltnb"ltlte- to fJA,1s.
Now~Ol1JS1

2 In myl experiense, because SOCtaty is in some respects or3anisec( aifjre11lLy in. other co-dries foriec;nersfind it r·elaxing to
j

visit Uiis part of the worl«.
3 It- is INIY appi\.\t<l\t H'\.:>1.i- .Pew reaple belelve t-he i~~ovw..c;i,,tlo\<, wicl'\ ls BiVe\t tl\ .:>1.J.vevHs1'Vle1<1t-s.
4 Teevcngers svwud vc.ot be l1Llowed to hcive there OWVv WV'S uv1.hLL tl-ie):j Gire prepcived to l1cc.ept res-pov,scrb~lfttJ for tVie

affect thl1t bcid drLvLvc.g c.ci V\, have

O""-

other rol1 ci

useYs.
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Useful. language: finishing your summary
Here are four ways (1-4) used by IELTS candidates to finish their summaries for
the task on page 87. Although there are no language errors, three of them are
unsatisfactory for various reasons. Read the comments in the box and match them
the paragraphs.

to

a Not an accurate description of what the table shows.
b Statements should be supported by figures from the table.
c Too vague. It is unclear what part of the data is referred to, and offers no
conclusion.
d A useful contrast, well supported by data from the table.
1

c.o111.d'!A.s:io14, tlA.e. pe..rc.e."l'lh.0e. i"!-i.c.n1A.s:e.t.i i1't di.f.fe..n1'tt w/Al).s: -tA1'tti t 2..008 1A1".d
.fe.12. i1't otV...e:r wlA~.S:·
::L14

2 !t Cs cLecw thi:it tVie V\,IA.w..bev of for6gV'v st[,{de""ts LV\,crecised. v.;hereCis t\r\e sh-<.d.eV\,ts wlrio
c.ctWce frovi-L wl,thLV\, 30 w..(Les of isr~stoL cieC:rwsed. FurtVievw..01re, fvc :::woe the V'vl.(wJ0er
of feVV<.ciLe .£tw;lo'l..ts who eVi,roLLed vit the ul/\,Lvers(ttj WC!s W..IAGh lriLghe:r thciVv ~V" ~:::?.S'.
.

I

3 fina\\1, tne figures for ntudent cnro\mrnt at Bristol Univtrf>tti lhan9cd dramaticalIi- Tut number of
£itud.e.nt.,, rc21che-d a pea\'- in 1q5e but went do1;111 a921in bct1;1ccn the 'learn 1q5g and :woi. Overall, the
number of fo~ign stucM1ts remaine-d almost the same between 1qis and 1q5g_ However, it rose sharp\1
in tne ner.t '50 'le.am.
4

86

\..O\St-ly, H'\eve is "'"' "i!Mro,.-l-"'\-\-1- J.i#eve\.\ce t\.\. the pnipo,.-1-iol\ o.P srl\J..el\ts w\l\o cotM.e .Pv-o!A'..
wit-hi\\ >O 1Mlles o.P 5,.ist-01 c:>\V\.tA +.hose who co1Me -Pv-01M ove,·se""s~ "'r H'\e \:>e~l.1\1\tl\8 H'\ev-e
weve .Pew srl\J..el-\ts co1M.il\3 .P ... 01M evevsee-s """'J.. 1Mov-e co!Mi>1.~ .ft-01M \\eow tl'le city, wV..ile
by 2008' i-he pev-cel.\i-"'-3e o.P 'lcc"'JI stu.cAel.\-1-S \.\<>1.J. ve<?1.l1y tkecv-eO\SeJ.. (.Pv-olM S-07. -\-o
l-27.), wV..eve<?1.s the pev-ce\\t<?1.'.')e o.P. ovevse°'s st-v.Aeii.rs h"'.:A iv.cv-e<'\se.:A. .Pvo1M ol\ly <;'){ h~
28'1..
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Writing Task 1

Writing Task 1
Action plan reminder

Before you write

3 Select data and

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
~.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---.

The table below gives information about student enrolments at
Bristol University in 1928, 1958 and 2008.
Summarise the information by selecting and reportingthe main
teetures, and make comparisons where relevant.

-'- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'

•

~tt~
vd

Write at least 150 words.

~

~
Don'.t lose marks
~too little .

by writing

•
•e
•
•ii>'--~~~~~~~~~.,--~~~--'-----~~~~~~~~~~--'
lest 2 Exam practice
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Writing Task 2
Review
1 What is Writing Task 2?

3 How many words must you write?

2 Which of these things does ittest?

4 How should you supportyour
opinion?

•
•
•
111

•

general knowledge
expressing ideas
having the correct opinions
evaluating ideas
academic knowledge

111

•
o

•
e

appropriate style
grammar
spelling
punctuation
paragraphing

5 How shou Id you conclude your e_ssay?

Usefu~ language: condmtmonais
1

G;r Choose the correct

form of the verbs in italics in these sentences written by

!ELTS candidates.

have I had fun doing shopping, more people will do /would do it.
2 If shopping was I would be a routine domestic task in earlier ti mes, this could be I
had been because there was no interesting shopping to do.
3 This change may be regarded I is regarded as positive if we will analyse )analyse
1

If people would

why it has happened.

4 People spend I are spending less time shopping if they have I had more enjoyable
activities to do.
2

Match these descriptions to the sentences in Exercise 1.
a offering an explanation for a possible situation in the past
b imagining the necessary conditions for something to happen
c stating a generally accepted fact
d describing the possible result of doing something

3

(2: Here

are some sentences written by IELTS candidates. Put the verbs in

brackets into the correct form. {Sometimes more than one answer is possiole.)
1 Human beings

(have} the right to express their own ideas, unless they
break the rules of our society.

2 Therefore,
3

if I were a mother 1

(not give) my children money.

It would be better if sports professionals
from other activities.

4 If they

(not earn) a lot of money

(be) richer, they could have afforded health care.

5 I wondered whether the people in the disaster area
the situation if they had experienced hardships growing up.
6 Children may think that if they .
get wHat they want very easily.

(bring up) by rich parents,they could

7 Had anyone given him the chance to rest, he
mind and body.

88
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(deal) better with

(be) more relaxed in

I
Writing Task 2

Useful language: referring to people

r/liJ} These are some examples

of language written by IELTS candidates. Choose the
correct word in italics in each sentence. After checking your answers, use the other
word in each pair in a sentence of your own.

1
2

3

consumers/customers are satisfied, they are likely to come back.
Successful businessmen and women have to do better than their contestants/
competitors on their way to the top.
The ancient city of the Incas, Machu Picchu, limits the number of visitors/passengers to
If the company's

2,000 per day in order to reduce damage.
4

Providing for the needs of every member/participant of the family can be very
difficult.

5

It will be better for everyone if doctors can show concern for their
well as treating them.

6

Individuals/Humans.raised
be too reliant on others.

clients/patients as

in an environment where everything is done for them may

Useful language: positive and negative comments
1

(i}J' Here are some examples

of positive and negative comments made by IELTS

candidates.
Match the beginning and end of each sentence.

1 The first advantage of international tourism

a are compe111ng.

2 The benefits of computer use in education
3 One of the disadvantages of radio
4 The negative aspect of the freedom to express
your own ideas
5 Another positive result of increasing visitor
numbers

b ls that it brings in foreign currency.
c is that tourist attractions can be developed.
d is that it is only an audio source.
e is the fact that some people abuse this privilege.

Complete the sentences below, expressing your own ideas about some of the

topics in the box, or others that interest you.
cheap public transport
living in a village
large families
working for a large company

1

studying abroad
access to the Internet
using credit cards
large supermarkets

The first disadvantage ...

2 The main benefit ...
3 The negative aspect ...
4 One of the advantages ...
5 Another negative result of ...
6 A major drawback ...

Writing Task 2
~"'-~'~.~
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Writing Task 2
Action plan rem in~~._.. .. · :· : '
1

below and answer these questions .. ;

You should

spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following

topic:

In the past, shopping was a routine domestic task. Many
people nowadays regard it as a hobby.
To what extent do you think this is a positive trend?
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples
from your own knowledge or experience.
~
~

Write at least 250 words.
I

I

Before the exam, make sure you
know how much space you use for
250 words, then you won't need
to spend time counting during the

exam.

90
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Writing Task 2

Speaking Part 1
1 What must you remember to take to the exam
room?
2 What

3 Will the questions all be about the same topic?
4 Do you get a separate mark for Speaking Part 1?

do you have to answer questions about?

QS;'t;'p~i! You ~an

use the preparati~n ideas in this test to help you when you

··· ··· practise other IELTS speaking tests.

C:'4\4$j

Test 1 Speaking Port 1

Useful language: work and studying

(£Ji' Correct the
1

one or two mistakes in these sentences written by IELTS candidates.

I went to Canada for studying engineering.

2 I am l~arning history at university.
3 I would like study oversea.
4 I have been study English for half a year.
S I have classes at the daytime and I work in the evening.
6 I have a part-time work in a restaurant.
7 I am hoping to get a good employment when I graduate.
8 l finish my work at five o'clock.
9 There are lots of foreign pupils at
10 I want to gain a lot of money.

my university.

Useful language: tenses
1

Look at these questions about a job. Think about what tense you would use in
the answer and underline the verbs that help you decide.
1
2
3
4
5

.

2

1'~
l&'
l\ii
~~

I11•.' .

What is your job?
How long have you been working there?
What do you enjoy about your job?
What job did you want to do when you were a child?
Do you think you will do a different job one day?

Which questionls):
1 ask about now? What tense is used?
2 ask about the past? What tense will you use in your answer?
3 ask about the future? Think of three different ways of beginning an answer.
4 ask about a length of time? What tense is used?

! ® lT!pi,

Listen carefully to the tense in the question so you give the right kind of answer.

"~

l

l

look at the questions about work/studying on page 96 and answer them
about yourself.

Speaking

'"·~~-~~-···"~-.

·---·-·····----.,·----···
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Useful language: food vocabulary
Think about a place where you like to go if you eat out. Tick (ti} the
things below that are most important to you. Add any other reasons

1

you could give for choosing a restaurant or a cate.
delicious/tasty food
family run

vegetarian

reasonably priced

traditional recipes

fresh ingredients
fast service

2

part of a chain
home-made dishes

lively atmosphere

~-cc<. ~e~~~~~~~~~=~:~ea
one where you would
llke to eat. You can do
this in the test, too, if
you don't have much

personal experience of
something.

plenty of choice

look at the questions about food and restaurants on page 96 and the
Useful language below.
Where l come from, ...
In my country we usually ...
When I'm at home, ...
Compared to my parents, ...
Until! came here, I ...
lf I have something to celebrate, ...
My favourite restaurant ...

3

C§t~ij~t! ~d~a~~~~s:~~i~snd
try to use a range of
grammatical structures
and vocabulary.

Practise saying your answers. Record yourself answering the questions.
Listen to what you said and think about how to improve it Did you
speak dearly? Did you use a range of grammatical structures and
vocabulary?

Speaking Part 2
Review
1 What does the examiner give you?

2 How long do you have to make notes?
3 Where should you write your notes?
4 How long do you talk for?

~-

Test 1 Speaking Part 2

STRATEGIES
Making notes: spider diagrams
look at this exam task and the completed spider diagram on the next

1

page.
Describe your favourite TV programme.
You should say:
the name of the programme and where it is set
what kind of programme it is
what it is about
and explain why you enjoy it.
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Q\;l"~JiMRead the card carefully.
· .·. ' Make sure you keep to

the tepid

Speaking
.... ~,-:.~··" .

Now look at the task about a film on page 96 and write similar notes on the
spider diagram below.

Useful language: giving a talk

•

1

Use your notes and record yourself talking about a film for two minutes. Use a dock .
For me, the best part was ...
It was one of the best films I've seen

because of ...
What stood out for me was ..
I particularly liked ...
Compared to otherfilms, I felt ...

~Qt]!~,~'

Althouqh it d~esn't matter what order you give the information asked for, make sure that what
. ~~ ····· · you say is logical.

listen to what you said and think about how to improve it. Think about these questions.
Did you introduce the topic?
Did you use the correct tenses?
Did you use a range of vocabulary?

i•

·~

•

Did you connect your sentences?

.l

-~

Did you cover all the points on the card (not necessarily
Did you speak clearly?

in that order)?

Look at the two follow-up questions on page 96 and think of your answers.

Speaking

Test 2 Training
-~~~~-~'-·-·---·--·~
.. ----··········-----~--·-. ,. . -

...,..,,,.,...,,.~.~-
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Speaking Part 3
Review
1 Will the questions be about a new topic?
2 Will they

be about your own persona! experience?

Useful language: starting sentences with -ing
1

(!J,¥

People often start sentences with the -ing form when they want to make a
general point about an activity. Rewrite these sentences so they begin with an -ing
word.

1 More effort is required to read than watch TV.
$.~~~!nar.~.g_yir.~~- more effort than watching TV.
2 The best way to learn is by doing, especially with children .
...................:.works best, especially with children.
3 It impro~es people's level of confidence if they do some kind of paid work.
..............:

improves people's level of confidence.

4 The most important thing for children is that they are loved .
.....................

the most important thing for children.

5 People can suffer from stress when they are faced with a lot offinancial problems .
.

"

a lot of fi nancial problems can be ve1y stressful.

6 lt is still considered a luxury to own a car in some parts of the world .
..................... is still considered a luxury in some parts of the world.
2

finish these sentences about films.

1 Going to the cinema nowadays is

.

2 Watching a lot of violent films can

.

3 Invading the privacy of film stars
4 Watching films in English
3
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.

Look at the questions on page 96 about films and the cinema and think about
what you would say. Practise saying your answers.

I
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Speaking

· ~~,. Useful language: talking about the future
f&ill!

Do you agree with the statements below? Use an expression from the box with each statement
~~ to give your opinion.
It's likely that,
It seems probablethat...
I'm not sure whether...
I'm fairly certain that...

•

It's doubtful whether .
I feel it's unlikely that .
I'd say that ...
I cannot imagine that ...

I),__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

People will always enjoy occasional visits to the cinema rather than watch films at home.

2 The international film industry will continue to be dominated by the USA.
3 Watching films will become more popular than watching other kinds of programme on TV.

4 Less money will be available to the film industry.
5 There will be more computer-animated films.
6 More films will be made which have a family appeal.
7 Film stars will earn less money in future .

. Useful language: making general statements

•

Answer these questions by making a general statement followed by your
~~ own opinion.
~

1 Do you think fashion plays too big a part in our lives today?

· It is a good idea to talk
· about general opinions
before giving your own.

2 How can tourism he!p people to understand other cultures?
l~)

I

_,m:;-...,_

'@!

3 Are people in your country interested in recycling?
4 How likely is it that people will stop reading books in the future?

~

General statement

Your opiniors

•

For the most part, ...

but in fact ...

=

In general, ...

but I (don't) think ...

@."~ It's widely acknowledged

that ...

'<cs-

Most people recognise that ...
• , That depends.

and ! agree that ...

(Ii That can vary according to the situation.
In some circumstances,

my experience ...
but in my country ...
but in

...

~

~" For some people ...

Speaking
~=";T."~ . . ,,.> •.-.-.---...-,;......'""'"'"~"'"''.W"---··--

and because of that ...
For instance, I have noticed that ...
However, l believe ...

Test 2 Training
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Speaking
Speaking Part 1

Q._1)P! Speak dearly. Yo~ ~ill be marked

The examiner will ask you some questions about yourself.

· on your pronunc1at1onand how

easy you are to understand.

Let's talk about your studies (or your job).
Are you a iuli-time student at the moment?
Where do you study?
How long have you studied there?
Is it far from your home?
What job would you like to have in the future?

OR
What is your job?
How long have you been working there?
What do you enjoy about your job?
What job did you want to do when you were a child?
Do you think you will do a different job one day?

The examiner will then ask you some questions about one or two other topics, for example:
Now let's talk about food and restaurants.
Do you often eat out in restaurants, cetes and so on?
How do you choose where to go when you want to eat out?
Are fast-food restaurants such as burger bars popular in your country?
Do you ever cook for yourself, or other people?
Can you recommend a restaurant in your home town?

Speaking Part 2
The examiner will give you a topic on a card like the one on
the right and ask you to talk about it for one to two minutes.
Before you talk you have one minute to think about what
you're going to say. The examiner will give you some paper
and a pencil so you can make notes if you want to.
The examiner may ask one or two more questions when you
have finished, for example:

Describe a film you enjoyed.
You should say:
the name of the film and where it was
made
what kind of film it was
what happened in the mm
and explain why you enjoyed it.

Do you often go to the cinema?
Do you think watching films in English is useful?

Speaking Part 3
The examiner will ask some more general questions which follow on from the
topic in Part 2.

Q'ltlP.t

If you don't understand what
' you have to talk about, the
examiner ca11 rephrase it for

Is going to the cinema more or fess popular than it used to be, do you t?ink?
What are the most popular types of film among people you know?
·
Do you think there's too much violence in films?
Should there be more films made for children?
Do films influence other things - fashion, for example?
Do you think the med{ a invade the privecy of film stars or put them under too
much pressure?
Do you think films will continue to be an important form of entertainment?
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you.

~Ji!!) The

examiner will notice if you
· ·· · try to use an answer you have
learnt by heart and you will lose

marks.

Speaking

listening Section 1
-

Questions 1-10

Questions 1-10

Complete the notes below.
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Midbury Drama Club
Background
Example

Answer

club started in

..... 1.~.?..7..

111>

prize recently won by 1

@

usually performs 2 """""""''"""""''"''""'

.
section

plays

Meetings
®

next auditions will be on Tuesday, 3

o help is needed with 4

.
and

..

®'

rehearsals take place in the 5

®

nearest car park for rehearsals is in Ashburton Road opposite
the 6

ha!!

.

Costs
e;

annual membership fee is 7 £

e extra payment for 8

.

.

Contact
®

secretary's name is Sarah 9

e secretary's phone number is iO

~$
listening Section 1

.
.
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listening Section 2 Questions

11-20

Questions 11-15
Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.
11

What does the charity Forward thinking do?
A
B
C

12

What benefit of Forward thinking's work does Jasmine mention?
A
B
C

13

c

within Clifton city
in al! parts of London
in several towns and villages near Clifton

Jasmine explains that the Colville Centre is
A
B

c

98

1986
in the i 990s
2005

Where does Forward thinking operate?
A
B
C

15

People avoid going to hospital.
Patients require fewer drugs.
Medical students do better in tests.

When did the organisation become known as Fotwerd thinking?
A
B

14

It funds art exhibitions in hospitals.
lt produces affordable materials for art therapy.
It encourages the use of arts projects in healthcare.

1

Test 3

a school for people with health problems.

a venue for a range of different activities.
a building which needs repairing.

listening Section 2

Questions 16-20
@ Who can take part in each of the classes?

G

Write the correct letter A, B or C next to questions 16-20.

Class participants
A
B
C

ffei"S

-

••

16

Learn Salsa!

17

Smooth Movers

18

Art of the Forest

19

The Money Maze

20

Make a Play

listening Section 2

children and teenagers
adults
all ages

Test 3
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g

Questions 21-30

Questions 21-26

Complete the ttow-cnert below.
Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter; A-I, next to questions 21-26.

A

alr quality

B

journey times

c

land use

D

leisure facilities

E
F

means of transport

G

number of pedestrians

H

places of employment

I

traffic flow.

parking facilities

CITY CENTRE FIELD TRIP
Chose area of city to study

Did a survey of 21

2.2

in city centre to compare with old maps

Measured 23

was assessed in five key locations

Researched 24

twice

a day

during one afternoon

Looked at offlcial figures

_··-·~~---'I

'--~~~M_e_a_s_ur_e_d_2_s_._
.. _.. _.._··_··_·_in_s_e_ve_r_a_11_o_ca_t_io_n_s_·~~----'l
~ ~~~A_s_k_ed~q-ue_s_t_io_n_s_a_b_ou_t_2_6_._
l
.._.._.._..
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~fg}Who will be responsible for each task?

(ii
GJi

A

Stefan

·'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~
B

Lauren

C

both Stefan and Lauren

Write the correct letter next to questions 27-30.
draw graphs and maps
choose photographs

29

write report
do presentation

•
•
'~

listening Section 3
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Listening Section 4
~

Questions 31-40

Questions 31-35

Complete the sentences below.
Write ONLY ONE WORD for each answer.

Manufacturing in the English Midlands
31

In the eighteenth century, the

32

In the ground were minerals which supported the many

33

Since the late sixteenth century the French settlers had made

34

In Cheshire

35

Potters worked in a few

~

still determined how most people made a living.
of the region.
.

was mined and transported on the river Mersey.
situated on the small hills of North Staffordshire.

Questions 36-40

Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD for each answer.

1()2

I

Test 3

Listening Section 4

Reading Passage 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading Passage 1 below.

8,

Seed vault guards resources for the future
contents

Fiona Harvey paid a visit to a building whose

are very precious,

About 1,000 km from the North Pole, Svalbard is
one of the most remote places on earth. For this
reason, it is the site of a vault that will safeguard
a priceless component of our common heritage
- the seeds of our staple crops. Here, seeds from
the world's most vital food crops will be locked
away for hundreds or even thousands of years. lf
something goes wrong in the world, the vault will
provide the means

to restore farming. We, or our

will not have to retread thousands of

descendants,

from scratch.

years of agriculture

Deep in the vault at the end of a long tunnel, are

the end of this tunnel, after about

three storage vaults which are lined with insulated

there are several small

panels to help maintain the cold temperatures.

side. One is a transformer

Electronic

the power company

transmitters

linked to a satellite

system monitor temperature,
information

back

Longyearbyen

etc. and pass the

to the appropriate

authorities

incoming

the

the compressor

and the Nordic Gene Bank which

provide the technical information

for managing

electrical

room to which only

officials have access - this

houses the equipment
at

80 metres,

rooms on the right-hand

needed to transform

the

current down to 220 volts. A

second is an electrical

room housing controls for

seed vaults. The seeds are placed in sealed boxes

and other equipment. The other
room is an office which can be heated to provide

and stored on shelves in the vaults. The minimal

comfortable

moisture level and low temperature

low

ensure

metabolic activity. The remote location, as well as
the rugged structure, provide unparalleled

for the world's agricultural

working

will

conditions for those who

make an inventory of the samples in and out of the
vault.

security

heritage.

Anyone seeking

access to the seeds has to

pass through four locked doors: the heavy steel
The three vaults are buried deep in the hillside.

entrance doors, a second door approximately

To reach them, it is necessary

metres down the tunnel and finally

long and surprisingly

to proceed down a

large corridor.

in length, it connects the 26-metre
building to the ~hree vaults,
a further

•

At 93.3 metres
long entrance

each of which extends

27 metres into the mountain.Towards

Reading Passage 1
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the two keyed

doors separated by an airlock, from wrich it is
possible to proceed directly

into the seed vaults.

Keys are coded to allow access to different

levels

of the facility .

Test 3
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A work of art will make the vault visible for miles

will remain viable for an estimated 1,700 years, the

around. The vault entrance is filled with highly

barley for 2,000 years and the sorghum for 20,000

reflective

years.

sheets of steel and mirrors which form

an installation acting as a beacon. It reflects polar
light in the summer months,
a network of

while in the winter,

200 fibre-optic cables will give the

Svalbard's Arctic conditions will keep the seeds
cold. In order to maintain the temperature at

piece a muted greenish-turquoise and white light.

a constant-10°C to -20°C, the cold Arctic air

Cary Fowler, the mastermind behind the vault,

will be drawn into the vault during the winter,
automatically and without human intervention. The

stands inside the echoing cavern. For him, this is
the culmination of nearly 30 years of work. 'It's

surrounding rock will maintain the temperature
requirements during the extremely cold season

an insurance policy; he explains, 'a very cheap
insurance policy when you consider what we're

and, during warmer periods, refrigeration

insuring - the earth's biological diversity:

snow-covered mountains of Svalbard, it is hard

Seeds a re being brought here from all over the
world, from seed banks created by governments,

not to feel respect for the 2,300 or so people who
live here, mainly in Longyearbyen, a village a few
miles away. There are three months without light

equipment will engage. Looking out across the

universities and private institutions. roan, there
will be seed varieties from at least 100 crops in

in winter.

the Svalbard vault - extending to examples of all

Svalbard is intended as the seed bank of last

of the 1.5 million known crop seed varieties in the
world. If any more are unearthed, either in the wild

resort. Each sample is made up of a few hundred
seeds, sealed inside a watertight package which
will never be tampered with while it is in the vault.

or found in obscure collections, they can be added,
too - the vault has room for at least 4.5 million

The packages of seeds remain the property of
the collections they have come from. Svalbard

samples.
Inside the entrance area it is more than 10° C
below freezing, but in the chambers where

will disburse samples 'only if all the other seeds
in other collections around the world are gone,'

I

the seeds are kept, refrigerators push down
the temperature even further, to -18° C. At this
temperature, which will be kept constant to stop

explains Fowler. If seeds do have to be given out,
those who receive them are expected to germinate
them and generate new samples, to be returned to
the vault.

the seeds germinating or rotting, the wheat seeds

1 04 I Test 3

Reading Passage 1

Questions 1-6
Label the diagram below.

0

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER from the

passage for each answer.

@1 Write your answers in boxes 1-6 on your answer sheet.

The Svalbard Vault

The entrance to the seed vault
- .... itself is protected with doors with
;,4i;~~r:'.-1----:>"L-__;;5~.::
between them.
The 4
is
reduced as it enters the vault.
Seeds are processed in the 3
before they go into the vault.

.

A tunnel, which is 2
long,
connects the entrance building to the vault.
The installation in the entrance consists of 1
and metal panels whlch maximise natural light.

..

eQuestions 7-13
8

Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 1?

ffjln boxes 7-13 on your answer sheet, write
TRUE

if the statement agrees with the information

FALSE

if the statement contradicts the information
if there is no information on this

NOT GIVEN

The vault has the capacity to accommodate undiscovered types of seed at a later date.
There are different levels of refrigeration according to the kinds ot seeds stored.
~9

During winter, the flow of air entering the vault is regularly monitored by staff.

fJO

There is a back-up refrigeration system ready to be switched on if the present one fails.

91
el~

The people who work at Svalbard are mainly locals.

,~3

If seeds are sent from Svalbard to other banks, there is an obligation for the recipient to send
replacements back.

~7"ffe

Once a seed package is in the vault, it remains unopened.

Test 3
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Reading Passage 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based on Reading Passage 2 below.

WHAT COOKBOOKS REALLY TEACH US
A

Shelves bend under their weight of cookery

c

But a more likely reason is that Apicius's recipes

books. Even a medium-sized bookshop contains

were written by and for professional cooks, who

many more recipes than one person could hope

could follow their shorthand. This situation

to cook in a lifetime. Although the recipes in

continued for hundreds of years. There was

one book are often similar to those in another,

no order to cookbooks: a cake recipe might be

their presentation varies wildly, from an array of

followed by a mutton one. But then, they were not

vegetarian cookbooks

written for careful study. Before the 19th. century

tO

instructions on cooking

the food that historical figures might have eaten.

few educated people cooked for themselves.

The reason for this abundance is that cookbooks

The wealthiest employed literate che&; others

promise to bring about a kind of domestic

presumably read recipes

transformation for the user. The daily routine can

cooks would have been capable of creating dishes

be put

from the vaguest of instructions.

to

I

one side and they liberate the user, if

to

their servants. Such

only temporarily. To follow their instructions is to
turn a task which has to be performed every day

D

The invention of printing might have been

into an engaging, romantic process. Cookbooks

expected to lead to greater clarity but at fast the

also provide an opportunity to delve into distant

reverse was true. As words acquired commercial

cultures without-having to turn up at an airport to

value, plagiarism exploded. Recipes were distorted

get there.

through reproduction. A recipe for boiled capon in

The Good Hustoiues Jewell,printed in 1596, advised
B

The first Western cookbook appeared just over

the cook to add three or four dates. By 1653,

1,600 years ago. De re coquinara (it means

when the recipe was given by a different author in

c

concerning cookery') is attributed to a Roman

A Book of Fruits

gourmet named Apicius. It is probably a

the dish aside for three or four days.

& Flowers, the cook was told to set

compilation of Roman and Greek recipes, some
or all of them drawn frorn manuscripts that were

106

E

The dominant theme in 16rh and 17th century

later lost. The editor was sloppy, allowing several

cookbooks was order. Books combined recipes

duplicated recipes to sneak in. Yet Apicius's book

and household advice, on the assumption that a

set the tone of cookery advice in Europe for

well-made dish, a well-ordered larder and well-

more than a thousand years. AB a cookbook it is

disciplined children were equally impprtant.

unsatisfactoJ with very bask instructions. Joseph

Cookbooks thus became a symbol of dependability

Vehling, a dief who translated Apidus in the

in chaotic times. They hardly seem to have been .

1930s, suggested the author had been obscure on

affected by the English civil war or the revolutions

purpose, in case his secrets leaked out.

in America and France.

I Test 3

Reading Passage 2

F

In the 1850s Isabella Beeton published The Book
of Household Management. Like earlier cookery
but philosophical observations from other books.

it to the status of science. 'Progress in civilisation

If Beeton's recipes were not wholly new, though,

has been accompanied by progress in cookery;' she

the way in which she presented them certainly

breezily announced in The Boston Cooking-School

was. She explains when the chief ingredients are
most likely to be in season, how long the dish will

Cook Book, before launching into a collection
of recipes that sometimes resembles a book of

take to prepare and even how much it is likely to

chemistry experiments. She was occasionally

cost. Beeton's recipes were well suited to her times.

over-fossy. She explained that currants should

Two centuries earlier, an understanding of rural

picked between June 28th and July 3rd, but not

ways had been so widespread that one writer could

when it is raining. But in the main her book is

advise cooks to heat water until it was a little

reassuringly authoritative. Its recipes are short,

hotter than milk comes from a cow. By the 1850s

with no unnecessary chat and no unnecessary

Britain was industrialising. The growing urban

spices.

be

and Beeton provided
In 1950 MediterraneanFood by Elizabeth David
launched a revolution in cooldng advice in

In France, cookbooks were fast becoming even

Britain. In some ways Mediterranean Food recalled

more systematic. Compared with Britain, France

even older cookbooks but the smells and noises

had produced few books written for the ordinary

that filled David's books were not mere decoration

householder by the end of the 19th century.

for her recipes. They were the point of her books.

The most celebrated French cookbooks were

When she began

written by superstar chefs who had a dear sense

not widely available or affordable. She understood

of codifying a unified approach

this, acknowledging in a later edition of one of

to

sophisticated

French cooking. The 5,000 recipes in Auguste
Escoffier's

~

Farmer did for American home coo.king. She not
only synthesised American cuisine; she elevated

them in full .
G

~;

What Escoffier did for French cooking, Fannie

writers she plagiarised freely, lifting not just recipes

middle class needed details,

••

H

Le Guide Culinaire (The Culinary

to

write, many ingredients were

her books that 'even if people could not very often
make the dishes here described, it was stimulating

Gulde), published in 1902, might as well have

to

been written in stone, given the book's reputation

much cooking manuals as guides to the kind of

among French chefs, many of whom still consider

food people might well wish to eat.

think about them.' David's books were not so

it the definitive reference book.

•~~~-~~

Reading Passage 2
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Questions 14-16
Complete the summary below.
Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 14-16 on your answer sheet.

Why are there so many cookery books?
There are a great number more cookery books published than is really
necessary and it is their 14

which makes them differ from each

other. There are such targe numbers because they offer people an escape
from their 15

and some give the user the chance to inform

themselves about other 16

.

Questions 17-21
Reading Passage 2 has nine paragraphs, A-I.
Which paragraph contains the following information?
Write the correct fetter, A-I, in boxes 17-21 on your answer sheet.
NB Youmay use any letter more than once.
17

cookery books providing a sense of stability during periods of unrest

18

details in recipes being altered as they were passed on

19

knowledge which was in danger of disappearing

20

the negative effect on cookery books of a new development

21

a period when there was no need for cookery books to be precise

108
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Reading Passage 2.
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Questions 22-26
Look at the following statements (Questions

22-26) and list of books (A-E) below.

(fW

Match each statement with the correct book, A-E,

8i

Write the correct letter, A-E, in boxes 22-26 on your answer sheet.

@I

22

Its recipes were easy to follow despite the writer's attention to detail.

23

lts writer may have deliberately avoided passing on details.

24

It appealed to ambitious ideas people have about cooking.

25

Its writer used ideas from other books but added additional related information.

26

It put into print ideas which are still respected today.

List of cookery books

•
•

Reading Passage l

A

Oe re coquinara

B
C

The Book of Household Management
Le Guide Culinaire

D
E

Mediterranean Food

The Boston Cooking-School

Cook Book
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Reading Passage 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading Passage 3 below.

o

to vi eo g mes

eople realis ?

Many people who spend a lot of time playing

children's minds work. She suggests that the

video games insist that they have helped

fast-paced, second-hand experiences created

them

by video games and the Internet may inculcate

in

areas

like

confidence-building,

presentation skills and debating. Yet this way

a worldview that is less empathetic, more risk-

of thinking about video games can be found

taking and less contemplative than what

almost nowhere within the mainstream media,

tend to think of as healthy.

we

which still tend to treat game~ as an odd mix
of the slightly menacing and the alien. This

Greenfield's prose is full of mixed metaphors

lack of awareness has become -increasingly

and self-contradictions and is perhaps the

inappropriate,

worst enemy of her attempts

as video games and the culture

is unfortunate, because however much

that surrounds them have become very big

This

business indeed.

technophiles
widely

the

Recently,

British

government

released

may snort,

Unlike even their immediate
latest electronic media

media

and work-related,

set out a

is articulating
in fact.

antecedents,

the

are at once domestic

their mobility blurring

the

clear, rational basis for explorlnq the regulation

boundaries

of video games. The ensuing debate, however,

games are at their forefront. A generational

has descended

divide

between

into the same old squabbling

partisan

factions:

the preachers

of

between

profound than the equivalent shifts associated
with radio

game designers.

those unfamiliar

In between are the gamers,

these spaces, and video

has opened that is in many ways more

mental and moral decline, and the innovative

or television,

more alienating

with new technologies,

for
more

busily buying and playing while nonsense is

absorbing for those who are. So how do our

talked over their heads.

lawmakers

regulate

something

to be fully comprehended
Susan

Greenfield,

outlines

renowned

her concerns

individual's

in a new book. Every
by the sum total of

their experiences; with an increasing
of our experiences

that is too fluid

or controlled?

neuroscientist,

mind is the product of a brain that

has been personalised
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she

held fears that have a basis

the Byron report into the effects of electronic
on children. Its conclusions

to persuade.

quantity

from very early childhood

Adam Martin, a lead programmer for an on line
games developer,

says: 'Computer games teach

and people don't even notice they're being
taught.' But isn't the kind of learning that goes
on in games rather narrow? 'A large part of the

taking place 'on screen' rather than in the world,

addictiveness

there is potentially a profound shift in the way

fact that as you play you are mastering a set of

I Test 3

I

of games does come from the

Reading Passage l

challenges.But humanity's larger understanding

what they want to play at parties and across

of

generations.

the

world

communication

comes

primarily

through

and experimentation, through

answering the question "What if?" Games excel

These trends embody a familiar but important

at teaching this too.'

truth: games are human products,

and lie

within our control. This doesn't mean we yet
Steven Johnson's thesis is not that electronic

control or understand them fully, but it should

games constitute a great,popular art.but that the

remind us that there is nothing inevitable or

mean level of mass culture has been demanding

incomprehensible

steadily more intellectual engagement from

how deeply it may be felt, instinctive fear rs an

consumers. Garnes, he points

inappropriate response to technology of any

out, generate

satisfaction via the complexity of their virtual
worlds,

not

by their

robotic

about

them.

No matter

kind.

predictability.

Testing the nature and limits of the laws of

So far, the dire predictions many traditionalists

such imaginary worlds has more in common

have made about the 'death' of old-fashioned

with scientific methods than with a pointless

narratives and imaginative thought at the hands

addiction, while the complexity of the problems

of video games cannot be upheld. Television and

children encounter within games exceeds that

cinema may be suffering, economically, at the

of anything they might find at school.

hands of interactive media. But literacy standards
have failed to decline. Young people still enjoy

Greenfield argues that there are ways of thinking

sport, going out and listening to music. And most

that playing video games simply cannot teach.

research - including a recent $1.Sm study funded

She has a point. We should never forget, for

by the US government - suggests that even pre-

instance, the unique ability of books to engage

teens are not in the habit of blurring game worlds

and expand the human imagination, and to

and real worlds.

give us the means of more fully expressing our

•
•

9,

situations in the world. Intriguingly, the video

The sheer pace and scale of the changes we

games industry is now growing in ways that have

face, however, leave little room for complacency.

more in common with an old-fashioned world

Richard

of companionable pastimes than with a cyber-

researcher,

future of lonely, isolated

obsessives. Games

embrace it.' Just as, today, we have no living

in which friends and relations gather round a

memories of a time before radio, we will soon live

console to compete at activities are growing in

in a world in which no one living experienced

popularity. The agenda is increasingly being set

growing up without computers. It is for this

by the concerns of mainstream consumers -

reason that we must

what they consider acceptable for their children,

Bartle, a British
says 'Times

writer
change:

and

game

accept

it;

try to examine what we

· stand to lose and gain, before it is too late.

·~;;;;;;;;=.; ; ; ; ===;;===-=====-============~============-=d
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Questions 27-32
Do the following statements agree with the views of the writer in Reading Passage 3?

Jn boxes 27-32 on your answer sheet, write

YES
NO

if the statement agrees with the views of the writer
if the statement contradicts the views of the writer

NOT GIVEN

it it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

27

Much media comment ignores the impact that video games can have on many people's lives.

28

The publication of the Byron Report was followed by a worthwhile discussion between those for and
against video games.

29

Susan Greenfield's way of writing has become more complex over the years.

30

It is likely that video games will take over the role of certain kinds of books in the future.

31

More sociable games are being brought out to satisfy the demands of the buying public.

32

Being afraid of technological advances is a justifiable reaction.

Questions 33-37
Choose

the correct letter, A, B, C or D.

Write the correct letter, A-D, in boxes 33~37 on your answer sheet.
33

According
book?
A

B
C

D
34

B
C
D

The widespread and ever-changing use of games makes it difficult for lawmakers to
control them.
The appeal of the games to a younger generation isn't really understood by many
lawmakers.
The lawmakers try to apply the same rules to the games as they did to radio and television.
Many lawmakers fee! It is too late for the regulations to have much effect on the use of
games.

What main point does Adam Martin make about video games?

A
B
C
D

112

They are exposing a child to an adult view of the world too soon.
Children become easily frightened by some of the situations in them.
They are changing the way children's view of the world develops.
Children don't learn from them because they are too repetitive.

According to the writer, what problems are faced when regulating video games?
A

35

to the writer, what view about video games does Susan Greenfield put forward in her new

I

Test 3

People are learninlg how to avoid becoming addicted to them,
They enable people to learn without being aware of it happening.
They satisfy a need for people to compete with each other.
People learn a narrow range of skills but they are still useful.

Reading Passage 3

36

Which of the following does Steven Johnson disagree with?

A
B

c
D

the
the
the
the

opinion that video games offer educational benefits to the user
attitude that video games are often labelled as predictable and undemanding
idea that children's logic is tested more by video games than at school
suggestion that video games can be compared to scientific procedures

Which of the following is the most suitable subtitle for Reading Passage 3?

37

A
B
C
D

A debate about the effects of video games on other forms of technology.
An examination of the opinions of young people about video games.
A discussion of whether attitudes towards video games are outdated.
An analysis of the principles behind the historical development of video games.

Questions 38-40
Complete each sentence with the correct ending, A-E, below.
Write the correct letter, A-E, on your answer sheet.
38

There is little evidence for the traditionalists'

39

A recent study by the US government found that

40

Richard Bartle suggests that it is important for people to accept the fact that

A

prediction that

young people have no problem separating their own lives from the ones they play
on the screen.

8

levels of reading ability will continue to drop significantly.

C

new advances in technology

D

games cannot provide preparation

E

young people will continue to play video games despite warnings against doing so.

Reading Passage 3

have to be absorbed into our lives.
for the skills needed in real life.
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Writing
Writing Task 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The graph below gives information about international tourist
arrivals in different parts of the world.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the
main fr~a.tures1 and make comparisons where relevant.
Write at least 150 words.

International tourist arrivals
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Based on data published by the United Nations World Tourism Organization, 2008.

Writing Task 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:

Some people argue that it is more important to have an
enjoyable job than to eern a lot of money. Others disagree
and think that a good salary leads to a better life.
Dfscuss both these views and give your own opinion.

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
Test 3

Writing

Speaking
Speaking Part 1
The examiner will ask you some questions about yourself, your home, work or
studies and familiar topics.
Let's talk about your studies (or your job),
Are you studying or do you have a job?
Where are you studying?
How many hours do you spend there in a week?
Tell me something about the place where you study.
What are your favourite subjects?

OR
What is your job?
How long have you been doing that job?
Which part of your job do you enjoy the most? Why?
Tell me about the place where you work.

Tile examiner will then ask you some questions about one or two other topics,
for example:
Now let's talk about your free time.
Do you spend a lot of time with your friends?
Do you go out much in the evening?
How much television do you watch?
Do you do any sports?

Speaking Part 2
The examiner will give you a topic on a card like the one on the
right and ask you to talk about it for one to two minutes. Before
you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you're going
to say. The examiner will give you some paper and a pencil so
you can make notes if you want to.
The examiner may ask one or two more questions when you
have finished, for example:

Describe a journey you remember well.
You should say:
how you travelled
where you went
what happened
and explain why the journey was
memorable for you.

Do you enjoy travelling?
Are you good at remembering things that happened a Jong time ago?

• Speaking Part 3
•

e
9i

The examiner will ask some more general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 2.
Do you think too many people are dependent on cars as a means of transport?
Why do people prefer to travel by car? Is there a way of changing this attitude?
How could public transport systems be improved?
How can the amount of air travel be reduced throughout the world?
How will people travel in the future, do you think?

Speaking

Test 3
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listening Section 1

Questions 1-10

Questions 1-5
Complete the form below.
Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

MEGEQUIP CUSTOMER DETAILS
Example

Answer

Order from

.WJJ'Jl~.l'.' catalogue

Name

1

Greening

Address

2

York Terrace

Delivery address

5, York3

Payment method

4

Reason for discount

address within the 5

~

.
in advance
.

Questions 6-10

Complete the table below.
. Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer,

Catalogue

Item

Catalogue section

Colour

Delivery notes

6 ..........................

slate

customer will

no.
desk lamp

664

7 ..........................
chair

131

Home Office

8 .......................

our van

filing cabinet

153

Commercial

grey

direct from London no

two drawers with

later than 10 ...................

9 ..........................
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Listening Section 2
~Questions

Questions 11-20

11and12

Choose TWO letters, A-E.
Which TWO things make the museum unusual?
A

the guides

B

the events

C

the animals

D

the buildings

E

the objects

~

Questions 13 and 14
I

Choose TWO letters, A-E.
Which TWO things can visitors do at the museum?
A

buy home-made bread

B

ride a horse

C

ride on a tram

D

buy copies of original posters

E

go down a coal mine

•

•·
•
•
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15-20

~Questions
Label the map below.

Write the correct letter; A-I, next to questions 15-20.

15

The exhibition centre

16

The High Street

17

The farmhouse

18

The coal mine

19

The Manor House

20

The Railway Station

Brampton open-air museum

118
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listening Section 3

Questions 21-30

Questions 21-26

e

•

Which attitude is associated with the following people during the conversation?
Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct Jetter,A-H, next to questions 21-26 .

Attitudes
A
amused

B

•

critical
forgetful
impatient
polite
relaxed

c
D
E
F

sympathetic
unrealistic

G

H

People

•
•
•

21

Cressida's fellow students

2.2

Cressida

23

Ainsley Webb

24

Dr Erskine

25

Professor Jenkins

26

TV news centre staff

~fi

•
-•~
•
•
•
•
•
I

~

•
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Questions 27-30

~

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.
2.1

What was Cressidaaskedto do at the beginningof her placement?
A
B
C

28

What was fortunatefor Cressida?
A
B
C

29

her understandingof business
her organisationalskills
her ability to work in a team

What has given her an idea for her final assignment?
A
B
C

120

She was familiarwith a piece of equipment.
She spent a lot of time in the editing suite.
She was given a chance to interviewsomeone.

What does Cressidafeel she needs to improve?
A
B
C

30

go out to buy things for the production team
run errands to other parts of the TV news centre
meet visitors and escort them to the studio

1

Test 4

a meetingwith a public relationsprofessional
seeinga politician speaking to an audience
a disagreementwith one of the TV presenters

listening Section 3

listening Section 4
~

Questions 31-40

Questions 31-40

Complete the table befow.
WrUe NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

THE HISTORY OF THE ELECTRIC GUITAR

•
•

~-

Orville Gibson

no name

similar in shape to a 31

John Dopyera

The National Guitar

made of metal, good for playing 32
music

1930s

C. F. Martin Company

The Dreadnought

strings made of 33

.!..

1931

George Beauchamp

The 34

used two 35
to increase sound

shaped like horseshoes

1935

Adolph Rickenbacker

The Rickenbacker Electro
Spanish

made from 36 ..........................

The Log

the first to be completely 37 ..........................

1941

i Les Paul

.

.

.,

.

, .

~lt

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1950

Leo Fender

The Fender Broadcaster

its simplicity made it ideal for 38 ..........................

1951

Leo Fender

The 39 ..........................

easy to carry around

1952

Ted McCarty

The Gibson

40 ..........................

1954

Leo Fender

The Fender Stratocaster

t)-

Les Paul

in colour

double cutaway design
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Reading Passage 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading Passage 1 below.

Prime among basic numerical faculties is the ability

between i and 2 flies, suggestrng they recognise

to distinguish between a larger and a smaller number,

small numbers in a different way from larger numbers.

says psychologist Elizabeth Brannon. Humans can do
this with ease - providing the ratio is blg enough _but
do other animals share this ability? In one experiment,
rhesus monkeys and university students examined
two sets of geometrical objects that appeared briefly
on a computer monitor. They had to decide which
set contained more objects. Both groups performed
successfully but, importantly, Brannon's team found
that monkeys, like humans, make more errors
when two sets of objects are close in number. 'The
students' performance ends up looking just like a
monkey's. It's practically identical,' she says.

Further support for this theory comes from studies
of mosquitofish, which instinctively join the biggest
shoal* they can. A team at the University of Padova
found that while mosquitofish can tell the difference
between a group containing 3 shoal-mates and a
group containing 4, they did not show a preference
between groups of 4 and 5. The team also found that
mosquitofish can discriminate between numbers up
to 16, but only if the ratio between the fish in each
shoal was greater than 2:1. This indicates that the
fish, like salamanders, possess both the approximate
and precise number systems found in more intelligent

Humans and monkeys are mammals, in the animal

animals such as infant humans and other primates.

family known as primates. These are not the only
animals whose numerical capacities rely on ratio,
however. The same seems to apply to some
amphibians. Psychologist Claudia Ulier's team
tempted salamanders with two sets of fruit flies held
in clear tubes. In a serles of trials, the researchers
noted which tube the salamanders scampered
towards, reasoning that if they had a capacity to
recognise number, they would head for the larger
number. The salamanders successfully discriminated
between tubes containing 8 and 16 flies respectively,
but not between 3 and 4, 4 and 6, or 8 and 12. So
it seems that for the salamanders to discriminate
between two numbers, the larger must be at least
twice as big as the smaller. However, they could
differentiate between 2 and 3 flies just as well as

While these findings are highly suggestive, some
critics argue that the animals might be relyrng
on other factors to complete the tasks, without
considering the number itself. 'Any study that's
claiming an animal is capable of representing number
should also be controlling for other factors,' says
Brannon. Experiments have confirmed that primates
can indeed perform numerical feats without extra
clues, but what about the more primitive animals?

To consider this possibility, the mosquitofish tests
were repeated, this time using varying geometrical
shap~s in place of fish. The team arranged these
shapes so that they had the same overall surface
area and luminance even though they contained a
different number of objects. Across hundreds of trials

;c
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a group of fish
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on 14 different fish, the team found they consistently

chicks spend their first few days surrounded by certain

discriminated 2 objects from 3. The team is now

objects, they become attached to these objects as if

testing whether mosquitofish can also distinguish 3

they were family. Researchers placed each chick in

geometric objects from 4.

the middle of a platform and showed it two groups
of balls of paper. Next, they hid the two piles behind

Even more primitive organisms may share this ability.
Entomologist Jurgen Tautz sent a group of bees down
a corridor, at the end of which lay two chambers - one
which contained sugar water, which they like, while
the other was empty. To test the bees' numeracy, the
team marked each chamber with a different number
of geometrical shapes - between 2 and 6. The bees

screens, changed the quantities and revealed them
to the chick. This forced the chick to perform simple
computations to decide which side now contained the
biggest number of its "brothers". Without any prior
coaching, the chicks scuttled to the larger quantity at
a rate well above chance. They were doing some very
simple arithmetic, claim the researchers.

quickly learned to match the number of shapes with
the correct chamber. Like the salamanders and fish,

Why these skills evolved is not hard to imagine, since

there was a limit to the bees' mathematical prowess -

it would help almost any animal forage for food.

they could differentiate up to 4 shapes, but failed with

Animals on the prowl for sustenance must constantly

5 or 6 shapes.

decide which tree has the most fruit, or which patch
of flowers will contain the most nectar. There are also

These studies still do not show whether animals
learn to count through training, or whether they are
born with the skills already intact. If the latter is true,
it would suggest there was a strong evolutionary
advantage to a mathematical mind. Proof that this may
be the case has emerged from an experiment testing
the mathematical ability of three- and four-day-old
chicks. Like mosquitofish, chicks prefer to be around
as many of their siblings as possible, so they will

•
•
•
•·
•e

always head towards a larger number of their kin. If

other, less obvious, advantages of numeracy. In one
compelling example, researchers in America found
that female coots appear to calculate how many
eggs they have !a1d - and add any in the nest laid
by an intruder - before making any decisions about
adding to them. Exactly how ancient these skills are is
difficult to determine, however. Only by studying the
numerical abilities of more and more creatures using
standardised procedures can we hope to understand
the basic preconditions for the evolution of number .

L_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----'
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•
•
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Questions 1-7
Complete the table below.
Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the passage for each answer.

Write your answers in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet.

Subjects

Mammals and birds
looked at two sets of geometrical objects on
computer screen

performance of two groups is almost

chicks

chose between two sets of 2
which are altered

chicks can do calculations in order to
choose larger group

coots

behaviour of 3
observed

rhesus monkeys
and humans

..

birds was

.,

1

.

bird seems to have ability to count eggs

Amphibians, fish and insects
salamanders

offered clear tubes containing
quantities

5

.

of 4 .. ,.

different

..

shown real shoals and rater artificial

ones of

salamanders distinguish between numbers
over four if bigger number is at least two
times larger

subjects know difference between two and

geometrical shapes; these are used to check

three and possibly three and four, but not

influence of total 6

between four and five

and

brightness

had to learn where 7
stored

bees
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Reading Passage 1

Questions 8-13
Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 1?
In boxes 8-13 on your answer sheet, write
TRUE

8

FALSE

if the statement agrees with the information
ff the statement contradicts the information

NOT GIVEN

if there is no information

on this

Primates are better at identifying the larger of two numbers if one is much bigger than
the other.

9

Jurgen Tautz trained the insects in his experiment to recognise the shapes of
individual numbers.
The research involving young chicks took place over two separate days.

1

The experiment with chicks suggests that some numerical ability exists in newborn
animals.
Researchers have experimented by altering quantities of nectar or fruit available to
certain wild animals.

13

When assessing the number of eggs in their nest, coots take into account those of
other birds .

•
~
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Reading Passage 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based
on Reading Passage 2 below.

Questions 14-18
Reading Passage 2 has five paragraphs A-E.
Choose the correct heading for each paragraph, A-E, from the list of headings below,
Write the correct number, i-vitt, in boxes 14-18 on your answer sheet.

ii

List of Headings
A lack of consistent policy
Learning from experience

iii
iv

The greatest advantage
The role of research

v
vi
vii

A unique material
An irrational anxiety
Avoiding the real chalfenges

viii

A sign of things to come

14

Paragraph A

rs

Paragraph B

16

ParagraphC

· H
13
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Paragraph O
Paragraph E
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A Close up, plastic packaging can be a marvellous

••

to plastic: it is lighter, so requires less energy for

thing. Those who make a living from it call it

transportation than glass, for example; it requires

a forgotten infrastructure that allows modern

relatively little energy to produce; and it is often

urban life to exist. Plastics have helped society

re-usable. An Austrian study found that if plastic

defy natural limits such as the seasons, the rotting

packaging were removed from the supply chain,

of food and the distance most ofus live from

other packaging would have to increase fourfold

where our food is produced. And yet we do not

to make up for it

like it. Partly we do not like waste, but plastic
waste, with its hydrocarbon roots and industrial
manufacture, is especially galling. In 2008, the

•

UK, for example, produced around two million
tonnes of plastic waste, twice as much as in the
early 1990s. The very qualities of plastic - its
cheapness, its indestructible aura - make it a
reproachful symbol of an unsustainable way of
life. The facts, however, do not justify our unease.

•
•
•
•
•
•
4~.

All plastics are, at least theoretically, recyclable.
Plastic packaging makes up just 6 to 7 per cent
of the contents of British dustbins by weight and
less than 3 per cent of landfill. Supermarkets and
brands, which are under pressure to reduce the
quantity of packaging of all types that they use,
are finding good environmental reasons to turn

Reading Passage 2
1'.'li'.t.W-t:'o;:~?~~-= -·--·

B So are we just wrong about plastic packaging?
Is it time to stop worrying and learn to love
the disposable plastic wrapping around
sandwiches? Certainly there are bigger targets
for environmental savings such as improving
household insulation and energy emissions.
Naturally, the plastics industry is keen to point
them out What's more, concern over plastic
packaging has produced a squall of conflicting
initiatives from retailers, manufacturers and
local authorities. It's a squall that dies down and
then blows harder from one month to the next.
'It is being left to the individual conscience and
supermarkets playing the market; says Tim Lang,
a professor specialising in food policy. 'It's a mess:

Test: 4
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C: Dick Searle of the Packaging Federation points

E One store commissioned a study to find precise

out that societies without sophisticated packaging

data on which had less environmental impact:

lose half their food before it reaches consumers

selling apples loose or ready-wrapped. Helene

and that in the UK, waste in supply chains is

Roberts, head of packaging, explains that in fact

about 3 per cent. In India, it is more than 50

they found apples in fours on a tray covered by

per cent. The difference comes later: the British

plastic film needed 27 per cent less packaging in

throw out 30 per cent of the food they buy -

transportation than those sold loose. Steve Kelsey,

of emissions

a packaging designer, finds the debate frustrating.

an environmental cost in terms

equivalent to a fifth of the cars on their roads.

He argues that the hunger to do something

Packagers agree that cardboard, metals and glass

quickly is diverting effort away from more

all have their good points, but there's nothing

complicated questions about how you truly alter

quite like plastic. With more than 20 families of

supply chains. Rather than further reducing the

polymers to choose from and then sometimes

weight of a plastic bottle, more thought should be

blend, packaging designers and manufacturers

given to how packaging can he recycled. Helene

have a limitless variety of qualities to play with,

Roberts explains that their greatest packaging
reduction came when the company switched to

D But if there is one law of plastic that, in
environmental terms at least, prevails over all
others, it is this: a little goes a long way. This
means, first, that plastic is relatively cheap to
use - it represents just over one-third of the UK
packaging market by value but it wraps more than
half the total number of items bought. Second, it
means that even though plastic encases about 53
per cent of products bought, it only makes up 20
per cent by weight of the packaging consumed.
And in the packaging equation, weight is the main
issue because the heavier something is, the more
energy you expend moving it around. In view of
this, righteous indignation against plastic can look
foolish.

re-usable plastic crates and stopped consuming
62,000 tonnes of cardboard boxes every year.
Plastic packaging is important, and it might
provide a way of thinking about broader questions
of sustainability. To target plastic on its own is to
evade the complexity of the issues. There seems
to be a universal eagerness to condemn plastic.
Is this due to an inability to make the general
changes in society that are really required? 'Plastic
as a lightweight food wrapper is now built in as
the logical thing; Lang says. 'Does that make it an
environmentally sound system of packaging? It
only makes sense if you have a structure such as
exists now. An environmentally driven packaging
system would look completely different: Dick
Searle put the challenge another way <The amount
of packaging used today is a reflection of modern
life:

Test 4
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Questions 19-23
Look at the following statements (Questions 19-23) and the list of people below.
Match each statement to the correct person A-.D.
Write the correct letter; A-D, in boxes 19-23 on your answer sheet.

NB You may use any letter more than once.
19

Comparison

20

People are expected to do the right thing.

21

Most food reaches UK shops in good condition.

822

of two approaches to packaging revealed an interesting result.

Complex issues are ignored in the search for speedy solutions.

23

It is merely because of the way societies operate that using plastic seems valid.

People
A

Tim Lang

B
C

Dick Searle

D

Steve Kelsey

Helene Roberts

Questions 24-26
Complete the summary below .
• Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the text for ea.ch answer.

ewrite your answers in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet.

•
••1
•
•
•

11

A revolutionary material
Plastic packaging has changed the way we consume food. However, we instinctively dislike it, partly
because it is the product of 24

processes,

but also because it seems to be 25

so we

feel it is wasteful. Nevertheless, it is thanks to plastic that for many people their choice of food ls no
longer restricted by the 26 .........•..

in which it is available or the location of its source.

(__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•
•
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Reading Passage 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading Passage 3 below.

No one doubts that intelligence develops as children
grow older. Yet the concept of intelligence has proved
both quite difficult to define in unambiguous terms
and unexpectedly controversial in some respects.
Although, at one level, there seem to be almost as
many definitions of intelligence as people who have
tried to define it, there is broad agreement on two key
features. That is, intelligence involves the capacity
not only to learn from experience but also to adapt
to one's environment. However, we cannot leave the
concept there. Before turning to what is known about

the development of intelligence, it is necessary to
consider whether we are considering the growth of
one or many skills. That question has been tackled
in rather different ways by psychometricians and by

developmentalists.

of tasks intercorrelate, or go together. Statistical
techniques have been used to find out whether the
patterns are best explained by one broad underlying
capacity, general intelligence, or by a set of multiple,
relatively separate, special skills in domains such as
verbal and visuospatial ability. While it cannot be
claimed that everyone agrees on what the results mean ,
most people now accept that for practical purposes
it is reasonable to suppose that both are involved. In
brief, the evidence in favour of some kind of general
intellectual capacity is that people who are superior (or
inferior) on one type of task tend also to be superior
(or inferior) on others. Moreover, general measures of
intelligence tend to have considerable powers to predict
a person's performance on a wide range of tasks

it is plain that it

is not at all uncommon for individuals to be very good
at some sorts of task and yet quite poor at some others.
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not quite the same as those that affect other skills.
This approach to investigating intelligence is based
on the nature of the task involved, but studies of
age-related changes show that this is not the only,
or necessarily the most important, approach. For
instance, some decades ago, Hom and Cattell argued
for a differentiation between what they termed 'fluid'
and 'crystallised' intelligence. Fluid abilities are best
assessed by tests that require mental manipulation of
abstract symbols. Crystallised abilities , by contrast '
reflect knowledge of the environment in which we
live and past experience of similar tasks; they may be
assessed by tests of comprehension and information.
It seems that fluid abilities peak in early adult life,
whereas crystallised abilities increase up to advanced

The former group has examined the issue by
determining how children's abilities on a wide range

requiring special skills. Nevertheless,

Furthermore the influences that affect verbal skills are

old age.
Developmental studies also show that the
interconnections between different skills vary with age.
Thus in the first year of life an interest in perceptual
patterns is a major contributor to cognitive abilities,
whereas verbal abilities are more important later on.
These findings seemed to suggest a substantial lack
of continuity between infancy and middle childhood.
However, it is important to realise that the apparent
discontinuity will vary according to which of the
cognitive skills were assessed :in infancy. It has been
found that tests of coping with novelty do predict later
intelligence. These findings reinforce the view that
young children's intellectual performance needs to be
assessed from their interest in and curiosity about the
environment, and the extent to which this is applied to
new situations, as well as by standardised intelligence
testing.

Reading Passage 3
·--~---·

These psychometric approaches have focused on
children's increase in cognitive skills as they grow

development. Numerous studies have shown how

older. Piaget brought about a revolution in the

prefer patterned to non-patterned objects, how they

approach to cognitive development through bis

choose novel over familiar stimuli, and how they
explore their environment as ifto see how it works.

arguments (backed up by observations) that the focus

infants actively scan their environment; how they

should be on the thinking processes involved rather
than on levels of cognitive achievement. These ideas

Children's questions and comments vividly illustrate

of Piaget gave rise to an immense body of research

schemes of what they know and trying out their ideas
of how to fit new knowledge into those schemes

and it would be true to say that subsequent thinking
has been heavily dependent on his genius in opening
up new ways of thinking about cognitive development.
Nevertheless, most of his concepts have had to be
so radically revised, or rejected, that his theory no
longer provides an appropriate basis for thinking about
cognitive development. To appreciate why that is so,
we need to focus on some rather different elements of
Piaget's theorising.
The first element, which has stood the test of time, is
his view that the child is an active agent oflearning
and of the importance of this activity in cognitive

the ways in which they are constantly constructing

or deciding that the schemes need modification.
Moreover, a variety of studies have shown that
active experiences have

a greater effect on learning

than comparable passive experiences. However, a
second element concerns the notion that development
proceeds through a series of separate stages that have
to be gone through step-by-step, in a set order, each
of which is characterised by a particular cognitive
structure. That has turned out to be a rather misleading
way of thinking about cognitive development, although
it is not wholly wrong.

Questions 27""'30
Choose the correct Jetter, A, B, C or D.
Write your answers in boxes 27-30 on your answer sheet.
27

Most researchers accept that one feature of intelligence is the ability to
A
B
C
D

28

•
•
•
•

•

What have psychometricians used statistics for?
A
B
C
D

29

change our behaviour according to our situation.
react to others' behaviour patterns.
experiment with environmental features.
cope with unexpected setbacks.

to find out if cooperative tasks are a useful tool in measuring certain skills
to explore whether several abilities are involved in the development of intelligence
to demonstrate that mathematical models can predict test results for different skills
to discover whether common sense is fundamental to developing children's abilities

Why are Horn and Cattell mentioned?
A
B
C
D

Reading Passage 3

They disagreed about the interpretation of different intelligence tests.
Their research concerned both linguistic and mathematical abilities.
They were the first to prove that intelligence can be measured by testing a range of special skills.
Their work was an example of research into how people's cognitive skills vary with age.
Test 4
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30

What was innovative about Piaget's research?

A

He refused to accept that children developed according to a set pattern.

B

He emphasised the way children thought more than how well they did in tests.

C

He used visually appealing materials instead of traditional intelligence tests.

D

He studied children of all ages and levels of inteliigence.

Questions 31-36
Do the following statements agree with the views of the writer in Reading Passage 3?
In boxes 31-36 on your answer sheet, write

31

YES

if the statement agrees with the views of the writer

NO

if the statement contradicts

NOT GIVEN

if it

the views of the writer

is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

A surprising number of academics have come to the same conclusion about
what the term intelligence means. ·

32

A general test of intelligence is unlikely to indicate the level of performance in every
I
type of task.
.
'

33

The elderly perform less well on comprehension

34

We must take into account which skills are tested when comparing intelligence

tests than young adults.

at different ages.
35

Piaget's work influenced theoretical studies more than practical research.

36

Piaget's emphasis on active learning has been discredited by later researchers.

Questions 37-40
Complete the summary using the list of words, A-1, below.
Write the correct fetter, A-I, in boxes 37-40 on your answer sheet.
Researchers investigating

the development of intelligence

have shown that 37

become more significant with age. One good predictor of 38
to which small children are 39
show on finding themselves

skills

intelligence is the degree

about their surroundings and how much interest they

in an 40

setting.

A

adult

B

practical

C

verbal

D
G

spatial
I
,
academic

E

inquisitive

F

uncertain

H

plentiful

I

unfamiliar
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Writing
Writing Task 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The graph below gives information about how much people in the United
States and the United Kingdom spend on petrol.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features,
and make comparisons where relevant.

Write at least 150 words.
How much do drivers spend on petrol?
% of income
6T~C~~~~=~·~~~~~~~'.~::~:

poorest

middle- income

richest

Writing Task 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
•

•
•·
•
9

Write about the following topic:

tt is generally believed that the Internet is an excellent means of
communication but some people suggest that it may not be the best
place to find information.
Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your
own knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words .

•
Writing
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Speaking
Speaking Part 1
The examiner will ask you some questions about yourself, your home, work or
studies and familiar topics.
Let's talk about your home town.
Where is your home town?
Can you describe the area you come from?
What facilities are there in your area for children/teenagers?
Is it a place where tourists go?
The examiner will then ask you some questions about one or two other topics, for example:
Now let's talk about how you travel.
How do you get to col/ege!schoollwork?
Do you travel alone or with friends?
What do you do during your journey?
Do you ever have any problems withyour transport?
How could your journey be improved?
. I

Speaking Part 2
The examiner will give you a topic on a card like the one
on the right and ask you to talk about it for one to two
minutes. Before you talk you'll have one minute to think
about what you're going to say. The examiner will give
you some paper and a pencil so you can make notes if
you want to.
The examiner may ask one or two more questions when
you have finished, for example:

Describe a typical day in your life when you
were in your early teens.
You should say:
what you did
who you spent time with
how you felt about the things you had to do
and explain what was the best and worst part of
the day for you.

Do you like to have a routine to your day?
Do you like spending some time alone?

Speaking Part 3
The examiner will ask some more general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 2.
Jn what way is the relationshipbetween parents and teenagers different from the relationship
between parents and younger children?
What causes the most arguments between parents and teenagers?
Do teenagers have more independence in your country than they used to?
Who are the role models for teenagers in your country? Do you think they are good ones?
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listening Section 1

Questions 1-10

8

:mJ Questions 1-10

•

Complete the notes below.

•

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer;

Answer

............ 9.

Number of offices in Sydney:
oking reference number: 1
,.., ., -.,,., . . .,,:,"°:

•

'\:':::/i:!).'i!:::':iJ . >}i..'

ffice just by 2
. . .. ::,:·::''','@(i,i.'~':''i;'•'"Di:;:;:;o;''i"''''''''··:.:'</;'::;c'.i""''

pening hours: 3

.

y-_-<, .. : . :~~~ ...2~· · ''"".,,,, ..,: -

-_.."""~

.

-'""'° ·:'·'"''"".&'!fu?';gi}.':','fill:§)',i!J';:':i:'i'':E!:·:.'@@'J®':i'i:'·Bi:j

terminal.
:'o:~""'''co'"'''''''o:~g>oc·"''·.·:i"Ji010~fi'i~'i1'''.,'.:: , •;:;c;@:'@:m;i!·::.:.,;;;;,:,. .;1-:::!:':·'J:!@i'::;,;,,

to

.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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listening Section 2

gp

Questions 11-20

Questions 11-15

The following are essential requirements for which jobs?
Write the correct letter, A, B or C, next to questions 11-15.

Essential requirements
A

foreign languages

B
C

willingness to travel abroad
professional qualification

11

conference organiser

12

catering manager

13

housekeeper

14

fitness centre staff

15

reservations assistant
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listening Section 2

~Questions

16-20

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to questions 16-20.

t~

•

A

CV

B

names of referees

c

work permit

D

recruitment seminar
evidence of qualifications

E
F
G

conditions of employment
initial interview

INTERNATIONAL FINEST GROUP
RECRUITMENT PROCEDURES
register interest in working for International Finest Group

receive personal code and check 16

download application form

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

••

Ustening Section 2
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send in form and attach 17

.

receive reply and confirm 18

send in 19

•

attend 20

.

.

.,

..
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listening Section 3
~

Questions 21--30

Questions 21 and 22

Choose TWO letters, A-E.
Which TWO possible objections to a roof garden are discussed?

A

problems of access

B

the cost of construction

C

the time needed to install it

D

who will look after it

E

how to support the weight of it

~

Questions 23 and 24

Choose

7WO letters, A-E.

Which TWO recent developments in roof-garden building are mentioned?
A

waterproof barrier materials

B

drainage systems

C

tank designs

D

lightweight construction materials

E

watering systems

~

Questions 25-.'30

Label the diagram below.
Write the correct letter, A-H, next to questions 25-30.

25

wall

26

electric wire

27

fibre optic cable
wooden post

28
29·

30

light installation

glass cap
acrylic rod

1:::::

B·---·····
A--···-·---·---·---·

.

.

c

E

o
Projector
!

l

G

l~
s6n
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Questions 31-36

@ ~

G

Questions 31-40

Complete the notes below.
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer.

The Argus system
Developed by Rob Holman in N. Carolina with other researchers.
Research is vital for understanding

of 31

.

Matches information from under the water with information from a
32

According to S. Jeffress Williams, useful because can make

observations during a 33

.

Dr Holman's sand collection
Dr H. has samples from every 34

.

Used in teaching students of 35

.

e.g. US East Coast display:
grains from south are small, light-coloured

and 36

in shape

£\1:,(1:,•,

~

8 ~

Questions 37-40

Complete the flow-chart below.
Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

.•
·'• - ~~~~~~~~~~~

Taking samples when travelling

.-------------~
to dig sand, a plastic or metal
37

•
•

is ideal

I
log samples, noting location,
including which part of beach

~~~
"'"]P

listening Section 4

write date and place, using

store in plastic bags

a38

.

After reaching home
dry sample on

39 .................•........

add at least one
transfer to
container

40

.
immediately
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Reading Passage 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading Passage 1 below.

At the same time, the fields of study which were
previously thought of as 'natura 1 history' grew into
separate areas such as taxonomy, experimental
embryology and genetics, each with its own
experts and structures. As laboratory research
gained prestige in the zoology departments
of American universities, the gap between
professional and amateur scientific activities

by Elizabeth Hamson

widened. Previously, natural history had been
open to amateurs and was easily popularized, but

The first zoo in the United States opened in
Philadelphia in 1874, followed by the Cindnnat[ Zoo
the next year. By 1940 there were zoos in more than

research required access to microscopes and other
equipment in laboratories, as well as advanced
education.

one hundred American cities. The Philadelphia Zoo
was more thoroughly planned and better financed

The new zoos set themselves apart from traveling

than most of the hundreds of zoos that would open

animal shows by stating their mission as education

later but in its landscape and its mission - to both

and the advancement of science, in addition to

educate and entertain - it embodied ideas about

recreation. Zoos presented zoology for the non-

how to build a zoo that stayed consistent for decades.

specialist, at a time when the intellectual distance

The zoos came into existence in the late nineteenth

between amateur naturalists and laboratory-

century during the transition of the United States from

oriented zoologists was increasing. They attracted

a rural and agricultural nation to an industrial one.

wide audiences and quickly became a feature of

The population more than doubled between 1860

every growing and forward-thinking

and 1900. As more middle-class people lived in cities,

emblems of civic pride on a level of importance with

they began seeking new relationships with the natural

art museums, natural history museums and botanical

world as a place for recreation, self-improvement, and

gardens.

spiritual renewal. Cities established systems of public
parks, and nature tourism - already popular - became
even more fashionable with the establishment of
national parks. Nature was thought to be good for
people of all ages and classes. Nature study was
incorporated into school curricula, and natural history

city. They were

Most American zoos were founded and operated as
part of the public parks administration. They were
dependent on municipal

funds, and they charged

no admissi9n fee. They tended to assemble as many
different mammal and bird species as possible, along
with a few reptiles, exhibiting one or two specimens

collecting became an increasingly popular pastime.
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of each, and they competed with each other to

continued to be displayed in bathroom-like cages

become the first to display a rarity, like a rhinoceros.

lined with tiles.

In the constant effort to attract the public to make
return visits, certain types of display came in and out
of fashion; for example, dozens of zoos built special
islands for their large populations of monkeys. In the
1930s, the Works Progress Administration funded
millions of dollars of construction at dozens of zoos.
For the most part, the collections of animals were
organised by species in a combination of enclosures
according to a fairly loose classification scheme.

By the 1970s, a new wave of reform was stirring. Popular
movements for environmentalism and animal welfare
called attention to endangered species and to zoos
that did not provide adequate care for their animals.
More projects were undertaken by research scientists
and zoos began hiring full-time vets as they stepped
up captive breeding programs. Many zoos that had
been supported entirely by municipal budgets began
recruiting private financial support and charging

Although many histories of individual zoos

admission fees. In the prosperous 1980sand 1990s,

describe the 1940s through the 1960s as a period

zoos built realistic'landscape immersion' exhibits, many

of stagnation, and in some cases there was neglect,

of them around the.theme of'the tropical rainforest and,

new zoos continued to be set up all over the country.

increasingly, conservation moved to the forefront of

In the 1940s and 1950s, the first zoos designed

zoo agendas.

specifically for children were built, some with the
appeal of farm animals. An increasing number of
zoos tried new ways of organizing their displays. In
addition to the traditional approach of exhibiting
like kinds together, zoo planners had a new

•
•.t

approach of putting animals in groups according
to their continent of origin and designing exhibits
showing animals of particular habitats, for example,
polar, desert, or forest. During the 1960s, a few
zoos arranged some displays according to animal

•
•e

behavior; the Bronx Zoo, for instance, opened its
World of Darkness exhibit of nocturnal animals.
Paradoxically, at the same time as zoo displays

Although zoos were popular and proliferating
institutions in the United States at the turn of
the twentieth century, historians have paid little
attention to them. Perhaps zoos have been ignored
because they were, and remain still, multi-purpose
institutions, and as such they fall between the
categories of analysis that historians often use. In
addition, their stated goals of recreation, education,
the advancement of science, and protection of
endangered species have often conflicted. Zoos
occupy a difficult middle ground between science
and showmanship,

high culture and low, remote

forests and the cement cityscape, and wild animals

·'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
•
began incorporating ideas about the ecological
relationships

between animals,

big cats and primates

and urban people.

•
•
•
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Questions 1-7
Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 1 ?
In boxes 1- 7 on your answer sheet, vaite

TRUE

if the statement agrees with the information

FALSE

ff the statement contradicts the information

NOT GIVEN

if there is no information on this

1

The concepts on which the Philadelphia zoo was based soon became unfashionable.

2

The opening of zoos coincided with a trend for people to live in urban areas.

3

During the period when many zoos were opened, the study of natural history became more popular in
universities than other scientific subjects.

4

Cities recognised that the new zoos were as significant an amenity as museums.

5

Between 1940 and 1960 some older zoos had to move to new sites in order to expand.

6

ln the i 970s new ways of funding zoos were developed.

7

There has been serious disagreement amongst historians about the role of the first zoos.

Questions 8-13
Complete the notes below.
Choose NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 8-13 on your answer sheet.

•

Up

to

1940

More mammals and birds exhibited than 8
9

..

were very popular animals in many zoos at

onetime.
.i

1940s and 1950s

Zoos started exhibiting animals according to their
10

and where they came from.

~

1960s

Some zoos categorised animals by 11

•

1970s

12

.

were employed following protests about

animal care.
•

1980s onwards

The importance of 13

became greater.

;-':..:-',_;·)
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Reading Passage 1

Reading Passage 2

•
•
•

14-26, which are based on Reading Passage 2 below.

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions

Can e prevent the poles om elting?
A growing number of scientists are looking to increasingly ambitious technological
fixes to halt the tide of global warming.
A

Mark Rowe reports.

Such is our dependence on fossil fuels, and such

of the

is the volume of carbon dioxide we have already

aerosol sprays into the stratosphere above

released into the atmosphere, that most climate

the Arctic to create clouds of sulphur dioxide,

scientists agree that significant global warming

which would, in turn, lead to a global dimming.

is now inevitable - the best we can hope to do

The idea is modelled on historical volcanic

is keep it at a reasonable level, and even that

explosions, such as that

is going to be an uphill task. At present, the

Philippines

only serious option on the table for doing this

cooling

is cutting back on our carbon emissions,

aerosols could be delivered

while a

few countries

but

are making mojor strides

in this regard, the majority are having great

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

difficulty even stemming the rate of increase, let
alone reversing it. Consequently,

an increasing

number of scientists are beginning to explore
the alternatives.

They

of geoengineering

all fall under the banner

- generally defined as the

intentional large-scale manipulation

~

of the

Earth and involves the concept

in

of releasing

of Mount Pinatubo in the

1991, which led to a short-term

of global temperatures by 0.5°C. The

by artillery,

high-

flying aircraft or balloons.

c

Instead

of concentrating

on

global

cooling, other

schemes look specifically at reversing the melting
at the poles. One idea is to bolster an ice cap

by spraying it with water. Using pumps to carry
water from below the sea ice, the spray would
come out as snow or ice particles, producing
thicker sea ice with a higher albedo (the ratio

environment.

of sunlight reflected from a surface) to reflect

B

Geoengineering

has been shown to work, at

summer radiation.

Scientists hove also scrutinised

least on a small, localised scale, for decades.

whether it is possible to block icefjords in

May Day parades in Moscow have taken place

Greenland

under clear blue skies, aircraft having deposited

reinforced, preventing icebergs from moving into

dry ice, silver iodide and cement powder to

the sea. Veii Albert Kallio, a Finnish

disperse clouds. Many of the schemes now

says that such an idea is impractical,

suggested look to do the opposite, and reduce

force of the ice would ultimately snap the cables

the amount of sunlight reaching the planet. One

and rapidly release a large quantity of frozen

scheme focuses on achieving a general cooling

ice into the sea. However, Kallio believes that the

•
Reading
Passage 2

with cables which have been

scientist,
because the
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if

sort of cables used in suspension bridges could

technical failure. '( think all of us agree that

potentially be used to divert, rather than halt, the

we were to end geoengineering

southward movement of ice from Spitsbergen.

then

'It would stop the ice moving south, and local

condition very rapidly, and probably within l 0

currents would

see them float northwards,' he

to

on a given day,

the planet would return to its pre-engineered

20 years,' says Dr Phil Rasch, chief scientist

for climate change at the US-based Pacific

says.

Northwest National laboratory. 'That's certainly

D

A number of geoengineering ideas are currently

something to worry about.

being examined in the Russian Arctic. These

geoengineering

include planting millions

of birch

trees: the

while

thinking, according to Kallio, is that their white

bark would

increase the amount

1 would consider

as a strategy to employ only

we manage the conversion to o non-fossil-

fuel economy.' The risk with geoengineering

of reflected

projects is that you can "overshoot",' says Dr

sunlight. The loss of their leaves in winter would

Dan Lunt, from the University of Bristol. 'You may

also enable the snow to reflect radiation. In

bring global temperatures back to pre-industrial

contrast, the native evergreen pines tend to
shade the snow and absorb radiation. Using

risk is that the poles will still be
warmer than they should be and the tropics will

ice-breaking vessels to deliberately break up

be cooler than before industrialisation.'

levels, but the

and scatter coastal sea ice in both Arctic and
Antarctic waters in their respective autumns, and

F

The main reason why geoengineering

by the

scientific

diverting Russian rivers to increase cold-water

countenanced

flow to ice-Forming areas, could also be used

community is that most researchers have little

to slow down warming,

faith in the ability of politicians

Kallio says. 'You would

mainstream

is

to agree - and

need the wind to blow the right way, but in the

then bring in - the necessary carbon cuts. Even

right conditions,

leading

by letting ice float free and head

conservation organisations believe

the subject is worth exploring. As Dr Martin

north, you would enhance ice growth.'

Sommerkorn, a climate change advisor says,

E

But will such ideas ever be implemented?

The

climate change has brought

humanity to a position where it is important not to

schemes are, first, that they are a 'cop-out'

exclude thinking

that allow us to continue living the way we do,

its possibilities

rather than reducing carbon emissions;

I( over the coming years, the science tells us

and,

second, even if they do work, would the sideeffects outweigh the advantages? Then there's
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'But human-induced

rnojor counter-arguments to geoengineering

thoroughly about this topic and
despite the potential drawbacks.

about an ever-increased climate sensitivity of the
planet - and this isn't unrealistic

- then we may

the daunting prospect of upkeep and repair of

be best served by not having to start our thinking

any scheme as well as the consequences

from scratch.
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Reading Passage Z

Questions 14-18

e

•
•
•
•
"'•
•
•
•
.

8

Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs, A-F.
Which paragraph contains the following information?
Write the correct fetter, A-F, in boxes 14-18 on your answer sheet. You may use
any Jettermore than once .
14

the existence of geoengineering projects distracting from the real task of
changing the way we live

15

circumstances in which geoengineering has demonstrated success

16

maintenance problems associated with geoengineering projects

17

support for geoengineering being due to a lack of confidence in governments

18

more success in fighting climate change in some parts of the world than others

Questions 19-23

(lJ Complete the summary below.
Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the passage for each answer.
Writeyour answers in boxes 19-23 on your answer sheet.
~-

•
•
•
•
•
~

~I

Geoengineering projects
A range of geoenglneering ideas has been put forward, which aim either to prevent the melting
of the ice caps or to stop the general rise in global temperatures. One scheme to discourage the
melting of ice and snow involves introducing 19

to the Arctic because of their colour.

The build-up of ice could be encouraged by dispersing ice along the coasts using special ships
and changing the direction of some 20

but this scheme is dependent on certain weather

conditions. Another way of increasing the amount of ice involves using 21
the surface. A scheme to stop ice moving would use 22

to bring water to

but this method is more likely to

G

be successful in preventing the ice from travelling in one direction rather than stopping it altogether.

•
•
•
•

A suggestion for coolfng global temperatures is based on what has happened in the past after
23 ..... ., ..... and it involves creating clouds ofl gas .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'

~

I
~
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Questions 24-26
Look at the following people (Questions 24-26) and the list of opinions below.
Match each person with the correct opinion, A-E.
Wrfte the correct letter, A-E, in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet.
24

Phil Rasch

25

Dan Lunt

26

Martin Sommerkorn

list of opinions
A
B
C
D
E
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The problems of geoenglneering shouldn't mean that ideas are not
seriously considered.
Some geoengineering projects are more likely to succeed than others.
Geoengineering only offers a short-term solution.
A positive outcome of geoengineering may have a negative
consequence elsewhere.
Most geoengineering projects aren't clear in what they are aiming at.

I Test S

Reading Passage 2

Reading Passage 3

•
•
•

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading Passage 3 below .

erica ts oldest a

,
•

Set within treacherously steep cliffs, and hidden
away in the secluded valleys of northeast Brazil,
.Cf:$

~

is some of South America's most significant and
spectacular rock-art. Most of the ati so far discovered
from the ongoing excavations comes from the
archaeologically-important

d.

Natlonal Park of the Serra

da Capivara in the state of Piaui, and it is causing

~;

quite a controversy. The reason for the uproar? The
art is being dated to around 25,000 or perhaps,

i

&~

~

according to some archaeologists,

even 36,000 years

ago. lf correct, this is set to challenge the widely held
view that the Americas were first colonised from the
north, via the Bering Straits from eastern Siberia at
around \0,000 BC, only moving down into Central
and South America in the millennia thereafter.
Prior to the designation

of 130,000 hectares as a

also appear of great importance to these ancient
artists. Might such lines represent family units or
groups of warriors? On a number of panels, rows of
stylised figures, some numbering up to 30 individual
figures, were painted using the natural undulating
contours of the rock surface, so evoking the contours
of the surroundmq landscape. Other interesting, but

National Park, the rock-art sites were difficult to

very rare, occurrences are scenes that show small

get to, and often dangerous to enter. In ancient

human figures holding on to and dancing around a

times, this inaccessibility must have heightened the

tree, possibly involved in some form of a ritual dance.

importance of the sites, and indeed of the people
who painted on the rocks. Wild animals and human
figures dominate the art, and are incorporated into
often-complex

scenes involving hunting, supernatural

beings, fighting and dancing. The artists depicted
the animals that roamed the local ancient brushwood
forest. The large mammals are usually painted in
groups and tend to be shown in a running stance,
as though trying.to escape from hunting parties.
Processio~s

- llnes of human and animal figures -

Due to the favourable climatic conditions, the
irnaqery on many panels is in a remarkable state
of preservation. Despite this, however, there are
serious conservation issues that affect their long-term
survival. The chemical and mineral qualities of the
rock on which the imagery is painted is fraglle and
on several panels it is unstable.

As well as the

secretion of sodium carbonate on the 1ock surface,
complete panel sections have, over the ancient
and recent past, broken away from the main rock

I)

•
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surface. These have then become burled and sealed

images or styles. However, the diversity of imagery

into sometimes-ancient floor deposits. Perversely,

and the narrative the paintings create from each of

this form of natural erosion and subsequent

the many sites within the National Park suggests

deposition has assisted archaeologists in dating

different artists were probably making their art at

several major rock-art sites. Of course, dating the

different times, and potentially using each site over

art is extremely difficult given the non-existence of

many thousands of years.

plant and animal remains that might be scientifically
dated. However, there are a small number of sites in
the Serra da Capivara that are giving up their secrets
through good systematic excavation. Thus, at Toca
do Boqueirao da Pedra Furada, rock-art researcher
Niede Guidon managed to obtain a number of dates.
At different levels of excavation, she located fallen
painted rock fragments, which she was able to date
to at least 36,000 years ago, Along with the painted
fragments, crude stone tools were found. Also
discovered were a series of scientifibally datable sites
of fireplaces, or hearths, the earliest dated to 46,000
BC, arguably the oldest dates for human habitation in
the Americas.

With fierce debates thus raging over the dating,
where these artists originate from is also stm very
much open to speculation. The traditional view
ignores all the early dating evidence from the South
American rock-art sites. In a revised scenario, some
palaeo-anthropologists

are now suggesting that

modern humans may have migrated from Africa
using the strong currents of the Atlantic Ocean some

60,000 years or more ago, while others suggest
a more improbable colonisation coming from
the Pacific Ocean. Yet, while either hypothesis is
plausible,

there is still no supporting archaeological

evidence between the South American coastline and
the interior. Rather, it seems possible that there were

However, these conclusions are not without

a number of waves of human colonisation

controversy. Critics, mainty from North America,

Americas occurring

have suggested that the hearths may

i11 fact be

a natural phenomenon, the result of seasonal
brushwood fires. Several North American
researchers have gone further and suggested that
the rock-art from this site dates from no earller than
about 3, 730 years ago, based on the results of
limited radiocarbon dating.

Adding further fuel to the

general debate is the fact that the artists in the area
of the National Park tended not to draw over old
motifs (as often occurs with rock-art), which makes

of the

possibly over a 60,000- i 00,000

year period, probably using the Bering Straits as a
land-bridge

to cross into the Americas.

Despite the compelling evidence from South America,
it stands alone: the earliest secure human evidence
yet found in the state of Oregon in North America only
dates to 12,300 years BC. So this is a fierce debate
that is likely to go on for many more years. However,
the splendid rock-art and its allied archaeology of
northeast Brazil, described here, is playing a huge and
significant role in the discussion.

it hard to work out the relative chronoloqy of the
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Reading Passage 3

Questions 27-29
Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.

•

IP

•
8

Write the correct letter in boxes 27-29 on your answer sheet.
27

28

29

According to the first paragraph, the rock-art in Serra da Capivara may revolutionise accepted ideas about

A

the way primitive people lived in North America.

B

the date when the earliest people arrived in South America.

c

the origin of the people who crossed the Bering Straits.

D

the variety of cultures which developed in South America.

How did the ancient artists use the form of the rock where they painted?
A

to mimic the shape of the countryside

nearby

B

to emphasise the shape of different animals

c

to give added light and shade to their paintings

D

to give the impression of distance in complex works

In the fourth paragraph, what does the writer say is unusual about the rock-artists of Serra da Caplvara?

~

~$

A
B

They had a very wide range of subject-matter.

c

They tended to use a variety of styles in one painting.

D

They rarely made new paintings on top of old ones.

Their work often appears to be illustrating a story.

Questions 3G-36

18

In boxes 30-36 on your answer sheet, write

YES

•

_ 30

•
•
•
•
@

•

NO

if the statement agrees wfth the claims of the writer
if the statement contradicts the claims of the writer

NOT GIVEN

if it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

Archaeologists

have completed their survey of the rock-art in PiauL

31

The location of the rock-art suggests that the artists had a significant role ln their society .

32

The paintings

33

Some damage to paintings is most likely due to changes in the weather of the region .

34

The fact that some paintings were buried is useful to archaeologists .

35

The tools found near some paintings were probably used for hunting animals.

36

L
The North American researchers have confirmed Niede Gulden's dating of the paintings .

of animals show they were regarded as sacred by the ancient humans.

~

~
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Questions 37-40
Complete each sentence with the correct ending, A-F, below.
Write the correct letter, A-F, on your answer sheet.
37

Materials derived from plants or animals

38

The discussions about the ancient hearths

39

Theories about where the first South Americans originated from

40

The finds of archaeologists in Oregon

A
B
C
D

are giving rise to a great deal of debate among palaeo-anthropo!ogists.
do not support the earliest dates suggested for the arrival of people in America.
are absent from rock-art sites in the Serra da Capivara.
have not been accepted by academics outside America.

E
F

centre on whether or not they are actually man-made.
reflect the advances in scientific dating methods.
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Writing

•

8 Writing Task 1
9 You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The diagrams below give information about the manufacture of frozen fish pies.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and
make comparisons where relevant•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write at least i 50 words .

A fish pie

Microwaveable

container

Fish pie production line

Store/
dispatch

•
•

Writing

Freeze
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Writing Task 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:
In some countries it is thought advisable that children begin formal
education at four years old, while in others they do not have to start
school until they are seven or eight.
How far do you agree with either of these views?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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Writing

Speaking
., Speaking Part 1

•

The examiner will ask you some questions about yourself, your home,
work or studies and familiar topics.
Let's talk about your home town.
Do you live in a town or a city?
Have your family always Jived there?
Do you like living there?
Do many tourists visit your area? (What do they come to see?)
Do you think your home town/city will change much in the future?

•

The examiner will then ask you some questions about one or two other topics, for example:
Now let's talk about

music.

What kind of music do you like?
What do you like about it?
Are your friends interested in the same kind of music?
Where do you usualfy listen to music?
Do you ever go to concerts?
Do you play or would you like to play an instrument?

Speaking Part 2
~1

9J

The examiner will give you a topic on a card like the one on the
right and ask you to talk about it for one to two minutes. Before
you talk you'll have one minute to think about what you're going
to say. The examiner will give you some paper and a pencil so
you can make notes if you want to.

(ili The examiner may ask one or two more questions when you

•
~

have finished, for example:

Describe one of your possessions which
you couldn't live without.
You should say:
what it is
why you first bought it I how you got it
when and how often you use it
and explain why it is so special.

Do you throw things away when you don't need them any more?
Do you sometimes buy something and then regret it?

9. Speaking Part 3
•
~~

8
GI

•
•
•
•

The examiner will ask some more general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 2.
Do you think some people spend too much money on things they don't need? What sort of things?
Is it worth trying to repair things which break rather than throwing them away? Why do you think that?
Many people feel they must have lots of hi-tech gadgets these days. What do you think of this trend?
Do you think technology has made our lives easier or more stressful? Why?
Some people aren't interestjd in keeping up to date with new technology. Do you think that matters?

i#

Speaking

Test 5

I
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listening Section 1
~

Questions 1-10

Questtons1-10

Complete the table below.
Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Hostefling lnternational
West End

Example 1 O minutes
from downtown

by

P.~~

Answer

.

$50 per night but only

Membership

$1

discount on entry to

'" "'

for

card offers

2

members

.

Internet access costs $3
per 3

4

Hostel

.

Near beach. Two-minute

$62. Meals extra but only

Was built as a hotel in

walk to

available

7
Can hire

5

'"

6

.

in

.

.

8

,. .. from

hostel

Backpackers

Hostel

In 9
district

.

$45 plus $5 for breakfast

A 10

,.

on

every floor for guests to
use
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listening Section

2Questions11-20

Questions 11-15

•
•

Label the map below .
Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to questions 11-15 .

biography

B

fiction

c

magazines

D

newspapers

E

non-fiction

F

photocopiers

G

reference books

H

study area

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CAFE

A

I
I
I

14 .........

I

I

------r--------------•

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I

l
t

!
13 .........

~--------------------

I'

I
I
I
I

I
- - - -- _1_ -- -

- .............. - -

i2 .........

'1

I

!. -----

I
I
I
I
I
!
I

~---~~----------~---------,

I

15 ....

I

GALLERY
ISSUE DESK

I

I
I
I

'11 ..........

I
I
I
l
I
!
I
I

I

INFORMATION
DESK

I
I

I
I

I
I

•
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~

Questions 16-20

Choose the correct fetter; A, B or C.
16

After two years, library members have to
A
B
C

17

show proof of their current address.
pay for a new membership card.
bring a passport or identity card into the library.

What happens if you reserve a book?
A
B
C

18

It will be available after five days.
You can collect it a week later.
You will be contacted when it is available.

Which materials can be borrowed for one week only?
A
B
C

19

On which day does the library stayopenlater.than it used to?
A
B
C

20

I

Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday

Large bags should be left on the
A

B

c

156

some reference books
CD-ROMs
children's DVDs

I

Test 6

first floor.
second floor.
third floor.

Listening Section 2

listening Section 3 Questions
8

•

BJ}

21-30

Questions 21-25

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.
21

Why did Anita and Lee choose to talk about John Chapman?

A

He was Lee's childhood hero.
They wanted to talk about the USA.
He was relevant to the topic of their studies.

B

c
22

Where did the students record their sources of information?

A
B

on their laptops
on a handout
on a database

C
23

The tutor claims she does not understand whether

A
B

apples grew in America before Europeans arrived.
the Native Americans had always eaten apples.
American apples were first bred in Europe.

c

24

The tutor says the audience was particularly interested to hear about
A

grafting techniques in ancient China.
the cultivation of apples in Kazakhstan.
the spread of apples along the Silk Route.

B
C
25

How will Anita and Lee present their follow-up work?

A

on the department website
as a paper
as a poster

B

c

Questions 26-30
What do lee and Anita agree about their presentation skills with their tutor?

••s

Write the correctletter, A, B or C, next to questions 26-30.

A

C

excellent
acceptable

poor

8

Presentation skills

8

26

use of equipment

9

27

handling software

=

28

timing of sections

Iii 29

design of handout

•

clarity of speech

lii~

30

<IP listening Section

3
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Listening Section 4

Questions 31-40

Questions 31-40

-

Complete the table below.
Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD for each answer.

Procedure

Result

Cause

more yellow added to green colour

subjects believed extra

brain influenced by product

of31

32

presentation

.

gum chewed until it is

33

added to drink

mint flavour 34

.

sweetness necessary for mintiness

then again with

sugar
same drink tasted co!d and at room

35

temperature

sweeter

crisps eaten in rooms which were

with louder crunch, subjects

36

believed crisps taste

..

37

drlnkseerns

temperature affects sweetness

sound affects taste perceptions

.
affects taste

subjects believed some sauces

38

tasted less strong

perceptions

two different flavoured

subjects still tasted

brain is filling the taste 'gap'

39

40

variety of cheese sauces prepared

tasted together

when no longer

there
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Reading Passage 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading Passage 1 below .

ITu

made it unique. The most remarkable feature of
chameleons is their ability to change colour, an
ability rivalled only by cuttlefish and octopi in
the animal kingdom. Because of this, colour is
not the best thing for telling chameleons apart
and different species are usually identified based
on the patterning and shape of the head, and
the arrangement of scales. In this case it was the
bulge of scales on the chameleon's nose.
There are more than 160 known species of
chameleons. The main distribution is in Africa
and Madagascar, and other tropical regions,
although some species are also found in parts of
southern Europe and Asia. There are introduced
populations in Hawaii and probably in California
and Florida too.
New species are still discovered quite frequently.
Dr Andrew Marshall, a conservationist from York
University, was surveying monkeys in Tanzania,
when he stumbled across a twig snake in the
Magombera forest which, frightened, coughed
up a chameleon and fled. Though a colleague
persuaded him not to touch it because of the
risk from venom, Marshall suspected it might
be a new species, and took a photograph to send
to colleagues, who confirmed his suspicions.
Kinyongia magomberae, literally "the chameleon
from Magombera", is the result, and the fact
it was not easy to identify is precisely what

Chameleons are able to use colour for both
communication and camouflage by switching
from bright, showy colours to the exact
colour of a twig within seconds. They show an
extraordinary range of colours, from nearly black
to bright blues, oranges, pinks and greens, even
several at once. A popular misconception is that
chameleons can match whatever background
they are placed on, whether a chequered red
and yellow shirt or a Srnartie" box. But each
species has a characteristic set of cells containing
pigment distributed over their bodies in a
specific pattern, which determines the range
of colours and patterns they can show. To the
great disappointment of many children, placing
a chameleon on a Smartie box generally results
in a stressed, confused, dark grey or mottled
chameleon.
Chameleons are visual animals with excellent
eyesight, and they communicate with colour.
When two male dwarf chameleons encounter
~smart/es™ are sugar-coatedchocolates in a range
of bright colours.

'eading Passage 1
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each other, each shows its brightest colours. They
puff out their throats and present themselves
side-on with their bodies flattened to appear as
large as possible and to show off their colours.
This enables them to assess each other from a
distance. If one is clearly superior, the other
quickly changes to submissive colouration, which
is usually a dull combination of greys or browns.
If the opponents are closely matched and both
maintain their bright colours, the contest can
escalate to physical fighting and jaw-locking, each
trying to push each other along the branch in
a contest of strength. Eventually, the loser will
signal his defeat with submissive colouration.
Females also have aggressive displays used to
repel male attempts at courtship. When courting
a female, males display the same bright colours
that they use during contests. Most of the time,
females are unreceptive and aggressively reject
males by displaying a contrasting light and dark
colour pattern, with their mouths open and
moving their bodies rapidly from side to side. If
the male continues to court a female, she often
chases and bites him until he retreats. The range
of colour change during female displays, although
impressive, is not as great as that shown by
males.
Many people assume that colour change evolved
to enable chameleons to match a greater variety
of backgrounds in their environment. If this was
the case, then the ability of chameleons to change
colour should be associated with the range of
background colours in the chameleon's habitat,
but there is no evidence for such a pattern. For
example, forest habitats might have a greater

160
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range of brown and green background colours
than grasslands, so forest-dwelling species might
be expected to have greater powers of colour
change. Instead, the males whose display colours
are the most eye-catching show the greatest
colour change. Their displays are composed of
colours that contrast highly with each other as
well as with the background vegetation. This
suggests that the species that evolved the most
impressive capacities for colour change did so to
enable them to intimidate rivals or attract mates
rather than to facilitate camouflage.
How do we know that chameleon display colours
are eye-catching to another chameleon - or,
for that matter, to a predatory bird? Getting
a view from the perspective of chameleons or
their bird predators requires information on I
the chameleon's or bird's visual system and
an understanding of how their brains might
process visual information. This is because the
perceived colour of an object depends as much on
the brain's wiring as on the physical properties
of the object itself, Luckily, recent scientific
advances have made it possible to obtain such
measurements in the field, and information on
visual systems of a variety of animals is becoming
increasingly available.
The spectacular diversity of colours and
ornaments in nature has inspired biologists
for centuries. But if we want to understand the
function and evolution of animal colour patterns,
we need to know how they are perceived by the
animals themselves - or their predators. After all,
camouflage and conspicuousness are in the eye of
the beholder.

Reading

Passage ..

Questions 1-4
Answer the questions below.

$

Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the passage for each answer.

•

Write your answers in boxes 1-4 on your answer sheet.

f.l)

1

What kind of climate do most chameleons live in?

2

Which animal caught

3

What was the new species named after?

a chameleon from an undiscovered species?

Which part of the body is unique to the species Kinyongia magomberae?

•
•
•

Questions 5-13
Do the following statements agree with the Information given in Reading Passage I?
In boxes 5-13 on your answer sheet, write

~)

•

•
•

TRUE

if the statement agrees with the information

FALSE

If the statement contradicts the information

NOT GIVEN

if there is no information on this

5

Few creatures can change colour as effectively as cuttlefish.

6

Chameleons can imitate a pattern provided there are only two colours.

7

Chameleons appear to enjoy trying out new colours .

8

Size matters more than colour when male chameleons compete .

9

After a fight, the defeated male hides among branches of a tree.

10

Females use colour and movement to discourage males.

G)
i1

The popular explanation of why chameleons change colour has been proved wrong.

12

There are more predators of chameleons in grassland habitats than in others .

13

Measuring animals' visual systems necessitates removing them from their habitat.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
~

!I)
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Reading Passage 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based on Reading Passage 2 below.

breakups are often urged to medicate themselves
instead of working through their sadness. Wake
Forest University's Eric Wilson fumes that the
obsession with happiness amounts to a "craven
disregard" for the melancholic perspective that has
given rise to the greatest works of art. "The happy
man," he writes, "is a hollow man."
B

A

After all, people are remarkably adaptable.

In the late 1990s, psychologist Martin Seligman of

bounce back to our previous level of happiness,

to observe optimal moods with the same kind of

no matter what happens to us. (There are some

focus with which they had for so long studied

scientifically proven exceptions, notably suffering

illnesses: we would never learn about the full

the unexpected loss of a job or the loss of a

range of human functions unless we knew as much

spouse. Both events tend to permanently knock

about mental wellness as we do about mental

people back a step.) Our adaptability works in two

illness. A new generation of psychologists built up

directions. Because we are so adaptable, points

a respectable body of research on positive character

out Professor Sonja Lyubomirsky of the University

traits and happiness-boosting practices. At the

of California, we quickly get used to many of

same time, developments in neuroscience provided

the accomplishments we strive for in life, such

new dues to what makes us happy and what that

as landing the big job or getting married. Soon

looks like in the brain. Self-appointed experts took

after we reach a milestone, we start to feel that

advantage of the trend with guarantees to eliminate

something is missing. We begin coveting another

worry, stress, dejection and even boredom. This

worldly possession or eyeing a social advancement.

happiness movement has provoked a great deal

But such an approach keeps us tethered to a

of opposition among psychologists who observe

treadmill where happiness is always just out of

that the preoccupation with happiness has come

reach, one toy or one step away. It's possible to get

at the cost of sadness, an important feeling that

off the treadmill entirely by focusing on activities

people have tried to banish from their emotional

that are dynamic, surprising, and attention-

repertoire. Allan Horwitz of Rutgers laments that

absorbing, and thus less likely to bore us than, say,

young people who are naturally weepy after
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Following a variable period of adjustment, we

the University of Pennsylvania urged colleagues
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acquiring shiny new toys.

Reading Passage 2

c

E

Moreover, happiness is not a reward for escaping

Besides, not everyone can put on a happy face.

pain. Russ Harris, the author of The Happiness. Trap,

Barbara Held, a professor of psychology at Bowdoin

calls popular conceptions of happiness dangerous

College, rails against "the tyranny of the positive

because they set people up for a "struggle against

attitude". "Looking on the bright side isn't possible

reality". They don't acknowledge that real life is

for some people and is even counterproductive,"

full of disappointments, loss, and inconveniences.

she insists. "When you put pressure on people to

"If you're going to live a rich and meaningful

cope in a way that doesn't fit them, it not only

life," Harris says, "you're going to fee! a full range

doesn't work, it makes them feel like a failure on

of emotions." Action toward goals other than

top of already feeling bad." The one-size-fits-all

happiness makes people happy. It is not crossing the

approach to managing emotional life is misguided,

finish line that is most rewarding, it is anticipating

agrees Professor Julie Norem, author of The Positive

achieving the goal. University of Wisconsin

Power of Negative Thinking. In her research, she has

neuroscientist Richard Davidson has found that

shown that the defensive pessimism that anxious

working hard toward a goal, and making progress

people feel can be harnessed to help them get

to the point of expecting a goal to be realised, not

things done, which in turn makes them happier. A

only activates positive feelings but also

naturally pessimistic architect, for example, can set

suppresses
negative emotions such as fear and depression.
1

low expectations for an upcoming presentation and
review all of the bad outcomes that she's imagining,

D

so that she can prepare carefully and increase her

We are constantly making decisions, ranging from

chances of success.

what clothes to put on, to whom we should marry,
not to mention all those flavors of ice cream. We

F

base many of our decisions on whether we think a

By contrast, an individual who is not living

particular preference will increase our well-being.

according to their values, will not be happy, no

Intuitively, we seem convinced that the more choices

matter how much they achieve. Some people,

we have, the better off we will ultimately be. But

however, are not sure what their values are. In that

our world of unlimited opportunity imprisons us

case Harris has a great question: "Imagine I could

more than it makes us happy. In what Swarthmore

wave a magic wand to ensure that you

psychologist Barry Schwartz calls "the paradox of

would have the approval and admiration of

choice," facing many possibilities leaves us stressed

everyone on the planet, forever. What, in that case,

out - and less satisfied with whatever we do decide.

would you choose to do with your life?" Once

Having too many choices keeps us wondering about

this has been answered honestly, you can start

all the opportunities missed.

taking steps toward your ideal vision of yourself.
The actual answer is unimportant, as long as
you're living consciously. The state of happiness
I

is not really a state at all. It's an ongoing personal
experiment .

•.
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Questions 14-19
Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs, A-F.
Which paragraph mentions the following?
Write the correct letter; A-F, in boxes 14-19 on your answer sheet.
NB

You may use any letter more than once.

14

the need for individuals to understand what really matters to them

15

tension resulting from a wide variety of alternatives

16

the hope of success as a means of overcoming unhappy feelings

17

people who call themselves specialists

18

humanbeings' capacity for coping with change

19

doing things which are interesting in themselves

Questions 20 and 21 ·

croose TVVO letters, A-E.
Write the correct letters in boxes 20 and 21 on your answer sheet.
Which TWO of the following people argue against aiming for constant happiness?
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I

A

Martin Seligman

B

Eric Wiison

c

Sonja Lyubornirsky

D

Russ Harris

E

Barry Schwartz

Test 6

Reading. Passage L

Questions 22 and 23
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

8

Write the correct letters in boxes 22 and 23 on your answer sheet.

e Which TWO of the following beliefs are identified as mistaken in the text?
A

Inherited wealth brings less happiness than earned wealth.

B
C

Social status affects our perception of how happy we are.
An optimistic outlook ensures success.

D

Unhappiness can and should be avoided.

E

Extremes of emotion are normal in the young.

Questions 24-26

8

Complete the sentences below.

fJChoose NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet.
~
%'' 24

In order to have a complete understanding of how people's minds work, Martin Seligman
suggested that research should examine our most positive
psychological problems.

25

Soon after arriving at a

as closely as it does our

in their lives, people become accustomed to what they have

achieved and have a sense that they are lacking something.
People who are
for a presentation.

'eading Passage 2

by nature are more likely to succeed if they make thorough preparation

Test 6
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Reading Passage 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-4(), which are based on Reading Passage 3 below.

the land-dwellers' share of the planet shrinks even
more toward insignificance: less than 1 % of the total.
Most of the oceans' enormous volume, lies deep
below the familiar surface. The upper sunlit layer, by
one estimate, contains only 2 or 3% of the total space
available to life. The other 97% of the earth's biosphere
lies deep beneath the water's surface, where sunlight
never penetrates.
Until recently, it was impossible to study the deep
ocean directly. By the sixteenth century, diving bells
· allowed people to stay underwater for a short time:
they could swim to the bell to breathe air trapped
underneath it rather than return all the way to the
surface. Later, other devices, including pressurized or

The Deep Sea.
At a time when most think of outer space as the
final frontier, we must remember that a great deal of
unfinished business remains here on earth. Robots
crawl on the surface of Mars, and spacecraft exit our
solar system, but most of our own planet has still
never been seen by human eyes. It seems ironic that
we know more about impact craters on the far side of
the moon than about the longest and largest mountain
range on earth. It is amazing that human beings
crossed a quarter of a million miles of space to visit
our nearest celestial neighbor before penetrating just
two miles deep into the earth's own waters to explore
the Midocean Ridge. And it would be hard to imagine
a more significant part of our planet to investigate - a
chain of volcanic mountains 42,000 miles long where
most of the earth's solid surface was born, and where
vast volcanoes continue to create new submarine
landscapes.
The figure we so often see quoted - 71 % of the
earth's surface - understates the oceans' importance.

armored suits,

heavy metal helmets, and compressed

air supplied through hoses from the surface, allowed at
least one diver to reach 500 feet or so.
It was 1930 when a biologist named William
Beebe and his engineering colleague Otis Barton
sealed themselves into a new kind of diving craft, an
invention that finally allowed humans to penetrate
beyond the shallow sunlit layer of the sea and the
history of deep-sea exploration began. Science then
was largely incidental - something that happened
along the

way. In terms of technical ingenuity and

human bravery, this part of the story is every bit as
amazing as the history of early aviation. Yet many of
these individuals, and the deep-diving vehicles that
they built and tested, are not well known.
It was not until the 1970s that deep-diving manned
submersibles were able to reach the Midocean Ridge

fi1d begin

making major contribut~ons to ~ wide range

of scientific questions. A burst of discoveries followed
in short order. Several of these profoundly changed
whole fields of science, and their implications are still
not fully understood. For example, biologists may now

If you consider instead three-dimensional volumes,
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be seeing - in the strange communities of microbes

would penetrate, say, a control van up above, on the

and animals that live around deep volcanic vents -

deck of the mother ship.

clues to the origin of life on earth. No one even knew
that these communities existed before explorers began
diving to the bottom in submersibles.
Entering the deep, black abyss presents unique

pressure on anything that enters it. This force is like
air pressure on land, except that water is much heavier
than air. At sea level on land, we don't even notice 1

challenges for which humans must carefully prepare if

atmosphere of pressure, about 15 pounds per square

they wish to survive. It is an unforgiving environment,

inch, the weight of the earths blanket of air. In the

both harsh and strangely beautiful, that few who have

deepest part of the ocean, nearly seven miles down, it's

not experienced it firsthand can fully appreciate. Even

about 1,200 atmospheres, 18,000 pounds per square

the most powerful searchlights penetrate only tens of

inch. A square-inch column of lead would crush down

feet. Suspended particles scatter the light and water

on your body with equal force if it were 3,600 feet tall.

itself is far less transparent than air; it absorbs and

Fish that live in the deep don't feel the pressure,

scatters light. The ocean also swallows other types of

because they are filled with water from their own

electromagnetic radiation, including radio signals, .

environment. It has already been compressed by

That is why many deep sea vehicles dangle from

abyssal pressure as much as water can be (which is not

tethers. Inside those tethers, copper wires or fiber optic

much). A diving craft, however, is a hollow chamber,

strands transmit signals that would dissipate and die if

rudely displacing the water around it. That chamber

broadcast into open water.

must withstand the full brunt of deep-sea pressure -

Another challenge is that the temperature near

•
•
•

And finally, the abyss clamps down with crushing

thousands of pounds per square inch. If seawater with

the bottom in very deep water typically hovers just

that much pressure behind it ever finds a way to break

four degrees above freezing, and submersibles rarely

inside, it explodes through the hole with laserlike

have much insulation. Since water absorbs heat

intensity.

more quickly than air, the cold down below seems to
penetrate a diving capsule far more quickly than it

It was into such a terrifying environment that the
first twentieth-century explorers ventured .
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Questions 27-30
Write the correct letter, A, B, C or D, in boxes 27-30 on your answer sheet
27

In the first paragraph, the writer finds it surprising that
A
B
C
D

28

The writer argues that saying 71 % of the earth's surface is ocean is not accurate because it
A
B
C
D

29

we send robots to Mars rather than to the sea bed.
we choose to explore the least accessible side of the moon.
people reached the moon before they explored the deepest parts of the earth's oceans.
spaceships are sent beyond our solar system instead of exploring it.

ignores the depth of the world's oceans.
is based on an estimated volume.
overlooks the significance of landscape features.
refers to the proportion of water in which life is possible"

How did the diving bell help divers?
A.
B

c
D

It allowed each diver to carry a supply of air underwater.
It enabled piped air to reach deep below the surface.
It offered access to a reservoir of air below the surface.
lt meant that they could dive as deep as 500 feet.
I

30

What point does the writer make about scientific discoveries between 1930 and 1970?
A

B

c
D

1 68
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They were rarely the primary purpose of deep sea exploration.
The people who conducted experiments were not professional scientists.
Many people refused to believe the discoveries that were made.
They Involved the use of technologies from other disciplines.

ReadingPassage
~

·""""" Do the following statements agree with the views of the writer in Reading Passage 3?
~

Ill In boxes 31-36 on your answer sheet, write
YES

"""'£>
~

NO
NOT GIVEN

•

if the statement agrees with the views of the writer
if the statement contradicts the views of the writer
if it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

31

The Midocean Ridge is largely the same as when the continents emerged.

32

We can make an approximate calculation of the percentage of the ocean which

9

sunlight penetrates.
Many unexpected scientific phenomena came

e

•
•
•

to light when exploration of the

Mldocean Ridge began.

34

The number of people exploring the abyss has risen sharply in the 21st century.

35

One danger of the darkness is that deep sea vehicles become entangled in vegetation.

36

The construction

of submersibles offers little protection from the cold at great depths .

Questions 37-40

•
•
8

Complete the summary using the list of words, A-I, below.

Deep diving craft
A diving craft has to be 37

enough to cope with the enormous pressure of the

abyss, which is capable of crushing almost anything. Unlike creatures that live there, which are

41 not 38

because they contain compressed water, a submersible is filled with 39

®If it has a weak spot in its construction, there will be a 40

•
•
•
8

•
•

A

ocean

D

G

explosion of water into the craft .

air

C

deep

hollow

B
E

sturdy

F

atmosphere

energetic

H

violent

I

heavy

Reading Passage 3
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Writing
Writing Task 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The charts below give information about weather in two Brazifian cities.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features,
and make comparisons where relevant.

Write at least 150 words.

Brasilia
Temperature

Rainfall

Rainfall
No. of wet days
average mm per month

I

Temperature

i

average dally high/low

average hours
sunshine 5 6 6 7 8 B 9 8 7 5 !1 4
averaqe no. days
with thunder 12: 12 14 9 3 1

1 2 5 1316 15

Recife
Temperature

Rainfall

10"C
5"C

cc
average hours
sunshine 8 7 7 6 6 6 5 J 7

a

9 8

average no. days
with thunder 1 1 2 3 1 <1 <1<1 o <1<1 1

Test6

Writing

Writing Task 2
•

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

8

Wrtte about the following topic:

Some people choose to eat no meat or fish.
They believe that this is not only better for their own health but also
benefits the world as a whole.

Discuss this view and give your own opinion.

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience.

«~ Write at least 250 words .

•
•

Writing
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Speaking
Speaking Part 1
The examiner will ask you some questions about yourself, your home, work or studies and familiar topics.
Let's talk about your free time.
Do you have a lot of free time?
What do you like to do when you are at home?
Do you spend more time with your family or with friends?
Where do you go when you go out?
!s there enough to do in your home town?

The examiner will then ask you some questions about one or two other topics, for example:
Now let's talk about keeping fit.
Do you try to keep fit? How?
Do you thjnk it's important for young people to keep fit?
/s sport compulsory for schoolchffdren in your country?
Do you do any sports? Which do you like best?
Have you ever watched a sporting event five?

Speaking Part 2
The examiner will give you a topic on a card like the one
on the right and ask you to talk about it for one to two
minutes. Before you talk you have one minute to think
about what you're going to say. The examiner will give
you some paper and a pencil so you can make notes if
you want to.
The examiner may ask one or two more questions when
you have finished, for example:

Describe an important decision you had to
make.
You should say:
what you had to decide
what or who helped you decide
if you made the right decision
and explain why the decision was important.

Are you good at making decisions?
Do you think you usually make the right decisions?

Speaking Part 3
The examiner will ask some more general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 2.
Do you think it's harder to make decisions nowadays because we have so many choices?
What are the disadvantages of asking for other people's advice when making a decision?
Why do you think some people are better at making decisions than others?
Do you think children should be given the opportunity to make their own decisions? What kind of decisions?
Some people say we only learn by making mistakes. Do you agree?
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LISTENING SECTION 1
Training

Exam practice

Useful language: spelling

Example The two holidays last fourteen and ten days. The woman
chooses the ten-day holiday. She says: 'I think the ten-day
trip is better.'

Questions 1-10

2 0 R U and W don't fit in any of the columns.
A

E

I

s

H

c

y

F

J

G

L

K

T

N

v

x

31BOROUGH
2
3
4
5

JAYWICK
FRA VELLI
QUARRY SIDE
CHARLESWORTH
6 KIMMARSHALL

2 48 3 07862 335201
5 117
6 454.50

Useful language: dates
1
2
3
4
5
6

•
~

2l(st) September" I September 21
l(st) February 1986 /February 1, 1986 I 011021861 02/01/86
3 l(st) March I March 31
14(th) December I December 14
11 (th) January I January 11
7(th) August I August 7

"the 21st of September; the 1st of February, etc. are also possible
Useful language: measurements

1 8,850 metres I meters Im
2 658 kilometres I kilometers /Ian
3 180 centimetres I centimeters I cm
4 150 grams I grammes I g
~.···~: 62 kilogram(me)s I kilos I kg
~ 65 1 metre I meter I m 65 centimetres I centimeters I cm
or L65 metres I meters I m

,@

~

Useful language: deciding what to write in the gaps

f@1 Which gaps need ...

9
8

e

a date? l
a distance? 3
only numbers? Example; 2
a price? 5
a website address? 8
• a meal or kind of food? 6
• ajplace? 9
" a facility? 7
"' clothes or a piece of equipment? 4
e an event? 10

2 16 I sixteen
Distraction The man mentions '12' and '14'. 12 is wrong
because that is the number of people booked on the trip 'at the
moment'; 14 is wrong because that will be the number with the
woman and her sister. Neither is the maximum possible number.
The woman asks, 'Is it a big group?'; 'the maximum number
[=no more than]'.
3 45 km/ forty-five km I kilometres I kilometers
Distraction The man mentions '35 km' and '50 km'. The
shortest distance is 35 km and the longest distance is 50 km but
neither is the 'average'.
'distances' tells you that you will soon hear the answer;
'approximately ... a day [ = on average]'.

Useful language: numbers
1 391
4 1899

1 17th April I 17 April I April 17
Distraction 27th April and 10th April. They are wrong because
the man says that the trip 'finishes' on 27th April and the woman
says she 'can't leave work before the 10th of April'.

What tells you this?
starts on
on average
lasts; days; years
costs;£
www.;.com
food
spent . . . in the
Camp site has a
Hats provided
take place

4 {swimming) pool
Distraction 'restaurants' and 'en-suite facilities' are mentioned
but the man says 'all' the hotels (not just 'some') have these;
'gym' is wrong because 'none of them' has one.
5 1,013
Distraction 1, 177 is wrong because this price includes flights.

6 snacks
Distraction 'breakfast', 'packed lunch' and 'dinner' are all
mentioned but these are included in the price.
7 (cycle) helmet
Distraction 'lock', 'bell', 'lights', 'small bag' and 'pannier' are
all mentioned but they 'come with the bike' so you don't need to
bring them.
You know that the answer is coming when after listing what the
holiday company provides, the man says 'But we won't allow
you to cycle unless you bring ... '.
8 ballantyne (you can write this in small or capital letters)
9 route [alterations= changes]
Distraction 'tracks' get muddy but they don't change.
10 theatre I theater 'a guide who'll take you round ]= guided
tour]'.
Distraction 'castles and mr·seu:ms' are visited but there aren't
any oilier tours.

Test 1 Key
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19

Training
Useful language: paraphrasing
le

2c

9j

10 h

3a

4g

5i

6b

7d

8f

Exam practice
Questions 11-14
HA
Distraction B: 'It was originally ... in front of the cathedral' but
later 'it was moved'. It was never 'beside' the cathedral; C: 'at
the beginning of the twentieth century it was moved to a site by
the river' but John goes on to say it found another 'home' 'in the
1960s'. Although 'there are plans to move [the market] back ... '
these are for some time in the future, not now.
12

c
Distraction A: Antique furniture is sold on 'one new stall',
not 'on only one day'; B: Local produce [= 'fresh fruit and
vegetables, meat and cheese from the area'] is sold from
'Tuesday to Saturday'.

13 B

20 A
Distraction H: 'There are only a few dishes on the menu'.

LISTENING SECTION 3
Exam practice
Questions 21-26
21

c
Distraction 'equipment' is wrong because Reza says 'I'll make
notes for myself about what lighting I'm going to need ... a good
range of equipment, but I'll need to make a list for each location
for my own reference' (he will decide on the lighting equipment
himself so they won't discuss it).

22 E: The word 'roadworks' tells you when to listen for the answer
to 22 but it does not come immediately.
23 G
24 A

Distraction A: Ice cream is served with the cake in one cafe but
the area isn't famous for the ice cream; C: John says 'Our fish is
good of course but there isn't one particular dish that stands out'.

14 B
Distraction A: Fish can be bought from the fishermen but this
isn't a change ('They've been doing that for as long as anyone
can remember ... '); C: There are more restaurants ('a couple of
new ones have opened recently') not fewer.

Questions 15-20
15 D
Distraction C: The entertainment is in 'one of the cafes with live
music' in the area.
Distraction F: 'it doesn't look out over the water', so it doesn't
have good views.
Distraction G: It is in 'one of the busiest parts of the town', so it
isn't a quiet location.
Distraction H: It doesn't have a wide menu - John just mentions
'delicious fresh fish and seafood'.

16 H
Distraction E: It's not good value because prices 'are from midrange to fairly expensive'.
Distraction F: 'it also misses out on the sea view'.
Distraction G: It 'is on the main road' so it isn't in a 'quiet
location'.

17 F
Distraction G: John says it 'is in the city centre' so it's not in a
'quiet location'.
Distraction D: 'you may have to wait to be serveh· so the service
isn't 'excellent'.
'

18 G
Distraction B: John says 'You can't park your car there ... ';
E: 'It's not cheap'.
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c
Distraction H: It serves 'beautifully prepared Greek dishes' so it
doesn't have a 'wide menu'; D: 'Service can be slow' so it's not
'excellent'.

25 H: The meaning of 'understudies' is given before you hear the
word.
26 B
Distraction Mike mentions 'costumes' but points out they 'don't
actually need' any.

Questions 27-30
27 B: It's outside the mill, by the window.
Distraction Helen mentions a mirror but says they decided not

. to use it.
28 A: a water-wheel
Distraction Helen mentions torches but says the actors will be
carrying them.
29 E: [wooden= made of wood]
Distraction Mike says the lights won't shine directly on the
screen.
30 G: [huge = large]
Distraction Mike mentions the bike, but he is referring to how
the girl arrives at the mill.

LISTENING SECTION 4
Training
Useful language: following the speaker
Suggested answers (other answers are possible)
1D

6A

11A

16 B

2A

7 B

12 A·

17 D

3 C/D

8 B

13 B

18 B

4 AJB

9D

14 A/C

19 AJC

5 A/B

10 A

15 A/C

20 A

Test 1 Key
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Exam practice

Questions 31-40
G 31 (the) Atlantic (Ocean)

9

G

32 (luxury) food (source)
Distraction Rabbits' 'fur' is mentioned but there is no suggestion
they were imported for the fur to be 'used for' something.

33 (in) gardens
Distraction 'nests' are what the ants make, not their 'habitat'
(which is what this column is about).

9
•

0

34 earthworm I earth worm
35 soil (condition)
Distraction 'natives', 'native species' and 'locals' are all
mentioned but the pests 'displace' these, they do not improve
them.

36 Northt-jwest I north(-)west
9 Distraction 'Scotland' and 'Iceland' are mentioned, but they are
names of countries so they cannot be the adjective in front of
{8 'Europe'.

fj

37 pl~nt p~ts c
.
•
Distraction ornamental shrubs' are mentioned but the flatworms
came in the earth in the pots, not the plants.

6 NOT GIVEN: The sixth paragraph says Falkingham uses digital
mud to simulate prehistoric mud but it doesn't say anything
about the research being inaccurate.

Questions 7-9
7 sail: 'There are also those who believe that the spines acted as a
support for a sail. Of these, ... and the other half think it was used
as a temperature-regulating device [=control body heat].'
Distraction 'hump' is wrong because it is thought it 'stored fat
and water', not that it controlled temperature.
8 narrow: You need an adjective to describe the shape or size of
the skull: 'The skull seems out of proportion with its thick, heavy
body because it is so narrow ... '.
Distraction Its body is 'thick' and 'heavy' and its jaws are
'delicate and fine'.
9 Locomotion: 'It has a deep broad tail and powerful [=highly
developed] leg muscles to aid ]= make easier] locomotion.'

Questions 10-13
The sixth paragraph is about Peter Falkingham's computer model
(title offiow-chart).

38 seaweedts)I sea weedts)

10 moisture: 'Falkingham uses computational techniques to
- . - and control the moisture content, consistency = texture
and thickness], and other conditions to simulate the mud of
prehistoric times.'

•

39 United States I USA

11 stress: 'stress values [= 1 eve ls of stress] can be extracted and

•

40 (new) competitors

'8

READING PASSAGE 1
Exam practice

0

•
•
•

Questions 1-6
1 TRUE: The first paragraph says 'But Peter Falkingham has done
little of that for a while now' ('that' refers back to 'field workers
camped in the desert in the hot sun [= outdoor research}').
2 TRUE: The third paragraph talks about the model making
'several attempts': 'This, perhaps unsurprisingly, results almost
without fail in the animal falling on its face. So the computer
alters the activation pattern and tries again ... usually to similar
effect' (Sellers and Manning are mentioned in the previous
paragraph but there is nothing about a computer model).
3 FALSE: The text says speeds for humans on the computer model
matched what they can do in real life: 'And indeed, using the
same method for living animals (humans, emu and ostriches)
similar top speeds were achieved on the computer as in reality'.

•
••

4 NOT GIVEN: The sentence at the end of the third paragraph
says the Manchester team are 'confident in the results' (about
how dinosaurs moved) but there is no mention of some
palaeontologists expressing reservations .
S FALSE: The fifth paragraph talks about modern-day trackers
being able to analyse the tracks of wild animals and the p.ext
sentence compares this to analysing fossil tracks which is much
harder to do: 'But a fossil track poses a more considerable
challenge to interpret in the same way.'

r

calculated [=measured] from inside it' .
12 ground: 'By running hundreds of these simulations
simultaneously ]= multiple simulations] on supercomputers,
Falkingham can start to understand ... over a given kind of
ground.'
Distraction 'tracks' is wrong because it means the same as
'footprints'.
13 fossil tracks: 'researchers can make sense of fossil tracks with
greater confidence [=more accurate interpretation].' (Both words
are necessary here as 'tracks' could mean any tracks.)

READING PASSAGE 2
Exam practice
Questions 14-20
14 C: Paragraphs C and D mention insects. Paragraph C mentions
a specific insect - fniit flies: 'Meanwhile, a fruit fly, with a
brain containing only a fraction of the computing power, can
effortlessly navigate in three dimensions.'
Distraction Paragraph D is wrong because it talks about robots
copying insects but not about a particular insect.
15 D: Paragraph D mentions robots learning from their mistakes
[=bumping into things]: the text says ' ... the unorthodox idea
of tiny "insectoid" robots that learned to walk by bumping into
things instead of computing mathematically the precise position

of their feet'.
Distraction The other paragraphs all talk about robots learning
things and what they can't do but they don't mention them
'learning from their mistakes'.
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16 B: Paragraph B mentions mathematicians and computer
scientists who are 'optimistic]= not put off]' about the
possibilities: the text says 'But a sizeable number of
mathematicians and computer scientists, who are specialists
in the area, [=many researchers] are optimistic about the
possibilities. To them it is only a matter of time [= will
eventually] before a thinking machine [=Artificial Intelligence J
walks out of the laboratory [= be developed]'.
Distraction The researchers [ = scientists] in Paragraph A are
negative about the future. Paragraph D is about past research and
Paragraph E mentions people who believe AI will be developed
but they aren't 'many researchers'.
17 D: The text says 'He changed the course of research when he
explored the unorthodox idea of tiny "insectoid" robots ... Today
many of the descendants of Brooks' insectoid robots are on Mars
gathering data for NASA ... For all their successes in mimicking
the behaviour of insects, however ... '.
Distraction In Paragraph C, robots are mentioned which had
'limited' success but the reference is to the past (whereas the
approach in Paragraph Dis still having some success on Mars).

18 A: ParagraphA says 'Physicist Roger Penrose of Oxford
University and others [=some academics] believe that machines
are physically incapable ofhuman thought[= doubt the
possibility of creating Artificial Intelligence]'.
Distraction Paragraphs B, E and F talk about creating Artificial
Intelligence in the future as something very possible, not
something that is in doubt; Paragraph D says that there are
problems creating Artificial Intelligence but it talks about partial
successes.
19 F: Paragraph F says 'There is no universal consensus
[""generally accepted agreement] as to ... , in human terms, what
consciousness means [= what our brains do]' .
Distraction Paragraph B says 'the basic laws of intelligence
remain a mystery' (there is no mention of a lack of agreement).
20 C: The text says that humans learn by extending what we already
know but 'Robots know only what has been programmed into
them'.
Distraction Paragraph D is about robots being unable to copy
the behaviour patterns of higher mammals ["" humans] rather
than about them extending their own intelligence.

Questions 21-23
21 D: Colin McGi11n says Artificial Intelligence 'is like sheep trying
to do complicated psychoanalysis. They just don't have the
conceptual equipment ... '.
Distraction A is wrong because although McGinn mentions
psychoanalysis, he is using it as an example of how intelligent
humans are compared to machines (he is not referring to
feelings).
22 C: Marvin Minsky says 'But then we started to try to make
machines that could answer questions about simple children's
stories. There'sno machine today that can do that'.
Distrac!fon Bis wrong because although Minsky talks about
different parts of the brain, he doesn't say that different kinds of
people use different parts.

23 A: Hans Moravec says 'Without emotions to guide them, [braindamaged people] debate endlessly over their options ... as robots
become more intelligent and are able to make choices, they could
likewise become paralysed with indecision. To aid them, robots
of the future might need to have emotions hardwired into their
brains'.
Distraction Eis wrong because Moravec says robots will be
programmed to feel fear but doesn't mention whether people
should be frightened of them or not.

Questions 24-26
Suggested words to underline: early robots; 'top-down' approach;
unable to recognise; Rodney Brooks; collecting information
The summary is about the second half of Paragraph B, and
Paragraphs C and D.
'Prototype robots' (in Paragraph C) tells you that part of the text is
about early robots.
'Weaknesses' in the summary means 'shortcomings' which is in
Paragraph C. The previous paragraph mentions the 'top-down
approach' so you need to read that as well.
24 disc: 'top-down approach' is at the end of Paragraph B so that
is where the answer is (the instructions allow only one word per
gap, so 'single disc' is not correct).
Distraction '~omputer'
is W':rong because the disc is put into the
I
robot. The computer is used to program the disc.
25 patterns: Paragraph C says 'Our brains, like the fruit fly's,
unconsciously recognise what we see by performing countless
calculations. This unconscious awareness of patterns is exactly
what computers are missing.'
Distraction 'what we see' doesn't rnalce sense and is more
than one word; 'common sense' is wrong because you can't
'recognise' common sense; it is also two words.
26 Mars: Paragraph D says 'Today many of the descendants of
Brooks' insectoid robots [=robots similar to those invented by
Brooks] are on Mars gathering data[= collecting infortnation]
for NASA'.
Distraction 'NASA' is wrong because that is where the
information is sent, not where the robots are.

READING PASSAGE 3
Exam practice
Questions 27-32
27 YES: The first paragraph refers to the ideas: 'By 2050 only a
small number [= a handful of] languages will be flourishing [=
almost all humans will speak one of a handful of megalanguages
(mega=big)].'
28 NO: Tue words 'too limited' suggest an attitude towards the
work ['efforts' = what they have done] of the Australian linguists.
This implies they should have 4one more, so it is critical of
them: the writer is positive about Australian linguists' work, not
critical, saying they 'achieved a great deal in terms of preserving
traditional languages', and adds that the 'initiative' by the
Australian government 'has resulted in good documentation of
most ... Aboriginal languages'.
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@029 YES: 'the use of.technology' in th: text is digital reco:ding
'"',
and storage, and internet and mobile phone technologies. The
writer mentions these methods, as an example of what he says
in the previous sentence: 'there is growing evidence that not all
approaches to the preservation oflanguages will be particularly
•
helpful I= unsatisfactory]'. He then describes how these
technologies encourage an unsatisfactory method of research:
.~\
~~
'the "quick dash" style of recording trip ... That's not quite what
some endangered-language specialists have been seeking for
•
more than 30 years ... Michael Krauss ... has often complained
that linguists are playing with non-essentials while most of their
raw data is disappearing'. NOTE Its important to read all round
the relevant part of the text when you are looking for the answer:
~30

8
(9

NOT GIVEN: 'overshadowed' implies that Chomsky's political
views have been more important or better known than his
academic work. Although he refers to both, the writer does not
compare Chomsky's political views with his academic work in
terms of their importance or fame: 'Chomsky ... has been the
great man of theoretical linguistics for far longer than he has
been known as a political commentator'; there is no suggestion
that one has 'overshadowed' the other.

9'31

YES: 'documentary linguists observe ... Such work callsfor
persistent l= long-term] funding [=financial support]'.

.32

NO: The writer tells us about Chomsky's attitude to disappearing
languages ('He has recently begun to speak in support of
language preservation'), but he does not suggest Chomsky is
'too emotional' about it. In fact he thinks Chomsky's reasons are
'unsentimental', which means the opposite.

f,.j

•

Questions 33-36

33 D: 'Worried about the loss of rainforests and the ozone layer?

•e
•
•

Well, neither of those is doing any worse than a large majority of
the 6,000 to 7,000 languages that remain in use on Earth.'
Distraction A: The writer doesn't dismiss concern about
environmental issues as unfounded; B: He doesn't say anything
about the attitudes of academics in relation to 'the loss of
rainforests and the ozone layer'; C: The text talks about different
kinds of linguists but not academics in other subjects .

34 A: l1l the second paragraph Evans says 'speakers become less
able to express the wealth of knowledge that has filled ancestors'
lives with meaning [= ideas are part of their culture]'.
Distraction B: Evans suggests that the lost language has a better
vocabulary for the landscape than the creole, but he does not
mention speakers of a creole not understanding older members
of the community; C: The 'few words' are mentioned to illustrate
~
how the range of vocabulary in the creole is poorer than the
. .~5-1 original language, not that it is clearer or more concise; D: The
writer doesn't mention accessing practical information.

G

35 C: In the third paragraph the writer says 'language-loss hotspots
such as West Africa and South America'. (The metaphor
'hotspot' can mean somewhere where there is a lot of activity, so
a 'language-loss hotspot' is a place experiencing severe problems
with language loss.)
Distraction A: The text refers to the training of linguists in
~
England as well as these places; it doesn't mention the language
used by linguists in these countries; B: Austin, who heads the
programme, is Australian, but 'programme' implies other trainers
•

9

*

8

•

as well, whose nationality is not mentioned. Therefore we don't
know that the linguists were all trained by Australians; D: The
fact that 'many documentary linguists' have been trained there
does not tell us how many undocumented languages there are.
36 A: The fourth paragraph says 'Michael Krauss ... has often
complained that linguists are playing with non-essentials
[=technologies] while most of their raw data is disappearing' .
Distraction B: Krauss is one of the 'endangered-language
specialists' who do not think this use of technology is what is
needed; C: It is the 'raw data' that is declining. Krauss's opinion
about the numbers of people interested in studying linguistics is
not mentioned; D: Krauss's opinion about funding in universities
is not mentioned.

Questions 37-40
37 C: Austin is mentioned in both paragraph three and paragraph
seven. Only paragraph seven describes Austin's beliefs about
language. 'Austin and Co.' means Austin and others like him.
(Used like this, 'and Co.' is an informal expression.) Paragraph
seven says that 'Austin and Co. are in no doubt that ... languages
are unique, even if they ... have common underlying features'.
Distraction A: This makes grammatical sense, but 'every'
language is not 'in danger'; B, D, G: These endings fit
grammatically, but are not mentioned in the text.
38 A: The seventh paragraph says that Evans talks about language
communities which may 'oppose efforts to preserve' their
languages. Because they are described as 'endangered' we know
that they are 'in danger of disappearing'.
Distraction D: The communities described believe that retaining
their languages may actually have disadvantages. 'They may
have given up using the language with their children, believing
they will benefit from speaking a more widely understood
one'; G: It is not realising 'what is involved', it is the people's
existing attitude to their language; B, C, E, F: These endings fit
grammatically,but are not mentioned in the text.
39 F: The opposite of 'practical' in this context is 'theoretical',
and the text mentions the 'emphasis on theory'. There are two
options which mention theory (B) or theoretical linguistics (F)
[prevalence = widespread influence I popularity I dominance].
The eighth paragraph says 'Plenty of students continue to be
drawn to the intellectual thrill oflinguistics field work'.
Distraction A: Field work is not 'in danger of disappearing'
even if students' enthusiasm is gradually worn down; B: cannot
be the correct answer because 'the linguistics profession's
emphasis on theory gradually wears down the enthusiasm of
linguists who work in communities'; G: It is not realising 'what
is involved' [harsh and even hazardous places] that 'wears down
the enthusiasm', it is the 'emphasis on theory'; C, D, E: These
endings fit grammatically, but do not make sense.
40 B: The eighth paragraph says 'Chomsky ... believes that good
descriptive work requires thorough theoretical understanding
[ = a strong basis in theory]'.
Distraction A: There is no mention of field work being in
danger of disappearing; E: He does
mention 'drawbacks';
F: Chomsky's view about this is not mentioned in the text;
D: This works grammatically,but Chomsky's 'interests are
mostly theoretical', not 'practical'.

not
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WRfflNG TASK 1

D Writing a summary

Training

1 1 shows

STRATEGIES

2 compares

Before you write

3 doubled

A Readingthe question

4 marked

1 The first part of the question tells you what the data is about - the
percentage of the population living in urban areas in the whole
world and in different parts of the world.
The rest of the question reminds you to (1) select and (2) report
the main features and (3) to make comparisons.

5 whereas

2 The title of this bar chart tells you that it shows changes in the
percentage of the world's population living in cities.
3 The three bars represent three years, 1950, 2007 and 2030. The
chart shows changes that have already taken place as well as
predicting future changes.

4 The numbers represent percentages.
5 The bar chart contains information about the world as a whole
and about five regions of the world.
B .· Understanding the data
l .I
2 )( This bar chart gives information about the percentage of the
population living in urban areas :in five regions of the world
and the world as a whole, in three different years, 1950, 2007
and 2030.
3 ,/
4 X According to the chart, m:ere a higher percental!e of North
Americans already live in cities than the rest of the world.
('more' suggests the actual number is greater, but the chart
does not give us numbers, only percentages, so we cannot be
sure.)

7 smaller
8 in spite of
2 The longest part of the answer is the comparisons and contrasts.

After you write
E Checking your answer
1 'approximatly' instead of 'approximately' (line 10)

2 a 1 area > areas;
2 result> results (see Corrected summary for repeated errors)
b those
c 4 there isn't any > there is no (contracted forms are informal
and therefore inappropriate; the style should be neutral or
formal) that> where (relative pronoun)
5 is also seen> can also be seen (impersonal structure)
6 the Latin America> Lat:inAmerica (the definite article
is only used in the names of countries and regions before
descriptors such as 'united', e.g. The United Arab Emirates,
or in structures with 'of', e.g, The People's Republic of China,
not before North, South, etc.)
7 By comparing > In terms of I When we compare
'By comparing' should relate to the subject of the finite verb
'have'. But that subject is 'Europe, Asia and Africa', so that
does not make sense.
d 'region(s)'
Corrected IELTS candidate's summary

s ,/
6 )( According to this chart, there v<'ill be t·,viee as ™Y the

percentage of Latin Americans and Caribbeans living :in cities
in 2030 at>~'Ver-e
will be iwice what it was eighty years
earlier (the chart does not give information about population
growth or actual numbers, only about the percentage of the
population in cities).
7 ./
C

6 greatest

Selecting from the data

1 2
2 7
3 Three from 1, 3, 4, 5, 6

This answer is only one possible interpretation of the task. Other
approaches are also valid.

In the chart we can see the percentage of the population who live
in urban areas in the years 1950, 2007 and 2030. The first three
columns show us the results in the whole world and the other
columns show the results in different parts of the world.
What is very obvious from the chart is that the number of people
living in urban areas and also those moving to urban areas is
growing quite fast in all regions of the world and there is no
region where the percentage has come down. It can also be seen
that in North America and Latin America this percentage is
higher than other parts. In terms of the proportion of people in
cities in the rest of the world, Europe, Asia and Africa respectively
have the highest percentages.
The increase in the number of people in urban areas is such that
it is estimated that in the year 203 0, approximately 60% of the
people in the world will be living in urban areas.
This writers first language trfiuences him/her when slhe forgets to

use plural forms.
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Useful language: contrasting facts and ideas

Exam practice

1 The profits of both companies declined, so the candidate should
not have used a contrastive structure (On the other hand ... ). The
sentences could be joined with 'and'.

Model answer
This answer is only one possible interpretation of the task. Other
approaches are also valid.

2 This is a real contrast, but the candidate has made a grammatical
mistake because s/he has started a new sentence with 'Whereas'.

@

3 a However

«D

4 1 while
2 On the other hand
4 whereas
5 However

b whereas
3 By contrast

5 Possible answers
1 For the workforce, working conditions have always been more
important than wages, whereas profitability has been the main
concern of the management.
8 2 In the United States, people tend to eat early in the evening.
•·
By contrast, in Spain, few people eat before nine o'clock.
3 These two sentences do not give contrasting information.
Suggested answer:
Both the students at the state university and those attending a
private college showed an improved performance in the tests.
~
4 Home computers were a rarity in tile 1980s while the majority
~
of families have at least one computer now.
5 Car ownership has risen sharply in rural areas. On the other
t:~~
~
hand, the provision of public transport has declined.
6 A sense of humour is rated as essential by 90% of women who
are looking for a partner. However, only 70% of women say
they want to meet someone wealthy.

&"~

~

fiJ

~@1

~,l\

Useful language: expressing percentages, proportions
and quantities

e

ten percent (of)
a small/low percentage (of)
a I one tenth (of)
one out often
a small minority of
few (of)
hardly any (of)

_

I@

Useful language: talking about numbers as they get
bigger and smaller

811e2 1
8
""

•
9

3f

4b

Sc

6d

rise, increase, go up, grow, double, decrease, shrink, halve,
fall, go down
2 grow, expand, shrink, contract
3 rise, increase, go up, double, decrease, halve, fall, go down

~

9

2a

3 1
2
3
4
5
6

will decrease/shrink/will go down/will fall
has risen/increased/ gone up
halved
has risen/increased/grown/gone up/expanded
doubled
will decrease/fall/go down

Useful language: writing about information in a chart

((&or graph
1 a It can be seen that
•

2 b It is clear that

CD 3
;.@.)

~

b It is easy to see that

4 b The pie chart shows

This bar chart compares the growth in the percentage of the
population living in urban areas in six different regions of the
world.
According to the chart, between 1950 and 2007 the percentage of
the population living in cities in Latin America and the Caribbean
almost doubled, from 42% to 76%, whereas in Europe it only
increased by 21 %. However, in Europe over half the people
already lived in cities in 1950.
When we compare the projected increases in Asia and Europe
by 2050 we see that in Asia the percentage will continue to grow
at the same speed, with a further increase of25%, whereas in
Europe the change will be even slower than before, increasing
by only 12%. By 2050, the vast majority (around 90%) of people
in Latin America, the Caribbean and North America will live in
cities. Even in Africa, more than half the population (62%) will
live in urban areas by then.

WRITING TASK 2
Training
STRATEGIES
Before you write
A

Reading the question

1 40 minutes. You should spend at least five minutes planning,
and allow five minutes for checking, so you need to write your
answer in half an hour.
2 continuous coverage of sport on television
3 discourages the young from taking part in any sport
4 You can decide whether you agree completely, partly, or not at
all. As long as what you write is relevant, you can say what you
like.
5 Reasons for your opinion and relevant examples
6 At least 250 words. You will lose marks if you write less, but
you will not gain marks for a much longer answer unless it is all
relevant and the language is accurate.
7 Suggested answers
non-stop/24-hour/round-the-clock

broadcasting/transmission

8 Suggested answers
makes young people/teenagers less keen on/enthusiastic about
I dissuades young people/teenagers from I puts young people/
teenagers off participating in/engaging in/getting involved in

JB Planning your answer
b Stage 1
c Stage 2
d Stage 3

5 b The graphs provide information about

~""""·6bF

. rom the chtar s we can see
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Useful language: giving reasons

Developing a clearly structured argument

llb
9 i

2a
10 g

3c

4e

5d

6j

7f

Sh

2 Stage 3 takes more than one paragraph. This is the writer's
opinion, the main part of the essay.

1 a This is not true for a number ofreasons.
2 b Some people have a wide knowledge of the world as a result
of travelling.

Useful language: style

3 b In society today, because of the advance of science and
technology; people know more than they used to.

1 B is a more suitable style for an essay, which should be written in
a formal or neutral style.

4 b They gave free educational materials to the children so that the
children were more likely to attend classes.

2 1 I've
2 kids are getting; grown-ups
3 - here means
'for example' or 'that is to say'
4 I think; I've seen; let; do
nothing
5 more and more
6 And
Note: Nothing in A is incorrect in informal writing or speech.

5 b I assume the reason for this is that media companies are
producing better films nowadays.

3 l In my opinion ]= lthink]; adult behaviour[= the way grownups behave]
2 are permitted
3 it is noticeable that
4 remain rnactive
5 should
6 Moreover

Useful language: paragraphing

4 1 people dislike; they are unlikely to
2 AB I see it;
make no difference
3 television; rarely played
Useful language: impersonal structures
1 1
2
3
4

It is true that
It is obviously necessary to
It is no doubt true that
It is a fact that

2 Possible answers
l It is unlucky I a pity I a shame that
2 No one can deny that
3 It is clear why
4 Most people agree that
5 It is unlucky I a pity I a shame that
6 People often say/maintain that
7 People tend to believe that
8 I accept that
3 Possible answers

1 It is understandable that children prefer watching cartoons to
doing their homework.
2 It is often assumed that music is a universal language.
3 It is no doubt true that careless driving is the cause of many
serious accidents.
Useful language: the and no article
1 the (followed by 'of'); - ('wealth' is uncountable, and mentioned
generally in this sentence)
2 the (there is only one Internet); the ('necessary' shows this is
some particular information, not general)
3 - - - ('money', 'love' and 'good teaching' are all uncountable
nouns, talking about these things in general)
4 -(uncmmtable, general); the (followed by 'of');- (uncountable,
general)
5 the (followed by 'of');-(uncountable); the (followed by 'of'
although this is implied, not actually stated)
6 -('governments' is plural, and are mentioned in general); (uncountable, general); the (referring to the particular children
already mentioned); - (uncountable)
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6 a In those countries women's rights are more developed and. as a
consequence, women are more fairly treated there.

This answer is only one possible interpretation of the task. Other
approaches are also valid.
These days, it is noticeable that young people are becoming less
interested in team games, sports and other forms of exercise. It is
my belief that this is mainly because of our everyday work, which
is increasingly sedentary. Besides, I.think every person would
admit that sitting and relaxing is much easier than moving and
running and sweating.
[She has introduced the topic and now starts to question it.]
new para The question is, how much of this laziness is because
of the sports programmes on television? From one point of
view it could be true that these programmes make young people
lazy. However, this may be because some people who like sport,
and also like watching sports, are attracted to the television
programmes and spend so much time watching sport that there is
no spare time for them to participate themselves.
[She is now going to look at another aspect of the matter]
new para By contrast, watching sport may encourage some other
young people to take up sport, as these individuals might like that
sport and consequently want to try it to see how it feels. Watching
such programmes on television can make us feel that we want
to be active, want to play basketball, or go swimming and so on.
Thus, I would suggest that there are positive aspects of watching
sports programmes.
{She is now going to explain the conclusion she has reached.]
new para In my opinion, the fundamental issue is the reason
why we like sport. Does an individual like sport merely as a
spectator or as a participant? If the reason is simply the pleasure
of watching other people playing volleyball or football or even
dancing, that person will never want to be among those who take
part However, if a person enjoys being active and joining in, then
sports programmes will never prevent this.

Exam practice
Model answer
See corrected answer above.

Useful language: easily confused words and expressions

SPEAKING PART 1
Training
Useful language: adding information to your answers

•

1 1 For six years. ('for' is correct because six years is a period of
time. You can use 'since' with a point of time in the past, e.g.
since 2002 /last summer.)
2 Yes, they do. (The present simple is needed here because it is a
fact. The short answer needs to agree with the auxiliary verb in
the question - 'do'.)
3 They were fun. ('funny' is used to talk about something that
made you laugh, like a film or a joke.)
4 I studied Spanish until I was 14. ('until I was 14' means it is
now finished so the present perfect cannot be used.)
5 Go to a class. (not a particular one)
2 a 5

b 2

c 4

d 1

e 3

SPEAKING PART 2
Training
Useful language: adjectives for describing people

l 1 strict: If someone is 'strict' they limit the behaviour of others;
'restricted' is used to say something is limited, e.g. a view, a
menu, membership, etc.
2 brought up: People 'grow up' but they are 'brought up' by
others, usual1y parents.
3 extended: Aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents, etc. are your
extended family; 'joint' is used for something shared between
two or more people, e.g. a bank account.
4 elderly: The adjective 'elderly' is used as a respectful way to
say 'old'; 'elder' is used to talk about people in one family,
e.g. 'My elder brother'.
5 single: In a 'single-parent family' the children live with their
father or mother but not both; 'sole' is used to mean 'single'
before nouns like 'purpose', 'responsibility', 'concern'.
6 behaviour: We say 'bad/good behaviour'; 'behaving' is part of
a verb.
7 allow: 'allow' is followed by an object ('them') and the toinfinitive, 'let' is not. We can say 'let them do' but not 'Ietthem to do'.
8 society: We don't need 'the' as we are talking about society in
general, not one particular society.

a a creative person - imaginative, inventive
b a funny person - amusing, entertaining, witty
c a kind person - considerate, sympathetic
d a positive person - cheerful, encouraging, optimistic
e a strong person - courageous, determined, reliable

SPEAKDNG PART 3

Training
Useful language: giving opinions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13

In my opinion,
As far as I am concerned,
There are several reasons for my opinion.
I strongly disagree with the idea that ...
I ftffi completely agree with this opinion.
From the my point of my view, ...
./
You can say 'According to my father I the latest research', etc.,
but not 'Aeeor-din~'. You can say 'My point
of view is ... ' or 'From my point of view, .. .'
./
You can say 'In my opinion' but not 'In my c>wfl epiillon'. Also,
you don't need to say 'I think' when you have already said 'In my
opinion'.
./
./
See 8 above. You can use 'According towith a noun, e.g. 'the
President', or pronoun, e.g. 'him', but not me or myself.
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TEST1

TRANSCRIPT

Spelling

lllP1A

E

I

S

.,2CFGHJKLNORTUVWXY

The length of the trip that the woman chooses is 10 days, so
'10' has been written in the space. Now we shall begin. You
should answer the questions as you listen because you will not
hear the recording a second time. Listen carefully and answer
questions 1 to 6.

~3

[repeat]

1 My address is 23 Borough Road. That's B~-R-0-U-G-H.
2 Send your application to Jaywick Ltd.That's J-A-Y-W-1-C--K.
3 My name is Anna Fravelli, I'll spell that for you.
F-R-A-V-E double L-1
4 We'll meet outside Quarryside School. That's
Q--U-Adoub1e R-Y-S-I-D-E.
5 You need to get a bus to my village. It's Charlesworth. That's
C-H-A-R-L-E-S-W-0-R-T-H.
6 Have a look at my website. It's WWW dot kimmarshall dot corn.
That's K-1doub1e M-A-R-S-B-A double L.

Man: Well, that trip is in the middle of the month. (1) It starts on the
17th of April and it finishes on the 27th.

~Numbers
1 I live at 391 King Street.
2 A family ticket is cheaper. It's only $48.
3 You can ring me on my mobile. The number is 07862 335201.
4 The theatre, which is very old, has been open since 1899.
5 Take the application to the secretary who is in Room 117.
6 Your fiig~t will be £454.50 including taxes.

~!!§Wn~tes
1 The first day of the course is the 21st of September.
2 I was born on the 1st of February 1986.
3 I have an appointment with Dr Andrews on the 31st of March.
4 We're getting married in December. On the 14th.
5 I will fly into New York on the 11th of Januarv.
6 You need to come for an interview on the 7th of August.
~

Measurements

1 Mount Everest is 8.850 metres high.
2 It's 658 kilometres from Wellington to Auckland.
3 John is 180 centin1etres tall.
4 Mix the sugar with 150 grams of flour.
5 I weigh 62 kilognrns.
6 The desk I bought is 1 metre 65 centimetres across.

~j§J LISTENING SECTION l
Youwill hear a telephone conversation between a woman and a
man who worksfor a holiday company, about a holiday she would
like to go on. Firstyou have some time to look at questions 1 to 6.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Youwill see that there is an example that has been done foryou. On
this occasion only, the conversation relating to this will be played
first.
Man: 'Holidays for You'. Seanlspeaking. Can I help you?
Woman: Oh hi. I've been looking at your website. Um, I'm
interested in a cycling holiday in Austria in April.
Man: Ah! We have two trips in April - one lasts fourteen days and
the otherten days.
Woman: Mm ... I think the {Example) 10-day trlp is better. So let's
see. I've got a calendar here. What are the dates?'
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Woman: That suits me. I can't leave work before the 10th of April.
Man: Let me see if there are any spaces. Is it just tor yourself?
Woman: Myself and my sister - so two of us.
Man: Um, yes. We have spaces.
Woman: ls it

a big

group?

Man: Atthe moment there are 12 people booked on this trip and
with you two that will be 14. (2) The maximum number is 16 so it's
almost fully booked. We can't go over that because it's hard to keep
a larger group together.
Woman: l need to check that ['m fit enough for this but the
distances look OK. The website says (3) we'll rfde approximately
45km a day. !s that right?
Man: That's correct and I've got the exact distances here. It really
depends on which part of the trip, Some days are only 35km and
some are more. But you'!! never have to cycle more than 50km in
one day.
Woman: Oh, OK. I can manage that. And we stay in hotels?
Man: Yes. They all have restaurants and the rooms have en-suite
facilities.
Woman: And do they have pools? It's how I relax after a long day.
Man: There is a (4) swimming poof in a few of the hotels but none of
them has a gym.
Woman: I don't think we'll need a gym after all that cycling! I'd
better find out how much the holiday costs before I get too excited.
Man: Including flights it's £i, 177 for one person.
Woman: Oh, we'fl book our own flights on the lntemet
Man: Ah, that's just£ (5) 1.013 then. And we can book insurance
for you if you want.
Woman: Mm ... and which meals are included in that price?
Man: Well, er, breakfast of course. And the hotels will provide you
with a packed lunch each day. We do stop during the afternoon
in a village somewhere for a rest, so {S} any snacks you buy then
are extra. Then dinner will be in the hotel every evening and that's
included fn the price of the holiday.

Beforeyou hear the rest of the conversation, you h(IJJe some time to
look at questions 7 to 10.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 7 to 10.

Woman: And you provide the bicycles of course. What else?

•
•
•
•
O

Man: A lock and a bell come with the bike as well as lights,
although you shouldn't need to cycle in the dark There's a small
bag, or pannier, on the front of the bike, where you can put the
things you want to take with you during the day like water or fruit.
(7) But we won't allow you to cycle unless you bring a helmet. We
don't provide these locally because, like walking boots on a walking
holiday, it's really important it fits properly.
Woman: OK .
Man: If there's any special gear you need for your holiday, we
recommend a particular website and you can get a discount by
quoting your booking reference.
Woman: Great. What is it?
Man: It's www.ballantyne.com. That's all one word, and l'l[ spell it
for you: www dot (8) B-A double L-A-N-T-Y-N-E dot com.
Woman: Good. I've got that down. I've been looking at your
website while we've been talking. I see we cycle along the river
Danube?
Man: Yes, it's one of Europe's most well-known areas for cycling.
Woman: It looks fascinating - lots ·of beautiful countryside and
things to see.
Man: I should warn you that we do reserve the right to make some
alterations to the (9) route if the weather is bad. Some of the tracks
sometimes get very muddy,
Woman: OK. Well, hopefully it won't rain too much! I know we
stop in towns and villages but do we get a chance to look around?
Because I'm really interested in history.

•
fl

People often ask what our local dish is. As we're by the sea, they
expect it to be some kind of fish recipe. Our fish is good of course
but there isn't one particular dish that stands out. {13) What we do
have is an apple cake that isn't really made anywhere else. There's
a new cafe in the High Street Barton's, which bakes them fresh
every morning and serves them with delicious home-made ice
cream in a choice of flavours.
Now, the harbour is obviously the place to buy fresh fish. Every
morning there's a stall where local fishermen sell a selection of the
day's catch before the rest goes to London or abroad: They've been
doing that for as long as anyone can remember of course, but the
harbour itself looks very different from a few years ago.
{14) Most of the restaurants used to be at t~e far end, but that part
was redeveloped and the restaurants had to relocate to the other
end. Many of them are simply the old ones in new premises but a
couple of new ones have opened recently so there's a good range
now both in the harbour and the town itself. I'm now going to give
you my 'Top Six Places to Eat' in different parts of the town.

Beforeyou hear the rest of the talk, you have some time to look at
questions 15 to 20 .

Woman: There's a {10} theatre in a town called Grein. A friend of
mine went there last year and said it was amazing.

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Man: Let's see. Um, ah yes, there's a guide who'll take you round
the building. We don't have any other tours arranged but you can
visit several castles and museums on the holiday.

Now listen and answer questions 15 to 20.

Man: Right Well, I'll just ...

That is the end of section 1. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.

fPause

•
•
•

The market is now open six days a week. On Tuesday to Saturday
you can buy fresh fruit and vegetables, meat and cheese from
the area, as well as a whole range of imported produce. (12) But
if you come on a Sunday, you'll find a different market. where
craftspeople sell what they have made - things like bags. cards.
clothes. During the week there are a few stalls selling more
everyday utensils like saucepans and cleaning products alongside
the fruit and vegetables - as well as one new stall selling antique
furniture which is proving to be very popular.

Man: Oh yes, you get opportunities to explore. Is there something
in particular you want to see?

Woman: Well, thank you for all that information. I'd like to book that
then.

(;

the twentieth century it was moved to a site by the river. (11) When
the new shopping centre was built In the i960s. lt found a home
beneath the multi-storey car park where it still is. but there are plans
to move it back to its previous home by the river.

·~

the recording for 30 seconds.]

LISTENING SECTION 2

You will hear someone talking on the radio about food and
restaurants in the local area. First you have some time to look at
questions 11 to 14 .
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 11 to 14.
Announcer: And now we have our 'Know your town' section where
we look at what's on offer in our area. Today John Munroe is going
to tell us about local food and eating out. John.
John: Well, most of us buy our food in supermarkets these days but
we're very lucky having a wonderful market here. lt was originally
on the piece of land in front ot the cathedral but at the beginning of

So Number 1 for me is Merrivales, which is in one of the busiest
parts of the town leading down to the harbour. It's in a side street
so it doesn't look out over the water but it's very close, so you
can take a walk after your meal and find one of the cafes with live
music. At Merrivales you can enjoy delicious fresh fish and seafood.
{i 5) The friendly staff offer very attentive service and a really
enjoyable evening.
The Lobster Pot ls on the main road going down to the harbour so
it also misses out on the sea view, but the food makes up for that.
(i 6) It serves a huge range of fish and seafood as well as vegetarian
and meat dishes so there's something for everyone. Prices are
from mid-range to fairly expensive so it's really only for a special
occasion.
Elliots is in the city centre and is a very upmarket restaurant in the
evening but during the day it serves lunch and coffee. (17) It's on
the twentieth floor above some offices and it's a great plac~
for a while as you can see most of the city spread out from there. It
does get very busy though and you may have to wait to be served.
Not far from the city centre is The Cabin which is on the canal bank.
You can't park your car there - it's a fifteen-minute walk from the
nearest car park- but (18) it's very peaceful, a good place to relax
away from the traffic. It's not cheap but it's an ideal place for a long
lunch.
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The Olive Tree is a family-run restaurant in the city centre offering
beautifully prepared Greek dishes. It's well known locally and very
popular. Service can be slow when it's busy as all the food is freshly
made. There's plenty of room and on Friday and Saturday nights,
(19) the wooden floors resound with live music and dancing which
is certainly worth going for.
The last place I want to recommend has only just opened in a
converted school building. The Old School Restaurant has been
very cleverly renovated. (20} The use of mirrors, plants and the
colours on the walls makes you feel as though you're in a large
garden instead of the city centre. There are only a few dishes on the
menu but they change every day.
So Tanya, I ...

That is the end of section 2. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

m'W LISTENING SECTION 3
You will hear three students on a media studies course talking
about a film they are planning to make. First you have some time to
look at questions 21 to 26.

Reza: You need to find out about building work or roadworks,
Because you could start filming one day and come back in the
morning to find one of the roads has been dug up! The local council
have to be informed about things lfkethat so you can find out from
them.
Mike: OK. Then I think we need to work from the script and put
together a list of all the scenes and decide which ones we're going
to film when. We need to (23) prepare the shooting schedule. day
by day.
Reza: You're rtght. Then when you know how !ong filming is going
to last, you can tell everyone when they're needed.
Helen: OK, so as soon as we can, we'![ audition, and then when
we contact people to offer them parts we can send the exact dates
and (24) make reafly sure they are free. Because often the actors
are all enthusiastic but then when you trv to pin them down about
whether they're really free at that time. you find the)'."ve got exams
or something, or they're off to a festival just before and you have to
rush about looking for replacements.
Mike: Then, we need people who can take over the main parts if
one of our stars falls ill or something.
Reza: Yes, I agree. So offer the main parts to the people we realty
warrtand therttook at other volunteers who were OK.

Reza: Hi Mike.

Helen: (25) Yes. We can select the understudies once the main roles
have been confirmed. So, once we've got that sorted and we've
held all the rehearsals of the main scenes, we'll be ready to start
filming.

Mike: Hi Reza, this is Helen.

Reza: Yes, that sounds good. Anything else?

Helen: Hello!

Mike: Er, well, just housekeeping, really. We don't actually need
costumes because actors will wear their own clothes. {26} M.Jl_
family has agreed to lend us some pieces of furniture which we
need, so we'lt go and fetch those the weekend before we start.

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 21to26.

Mike: We're really pleased you've agreed to join us on this film
project.
Helen; Yes, your experience is going to be so useful.
Reza; Well, I hope so. It's the technical side I know best- lighting,
sound and stuff.
Mrke: But you think the script is OK?
Reza: Yes, I think it's great! Um, have you decided where you're
going to shoot?
Helen: Well, there's the water-mill scene at the end. And we've
thought about some locations in town we can use. They're behind
the shopping mall and on a couple of residential streets. And in an
empty shop on campus. It means we don't have to worry about
getting permission from a shopowner.
Mike: So (21} do you think we should go to a!I the locations with
you?
Reza: rt would be a good idea. We need to talk about the levels of
background noise so we know they're all going to be reasonable
places to film.

Helen: We'll provide food and drink during shooting so I'm going to
borrow some cool-boxes.
Mike: And I've got a little van. Most of the locations are within
walking distance of the halls of residence anyway. The only one
further away is the water-mill.
Reza: Ah, yes, can you tell me about that?
Mike: Um, OK. Er; hang on a minute,
plan in them.

Beforeyou hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 27 to 30.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 27 to 30.
Mike: Here's the mill. You see, basically you have a vertical waterwheel which was used to power the grinding stones.

Mike: But the sounds of traffic will make it more natural.
Reza: Mm,
Helen: I think Reza means things like aeroplanes, trains and so on
that would mean we have to stop filming.
Reza: Exactly. And also I'll make notes for myself about what
lighting f'm going to need. I think the university department has
a good range of equipment, but I'll need to make a list for each
location for my own reference. Anyway, once we've had a look
round, {22) you can do the roadworks check.
Mike: What do you mean?
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I'll get my notes. There's a

rt sounds

really interesting. Will we film inside?

Helen: Yes. That's where the final scene between the girl and the
man takes place. Our plan is to (27) fix. one camera outside by the
window next to the door. to fHm through the window. and then have
another handheld camera inside the mill. That means we can get
two views of the same scene. We were going to do something using
a mirror, but we decided that would be too complicated.

Mike: Yes, by doing it that way, (28) all we'll need is lights on the
inside, next to the wall behjnd the wheel which can shine across to
the opposite wall.
Reza: Hmm. Will that give enough light?
Helen: I think so, because the scene is in the evening; it shouldn't
be too bright. The actors will be carrying torches too.
Mike: And (29) we'll have an old screen made of wood just inside
the door. because it's a new door and it'll look wrong. The lights
won't shine directly on lt so it'll be fine.
Reza: So you won't actually show the door open?
Mike: No. (30) There's a huge box on the floor against the wall
farthest from the wheel. We'll see the girl approaching the mill on
her bike. Then we see through the window and the man is inside
looking at it, then the next shot is the girl, in the room with him,
opening the box.
Reza: So it'll be a mysterious ending! Well, l think it's going to be a
great project.
Mike: Good.
Helen: Thanks!

That is the end of section 3. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

~

LISTENING SECTION 4

You will hear part ofa lecture about exotic pests given as the
introduction to a course on ecology and environment. First you
have some time to look at questions 31 to 40.
[Pause the recording for one rninute.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 31 to 40.
Lecturer: Good afternoon. I want this afternoon as an introduction
to our ecology module to offer examples of exotic pests - nonnative animals or plants which are, or may be, causing problems
- which might prove a fruitful topic for seminar papers later in the
term. People and products are criss-crossing the world as never
before, and on these new global highways, plants and animals are
travelling too.
Exotic plants and animals are turning up in Antarctica and on the
most remote islands on Earth. For example, the Australian redbacked spider - it's made its way to countries fairly near home,
such as New Zealand and Japan, as some of you may know - we!!,
it's also been found on Tristan da Cunha, (31) which is a remote
island, thousands of miles from anywhere. way out in the middle of
the Atlantic.

•
•

Now, another famous animal invader in the other direction, so to
speak, from England to Australia tn the southern hemisphere, is
the rabbit. This was in 1830 and it might seem less of a threat,
but it became an extraordinarily destructive pest. The fact that
rabbits increased so rapidly Is perhaps more understandable when
we remind ourselves that they had originally been introduced to
England from continental Europe eight centuries earlier. {32} This
was because they were regarded as a luxury food source, and in
spite of having warm fur, they probably originated on the hot dry
plains of Spain, which of course explains why they thrive in the
climate of Australia.

A much less cuddly example of a pest introduced to Australia, this
time from America, is fire ants. These are increasing and spreading
very fast. (33) Their huge nests can now be found in gardens in the
city of Brisbane and they are costing the Australian government a
great deal of money in control measures. These were an accidental
introduction, rather than a deliberate one, brought to Australia,
probably in horticultural imports or in mud on second-hand
machinery.
As a biologist and conservationist, I have become increasingly
concerned about these matters. Exotic invasions are irreversible
and deserve to be taken more seriously even when they aren't
particularly damaging. For example, something that is not
necessarily a major disaster compared to other ecological
experiments: {34) in 1975 an Australian species of earthworm was
deliberately introduced to the northern hemisphere, in Scotland,
because they were bigger than the natives. (35) The aim was that
they would be more effective than native species, but in fact they
don't do more for the soil condition than the smaller locals which
they displace. Although they don't do a lot of harm, as far as we
know up to now, this will probably prove to have been a mistake.
A much more serious case, also in Scotland, as well as other
countries, along with the latest victim, Iceland, is the New Zealand
flatworm. This is a most unwelcome newcomer in these regions of
{36) north-west Europe. Basically, this flatworm came into these
countries by accident. It's now been realised that it was actually
{37) carried in the plant pots containing exotic ornamental shrubs
and so on, and as it eats local earthworms, and doesn't benefit the
local ecology in any way, it is a real pest.
Next, there's a further instance, this time in the water and it's come
from Japan. It's {38} a delicious but very fast-spreading seaweed
and is one of many exotic species, large and small, in the seas
covertng the rocks around Australia. Unfortunately, it is replacing
Indigenous seaweeds and permanently altering the ecosystem.
However, to look at the situation from a business point of view - it
is now being harvested and exported, dried, back to Japan, its
original home, where it's particularly popular. So sometimes we may
find accidental benefits from apparently harmful arrivals.
Well, you could say that world ecology is now going the same way
as popular culture. Global music and fashions, food and drinks
are taking over from local ones in every land. And in ecosystems,
we find vigorous exotic invaders overwhelming native species and
natural habitats.
But can we find any examples of invaders which appear to be a
problem and then find that in fact they may not be such a big issue
after all? We might take as an example a native of Australia, the
budgerigar, the most common pet parrot in the world, ot course,
Because there have been many escapes over the years, it is now
to be found flying about in feral flocks where the climate suits it.
So, these flocks of budgerigars have been getting very numerous
(39) in the south-east of the United States, particularly in residential
areas. People have been getting quite worried about this, but it has
been observed that the size of the flocks has diminished somewhat
recently. The fact that they are smaller is thought to be {40) due to
the fact that new com12etitors for their habitat have arrived from
other places.
That's the last example for now. What I'd like you to consider is this:
Is the planet Eart~ moving towards a one-world ecosystem? How
far would it be a wholly bad development?

That is the end of section 4. fou now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]
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Key
LISTENING SECTION 1
Exam practice

Action plan reminder

Review

1 The instructions tell you

l Two

2 The table heading and the column headings

2 Once

3 By listening for the other words in that row

3 Ten

Questions 7-1()
7 sport (You need a word that is the name of an activity or

4 No, not necessarily
5 Yes
6 Specific information (e.g. dates, everyday objects, places, etc.
and spelling)
7 Yes
8 Yes, you must spell your answers correctly.
9 At the end of the Listening test, after Section 4
Action plan reminder
Form completion
1 The instructions tell you
2 Yes
3 Whether you need to write a number, a date, etc., or what kind of
words, e.g. a name, a place, a job, etc.

Table completion

pastime.)
Distraction Although they mention the little boy's 'serious
food allergy', knowing how to deal with that is not the special
requirement[= 'what they mainly want'].
8 twin/two
Distraction 'five' is the boys' age, not how many there are!
9 Scotland
Distraction The 'city fl.at' and the 'island' don't tell you the

location.
10 cook (You need a word that describes something you can do
when camping.) The words 'They particular1y wanted someone
who would be prepared to ]= be willing to]' tell you the answer
as commg.

4 By writing too many words, by spelling incorrectly, by not
writing exactly the words you hear, by leaving a gap empty

LISTENING SECTION 2
Exam practice

Questions 1-6

Review

1 edwlnari I Edwinari I EDWINARI (Remember not to confuse
the pronunciation of the letters e and i or a and r!)

1 One main speaker; another speaker may introduce the main
speaker

2 New Zealander

2 Once

Distraction Clive makes a mistake when he asks 'And you 're
from Australia?' but Edwina corrects him, saying, 'I'm a New
Zealander'. Clive mentions other countries when he apologises,
'Oh, I'm sorry. I bet it's really irritating being told you're an
Australian. Like Canadians being asked what part of the States
they're from'.
3 play centre (You need the name of a business or institution.)
Distraction The play centre was in Wellington, but 'of' after the
word 'manager' tells you that you need the name of a business or
institution, not a place.
4 (a) professor (You need the name of a job.)
Distraction Edwina describes her as a friend of her mother's and
also as a former neighbour, but neither of these is her job; the
place where she works (Institute of Education) is also incorrect
for the same reason.
5 first aid: Edwina describes her first aid certificate as 'up-todate', which matches 'current' on the form.
·
Distraction She also mentions her dri-kng licence, but says it's
not 'special'.
6 sailing
Distraction Clive says to Edwina 'you're a yachtswoman' but
this is a person, not a qualification.
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3 Two
4 Ten
5 No
6 No
7 Understanding specific information and selecting relevant
information from what you hear

Questions 11-14
'A source of funding' could be an organisation, a business or a
person that supplies money.
11 DIE
12 EID
Distraction A: This was what was originally hoped for, not what
actually happened: 'when the project was first discussed, we .
expected that a ... central government grant would make up Jost
of the rest'; C: 'when the project was first discussed, we expected
that a multinational company would give us half our funding'<
again, this was hoped for but not what eventually happened; B:
'local government decided they couldn't afford anything'.

-

'Pre-existing'

means something

You might :find C-E at

which already exists.

c

22

Distraction A: Ivan says he was worried about his computer
skills but then he says 'you only really need the basics', so those
skills haven't improved; B: I van says about presentation skills
'I thought that would be hard, but we'd actually had such a lot
of practice at school it was fine', so his presentation skills have
stayed the same.

an airport.

~H3 B/C
CfB
Distraction A: The old[= pre-existing] football stadium was
not on this site: 'the 1950s football stadium is on the other side
of town and is shortly due to be pulled down and built over'; D
and E: Although it was hoped these could be included, it was not
actually possible: 'The other buildings, like the control tower,
which would have made a great feature, and the aircraft hangars
. . . were unfortunately not structurally sound enough [= too old
and weak] to preserve'.

814

•

23 A: Chloe says: 'What really appeals to me ...'
Distraction B: Chloe says 'That's not so important for me' (but
Ivan says it was for him); C: Chloe says she would like to use her
foreign languages but that doesn't seem to be on offer.
24

Questions 15-20
fjl5 E
16 B

817 A
18 D

19 F
4120

c

USTENING SECTtON 3
Exam practice
Review

\Jli

1 The setting is always academic life - it might be a tutorial or
a discussion between a tutor and some students or between
students.

ft

2 There are two to four speakers.
3 Once
4 Ten
5 No, not usually
6 Before you do the first task and there is a pause in the recording
before you do the next task.
Action plan reminder

~

Multiple choice

91

Yes
2 No
3 Listen for words which mean the same as the questions.

4 Read the questions to give you an idea of what the recording is
about.

;&

8

Questions 21-25
Chloe is thinking of doing the course. It is a business studies
coprse.

21

'8

e
®

B:

Ivan says: 'Is there something on the course that you're not
sure about?' which tells you that you need to listen for the answer
Distraction A: Chloe says Tm used to dealing with figures and
percentages [=maths]' so she's not concerned about it; C: Ivan
says 'That will be really valuable experience' in response to
Chloe's description ofherpresentjob and she agrees with him,
so she doesn't think she lacks business experience.

c
Distraction A: Ivan says 'they really need to add more lecture
rooms' not that he is 'pleased' that this is actually happening; B:
Although Ivan says they've expanded the library, he goes on to
say that they have taken some of the magazines and periodicals
away so he thinks 'it was better as it was' (i.e. he is not pleased
about the larger library).

25 A
Distraction B: Ivan says he 'read loads of prospectuses' but
he doesn't suggest Chloe does this; C: Ivan says it's not worth
visiting as 'it's holidays now and there's not much going on there'.

Questions 26-30
26

c
Distraction A: Ivan says 'it will be really useful'; B: Chloe
says 'it doesn't look very demanding' but she doesn't say she
definitely won't do it.

27 A
Distraction B: Ivan says 'I wasn't very impressed with that
course'; C: Chloe says 'maybe I'd get a differenttutor' but she
will still definitely choose it.
28 A
Distraction B: Chloe says 'Although I don't want to be an
accountant, ... ' but she still thinks the course will be useful; C:
Ivan says he isn't sure about being an accountant.
29 B: Chloe says 'I'd give that one a miss'.
Distraction A: Ivan says it's the most popular course and Chloe
says her friend is really good at it.
. 30 C: Chloe says she will 'look at some of the other possibilities
first' so she isn't sure.
Distraction A Chloe says it 'sounds useful, but ... ' (she isn't
sure yet).

LISTENING SECTION 4
Exam practice
Review

1 One
2 A topic which is suitable for an academic lecture
3 Once

4 Ten
5 No
6 In Section 4 you only have time to read the questions at the
beginning, not between the tasks.

Test 2 Key
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Action plan reminder
Note completion

READING PASSAGE 1
Exam practice

1 No, you should read the instructions which tell you the
maximum number of words. You may need fewer than this.

Review

2 Yes

2 No

3 What kind of word goes in each gap (e.g. a UOU11; adjective, etc.)

3 (about) 20 minutes

4 Yes, you mustn't change them.

Action plan reminder

5 Yes

True/False/Not given

Questions 31-35

1 Factual information

When you hear the word 'almanacs' you should listen for the first
answer.

2 Yes, they are in the same order.

31 planets
Distraction The almanacs used the moon to make predictions
but not its position.
32 humidity: 'the mid-fifteenth century' (1450), 'Nicholas Cusa'
and 'a hygrometer' tell you the answer is coming.
Distraction The sentence about sheep's wool explains how
the hygrometer worked but 'weight', 'sheep's wool' and 'air
conditions' don."t make sense in the gap ..

33 water
Distraction Gabriel Fahrenheit invented the first mercury
thermometer, not Galileo.
34 (electric) telegraph: 'from one part of the world to another' tells
you the answer is coming.
35 (weather) maps: the date '1863' and 'France' tell you the answer
is coming.
Distraction 'weather forecasts' and 'observations' are mentioned
but these weren't produced by the French every day.

Action plan reminder
Sentence completion

1 No, the instructions tell you the maximum number.
2 Yes
3 Yes

Questions 36-40
36 airports: 'Observation reports' and 'weather stations' tell you
the answer is coming.
Distraction 'a few are in urban centres' but most are at airports.
37 dry air
Distraction 'moisture levels' are mentioned but these are shown
by bright blue.
38 cloud [make out= distinguish]
Distraction 'landscape' is wrong because althoughthe
meteorologists can see it, the speaker doesn't mention them
distinguishing a 'particular' one.
39 balloon [equipment= instruments]
Distraction 'box' is wrong because the instruments are inside a
box (radiosonde)which is attached to a balloon.
40 hurricanes [the progress of= the movementof]
Distraction Although the text says radar is also used by aircraft,
it doesn't say for what purpose.
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1 13

3 Yes
4 No
5 Look at the title (and subtitle if there is one) and then read the
text very quickly to get a general idea of what it is about.
6 Underline the important words.

Questions 1-7
The key words in each statement have been underlined.
1 TRUE: Few people recognise nowadays that human beings
are designed to function best in daylight 'This is a basic
evolutionary fact, even though most of us don't think of
ourselves[= few people recognise] as diurnal beings ]= beings
designed to function best in daylight] ... '.
2 TRUE: Most light pollution is caused by the direction of
artificial llghts rather than their intensity: 'Light pollution is
largely the result of bad lighting design, which allows artificial
light to shine outward and upward into the sky[= direction] ... '
(there is no mention of the intensity of artificial lights being a

problem).
3 FALSE: By 1800 the city of London had such a large population,
it was already causing light pollution: The third paragraph says
that in London in 1800 the nights were either moonlit or people
used 'candles and lanterns', 'as they always had'.
4 NOT GIVEN: The fishermen of the South Atlantic are unaware
of the light p_ollution they are causing: The fourth paragraph
explains what the fishermen do and says that 'the glow from a
single fishing fleet ... can be seen from space' but it doesn't say
if the fishermen are aware or unaware of this.
5 NOT GIVEN: Shadows from the planet Venus are more difficult
to see at certain times of year: Although the fifth paragraph says
that an 'unlit night' is required to see the shadows of Venus and
that this is 'beyond memory almost', there is no mention of it
being connected to 'certain times of year'.
6 FALSE: In some Swiss valleys, the total number of bats
declined rapidly after the introduction of streetlights: The
seventh paragraph is about bats in the Swiss valleys. It says one
species of bat 'began to vanish' but the valleys 'were suddenly
filled' with a different species of bat The number of bats didn't
therefore decline (but the species of bats changed).

7 TRUE: The first attempts to limit light pollution were carried
out to help those studying the stars: The last paragraph mentions
'light pollution' affecting astronomers. 'In fact' links the
next sentence to the astronomers and the text says 'some of
the earliest civic efforts[= first attempts] to control ]= limit]

light pollution were made ... to protect the view from Lowell
Observatory[= to help those studying the stars - an observatory
is where astronomers work].
~

Review
1 13 or 14
2 No
3 20 minutes

14 vii: Academics with an unhelpful attitude: The text describes
'the response of many of the senior researchers, who would say:
'Tm doing my research for pure science, the industry can take it
or leave it [=I don't care whether my research is made use of or
ignored]:",

1 How many words to write
2 What kinds of words to look for (e.g. noun, verb, etc.)
3 Yes
4 No, you must use the same words as the text.
5 Yes

Questions 8-13
The gaps all need nouns or noun phrases except Question 8.

8 immature: 'immature birds suffer in much higher numbers than
adults [=worst-affected].'
9 brightly lit buildings: The sixth paragraph says 'birds are apt to
collide with ["" bump into 1 brightly lit buildings [ = they stand out
at night]' .
Distraction 'searchlights', 'gas flares' and 'marine oil platforms'
are wrong because the birds don't bump into these, they just fly
round and round them.
10 predators: 'Other nocturnal mammals, like desert rodents and
badgers, .... easier targets [ = more at risk] for the predators'
11 nesting conditions: The eighth paragraph says 'Leaving
prematurely [= early migration1 may mean reaching a destination
[= on arrival] too soon for nesting conditions to be right [= are
not suitable]'.
Distraction 'destination' fits the meaning but it does not fit the
gap grammatically.

•

Exam practice

Questions 14-20
The key words in each heading have been underlined.

Action plan reminder

Table completion

•
•

READING PASSAGE 2

dark beaches: The first three sentences of the ninth paragraph
are about sea turtles. There is a lack of dark beaches. 'Nesting
sea turtles, which seek out dark beaches, find fewer and fewer
["' decreasing number] of them ... 'Two sentences later the text
says they 'suffer' because of this ('hatchling losses number in the
hundreds of thousands every year').
Distraction 'artificial lighting' is wrong because this is what
causes the problem whereas the answer has to be something the
turtles need .
13 (major) highways: The second half of the ninth paragraph says

'Frogs and toads living on the side of[= near] major highways ...
disturbing ]= upset(ting)] nearly every aspect of their behavior
[r= routines], including their night-timebreeding choruses.'
I

15 I: A comparison between similar buildings: The text describes
'a study ... that found inner-city Chicago apartment buildings
surrounded by more vegetation suffered 52 per cent fewer
crimes than apartment blocks with little or no greenery'. Other
paragraphs mention different kinds of buildings, e.g. schools,
hospitals, but they aren't compared.
16 x: The expanding scope of environmental psychology: The text
says 'Environmental psychologists are ... asked to contribute
to the planning, design and management of many different
environments, ranging from neighbourhoods, offices, schools,
health, transport, traffic and leisure environments'.
17 ix: A unique co-operative scheme: The text says 'The
collaborative ]= co-operative] project currently stands as a oneoff [= unique] experiment'.
18 iii: An unusual job for a psychologist: In the text, Barker, a
recent graduate in psychology, says 'What I do is pretty rare to
be honest' and goes on to describe that she feels 'very privileged
to be able to use [her] degree in such a way'.
19 iv: A type of building benefiting from prescribed guidelines:
The text says 'One area where the findings from environmentbehaviour research have certainly influenced building is in
hospital design. "The government has a checklist of criteria [""'
prescribed guidelines] that must be met in the design of new
hospitals'". It goes on to describe what the benefits are.
20 vi: A failure to use available information in practical ways: The
text says 'Zeise! shares Chris Spencer's concerns that the lessons
from environmental psychology research are not getting through.
"There is certainly a gap between what we in social science
know and the world of designers and architects," says Zeisel, He
believes that most industries, from sports to film-making, have
now recognised the importance of an evidence-based approach
[i.e, the approach used by environmental psychologists]'.
Distraction ii: The negative reaction of local residents: There are
references to the benefits to local residents in Paragraphs B and
C and to research on local residents' needs in Paragraph D but
none of the residents are described as being against something;
v: The need for government action: Government has taken action
in producing criteria (Paragraph F). Taking action applies to

Test 2 Key
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'senior researchers' in environmental psychology
calls on to 'make a greater effort to communicate'

whom Spencer
(Paragraph

A) and also the building trade which is not recognising that the
research should be used in building projects (Paragraph G); viii:
A~
by architects to accept criticism: The text does not say
that architects refuse to accept criticism, rather that architects
and psychologists do not communicate enough: 'There is
certainly a gap between what we in social science know and the
world of designers and architects' (Paragraph G).

Questions 21-24

READrNG PASSAGE 3
Exam practice
Review
1 Usually two or three
2 No

3 About 20 minutes
Action plan reminder

Multiple choice
21/22 BID (in any order)
1 The correct answer/option from A, B, C or D.
B: Paragraph C refers to 'the rebuilding of one south London
school as a striking example of how building design can affect
2 One
human behaviour positively' and goes on to say 'Before its
3 Yes
redesign, it was ranked as the worst school in the area - now
4 Read the text quickly
it is recognised as one of the country's twenty most improved
schools' . (The university students in Paragraph D are not said
5 Yes
to have better results - the professor hopes they will have 'some
6 (Up to) a paragraph
understanding of the psychological issues involved in design');
D: Paragraph G says 'fewer medication errors ]= mistakes in
7 No. In a multiple-choice task, you have to look for the writer's
giving medicines] occur in private rooms' and 'a better balance
views or claims. These may be different from what you think you
between private and shared rooms in hospitals' as recommended
know about the subject.
by psychologist Zeisel, contributes to this.
Questions 27-30
Distraction A: Staff are mentioned in Paragraph E and the staff
of companies, schools and hospitals are indirectly referred to in
27 D: The 'academic debate' refers back to the discussion between
other paragraphs, but none of these specifically mentions 'better
'anthropologists' but the text goes on to say 'we have very little
relationships between staff'; C: Improvements in working and
idea why' humans have adolescence and that studies 'could help
living environments are mentionedin several paragraphs, but the
us understand its purpose' (i.e. have a practical use today).
text is concerned with psychological environments and does not
Distraction A and C: These both refer to information in the
focus on the issue of pollution; E: although Paragraph B refers
text but they don't answer the question; B: There is no mention
to reduction of crime, the text says that there are fewer crimes
of a 'misunderstanding' between anthropologists in the first
committed, not that criminals are caught [= detected] more easily.
paragraph,
23124 AJC (in any order)
28 A: The fourth para.graph says 'She thinks that Homo erectus had
A: Paragraph B refers to 'a study using police records [=
already developed ... adolescent spurt' and "Iurkana boy was just
information already collected by the police which related to
about to enter it'.
'inner-city Chicago apartment buildings',
Distraction B: This is denied in the text: ' ... a rounded skull, and
C: Paragraph E says 'the team carries out observational
needs more growth to reach the adult shape'; C: His skeleton and
studies [= watching what people do]
to identify exactly how
teeth showed similar discrepancies to those from the l 8'h and l 91h
occupants are using their building'.
centuries (so they were compared with a 'more modern age');
Distraction B: Although the text discusses the planning and use
D: He was slightly tall for his apparent age but the text doesn't
of space i11 and around buildings, it does not mention measuring
compare him with others alive at the time - they might all have
the space; D: Paragraph C describes psychologists' involvement
been this tall.
in planning, but does not talk about analysing decisions later;
Paragaph F mentions the government criteria, but again, this
29 B: In the fifth paragraph Steven Leigh says 'many apes have
relates to the planning stage, not to later analysis; E: Patients are
growth spurts ... to coincide with the seasons when food is
mentioned in Paragraphs G and F, but :in neither case are patients'
plentiful, they minimise the risk of being without adequate food
reactions to each other mentioned.
supplies while growing'. He says that many apes have growth
Questions 25-26
spurts in different parts of their bodies which mature at different
times. He attributes this to the fact that they only grow at times
25 client group: Paragraph D says 'The psychology students [in
when food is plentiful.
England] encouraged the architecture students [in Scotland]
Distraction A: 'the whole [human} skeleton is involved'
to think about who their client group was[= the identity of the
(different parts don't grow at different speeds); C: There is no
people who would use the buildings they were working on}'.
mention of the difference between humans, only between humans
26 (bas~c) layout: 'patient outcomes' means the results of treatment.
and apes; D: He says that the growth spurts and the periods when
In Paragraph F Zeisel says 'If people get lost in hospitals, they
food is plentiful are short. He doesn't suggest there are longer
get stressed, which lowers their immune system and means their
periods
of growth when there is more food.
medication works less well _ .. the truth is that the basic layout of

r

a building is what helps people find their way around'.
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at which teeth develop is closely related to how fast
_,,, the brain grows and the age you mature' .
Distraction A: The text contradicts this: 'their growth is less
related to ... nutrition than is the growth of the skeleton'; B: The
•
text suggests the opposite as 'their growth is less related to the
environment and nutrition than is the growth of the skeleton'
(they are good indicators of 'life history', not 'lifestyle'); C: The
text suggests the opposite: 'Every nine days or so ... how long
fj the crown of a tooth took to form'.
ri)O D: 'The rate

Action plan reminder

IJt

Matching sentence endings

lit

Action plan reminder
if/lj.Yes/No/Notgiven
(fl

Thewriter's opinions and ideas

-ii2 If the idea given in each statement agrees with opinions/ideas

U

in the text (Yes), or contradicts them (No), or if there is no
information about that idea in the text (Not Given)

t1Jl3

Look at the heading and illustration ifthere is one.

8

4 No, because they may not be important for understanding the
main points of the text or answering the question or they may be
explained in another part of the text.

•s

(li6

Yes
Underline the important words.

Questions 31-36
fljThe key words in each question have been underlined.
tdl YE~: It is difficult for anthropologists to do research on human
"
fossils because they are so rare: The text says 'The human
fossil record is extremely sparse ]= rare], and the number of
fossilised children minuscule [ = very few].' In the next sentence
'Nevertheless' tells us this is a problem for anthropologists.
~2 NO: Modern methods mean it is possible to predict the ~of a
@ skeleton with accuracy: The text says 'Even with a modern
human, you can only make a rough estimate' of assessing how
old someone is so there is no accuracy.

8

33 NO: Susan Anton's conclusion about the Turkana boy reinforces
an established idea: 'If Anton is right, that theory contradicts
[=the opposite of 'reinforces'] the orthodox[= established] idea
~
linking late growth with development of a large brain.'
•

-r.:Z.P

34 YES: Steven Leigh's ideas are likely to be met with disbelief

e by many anthropologists: 'many anthropologists will consider

Leigh's theory a step too far [=don't feel they can believe it]'.

lflts
fD
8

&
8

•

NOT GIVEN: Researchers in France and Spain developed a
unique method of analysing teeth: Although the text mentions the
'findings' of the researchers in France and Spain and it describes
the 'minute analysis of tooth growth' in the previous paragraph,
there is no mention that the researchers in France and Spain
developed a unique method.
NOT GIVEN: There has been too little research comparing the
brains of Homo erectus and Neanderthals: Although the text
mentions research into the teeth of Neanderthals and Homo
erectus, there ks no mention of research comparing their brains.

l Find the part of the text which matches the sentence beginnings.
2 No
3 Yes
4 No

Questions 3 7-40
37 D: The beginning of the second paragraph mentions the
explanation for the delay of physical growth, held until recently,
that the survival of young humans is dependent on others. 'Until
recently, the dominant explanation was that physical growth is
delayed by our need to grow large brains and to learn all the
behaviour patterns associated with humanity ... humans cannot
easily fend for themselves ... That way your parents and other
members of the social group are motivated to continue looking
after you.'
Distraction B: The fact that human beings walk on two legs
('upright locomotion') is mentioned later as a new theory; E:
'the cold, harsh environment' is mentioned later but is given as a
possible.reasonfor.reaching adulthood quickly (i.e. the opposite·
of 'delayed growth').
38 A: 'When she tried t? age the skeletons ... she found ...
discrepancies [= inconsistencies] ... '
Distraction G: She didn't discover much larger brains than
previously; C: Although she examined 'dental age' there is no
mention that she looked at the 'way' teeth grew.
39 B: 'According to his theory, adolescence evolved as an integral
part of efficient upright locomotion ... '
Distraction F: Although Steven Leigh links short growth spurts
with an increased need for food, he doesn't say the existence
of adolescence is connected to food; G: Although he thinks
adolescence may be because of the need to 'accommodate more
complex brains', there is no mention of the size of the brains or
comparison of brain size with the past.
40 E: 'Ramirez-Rozzi thinks Neanderthals died young ... because
of the cold, harsh environment they had to endure in glacial
Europe ]= difficult climatic conditions].'
Distraction C: The paragraph talks about 'tooth growth' but the
research doesn't connect their short lives with the way their teeth
grew.

WRITiNG TASK 1
Training
Review

1 Data presented as a graph (bar or pie chart) or a diagram
2 Concisely and accurately

;

3 You should not use an informal style; ~ou should write in a
formal and academic style.
4 Yes, you should make sure you use a range of grammatical
structures and try to be accurate.
5 About 20 minutes
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6 At least 150
7 The most important

or noticeable

features, trends or points

2 The table shows the numbers of student enrolments at Bristol

8 Yes, when appropriate
9 Features of the data
Useful language: the introduction
1
Student's
introduction
l

a: enough information? b: accurate?
no: 'some information'
gives no idea what kind
of information we can
learn from the table
this is a better
introduction than I; it
could be improved by
mentioning which three
years it refers to
no: there is no mention
of the time period
covered by the table

2

3

no: '1928 till 2008'
suggests that we can
learn about all the years
between (instead of just
the three years given)
yes

no: the reader gets the
impression that the
table only refers to the
I present time
; almost: but the table
this is a good
introduction, except
does not tell us 'how
for one small error (see many students' came
right ---t)
from overseas or within
30 miles - it tells us
'what percentage' (we
would have to do a sum
to find out how many!)
this is not a bad
no: the table does not
introduction, apart from tell us 'what area' the
one error (see right --4)
students come from

4

5

2 Sample answers
(Alternatives are possible)
1 In the table we can see seme information about the numbers
of students enrolled at Bristol Universityfrom in the years
1928, till 1958 and 2008.
2 The table shows the numbers of student enrolments at Bristol
University, covering the number of students, the percentages
of female and male, and where they came from, in three
different years, 1928, 1958 and 2008.
3 This table shows the number of people who am studyffig
studied at Bristol University in 192&, 195& and 2008 and
the number of people of each gender as well. Also, it shows
the distance that students eeme came from, divided into two
categories: within 30 miles of Bristol and overseas.
4 The table illustrates some information about students at
I
Bristol University. The table shows the percentages of male
and female students and h&w matty smdcftts the percentages
that came from overseas or within 30 miles of Bristol in 1928,
1958 and 2008.
5 The table gives information about Bristol University student
enrolments, the percentages of males and females and 'Wha-fflreft whether they came from within 30 miles of the city or
from abroad, in the years 1928, 1958 and 2008.
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3 1 In the table we can see some information about students
enrolled at Bristol University from the year 1928 till 2008.
University, covering the number of students, the percentages
of female and male, and where they came from, :iJ.1 three
different years.
3 This table shows the number of people who are studying at
Bristol University and the number of people of each gender
as well. Also, it shows the distance that students come from,
divided into two categories: within 30 miles of Bristol and
overseas.
4 The table illustrates some infonnation about student
enrolments at Bristol University. The table shows the
percentages of male and female students and how many
students came from overseas or within 30 miles of Bristol in
1928, 1958 and 2008.
5 The table gives information about Bristol University student
enrolments, the percentages of males and females and what
area they came from, in the years 1928, 1958 and 2008.
Useful language: drawing attention to important data
1 1 Also noteworthy is the low government expenditure on
education.
2 This graph shows a striking difference between the ymmger
age group and the older one.
3 The most striking feature of the graphis the sudden increase
in the popularity of computer games.
4 Another fact worth noticin!Lin the table is that females are
more numerous than males.
5 The most remarkable point is that the number of males with a
criminal record increased dramaticall:y:.
6 It is noticeable that expenditure on photography remained
stable from 1992 to 2000.
2 Sample answers
(Tenses may vary. 'Table' may be used instead of 'graphl.)
1 Also noteworthy is the fall in graduate numbers.
2 This graph shows a striking similarity between teenagers in
the USA and teenagers in South America.
3 The most striking feature of the graph is the sudden decline in
the birth rate.
4 Another fact worth noticing in the graph is the high cost of
fossil fuels.
5 The most remarkable point is that the growth rate increased
suddenly.
6 It is noticeable that few schools have swimming pools.
Useful language: numbers and percentages
l 1 figure
2 percentages
3 size
4 amount
5 level
6 per cent
7 number
8 percentage 9 proportion
10 proportion
11 percentage
12 rate
2 Sample answers
1 The rate of unemployment rose steadily between 1979 and
1985.
2 The proportion of the population who own computers is still
increasing.
3 The amount of energy consumed by industry doubled during
the last decade of the twentieth century.
4 Since public transport prices were reduced, the number of cars
on the roads has decreased.

5 The level of literacy fell after the last change of government.

3

6 The quantity of food wasted in affluent parts of the world
continued to grow.
7 The share of global resources consumed by the poorest
countries went down during that period.

compare/ contrast

It is important not to spend too much time on this task because
Task 2 requires more time.
You will lose marks if you write less than 150 words.
The increase was greaterbetween 1958 and 2008.
The percentage of female enrolments was lowest in 1958.
The percentage of overseas students rose most markedly between
1958 and 2008.

Useful language: spelling

81 Nowadays, knowledge

about the environment is essential and
many l!:overnments understand the benefits of educating children
to be aware of how they can contribute to this.

fl

-~

_ 2 In my experience, because society is in some respects organised
~
differently in oilier countries, foreigners find it relaxing to visit
this part of the world.

Model answer
Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.

~ 3 It is my opinion that few people believe the information which is
8 given in advertisements.

•

4 Teenagers should not be allowed to have their own cars until
they are prepared to accept responsibility for the effect that bad
driving can have on other road users.

9

Useful language: finishing your summary

fj

a 3 (it is the 'pe~centages', not the 'numbers' oflocal and overseas
students that vaned)
b 2
e l
d 4

Inthe table we can see information about the numbers of students
enrolling at Bristol University in the three years, 1928, 1958 and
2008. It compares the percentages of females and males, and also
students from abroad and those from within 30 miles of the city.
The most noticeable changes concern the overall growth of
student numbers, from 218 in 1928 to 6,377 in 2008, and the
proportions oflocal students, who constituted 50% of the total in
1928, but only 1-2% in 2008.

(Ii Exam practice
Action-plan reminder

(8 1

~
~

It is surprising to note that the percentage of female enrolments
did not rise steadily, but dropped between 1928 and 1958.
However, at the same time, the percentage of the student
population who came from abroad remained almost unchanged
between 1928 and 1958, being 5% and 6% respectively, but rose
markedly after that, so that by 2008 foreign students represented
28% of the total.

• What the data is about
• Select and report the main features, and make relevant
comparisons

2 • It is about Bristol University student enrolments.
• TI1e three years (or dates) covered in the table
• Total student numbers, percentages of males and females, what
percentage came from within 30 miles of Bristol and what
percentage came from overseas
• New student numbers
• Because it shows percentages of males and females
• Because there is no row for students who come from within
the UK but further than 30 miles from Bristol

WRITING TASK 2
Training
Review
1 A formal discussion essay

G Before you write
•

(I

percentage of females over the 3 years
percentage oflocal students
big change - in percentage of local and
overseas students

3 Include; ideas for an opening statement, the main piece of
information and some items of information to compare or
contrast

2 expressing ideas; evaluating ideas; appropriate style; grammar;
spelling; paragraphing; you are NOT tested on your general or
academic knowledge or the 'correctness' of your ideas -you can
express any opinion provided you support it with examples

4 • The description of the table in the task

3 At least 250

41 • No, you should select the main features.

4 By giving examples from your own knowledge or experience

• No. (However, if appropriate, you could comment briefly by
using expressions such as 'it is (not) surprising to see that ... '.)

~

5 You should briefly re-state your opinion.
Useful language: conditionals

After you write

8

S

I .l had

would do
2 was
could be
3 may be regarded
4 spend have

5 Check that you have read the data accurately; check your
spelling; check that you have included the main points or trends.
Sample notes

analyse

2 1 b 2 a 3 d 4 c
info about student numbers and percentages
of male/female, foreign - Bristol university,
3 l have/should have
years 1928, etc.
~~~~~~~~~~~~'--~~~~~~~~~~----j2 would not/wouldn't give
2
growth, proportion local and overseas, male
3 did not/didn't earn
~ main information
and female
•

'8

1
opening statement

I'
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to their financial situation at the time in
the past when they wanted healthcare) I were (referring to
their :financial situation at any time up to now)
5 would have dealt I would be dealing (if the disaster has
happened recently and people are dealing with it now)
6 were brought up I are brought up
7 would have been (speaker feels certain) I might have been
(speaker is less certain)
4 had been (referring

Useful language: referring to people
l customers (of a particular company); 'consumers' are people
who buy goods or services in general
2 competitors (in a race or in business); 'contestants' take part in a
contest of talent or skill
3 visitors (to a place or person); 'passengers' ride on a vehicle
4 member (of a closed group); a 'participant' is someone who
takes part in an activity
5 patients (of medical practitioners); 'clients' pay a professional
(e.g. an architect) for a service
6 Individuals (people); 'humans' are people as opposed to other
animals
Sample answers
1 Consumers need an organisation to defend their rights, especially
when suppliers control the market.
2 Many young people dream of appearing as a contestant in a
television game show.
3 It is the duty of a transport company to make the journey as
pleasant as possible for their passengers.
4 A language student who is an active participant in class
discussions will find it useful practice for exams.
5 The relationship between lawyers and clients can be a very
delicate matter.
6 It is humans who are the greatest threat to other species on the
planet.
Useful language~ positive and negative comments
1 I b

2 a

3 d

4 e

5 c

2 Sample answers
1 The first disadvantage of working for a large companyis the
impersonal atmosphere.
2 The main benefit of access to the Internet is fast access to

information.
3 The negative aspect of living in a village is that everyone
knows your business.
4 One of the advantages of cheap public transport is reduced
traffic congestion.
5 Another negative result of studying abroad is having fewer
useful contacts back home.
6 A major drawback of large families is the lack of privacy.

Exam practice
Action plan reminder
1 •
•
•
•

ALL of it. Any part of the instructions may change slightly.
40 minutes, iljtcluding planning and checking
Relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience
The important parts of the task
No, you can agree or disagree, provided you support what you
say.
• Yes, you should use your own words.
&
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Before you write
2 See sample notes below.
After you write
3 •Yes
• No, this is a waste of time. It is better to spend time planning
your essay and checking it carefully. If you write clearly and
cross out any mistakes neatly, that is fine.
• overall structure; paragraphing; clearly linked ideas; clear
handwriting; formal or neutral style; subject-verb agreement;
spelling; capital letters at the beginning of sentences; verb
tenses; your own habitual errors
It does not matter whether your information is up-to-date;
humour is out of place in this kind of formal essay; quotations
are not appropriate.
Sample notes
1 introduction

2 discussion

shopping used to be a chore - now a leisure
activity
not sure if it's a good thing
Para 1 in the past +maay small shops, not much
choice, not much money/credit ·

Para 2 recent years - supermarkets, shopping
3 my opinion

j4

conclusion

malls!- comfortable=-cafes. Etc.
life has changed- busy parents - I've seen all
together shopping - good? other things e.g.
sport wd be better
young people - shopping mall, clean safe place
but influence of ads + easy credit ~ debt=- not
so healthy
good for business, but not so good for people?

Model answer

f)

•
•

-

Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.
Going shopping used to be a chore, but recently it has become a
leisure activity or a pleasant outing. To my mind, it is debatable
whether this can be regarded as a wholly positive development.
For earlier generations, buying food or consumer products
involved visitingseveral shops, each with the same limited
range on offer. customers had less money and credit was not
widely available. By contrast, shoppers nowadays can find almost
anything in the supermarket or shopping mall. The comfortable
environment, the variety of goods and attractions such as cafes
and cinemas make spending money enjoyable.
Nowadays, with many parents working full-time, families have
little time together. In my experience, it is normal to see families
in the local shopping mall at weekends. Undoubtedly, one of the
benefits of this is that they are together as a family. Nevertheless,
this is not ideal, especially if it leaves no time for other activities,
such as sport.
Another negative result of this change in attitudes is the effect
it has on young people all over the world, who spend time
in shopping malls. The reasons for this are the influence of
advertising and the availability of credit cards. On the one hand,
they are with friends in a safe environment, but on the other, it
can tempt them to buy things they do not really need and may
cause them to get into debt. Moreover, it would be better for their
health if they met friends to go swimming.
In conclusion I would like to suggest that although shopping now
is less tedious, this is not necessarily a positive trend. It may be
good for the retailers, but not for consumers if it replaces other,
healthier activities.

@&

SPEAK~NG PART 1
Training

5 I have classes at: in the daytime and I work in the evening. ('at'
is used before times (e.g. at 6pm, at midnight) but not before
most periods of time (e.g. in the morning, in the spring [NB at
night]).)
6 I have a part-time werkjob (or a part-time work) in a restaurant.
('work' is an uncountable noun so we don't say 'a work'.)
7 I am hoping to get a good empleyment job when I graduate.
('employment' is uncountable so we can't say 'an employment'
and we don't use 'employment' to talk about a specific job;
we can say 'I'm looking for (full-time) employment' but when
speaking we are more likely to say 'I'm looking for work I a job'.)
8 I finish my work at five o'clock. fNe don't say 'my work' see 6.)
9 There are lots of foreign ~
students at my university.
('students' is used for both schools and universities, 'pupils' is
only used for schools.)
10 I want to galli earn a lot of money. (We always 'earn' money.)
Useful language: tenses
l l
2
3
4
5

What is your job?
How long have you been working there?
What do you enioy about your job?
What job did you want to do when you were a child?
Do you think you will do a different job one day?

2 1 Questions l and 3 ask about now. The present simple is used
and you should use that in your answer.
2 Question 4 asks about the past. You should use the past simple
or 'used to' in your answer.
3 Question 5 asks about the future. You could begin your answer
with '1 hope to .. , ' , Tm planning to . _.', 'I might ... ' or you
could say 'I'm not sure' or 'I haven't decided'.
4 Question 2 asks about a length of time. The present perfect
continuous tense is used. In your answer you will probably
also use the past simple to talk about when you started your
job (e.g. 'For two years>- I went there straight from school').

Review

8

1 ID or passport

~

2 Personal experiences and interests

@

3 No, you will be asked questions on several different topics but
they will all be about your own life and interests.

O4

No, you get a mark for the three par~ together.

Useful language: work and studymg
•

1 1 went to Canada for srudying to study engineering. (The 'to'
+ infinitive is used to talk about a purpose or reason for doing
8J something; we can also say 'in order to study")
2 I am learning studying history at university. (We 'study' a
•
subject on an educational course or by using academic methods
but we 'learn' a skill (e.g, learn to drive, learn to cook, etc.),
a, 3 I would like to study overseas. ('would hke' is always followed
~
by 'to")
~ 4 ~have ~een studying English for half a year six months. (Verbs
~
m continuous tenses always use the -ing form. When talking
about part of a year we say two/three/six months; we do say,
~
however, 'in the first/ second half of the year'.)

Test 2 Key
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SPEAKING PART 2
Training
Review
1 A card with a task on it and a piece of paper and a pencil
2 Aminute
3 On the paper, not the card
4 Two minutes

SPEAKING PART 3
Training
Review
1 No, they will be connected to the topic in Part 2.
2 No, they will be about more abstract ideas.

Usefu:Hanguage: starting sentences with ~ing
1 2 Leaming by doing
3 Doing some kind of paid work

4 Being loved is
5 Being faced with
6 Owning a car
2 Sample answers
1 very popular with people of all age groups.
2 make children think it is acceptable to behave in an aggressive
way.
3 is something that the media feel they have a right to do.
4 is a useful way oflearning everyday expressions.
Useful language: making general statements
Sample answers
1 For some people it's really important that they are dressed in the
latest fashions but I don't think most people care that much
about it.
2 In general, when people go on holiday they are interested in
relaxing and enjoying themselves and because of that they may
not really learn much about the local culture.
3 It's widely acknowledged that recycling is a good way of
protecting the environment but in fact it makes a very small
impact on climate change.
4 Most people recognise that computers and other technology are
taking the place of books and I agree that books are becoming
less and less important
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TRANSCRIPT
LISTENING SECTION 1

Clive; Thanks. I think I have some jobs to suit you. Oh, do you
have any practical qualifications, by the way? Life-saving, music,
anything?

You will hear a man who runs a recruitment agency talking to a
young woman looking for a job. First you have some time to look at
questions 1 to 6.

Edwina: Um, (5) I've got an up-to-date first aid certificate. f did a
course when I was working.

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Edwina: Well, I've got a driving licence; as I told you on the phone.
But that's not special, you said, almost everyone needs that really.
(6) I've got a sailing qualification, it's a certificate of competence.

Clive: That's good. First aid. Anything else?

You will see that there is an example that has been done for you. On
this occasion only, the conversation relating to this will be played
first.

Clive: So you're a yachtswoman?

Clive: Hello, Edwina, is it? Have a seat.

Edwina: I love sailing.

Edwina: Yes, Edwina. Thanks. !'m looking for a job as a nanny. I like
working with children. I talked to you yesterday?

Clive: Well, I'll note you have a certificate. Hmm.

Clive: Oh, yes. Well, we covered most of the ground on the phone
yesterday. I've got a form I need to complete for my records. So,
{Example) you're Edwina Riley. and how should we contact you?

The womans name is Edwina Riley, so 'Riley' has been written in
the space. Now we shall begin. You should answer the questions as
you listen, because you will not hear the recording a second time.
Listen carefully and answer questions Ito 6.
[repeat]
Edwina: By ernaif I check it regularly.
Clive: What's the address?
Edwina: {1} It's Edwina like my name then R-1, the first two letters of
my surname. at worldnet dot com.
Clive: E-D-W-1-N-A-R-I at worldnet dot com?
Edwina: Yes.
Clive: Good. And you're from Australia?

Before you hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 7 to 10.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 7 to 1 U
Clive: Now, as I mentioned yesterday, there are three families and
the job description is much the same for al! of them, as I explained.
There are a few other things you need to know. Anyway, the first
family's here in London.
Edwina: Yes, ! did make a few notes. London, er, that's the
Bentons? With two children?
Clive: Yes. That's right, a girl of three and her brother who's eight.
The little boy has a quite serious food allergy. Did you learn about
th~ngs like that on your course?
Edwina: Oh, we!!, I know what
reaction.

to

do if someone has an allergic

Clive: Good, but (7) what they mainly want is someone with an
interest in sport, as that's the kind of family they are.

U

Edwina: (2) Actuallv. I'm a New Zealander.

•

Clive: Oh, I'm sorry. I bet it's really irritating being told you're an
Australian. Like Canadians being asked what part of the States
they're from.

Clive: Good. Now the next people are in the country, near Oxford .

•

Edwina: I'm used to it. It happens to us all the time.

Edwina: Oh yeah, the Grangers?

Clive: And now, you said on the phone that you could bring me
some references? One from someone who's known you in a
professional capacity and one personal one?

Clive: So, {8) they have twin boys of five, who are a bit of a handful,
I suspect, but it's a lovely place, quite a grand house, and the family
is extremely welcoming. They keep horses. Do you ride?

Edwina: Ah, yeah. Here's one from (3) John Keen, who was the
manager at the play centre in Wellington where l worked for three
years after I left school. It's got all h1s contact details on.

Edwina: I did when I was younger. I like animals generally.

~

'W

•
•

Clive: Thank you. So this was your last employer?
Edwina: Yes, apart from a bit of waitressing recently, but that was
just temporary. I'm sure John will answer any questions if you
contact him.
Clive: We do run checks, yes. And a personal reference?

Edwina: Ah, you can contact the friend of my mother's I'm staying
with here in London: (4) Eileen DorsinL She's a professor. She's
known me all my life because she used to be our neighbour back
diJfa
~ home when she was a primary school teacher there. Now she's
working here at the Institute of Education.
Clive: Oh good!
Edwina: I've got her contact details here for you.

Edwina: Oh that's OK. I'll enjoy that.

Clive: Well, 'animal-lover'
there. The last family ...

was their special request, so you'd be fine

Edwina: Yes?
Clive: I don't think I told you (9) they live in Scotland .
Edwina: Really? What's their name?
Clive: Campbel!.
Edwina: Oh, yes. And they have four girls under ten?
Clive: That's it. They have a lovely city flat, and they own a small
island.
Edwina: Wow!
Clive: Actually, you might get on with them very well. (10) They
particularly wanted someone who would be prepared to cook when
they go camping on the island.
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Edwina: Camping would really suit me and I'm used to taking
turn doing the food. But it is a long way from London.

my

it. Um, then as soon as
I've checked your references, we can arrange for you to talk to air of
the families.
Clive: Mm. Yeah, well, you can think about

Edwina: Right. Thanks very much!
Clrve: Thank you! I'll email you as soon as i can.

That is the end of section I. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seccnds.]

~
LISTENING SECTION 2
You will hear a woman talki.ng to a group of people who are
looking round a sports and leisure centre. First you have some time
to look at questions 11 to 14.
[Pause the recording

for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 11 to 14.
Guide: Ladies and gentlemen, I'm very pleased to be able to
welcome you to 'Cityscape', our !oyely modem sports and leisure
facility. I've brought you up to the rooftop cate on top of the
stadium so that you can enjoy the view while l explain briefly what
we have here and point out to you the major features of the site.
Then we'H go round and have a look at ground lever.
We're extremely proud of this new facility. You see, when the project
was first discussed, we expected that a multinational company
would give us half our funding and the central government grant
would make up most of the rest, with a smaller contribution from
local business. Well, we'd got quite far into the planning stage when
the multinational pulled out and both central and local government
decided they couldn't afford anything, so we ended up with a
beautiful project, a small amount of sponsorship promised by local
organisations and nothing else.
We thought we'd never build it, but at the last moment, {i 1/12) we
had an amazing donation of several mlflion pounds from a national
transport company, and that got us going again and (11/12) we
managed to get all the rest from local fundraising. There's hardly
a street in the city that hasn't made its contribution one way or
another, so there's a true sense of local ownership here.
So, this is what we got. We wanted a new stadium because the
1950s football stadium is on the other side of town and is shortly
due to be pulled down and built over. This site was the old airport
with some playing fields on one side of it and a few buildings
from the i 930s when the airfield first opened. So we were able to
plan a new stadium with plenty of room for all the things people
wanted. (13/14) The playing fields have been upgraded and
refenced so they are now a set of top-quality outdoor pitches for
amateur footbatl, hockey and so on. We have both sports and other
entertainments here. We want to encourage all kinds of people onto
the site and hope some of them may come to use the cinema or
the cafe and end up trylnq the fitness centre. These are all grouped
together; (13/14) the cafe is ln the original 1930s passenger hall and
the architects have managed to retain some of the elegant style
of the building. The other buildings, like the control tower, which
would have made a great feature, and the aircraft hangars which we
had hoped might house the fitness centre, were unfortunately not
structurally sound enough to preserve. So everything else is newly
built, opened in 201

a.
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Before you hear the rest of the talk, you have some time to look at
questions 15 to 20.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 15 to 20.
Right, now if you'd like to gather a little closer to the window I'll
point out the various buildings. We're at the highest point of the
stadium here in the rooftop care, on the opposite side to the main
entrance doors. {15) On our left. you can see two buildings just
beyond the end of the stadium. The closest one is the business
centre. used for meetings and conferences, and so on, which
provides a good source of revenue for the upkeep of the sports
facilities; and next to the business centre the bigger building is the
hotel which ls rented from us by an independent company. As you
see, they are served by the perimeter road which runs round threequarters of the site. Now, coming round to the front of the building,
{16) immediately in front of the entrance, that circular open space
at the end of the road is the transport hub. From here, there are
buses and a monorail link to the free car park, about ten minutes
from here, but you can't see that. There's also a large secure cycle
park. Oh, and disabled parking, of course. People find it's very
convenient and it keeps the site virtually car-free.
OK. Now if you look as far as you can over to the right, beyond
the buildings, you can see our outdoor pitches, which I mentioned
earlier. Between the pitches and the entrance is a little kind of
pedestrian plaza ... are you with me? OK, (17} with the cinema in
the building fu1ihest away from us. next to the pitches, then there's
the ten-pin bowling between the cinema and the road.

(18) Near the far end of the perimeter road and between the mlniroundabout and the pitches - there's our fitness centre, with al!
kinds of equipment, and a small pool, and changing rooms for
teams using the pitches. Then, (19) joined on to the stadium. next
to the entrance, is a range of small shops which all specialise in
sports equipment, clothes, shoes. They sell toys and so on as
well, all that sort of thing. They seem to be doing welll As you see,
the service road goes rlght round, but we keep the traffic and the
pedestrians well apart, so it's all very relaxed round the plaza,
popular with families. And (20) just in front of the bowling is our
lovely restaurant. You can see it from here - it's that buildino on
the plaza between us and the bowling. It's open all day and in the
evenings. There's quite a queue there at weekends, I'm pleased to
say.
So, now you've got the layout, we can go and have a closer look at
everything.

That is the end of section 2. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording fur 30 seconds.]

~

LISTENING SECTION 3

You will hear two people called Chloe and Ivan talking about
a business studies course. First you have some time to look at
questions 21 to 25.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 21to25.
Chloe: Oh, hi Ivan.
Ivan: Oh, hi Chloe.

I

ff~
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Chloe; I'm glad I bumped into you because I've been looking at this
prospectus about courses at the university. I'm thinking of doing a
business studies degree. Isn't that what you're doing?

0

Ivan: Yes, I'm about to start my third year. l think you'd enjoy it. Is
there something on the course that you're not sure about?

tli

Chloe: Wei!, you know I've been working
four years as a production assistant ...

=

a

tor a publisher

for the last

Ivan: That will be really valuable experience because a lot of people
go to university straight from school and don't have that kind of
background.

~

Before you hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 26 to 30.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 26 to 30.
Chloe: I was a bit unsure about all the different subjects you can
choose on this course.

f~

Ivan: Wet!, I can tell you a bit about them. There are some
subjects you have to do and some that you can choose. The most
interesting course I've done is (26) public relations.

ei

Chloe: From what I've read it doesn't look very demanding - some
of it is really just common sense.

,e Ivan: But you did OK at school, so I'm sure you'll soon get into it

!van: But it will be really useful if you want to go into marketing or
advertising.

"""" Chloe: Yeah, I know and I'm used to dealing with figures and
percentages and things, but (21) it's been a while since I've sat
down and put my ideas into an essay. I was never that good at it
and I'm not sure I can do it now.

9
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again. I was worried about different things when I started, like if I'd
be able to use al! the computer programs, but you only really need
the basics. You have to do a lot of presentations and I thought
that would be hard, but we'd actually had such a lot of practice at
school it was fine.

Chloe: That's true, but I need to find out a bit more about it first
before I decide - if it will really help me. It's difficult to tell from the
prospectus.

Chloe: But did you find writing essays easy?

Chloe: Oh, yes.

Ivan: It was OK but (22) I was hopeless at getting them in by the
deadline and I was always late for lectures, so I had to work hard at
that and I tend to be early now.

I impressed

Ivan: Bu! you are interested in marketing?

Ivan: Well, you can choose a (27) marketing course. I wasn't very
with that course actually. The tutor didn't make it very
interesting.

Chloe: It's good that you've sorted yourself out before you go and
get a job or you might not have it very long! I think the course looks
really interesting.

Chloe: Mm, it's good to put on your CV that you've done a
marketing course, though, so that would be a definite for me and
maybe I'd get a different tutor. What other courses did you choose?

Ivan: It is and it also gave me the chance to spend six months
working in a local business last year.

Ivan: I'm doing (28) taxation as I was thinking of training to be an
accountant but I'm not sure now.

Chloe: That's not so important for me unless I could go abroad
to use my foreign languages but that doesn't seem to be on offer,
which is a shame. {23) What really appeals to me. though, is the
idea of being assessed throughout the vear. I think that's a much
more productive way of learning instead of evervthing being
decided in an exam at the end.

Chloe: Oh, that will be a good option for me because I enjoy
working with figures. Although I don't want to be an accountant. it'll
be good to have an understanding of taxation, especially if I ever
run my own business.

Ivan: It's good for people !ike you who are hard-working all year
round. You'll be spending al\ your time in the library. They've just
expanded it too.
Chloe: That's good.

41 Ivan: Well, yes and no. They've

Ivan: Then there's the most popular course, which is {29) human
resources and a lot of people seem to get jobs in that field .
Chloe: My friend works in human resources and she's really good at
it, but I don't think I've got the right personality so I'd give that one
a miss. I'm more interested in how businesses actually work - the
structure.

made the study area bigger but it
means they've taken some of the magazines and periodicals away,
so I think it was better as it was. The university's expanding all the
time and (24} there are lots of new courses coming next year.

Ivan: That's a compulsory course - the structure of business - but
you might find {30) information systems helpful.

Ivan: Some of it is, but also databases, project management, and
other things.

•

Chloe: Well, that's great news. isn't it? It means the college will
have a better reputation as more people will hear about it, so that's
good for us.

•

Ivan: Mm, I agree but they really need to add more lecture rooms as
we often have lectures in tiny rooms.

Chloe: Oh, sounds useful, but I'll have to look at some of the other
possibilities first. You know, Ivan, this course sounds as though it
would suit me. I'm going to apply .

e

Chloe: Well, you obviously think overall it's a good place to do a
degree. r should probably go and have a look round.

Ivan: Great! If th$re's anything else you want to ask me, you've got
my number.

~

Ivan: Wei!, it's holidays now and there's not much going on there.

Chloe: Thanks!

Chloe: Oh, so it's probably not worth going in now.

That is the end of section 3. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.

•
~

~

9

Ivan: But (25) you could email my tutor- I know he'd be happy to
answer any questions. I can give you his email address. I looked at
quite a lot of other universities and read loads of prospectuses but I
thought this one was the best

Chloe: Is that kind of computer programs?

[Pause the recording fur 30 seconds.]
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Even today, one of the most important methods we use is
observations which tell us what the weather is doing right now.
Observation reports are sent automatically from equipment at a
number of weather stations in different parts of the country.
(36) They are nearly all based at airports although a few are in urban
centres. The equipment senses temperature, humidity, pressure and
wtnd speed direction.

LISTENING SECTION 4

You will hear a talk by a meteorologist about weather forecasting.
First you have some time to look at questions 31 to 40.
[Pause the recording for one mlnute.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 31to40.
f work for the National Weather Service and as part of your course
on weather patterns, I've been asked to talk to you about how we
predict the weather. We're so used to switching on our TVs and
getting an up-to-date weather forecast at any time of day or night
that we probably forget that this level of sophistication has only
been achieved in the last few decades and weather forecasting
ts actually an ancient art. So I want to start by looking back into
history,

Meteorologists also rely really heavily on satellites which send
images to our computer screens. What W€ see on our screens is
bright colours. (37} Orange represents dry air and bright blue shows
moisture levels in the atmosphere. The satellites are located 22,000
miles above the surface of the Earth and it's amaz.ing that despite
that distance (38) it's possible for us to make out an individual
cloud and follow it as it moves across the landscape.
In addition to collecting data from the ground, we need to know
what's happening in the upper levels of the atmosphere. So a
couple of times a day from many sites across the country, we send
radiosondes into the air. (39) A radiosonde is a box containing a
package of equjpment and it hangs from a balloon which is filled
with gas. Data is transmitted back to the weather station.

The earliest weather forecasts appeared in the 1500s in almanacs,
which were lists of information produced every year. (31} Their
predictions relied heavily on making links between the weather
and where the planets were in the sky on certain days. In addition,
predictions were often based on information like if the fourth night
after a new moon was clear, good weather was expected to follow.

Finally, radar. (40} This was first used over 150 years ago and still
is. New advances are being made all the time and it is one method
for detecting and monitoring the ['.)!'ogress of hurricanes. Crucial
information is shown by different colours representing speed and
direction. Radar is also used by aircraft, of course.

But once basic weather instruments were invented, things slowly
started to change. (32) lnthe mid-fifteenth century. a mancaUed
Nicholas Cusa. a German mathematician. designed a hygrometer
which told peopte how much humidity there was ln the air. To do
this, Cusa put some sheep's wool on a set of scales and then
monitored the cha~ge in the wool's weight according to the air
conditions.
A piece of equipment we all know and use is the thermometer.
(33) Changes in temperature couldn't really be measured until the
Italian Galileo Gali!ei invented his thermometer in 1593. It wasn't like
a modern-day thermometer because it had water inside it instead
of mercury. In fact, it wasn't until 1714 that Gabriel Fahrenheit
invented the first mercury thermometer. In i643 another Italian
called Evangelista Torricelli invented the first barometer which
measured atmospheric pressure. This was another big step forward
in more accurate weather predicting.
As time went on, during the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, au these meteorological instruments were improved
and developed and people in different countries began to record
measurements relating to their local weather. However, (34) in those
days it was verv difficult to send records from one part of the world
to another so it wasn't possible for them to share their information
until the electric telegraph became more widespread. This meant
that weather observations could be sent on a regular basis to and
from different countries. By the 1860s, therefore, weather forecasts
were becoming more common and accurate because they were
based on observations taken at the same time over a wide area.
(35) In 1863. France started publishing weather maps each day.
This hadn't been done before, and other nations soon followed. So
that was the start of national weather forecasting and I'll now ten
you how we at the National Weather Centre get the information we
need to produce a forecast.

..........................................................
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All this information from different sources is put Into computer
models which are like massive computer programs. Sometimes
they all give us the same story and sometimes we have to use our
own experience to decide which is showing the most accurate
forecast which we then pass on to you.
So ! hope next time you watch the weather forecast, you'll think
about how we meteorologists spend our time. And maybe I've
persuaded some of you to study meteorology in more depth.

That is the end of section 4. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 scconds.]

Key
G

LISTENING SECTION 1
Questions 1-10

@

1 youth

21

2 comedy
Distraction The woman has appeared in musicals but the drama
club hasn't tried doing one yet. She also mentions 'a historical
play' but the man doesn't mention the club performing these.

22 A

3 12th March I March 12th I 12 March I March 12
Distraction There are auditions on two dates in March but the
next ones are on the 12th.
4 publicity I design I lights (in any order) [We're very short of
people I we haven't got enough people= help is needed.}

{8

USTENING SECTION 3
Questions 21-30

23 I

24 F
Distraction They counted the cars but didn't find out about other
aspects such as journey times.
25 G

26 E
Distraction Employment and leisure are mentioned as reasons
for people coming to the city but they didn't ask questions about
these.

5 community
Distraction Performances take place in The Manor Theatre.

8'
•

6 sports centre [on the other side of the road= opposite]
Distraction The car park is just before the hotel but not
opposite it
7 180
Distraction It costs £ 15 per month.

8 costumes I costume hire
Distraction Photocopying and posters are included.
9 Sawdicott
!.':.£~

~~ 10 07955 240063

8

LISTENING SECTION 2

e Questions 11-20
11

812

c
B
Distraction 'benefits such as shortening the length of stay in
hospital'

~13 c
~
Distraction 'The organisation's been around since 1986, and it
•
gradually expanded during the 1990s.'
14

c
Distraction 'There are of course some similar charities in other
parts of the country, in London and so on.'

~15 B
Distraction 'This is a former village school ... It was
$J1 modernised and refurbished by the present owners last year.'

16 B
•11 B
.18 c
19 B
~20 A

c

27 B
Distraction Stefan will check the statistics but Lauren will draw
the graphs and maps.
28

c
Distraction Lauren says maybe one of them should choose the
photographs but she changes her mind when the t~tor disagrees
with her.

29 A
Distraction Stefan rejects the tutor's suggestion that they might
write the report together. Stefan says he will use Lauren's notes
but he will write it.

30 c
Distraction Lauren thinks Stefan should do the presentation on
his own but the tutor wants them both to do it.

LISTENING SECTION 4
Questions 31~40
31 land
Distraction 'not on the geographical.location of where they
lived'
32 industries I trades
Distraction 'minerals' does not relate directly to 'farmers';
'owners of great estates' is too many words.
33 glass
Distraction brewing, silk-weaving, ribbon-making, knitting but these are not linked with 'French settlers'.
34 salt
35 villages
36 local
37 fuel
38 waterproof
39 wastage I waste
40 mixture I mix I combination
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READING PASSAGE 1
Questions 1-13

16 cultures: 'provide an opportunity to delve into distant cultures
{=give the user the chance to inform themselves about other
cultures)'

The answers to questions 1~ are in Paragraphs 2-5.
1 mirrors
Distraction The answer cannot be 'sheets of steel' as these are
the 'metal panels', nor can it be 'fibre-optic cables' as they don't
reflect 'natural' (i.e. 'polar' light).
2 93.3 metres
Distraction The other figures refer to the entrance building, the
vaults and the distance between the entrance and the rooms on
the right.

17 E: 'Cookbooks thus became a symbol . _. the revolutions in
America and France[= periods of unrest}.'
18 D: 'Recipes were dlstorted ]= altered] through reproduction.'
19 F: 'Two centuries earlier, an understanding of rural ways had
been so widespread that ... The growing urban middle class
needed details, and Beeton provided them in full.'
20 D: 'The invention of printing ... the reverse was true.'

21 C: 'But then, they were not written for careful study ...

3 office: [seeds are processed= make an inventory of the samples}
4 (electrical) current: [the electrical current is reduced
transform the incoming electrical current down]

5 an airlock: 'the two keyed doors separated by an airlock'
6 moisture: [lack of moisture= the minimal moisture level; cold=
low temperature; the seeds are conserved = ensure low metabolic
activity]
7 TRUE: The seventh paragraph says 'If any more are unearthed ·
... they can be added, too ... ' .

8 FALSE: The eighth paragraph says the temperature 'will be
kept constant' [= all the seeds are kept at the same level of
refrigeration].
9 FALSE: The ninth paragraph says 'the cold Arctic air ... without
human intervention' [=not monitored by staff].
10 NOT GIVEN: The ninth paragraph says that ' ... during wanner
periods, refrigeration equipment will engage' but there is no
mention of a back-up refrigeration system.
U NOT GIVEN: The ninth paragraph says it is hard not to feel
respect for the 2,300 or so people who live here but it doesn't say
they work at the vault.
12 TRUE: The last paragraph S3YS it is 'sealed inside a watertight
package which will never be tampered with while it is in the
vault' ["" it remains unopened].
13 TRUE: The last paragraph says 'those who receive them are
expected to germinate them and generate new samples, to be
returned to the vault'.

READING PASSAGE 2
Questions 14-26
The answers to questions 14-16 are in Paragraph A.
14 presentation: 'their presentation varies wildly[= it is their
presentation which makes them differ from each other]'
15 (dailyjroutlne: 'The daily routine can be put to one side and
they liberate the user_._ [=offer people an escape from their
daily routine].'
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Such cooks would have been capable ... from the vaguest of
instructions.'

=

22 D: Paragraph H says 'a collection of recipes _ .. a book of
chemistry experiments ... her book is reassuringly authoritative
... no unnecessary spices'.
23 A: Paragraph B says 'the author had been obscure on purpose'.
24 E: Paragraph I says 'David's books were not so much cooking
manuals ... wish to eat'.
25 B: Paragraph F says 'If Beeton's recipes were not wholly new,
though, the way in which she presented them certainly was. She
explains ... '.
26

C; Paragraph G says 'many of whom still consider it the
definitive reference book'.

READING PASSAGE 3
Questions 27-40
27 YES: The first paragraph says 'This lack of awareness has
become ... very big business indeed'; 'this way of thinking ...
can be found almost nowhere _ .. mainstream media'.
28 NO: The second paragraph says 'The ensuing debate ... same
old squabbling between partisan factions ... nonsense is talked
29 NOT GIVEN: The fourth paragraph says 'Greenfield's prose is
full of mixed metaphors and self-contradictions' but there is no
mention of whether her writing has changed.
30 NOT GIVEN: Although the seventh paragraph says books have
a different role: ' ... the unique ability of books to engage and
expandthe human imagination', there is no suggestion that video
games will assume the role of some books.
3.1 YES: The seventh paragraph says 'Games in which friends and
relations gather round a console ... growing in popularity. The
agenda is increasingly being set by the concerns of mainstream
consumers ... '.
32 NO: The eighth.paragraph says 'No matter how deeply ...
inappropriate r~sponse to technology of any kind'.

says 'there is potentially a profound shift
in the way children's minds work'; 'video games ... a worldview
... less empathetic, more risk-taking and less contemplative'.
Distraction A: The text doesn't suggest that the games give
children an adult view of the world; B: The text says Greenfield
is articulating widely held fears but these are not children's fears;
D: The text suggests children do learn from them but maybe the
wrong things.
C: The third paragraph

834
~-

~
~
'<ii:"7

~ps

9
9
lllJ

A: The fourth paragraph says 'So how do our lawmakers
regulate something that is too fluid to be fully comprehended or
controlled?'
Distraction B: Although the text says 'A generational divide
has opened', it doesn't say this with reference to the lawmakers;
C: Although radio and TV are mentioned, it is with regard to
'generational divide', not 'lawmakers'; D: There is no suggestion
lawmakers have decided it is too late.
B: The fifth paragraph says 'Computer games teach and people
don't even notice they're being taught.'
Distraction A: Although he mentions 'addictiveness', there is no
suggestion of people trying to become less addicted; C: Although
he talks about 'a set of challenges', he does not say anything
about people competing with each other; D: The writer suggests
the possibility of learning being narrow but Martin does not.

36 B: The sixth paragraph says 'Games, he points out, generate
satisfaction ... not by their robotic predictability'.
Distraction A: He thinks they do offer educational benefits:

'8
~

'more intellectual engagement ... satisfaction via the complexity
of their virtual worlds'; C: He thinks that 'the complexity of the
problems children encounter within games exceeds that ... they
might find at school'; D: He thinks games can be compared to
scientific procedures: 'Testing the nature and limits of the laws
... scientific methods'.

~!)

9

.37 C: The whole text examines people's attitudes towards video
games and whether they are appropriate in today's world. It
makes the point that we have to look forward not back.
Distraction A: There is a discussion about whether video games
affect people's behaviour and other forms of entertainment but
not about their effect on other forms of technology; B: Young
~
people are discussed but their opinions are not given; D: There is
a discussion of how the role of video games has developed and
fi changed but not of the principles behind the development.

liJ

9

0

38 B: The ninth paragraph says 'the dire predictions many
traditionalists have made ... cannot be upheld ... But literacy
standards have failed to decline'.

839A: The ninth paragraph says 'a recent $1.5m study funded by the

e
•

US government -- suggests that even pre-teens are not in the habit
of blurring game worlds and real worlds'.

40 C: The last paragraph says 'Times change: accept it;
embrace it.'

WRITING TASK 1
Model answer
Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.
The graph shows the overall numbers of tourist arrivals in five
parts of the world between 1990 and 2005. In 1990 over 70
million tourists visited North America, more than twice as many
as the next most popular destination shown, Central and Eastern
Europe. However, between 2000 and 2005 there was a decrease of
approximately 1,500,000 in the numbers going to North America
whereas there was an increase of nearly 20 million tourists
visiting Central and Eastern Europe. The result was that in 2005
the number of tourists arriving in North America and Central and
Eastern Europe was almost equal at around 90 million each. The
number of tourists visiting South-East Asia rose steadily over
the whole period but by 2005 the total was still under 50 million.
The regions with the fewest tourist arrivals were South America
and Sub-Saharan Africa. The number of tourists going there was
similar between 1990 and 1995 but after that there was a greater
increase in tourists going to Sub-Saharan Africa than to South
America.

WRITING TASK 2
Model answer
Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task
Other approaches are equally valid.
Everybody knows that you need money to survive, but it is often
said that money does not bring happiness. Although the ideal
situation may be to have an enjoyable job that also provides
a good salary, that is not always possible. It is important to
remember that some people might not have a choice of jobs
because they did not have the chance of a good education or
because they have a large family to support.
Some people spend large sums of money without thinking about
it. However, they could manage with less money and have a
better life by taking a job they enjoy or by working fewer hours. I
have observed that in families who go on expensive holidays and
always have a new car, it is often the father who works such long
hours that his children rarely see him. In my opinion that is not an
attractive lifestyle and it would be better if he found a less weUpaid job that enabled him to spend more time at home.
On the other hand, life is easier for those who have plenty of
money as they can do what they want and do not have to think
constantly about whether they can afford something or not. In
addition, earning a good salary makes it easier to be healthier
because you can eat good food and join a gym.
To sum up, I think it is more important to have a job you enjoy if
you can afford it. In my view, most people need less money than
they think because they waste a lot on buying things they do not
need.
I
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TESTJ

TRANSCRIPT

~
LISTENING SECTION 1
You will hear a number of different recordings and you will have
to answer questions on what you hear. There will be time for you to
read the instructions and questions and you will have a chance to
check your work. All the recordings will be played once only. The
test is infour sections. At the end of the test you will be given ten
minutes to transfer your answers to an answer sheet. Now turn to
section 1.
Section 1. You will hear a woman talking to a man about joining a
drama club. First you have some time to look at questions 1 to 6.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

You will see that there is an example that has been done/or you. On
this occasion only, the conversation relating to this will be played
first.
Man: Hello. Robert Gladwell speaking.
Woman: Oh hi. My name's Chloe Martin. r was given your name and
phone number by Ben Winters. I work with him and he said you're a
member of Midbury Drama C~ub.

Man: Great! We're verv short of people who can do that, so that
would be really good. There are a lot of people who like making
scenery so we get plenty of help with that, but we haven't got
enough people to do the lights at the moment so if you think you
can do that or you have any Mends who would like to, do bring
them along. We can show you what to do if you haven't got any
experience.
Woman: Mm ... I'll have to think about it. So do you meet in the
theatre?
Man: We do our performances in The lvlanor Theatre but we only
hire that for the nights of the actual pertormances. (5} We meet to
rehearse every Tuesday evening in the community hall. We rent a
room there.
Woman: Oh, I'm not sure where that is. I'll be coming by car
because! don't live in the town centre.
Man: It's in Ashburton Road. As you're corninq towards the centre
down Regent Street, you need to turn left at the crossroads.
Woman: Oh, I know, there's a big car park down there, just before
you get to a hotel. {6) lt's on the other side of the road from the
sports centre.

Man: Yes, I am.

Man: That's it. That's the closest place to leave your car and you
don't have to pay in the evening to park there. We meet at 7.30 and
we usually finish by 9.30or10.

Woman: Well, I've just moved to the area and I'm keen to join a
drama club.

Woman: OK!

Man: Great! Yes,! can give you some information. We're one of
the oldest drama clubs in the area as (Example) the dub started in
1957. We now have about 60 members. Our youngest member is
ten and our oldest member is 78.

The year the drama club started was 1957, so '1957' has been
written in the space. Now we shall begin. You should answer the
questions as you listen because you will not hear the recording a
second time. Listen carefullyand answe1· questions 1 to 6.
[repeat]
Woman: I think I saw a picture in the newspaper the other day of
some of your members being presented with a prize.
Man: Yes, (1) the youth section did very well in a competition and
won £100 which will he!p with their next production. Anyway, tell
rne a bit more about yourself.
Woman: Well, I've done a bit of acting. I was in a couple of musicals
when 1 was at university and a historical play more recenUy.
Man: (2} Mm ... we mainly do comedy plays. We get good
audiences for that kind ot thing. We haven't attempted a musical
yet, but we might do one soon.
Woman: Oh! When do you usually meet?
Man: On Tuesdays.
Woman: Presumably l'll need to do an audition?
Man: Yes, there were a few auditions last Tuesday and we'll be
doing more at our next meeting which is in two weeks' time,
(3) that's on Tuesday the 12th of March. There'll pe another
opportunity two weeks after that which will be
the 26th of March.

on

Woman: Oh, well I can come to your next meeting. And ff I don't get
an acting part in a play, I'd be happy to help with something else.
(4) I've designed publicity before.
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Beforeyou hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 7 to 10.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]
• • •• • • •• • • •••

• • • • • • • ••• • •••

• • • • • • • • • • •••
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Now listen and answer questions 7 to JO_
Man: I haven't mentioned that we have to make a charge.
(7) Eve1yone pays a subscription of £180 to be a member for a
year. You can pay for the whole year at once or you can pay £15
every month. It works out the same. There are reductions for
retired people and under-1 Ss but I don't think you come into either
category?
Woman: No. I'm 26!
Man: Oh! That fee covers a!I the costs like photocopylng of scripts
and producing the posters but (8) it excludes the costumes for
the performances. We ask people to pay for the hire of those
themselves. It does mean they look after them properly as they
know they won't get their deposit back otnerwlse.
Woman: Mm ... can I come along to the next meeting then?
Man: Of course. We'd love to see you. And if you want to know
more about how we run the auditions or the next play we're doing,
why don't you give our secretary a ring? She'll be really pleased to
help you.
Woman: What's her name?
Man: It's Sarah Sawdicott (9) That's S-A-W-D-t-C-0 double T.
Woman: Got that. And her phone number?
Man: I've only got a mobile number for her. Um ... just a minute ...
let me find it. Ahl (10} It's 07955 240063.
Woman: Great. Thanks for your help.

That is the end of section 1. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.

Fergus: Right, so can you give us a few ideas about what classes
people might do there? Is it all art classes?

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Jasmine: Um, well, there are some very good art classes, but
there are lots of other things going on as well. So, for example,
there's 'Learn Salsa!' with Nina Salina's team. They say that salsa
is an easy dance to learn. It's also an excellent form of exercise,
according to Nina, and (16) that class is for both men and women.
of course. It's ideal for beginners and what they call 'refreshers'.
That's £100 for ten sessions.

Now turn to section 2.

~

LISTENING SECTION 2

You will hear a radio programme in which a presenter called
Jasmine tells her colleague Fergus about a charity. First you have
some time to look at questions 11 to 15.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions I 1 to I 5.
Fergus: And now here's Jasmine, who's come to tell us about this
week's charity.
Jasmine: Hi Fergus. This week I'm going to talk about Forward
thinking and their plans for the Colville Centre.
So, in recent years people have realised how useful the arts can be
within healthcare. (11) The idea behind Forward thinking is to use
the arts to promote we!lbelng. The charity develops projects for
people with special needs and health oroblems. and also delivers
training to healthcare professionals in using the arts, as well as
supplying them with information and advice. Forward thinking
doesn't just run art and craft classes to distract people who are
ill, or recovering from illness, but arranges longer-term projects
and courses, as it's been shown that the arts can brtng all sorts
of positive changes in patients, including (12) benefits such as
shortening the length of stay in hospital and reducing the amounts
of medicine they need.
Fergus: I see.
Jasmine: Forward thinking has experience of working with a broad
range of people from young adults with !earning difficulties to older
people in homes or daycare centres, and people with physical
disabilities.
The organisation's been around since 1986, and it gradually
expanded during the 1990s. Then, in the new millennium, it was
decided to find a memorable name, {13) so it's been operating as
Forward thinkina for several years, er, in fact since 2005.
It's quite a locally based charity, mainly for people in (i4) the
southern part of this region, which includes all rural and urban
communities outside the city of Clifton, which has its own
organisation. There are of course some similar charities in other
parts of the country, in London and so on.

Then another class is called 'Smooth Movers'. It's with Kevin
Bennett and (17) it's for you if you don't have the same energy
levels as you used to when you were a teenager. It's a gentle
exercise class, geared to the needs of whoever is in the group in a
particular session. And Kevin is qualified to teach classes to people
getting over injuries and so on, and balance training. That's £60 for
ten sessions.
Then there's a day called 'Art of the Forest', with Jamie Graham,
where you discover Upper Wood, a short walk from the Colville
Centre, and learn how to design in 3-D with natural materials. It's an
unusual and exciting way to be creative.
Jamie is an artist, with a background also as a country park ranger.
(18) For this day, youngsters must be accompanied by a parent or
guardian and the costs are: adults £40. under-14s £10, but it's best
value at £80 for a family of four.
The next one is 'The Money Maze', and this is (19) a series of talks
by Peter O'Reilly, an Independent Financial Adviser. He gives advice
on family finances. things like everything parents need to know
about managing the costs of bringing up children, sending them to
university, and actually, also, about care for elderly relatives. It's £10
per talk, which will all go to support Forward thinking.
And as a final example of what's on offer, there's 'Make a Play'.
(20} That's for 8-14s and this activity is such a hit that it usually
sel!s out within days of being announced. Basically what you do is
write, rehearse and perform a play in just two days and it doesn't
require any previous experience. l gather there's lots of fun and
silliness along the way and the best bit perhaps is that there's a
performance for family and friends at the end. It's just £50 for two
days,
Fergus: Pretty good range of activities, I think. And all raising
money for a good cause.
Jasmine; Yes! And the all-important contact details are: co!ville@
forwardthinking.org.uk or write to me ...

That is the end of section 2. fou now have half a minute to check

your answers.
Fergus: Mm. And what's the present fundraising

in aid of?

Jasmine: Yeah. Well, the charity needs funding in order to buy the
Colville Centre. This is a former village school, which was built in
1868. It was modernised and refurbished by the present owners
last year, so (15) it's idea! for art classes and for small social events.
performances, seminars and so on. Forward thinking is fund-raising
to purchase the building so they can use it to continue running
classes an~I so on for the general public and eventually also for
some of the people they help.

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now turn to section 3.

•nw

LISTENING SECTION 3

You will hear two students talking to their tutor about a Geography
trip. First you have some time to look at questions 21 to 26.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

l\IJ

Before you hear the rest of the talk, you have some time to look at
questions 16 to 20.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 21to26.
Tutor: Now, Stefan and Lauren. You worked together on the
assignment for your Urban Geography course, didn't you? l know
. you made a plan of what you were going to do before you went on
the field trip. Did you stick to it?

Now listen and answer questions 16 to 20.

Test 3 Transcript
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Stefan:

More or lessl

Tutor: OK. So where did you start?
Stefan: Well, first of all we selected one area of the city to work in
-we decided on the centre - and we looked in detail at how it has
been developed by doing a survey,
Lauren: Yeah ... (21) We did that by walking round and dividing the
area into different categorles such as residential, commercJal and
Industrial so we could record land use. We're going to find some
maps from 50 years ago and from 100 years ago so we can look at
what has changed.
Tutor: Good! So that gives you a foundation. Then what did you do?

Lauren; I thought it was really important to talk to people so we
carried out a survey on how people usually travelled into the city.
(26) We asked them about their usual means of transport.
Stefan: We found out that it varied according to why people were
travelling - it they were employed in the city they wanted to get
there quickly but if they were coming in for their leisure time they
didn't mind using the bus.
Lauren: That's all we had time for while we were there.

Before you heat the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 27 to 30.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Stefan: Um, I was interested in looking at how polluted the city was.
Lauren: I thought that was too general a topic and would be difficult
to check. But Stefan persuaded me and actually it was quite
interesting because before we started, we assumed that a lot of the
pollution problems would be caused by industry.
Stefan: In fact, most otthe industrial development has been on the
outskirts and most pollution is caused by the traffic which passes
through the city centre every day. (22) There are five major road
junctions around the edge of the city so we set up equipment to
check the air quality on each of those three times on one day.
Lauren: In the morning and evening, which is when most journeys
are made in and out of the city, and at 2.30 in the afternoon.
Stefan: {23} On the same day. we went to the two busiest junctions
in the morning and evening to calculate the traffic flow into the city.
Tutor: Right.
Stefan: We'll be able to produce some graphs from the figures we
collected.
Lauren: Yeah.
Tutor: Presumably you then looked at where all these cars ended
up?
Lauren: l thought we should look at why people were coming into
the city - um, whether it was for employment or education or leisure
activities but Stefan thought that would be too difficult.
Stefan: Because most people were in cars it would be hard to ask
them. {24) So we decided to spend an afternoon examining the
parking facilitie_§i available instead. We established the capacity of
each car park and we spent an afternoon counting cars in and out
so we have an idea oi how long people spend in the city centre.
Tutor: So do you have evidence that most journeys are made by car
within the city centre?
Stefan: We checked local government statistics to see if that was
true but they were inconclusive.

Now listen and answer questions 27 to 30.
Tutor: OK. So shall we talk about what you're going to do next and
how you're going to divide the tasks up? How are you going to
present the data you've got?
Stefan: Well, some of the information can be presented as graphs
or maps.
Lauren: (27) I'm quite good at the software.
Stefan: You'd better do that then, Lauren. I'll help you check all the
statistics before you start.
Lauren: OK.
Tutor: Um, it's good to present as much as you can visually. Is there
anything else you can use as visuals?
Stefan: Mm ... we've got a lot of photographs which we can go
through.
Tutor: Aha.
Lauren: Er, we both took them so some will be duplicated. It's going
to take ages to go through them alf. Maybe one of us should just
choose some.
Tutor: (28} lt's better if you collaborate. That way you'll end up with
the best of what you've got.
Lauren: That's fine, we'll do that.
Tutor: And, er, when the graphs and maps are done, (29) you'll need
to wdte a report. an analysis of the data. Will you do that together?
Stefan: I think that should be my responsibrlity if we're going to
share the work out evenly. 1 can use some of Lauren's notes as well
as my own.
Tutor: OK. And finally, you'll be presenting your project to the rest of
the group in a couple of weeks' time.
Lauren: We thought it'd be better for Stefan to do that as he's got
more experience at that kind of thing.

Lauren: Everything is quite close together in the city centre and
there are wide pavements so you would expect people to walk from
one place to another.

Tutor: (30) ! would prefer to have input from both of you as I have to
do an assessment.

Stefan: So we chose a number of locations and (25) we noted how
many pedestrians passed a particular spot.

Stefan: We'll take turns then. We'll divide it into sections and talk
about a few th[ngs each.

Tutor: Um, how did you choose where to do that?

Tutor: Good. You'll find it easi~r, Lauren, than doing a presentation
on your own. Well, if you need to ask me any more questions while
you're working on this, email me. I look forward to seeing what you
produce.

Stefan: Oh, we stood at two places In the business district, one
in the shopping area and the other was in an area where there are
more tourists.

Tutor; Right.
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Lauren and Stefan: Thanks!

Now I want to explain a little about the industrial processes which
had preceded the great breakthrough in Germany in 1708. That's
when the formula for porcelain was discovered, a secret that
had been held in China for a thousand years. In the Midlands,
in England, as elsewhere, there had basically been two kinds of
pottery. The first was known, is still known, as 'earthenware'.

~f#That is the end of section 3. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.

8 [Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]
.Now

turn to section 4.

-~

8

LISTENING SECTION 4
You will hear a lecturer giving the beginning of a talk on the history
ofBrittshpottery. First you have some time to look at questions
31to40.

•

[Pause the recording for one rninute.]

€tNow listen carefully and answer questions 31 to 40.
Lecturer. Thank you for coming to this series of talks. Before

G' talk in detail about the experiments and innovations of the
British ceramicists, I'd like to give you a summary of the social
8 and manufacturing background in which they lived and worked.
·

So, we're talking about England, or more specifically, the region
known as 'The Midlands', and we need to go back, mainly to the
eighteenth century and, briefly, even earlier, to put it in a global
context.

Now this was a bit rough and ready, but it was deservedly popular
for several reasons. To start with, it was relatively cheap, so it could
be used by most households. This was because (36} it could be
made from local clay without any complicated processing or added
materials. (37) From the potter's point of view there was another
reason for its cheapness. This was that it could be fired in simple
ovens, or kilns. and at relatively low temperatures, so he didn't
have to spend so much money on fuel to achieve the necessary
heat. On the other hand, after one firing in the kiln, the problem with
earthenware was that it remained porous so had limited usefulness.
So for most purposes (38) it had to go back in the kiln for a second
firing before it became waterproof.

e

And another thing was that it was extremely breakable - I mean,
before it had even been sold. I suppose the potter wouldn't have
minded so much if people just had to keep coming back for
more every time they broke a jug or whatever! - but it was very
inconvenient because it meant there was a lot of (39} wastage in the
course of the manufacturing process.

8

Anyway, for all these reasons, if people could afford it, and that
would be all but the very poor, they would buy (40) stoneware, a
much tougher product.

8

Now, at that period (31) the maiority of the population, whatever
their station in life, as you might say, were dependent for their living,
$in one way or another, not on the geographical location of where
tl1ey lived, but on the physical characteristics of the actual land they
lived on. This is true, whether we're talking about the aristocracy,
the owners of great estates, who incidentally had no snobbery
~~about the concept of making money from all the reserves of coal,
'=' or timber, or stone on their rolling acres, or the farmers making a fat
living from the rich soils. And besides these groups, and the less
affluent ones, (32} the deposits of iron ore and lead. the limestone
and flint and the brown and yellow clays also sustained the
numerous industries in the area.

ai

tt's important to recognise that it was already an industrial region,
~and had been so for centuries. There were many Midland trades,
some of them indigenous, some of them not. For example,
(D (33) there were immigrants from France who came as early as the
late sixteenth century and they were producers of glass. A century
elater, there is plenty of evidence that the variety of trades was
enormous: there was brewing in Burton-on-Trent; silk-weaving
., and ribbon-making near Coventry; framework knitting around
~Nottingham. And of course, (34) in Cheshire men dug the salt. as
we still do nowadays even, which in that era was sent downriver to
•
he estuary of the Mersey.
tili!>

Now, for this, the potter used a slightly more expensive raw
material, which was made by combining clay and fllnt and this
mixture was fired at a far higher heat, with the result that the
ingredients vitrified, that is to say, in effect the whore thing became
glassy and because of this it was non-porous, and naturally, this
was regarded as a great advance.
Well, that's the situation in the eighteenth century. Are there any
questions at this stage? OK. So, now we can go on to look at the
age of innovation.

That is the end of section 4. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

That is the end of the listening test. In the IELTS test you would
now have 10 minutes to transferyour answers to the Listening
Answer sheet .

~Now, among these well-established trades, one of the oldest of the
'@l' local crafts was pottery. As you will probably be aware, ceramics
has always been a mix of science, design and skill, and a good
t!ipotter is in a sense an experimental chemist, trying out new mixes
and glazes, and needing to be alert to the impact of changes of
9temperature on different types of clay. For two hundred years, up
to the time we are concerned with, {35) potters had been making
,.~~ butterpots and pitchers and patterned plates, using the clay which
Vwas plentiful in the area where they lived - in a handful of North •
Staffordshire villages dotted along the low hills.
I

•

•
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LISTENING SECTION 1
Questions 1-10
1 Oskar
2 52C
Distraction 5: This is his neighbour's address, fo:r delivery
3 Avenue

19 F
Distraction I, D and G cannot be the correct answer because
from the crossroads you don't have to walk through the woods to
get to them.
20 B

LISTENING SECTION 3

4 cash
Distraction 'will you be paying by debit card or credit card? ...
Well, er, I don't have any cards yet. I'll have some shortly ... '

21 A

5 city

22 H

6 Living
Distraction '664? That's, um, not "Home Office"?'

23 B

7 collect

25 D

8 green

26 E

9 lock

27 B
Distraction A: 'store room' is a cupboard for objects, not a
shop; C: she mentions people she didn't know: 'I mistook some
important visitor for a colleague, because I didn't know who
anyone was' but there is no mention of being asked to meet
'visitors'.

10 3rd October I 3 October I October 3
Distraction 'today's the 29th of September'; 'I'll drop in
tomorrow morning to pay'

LISTENING SECTION 2
Questions 11-20
11/12 AID (in any order).
Distraction B: not 'unusual' because these are 'events you
would expect a museum to have'; C: again, not unusual because
'sheep, cows and hens ... are much the same as those you see on
modem farms'; E: not 'unusual' because 'All the buildings are
filled with furniture, machinery and objects. You may be able to
see these in other museums ... '. ·
13/14 C/E (in any order).
Distraction A: You can buy sweets, not bread: ' ... you can
watch a demonstration of someone making bread, ... oldfashioned sweets for sale'; B: Although 'you can watch horses
being exercised in the old stables', there is no suggestion that
visitors can ride them; D: You can buy stationery: 'There's a
stationer's shop which sells ... all available for purchase by
visitors' but the posters are part of a demonstration and there
is no mention of them being for sale: 'Upstairs in the same
building, a printer demonstrates the production of posters .. .'.

15 E: After the crossroads the exhibition centre is the larger of two
buildings on either side of the path.
Distraction D is the smaller of the two so it cannot be the
correct answer.
16 A

I

17 C: The path crosses the railway line to get to the farmhouse. You
can get to all the other buildings without crossing the railway
line.

18 H
Distraction G cannot be the correct answer because the coal
mine is just in front of the entrance.
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Questions 21-30

24 G

28 A
Distraction B: Cressida didn't see this as 'fortunate':
"Unfortunately it meant I spent the next three days stuck in the
editing suite'; C: Cressida went with the reporter who did the
interview: c ••• when the senior reporter needed someone to go
out with him when he went to interview a junior minister, I got to
go along' but this was so she could do the 'technical side', there
is no suggestion she did any interviewing.

29 B
Distraction A: There is no mention of the business side of
things; C: She doesn't say she needs to improve her teamwork,
in fact she is pleased with it: ' ... I feel much more confident ... I
did actually make a contribution'.
30 C: The rest of Cressida's speech explains that the disagreement
was about the actions of the presenter, which she found to be
unethical.
Distraction A: This contradicts the statement: 'this wasn't
some public relations expert'; B: The end of the same sentence
also contradicts the statement: 'this wasn't ... or government
professional spokesperson'.

USTENING SECTION 4
Questions 31-40
violin
.32

blues
33 steel I metal
Distraction not 'traditional gut' which is what oilier guitars used

34 Frying Pan I frying pan
~
._ 35 magnets
i~'it\36 plastic
'•«",
Distraction It is compared to guitars made of wood.

fl~if)37 solid
Distraction 'All previous guitars had been hollow ... '
~jl38 mass production
~939 Precision I precision
40 gold

•

REA.DING PASSAGE 1
Questions 1-13
(The table is arranged in a logical way, but the information is not in
exactly the same order as it is given in the passage.)

•

1 identical: The first paragraph says 'The students' performance
ends up looking just like a monkey's. It's practically [=almost]
identical' .
2 balls of paper: The sixth paragraph says' ... showed it two
groups of balls of paper ... changed the quantities' (although the
text mentions 'siblings' and 'brothers', the experiment did not
use other chicks).
female: The last paragraph says 'researchers in America found
that female coots appear to calculate' (the text also mentions 'an
intruder', but it was the 'counting' behaviour/behavior of the
coots that the researchers were interested in).
fruit flies: The second paragraph says 'tempted salamanders with
two sets of fruit flies held in clear tubes'.

e 5 mosqultofish: The third paragraph says 'studies of mosquitofish,
which instinctively join the biggest shoal'.

0
•

fi

6 surface area: The fourth paragraph says 'The team arranged
these shapes so that they had the same overall [=total] surface
area and 1 uminance ["" brightness J .. .'.
7 sugar water: The fifth paragraph says 'two chambers - one
which contained sugar water, which they like, while the other
was empty.... The bees quickly learned ... the correct chamber'.

@It (Questions
•

8-13 come in the same order as the information in the

passage.)

· 8 TRUE: The first paragraph says 'rhesus monkeys and university
students ... had to decide which set contained more objects.
... monkeys, like humans, make more errors when two sets of
ti} objects are close in number'; primates are defined in the second
paragraph: 'Humans and monkeys are mammals, in the animal
~~
family known as primates.'
•

~

9 FALSE: The fifth paragraph says 'the number of shapes
[=how many shapes, not the actual shape of individual
numerals]'.
10 NOT GIVEN: Although the sixth paragraph says 'If chicks
spend their first few days surrounded by certain objects', this is
a general statement, not how long the experiment lasted; 'threeand four-day-old chicks' tells us the age of the chicks, but it does
not say that the experiment took place on two days; we do not
know whether it was repeated on more than one day.
11 TRUE: The sixth paragraph says that these were almost newborn
'three- and four-day-old chicks' and that they 'scuttled [=ran] to
the larger quantity at a rate well above chance. They were doing
some very simple arithmetic, claim the researchers'.
12 NOT GIVEN: Although the last paragraph says 'Animals on the
prowl ... decide which tree has the most fruit, or which patch of
flowers will contain the most nectar' and that this would be an
'obvious advantage[s] of numeracy', we are not told whether any
researchers have carried out experiments involving the animals
searching for these foods .
13 TRUE: The last paragraph says 'female coots appear to calculate
... and add any in the nest laid by an intruder[= another bird]'.

READINGPASSAGE~
Questions 14-26
14 vi: 'The facts, however, do not justify our unease.'
15 L ' ... a squall ]= storm] of conflicting initiatives ... It's a squall
that dies down and then blows harder from one month to the
next.'

16 v: ', .. there's nothing quite like plastic.'
17 iii: ' ... there is one law of plastic that ... prevails over [= is more
important than] all others ... : a little goes a long way ... And in
the packaging equation, weight is the main issue ... '

18 vii: 'To target plastic on its own is to evade the complexity of the
issues.'
19 C: Paragraph E says ' ... explains that in fact they found apples
in fours on a tray covered by plastic film needed 27 per cent less
packaging in transportation than those sold loose [=not wrapped
before they are sold]'.
20 A: Paragraph B says 'It is being left to the individual
conscience'.
21 B: Paragraph C says ' ... in the UK, waste in supply chains [=the
way goods get from producer to consumer] is about 3 per cent'.
22 D: Paragraph E says 'the hunger ]= desire] to do something
quickly is diverting effort away from more complicated
questions' .
23 A: Paragraph E says 'Plastic as a lightweight food wrapper is
now built in as the logical thing .. _ It only makes sense if you
have a structure [i.e. social structure, society] such as exists now.'
24 industrial (Paragraph A)
25 indestructible (Paragraph A)
26 seasons (Paragraph A)
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READING

PASSAGE 3
Questions 27-40
27 A: The first paragraph says 'intelligence involves the capacity ...
to adapt to one's environment'.
Distraction B: There is no suggestion in the text that we change
behaviour according to what other people do; C: The word
'environment' is used in this text in a more abstract way, i.e.
'surroundings'; D: Although the text states that the 'capacity ...
to learn from experience' is one feature of intelligence and we
can suppose that coping with 'unexpected setbacks' would be
one outcome of learning from experience, which is one feature of
intelligence, this is not stated anywhere in the text.
28 B: The second paragraph says 'The former group
['psychometricians' in the previous paragraph] has examined the
issue by determining how children's abilities on a wide range of
tasks intercorrelate, or go together.'
Distraction A: Although there is a wide range of 'tasks', there
is no suggestion that any of them are 'cooperative'. However,
psychometricians are interested in how the individual tasks
'intercorrelate, or go together'; C: The text on1y states that
psychometricians have used statistics in their research, not that
they use mathematical models to predict results; D: 'Common
sense' [= good practical, logical abilities] is not the same as
'general intelligence' [overall intellectual abili~].
29 D: The third paragraph says 'studies of age-related changes ...
For instance, ... Hom and Cattell ... fluid abilities peak in early
adult life, whereas crystallised abilities increase up to advanced
old age'.
Distraction A: Horn and Cattell didn't argue with each other.
Instead they 'argued for' something [ = they put forward the
idea]; B: It is true that 'Their research concerned both linguistic
and mathematical abilities' (tests of 'mental manipulation of
abstract symbols' and 'comprehension and information') but this
is not why Horn and Cattell are mentioned; C: Their research
was about certain special skills, but not general intelligence.
30 JB: The fifth paragraph says 'the focus should be on the
thinking processes involved rather than on levels of cognitive
achievement'.
Distraction A: In fact the text tells us the opposite: 'a second
element concerns the notion that development proceeds ... in a
set order'; C: The text does not tell us what materials he used,
only that his work was 'backed up by observations'; D: The text
does not describe exactly the range of either ages or intelligence.

31 NO: The first paragraph says 'quite difficult to define[= what is
meant by] in unambiguous terms and unexpectedly controversial
[=

people disagree about it]'.

32 YES: The second paragraph says 'general measures of
intelligence tend to have considerable powers .... Nevertheless,
it is plain that it is not at all uncommon for individuals to be very
good at some sorts of task and yet quite poor at some others' . i
33 NO: The third paragraph says the test suggests the opposite of
the statement: 'Crystallised abilities' which are 'assessed by tests
of comprehension ... increase up to advanced old age', whereas
'Fluid abilities ... that require mental manipulation of abstract
symbols' 'by contrast ... peak in early adult life'.
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34 YES: The fourth paragraph says 'These findings seemed to
suggest a substantial lack of continuity l= a big difference]
between infancy and middle childhood. However, it is important
to realise that the apparent discontinuity [== what appears to be a
difference] will vary according to which of the cognitive skills
were assessed in infancy.'

35 NOT GIVEN: In the fifth paragraph we are told Piaget was
influential regarding both ('immense body of research' and
'subsequent thinking') but there is no mention that either one of
these things had a bigger impact than the other.
36 NO: The last paragraph says 'his view that the child is an active
agent of learning ... has stood the test of time ]= it is still
respected}', even if the previous paragraph states that 'most of
his concepts have had to be ... radically revised, or rejected'.
The summary outlines the ideas in the fourth paragraph.
37 C: verbal: 'verbal abilities are more important later on'.
38 A: adult: 'It has been found that tests of coping with novelty do
predict later intelligence' (the text does not deal with 'academic
ability' in particular).
Note: 'academic ability' is the natural collocation, not 'academic ~intelligence'
39 E: inquisitive: 'their interest in and curiosity about the
environment'.
40 I: unfamiliar: 'the extent to which this is applied to new
situations'.

WRITING TASK 1
Model answer
Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.
The graph compares the percentage of their income which people
in the UK and USA spend on petrol. From the data, we can see
two clear differences.
Firstly, the difference between the poorest 10% and the richest
10% is greater in the lJK than in the USA. In the former, the
poorest spend less than 0·5% of their income on petrol, suggesting
that they do not use cars very much, and the richest spend around
3%. By contrast, in the US, the poorest spend around 4-5% while
the richest spend between 2 and 3%. This suggests that virtually
everyone in the USA uses a car sometimes. Secondly, in the USA
it is also noticeable that the percentage of income spent by the
poor can be twice that spent by the rich. However, in the UK,
the percentage spent rises quite steeply for the poorer members
of the population but then remains almost constant apart from
the very richest, where it falls again. In both countries people on
middle incomes spend about the same percentage. Overall, the
percentage of income spent on fuel generally gets higher in the
UK, the more you earn, whereas it decreases in the US.

~~WRITING TASK 2
Model answer
@;~

"<s!§J Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.

e

Using the Internet has become a normal part of everyday life for
many people. They use it to book airline tickets, or to access news
about world events, or to follow the fortunes of their favourite
•
football club. Millions of people across the world belong to social
networking groups where they keep in touch with their friends
~~ and, if they live away from them, their family, In my opinion these
are all good ways to use the Internet.
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When it comes to finding out information there are some very
good sites where it is possible to check, for example, someone's
biographical details or statistics about global warming. However,
information from the Internet should be used with caution,
because although there are many reliable sites, such as academic
journals and well-known newspapers, there are also unreliable
ones, so it is important to check where information originates
from before using it.
Some students use websites which offer ready-made assignments.
This is not a good idea, even if you ignore the fact that it is
cheating, because such websites may contain factual errors or
biased views. In a recent case, a student found herself in serious
trouble when she submitted an essay from one of these sites only
to discover that it was about Austria, not Australia, but had an
error in the title.
Nevertheless, it is nowadays possible for people all over the world
to study or do business on an equal footing, in a way that was
unimaginable only a few years ago. On the whole I believe that
the Internet is an excellent way both to communicate and to find
information, as long as it is used intelligently.
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TEST 4
~

TRANSCRIPT
LISTENING SECTION 1

You will hear a number of different recordings and you will have
to answer questions on what you hem: There will be time for you to
read the instructions and questions and you will have a chance to
check your work. All the recordings will be played once only. The
test is in four sections. At the end of the test you will be given ten
minutes to transfer your answers ta an answer sheet. Now turn to
section I.
Section 1. You will hear a woman who works in afurniture store
taking a telephone order from a man. First you have some time to
look at questions I to 5.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

You will see that there is an example that has been done for you. On
this occasion only, the conversation relating to this will be played
first.
.
Sally: Good afternoon. Megequip. This is Sally speaking. How may
I help you?
Oskar; Oh hello. Um, I'd like to order some items from your
catalogue.
Sally: Yes, Are you an existing customer?
Oskar: Er, no. I've onty just moved here from South Africa. But I
picked up your winter catalogue in the city centre yesterday.
Sally: Flne. The winter catalogue is our current one. As you're a new
customer, I need to take a few details from you.

Oskar: Well, er, f don't have any cards yet. I'll havesome snortlv,
but I want these things this week if possible. (4) Could l come to the
store and pay cash in advance?
Sally; Well, I guess so. l'll make a note. I'm afraid that payment
method doesn't entitle you to a discount.
Oskar: No, I didn't expect one for that. But what about my
address? It says on the cover of the catalogue Sally: Oh yes, you're right. Of course (5) York Terrace is within the
city so you get free delivery and 5% discount on your order.
Oskar: Oh, good.

Before you hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 6 to 10.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 6 to 10.
Sany: So what would you Ilke to order? You have our current
catalogue, you say?
Oskar: Yes. I need three things for the room where I study - my
office; I guess. Um, the most urgent ls a desk lamp, Is your
catalogue, number 664 in stock?
Sally: 664? That's, um, not 'Horne Office'? (6) It's
section of the catalogue?
'

in the 'Living'

Oskart It is. I want a small one that clips onto the edge of the desk.
Sally: Yes, no problem. In which colour?
Oskar: I'd like the greyish-coloured one, please.

The customer is using the winter catalogue, so 'winter' has been
written in the space. Now we shall begin. You should answer the
questions as you listen because you will not hear the recording a
second time. Listen carefully and answer questions 1 to 5.

Sally: Oh you mean the shade we call 'slate'. Yes, it's a nice colour.
Oskar: And, urn, I wondered, could I get that when I come in to pay
rather than waiting for delivery? I really need to be able to read at
night and the lights in this flat are useless.

[repeat]
Sally; Yes, I'm sure that'll be OK. (7} I'll note down that's 'customer will collect'. What else did you want?

Oskar: Sure.
Sa!ly: Your name is?
Oskar: Oskar Greening. That's (i) Oskar with a 'K'.
Sally: 0-S-K-A-R?

Oskar: Well, I need a chair which gives good support when I'm
using my computer. I saw one in your 'Home Office' section and I
think it would suit me. It's on page 45, item number, oh, um, 129.
Sally: Um, yes?

Oskar: Yes.
Sally: Greening. And your address?

Oskar: And it's fully adjustable, isn't it?

Oskar: Um, York Terrace.

Sally: Let me see. Height, yes, back, yes, I'm not sure aboutthe
arms though.

Sally: Here in the city?

Oskar: Oh, that could be a problem ... I'm very tall.

Oskar: Yes.

Sally: What about 131 on the same page? That has adjustable
arms, seat, everything!

Sally: What number?
Oskar: It's

a flat. {2)

Number 52C.

Sally: C. Got that. And would that be the same address for
delivery?
Oskar: Um, no, actually,11'm out all day. But my neighbour can take
delivery at number 5 York (3) Avenue. It's just round the corner.
Sally: OK, fine, number 5, I've got that. And will you be paying by
debit card or credit card?

Oskar: (8) But can I get that in the same colour, I mean the green.
like the one it shows?
Sally; Oh, they all come in the full range of coloilirs.
I

Oskar: OK, so I'll go for 131 in green then.
Sally: Mm ... I think you'll like that. My brother's very tall and he
uses one. We can make sure there's one on the delivery van to you
early next week.
Oskar: Oh good, thanks. And so, lastly, I need a filing cabinet for
my documents. A little filing cabinet. With two drawers?

21 2
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Salty; OK. Two drawers. Do you want the ordinary one or the
lockable one? It's an extra twenty pounds.
Oskar: Sorry, what's that?
Sally: {9} You can have it with

a lock,

which ls more secure.

Oskar: Oh, yes, please.
Sally: OK ... so that's number 153.
Oskar: It doesn't by any chance come in slate, does it?
Sally: Well, it's similar. But the commercial office furniture doesn't
come in so many shades.
Oskar: So it's grey?
Sally: That's right
Oskar: Fine, that'll do.

Sally: Now, about delivery. The two items will probably come at

•

different times as we have the chair in stock here so our van will
bring It, as I said. (10) The filing cabinet will be coming direct from
London, so - today's the 29th of September, say, not more than
four days, that'll be delivered on or before the 3rd of October. You'll
have them both within four days .

.'

Oskar: That's fine. I'll drop in tomorrow morning to pay and get the
lamp. Um, thanks for all your help.
Sally: Thank you for your order. Let me know if we can do anything
else for you.
Oskar: Thank you. l will. Bye.
Sally; Bye.

but! use traditional methods to care for them. You will also be able
to see a blacksmith and a printer, as well as other craftspeople. If
you talk to them, you'll be able to find out what life was realty like
i 50 years ago. Our programme of activities during the year has
guided walks, an agricultural fair and all the other events you would
expect a museum to have, but remember: here you experience
them in the real surroundings.
The site is divided into different areas. The main building contains
our High Street which is a street of 19th-century shops, offices
and some homes. There's a stationer's shop which sells a range of
specially selected cards, prints and copies of Victorian stationery,
all available for purchase by visitors. Upstairs in the same building,
a printer demonstrates the production of posters, business cards
and advertising material. Across the street from the stationer's
is a clothes shop and there's a baker's where you can watch a
demonstration of someone making bread, cakes and pastries. We
also have a sweet shop which has old-fashioned sweets for sale.
(13/14} Vintage trams travel along from one end of the street to the
other. carrying visitors on their journey into the past. We will also be
visiting the farm and taking a ride on a steam train. Of course the
main form of transport in those days was the horse and you can
watch horses being exercised in the old stables. This part of Britain
was famous for coal-mining and on the site we have part of a mine
which opened in 1860 and was worked tor over a hundred years,
before closing in 1963. (13/14) Visitors can put on a hard hat and
take a ouided tour underground to see how coal was worked and to
experlence the working conditions in the early i900s.

Beforeyou hear the rest of the talk, you have some time to look at
questions 15 to 20.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

That is the end of section 1. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 scconds.]
4:.'V,)i

Now turn to section 2.

8

You will hear a man taking a group of tourists around a museum
site. First you have some time to look at questions 11 to 14.

~

LISTENING SECTION 2

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 11 to 14.
Guide; Welcome to Brampton Museum. l'm going to tell you a little
bit about the museum first and then show you round. As you can
see, Brampton is an open-air museum. The first open-air museums
were established in Scandinavia towards the end of the 19th
century, and the concept soon spread throughout Europe and North
America and there are several in Britain, all of which tell the history
of a particular part of the country.
Brampton focuses on life during the i9th century. The site was
chosen because there were already some historic 19th-century
buHdings here and (11/12) others have been dismantled in different
parts of the region. and rebuilt on the site. This hadn't been
attempted before in these parts so we're very proud of what we
have here. All the buildings are filled with furniture, machinery and
objects. You may be able to see these in other museums but not in
their original settings. (11112) What also sets Brampton apart from
other museums is that the story of the exhibits is told not by labels
but by costumed staff like myself. I look alter sheep, cows and
hens, which are much the same as those you see on modern farms,

Now listen and answer questions 15 to 20.
Now if you'd like to look at your map, we'll begin our tour. The site
is a bit like a circle with the railway going round the edge. You can
see where we are now by the entrance and we're going to start by
walklng to the High Street (15) We'll go to the crossroads !11 the
middle of the map and go straight on. making our way between two
buildings on either side of the path. The larger one is an exhibition
centre but it's not open today, unfortunately. The other building
is offices. (16) The path leads directly to the High Street building
which is at the O.QQosite side of the site to the entrance. Here you're
free to wander around and take a ride up and down on a tram.
{17} We'll then take the path which follows the railway line
and crosses it to the farm. If you wish, you.can have tea in the
farmhouse and there'll be time to look at the animals and the
machinery. (16) Then, we cross the railway line again and visit our
special attraction which is the coal mine. It's just in front of us here
at the entrance. (19) We'U return to the crossroads and walk through
a small wooded area to the Manor House. This is one of the original
buildings on the site and belonged to a wealthy farmer. You can
look round the house and gardens and talk to our guides who can
tell you what it was like to live there. (20} We will then follow a path
which goes past the pond and will take us to the Railway Station.
which is situated between the path and the railway line. Finally we'll
take the steam train back around the site, passing alongside the
High Street and the Coal Mine back to the entrance. So if lyou'd like
to follow me ...

That is the end of section 2. fou now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now turn to section 3.

Test: 4 Transcript
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LISTENING

SECTION 3

You-will hear a conversation between Cressida, a student of
journalism, and her tutor, Dr Erskine, about a work placement that
she has recently done. First you have some time to look at questions
21to26.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

If ! asked them how to do some particular operation, they were
perfectly civil and would show me, and even say thank you for what
I did do, but I felt awkward to keep asking.

Before you hear the rest of the conversation. you have some time to
look at questions 2 7 to 3 0.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 21to26.
Dr Erskine: Well, Cressida, that was an interesting presentation you
gave yesterday on your placement at the TV news centre.
Cressida: Thank you, Dr Erskine, I did work hard on it.

Dr Erskine: Yes and (21) ;you did entertain the class. they enjoyed
your humour, but you informed them too, But I felt there was a bit of
a back story- you know, something you weren't telling us? So how
was it really?
Cressida: Yeah, well, I learnt a lot, as I said. But I think some of
the lessons weren't ones I wanted to share with the whole group.
I mean, (22} my expectations about what it would be like were too
high. I'd been fantasising a bit about what I'd be doing. I mean, it all
worked out OK in the end ... but I got off to a bad start.
Dr Erskine: Yes, I heard something similar from (23} the producer um. Ainsley Webb - who assessed your pe1iormance. He was quite
negative about some of the things you dfd, and your initial attitude,
I'm afraid. Would you like to give me your version?
Cressida: I didn't prepare properly is the main thing. On my first
morning, I hadn't checked my commuting route properly, and I
didn't notice that it says the buses don't start till six. I had to run all
the way to the studio, but I was still late, and I looked a mess.
Dr Erskine: Well, {24) better at this stage of your career than later.
To be honest, I made the same kind of mistakes when I was your
age. But anyway, as I say, I think the presentation yesterday went
extremely well, and I will bear that in mind when I grade your work
experience overall.
Cressida: Thank you for being so understanding.
Dr Erskine: Right. Now, have you completed your diary of what you
did there? (25) Professor Jenkins hasn't received it, he says.
Oressida: Um, yes, I have finished it, but I wanted to just tidy lt up
a bit Some of it was written in a bit of a hurry. I'll email lt to him this
afternoon.
Dr Erskine: OK. But I'm afraid he says this will have to be the last
time you submit late. Journalism is al! about deadlines and if you
can't manage them on your course he can't give you a diploma
saying you're competent, can he?
Cressida: Oh. Yes. I'll do it straight after this. l didn't realise.
Dr Erskine: Well, he can be a bit abrupt if he's kept waiting. It's the
one thing he really doesn't like. I'm sure everything is going to be
fine. You're getting very good grades on your work, so, as long as
you remember that.
Cressida: Yes.
Dr Erskine: Now, did you manage OK generally, do you think?
Cressida: Yeah, OK, I think. Well, it took a while to get to grips with
all the equipment. Some of It was quite old, not as fast as what we
have here in college and at first I kept thinking it was my fault+ l
wasn't pressing the rlght buttons, or something. The thing was,
none of {26) the TV centre staff asked me tf l wanted instructions.
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Now listen and answer questions 27 to 30.
Dr Erskine: Now, um, well, let's just review where you are, your
write-up, and what you're going to include going forward to next
term. First of all, did you eventually feel you were grven enough
to do?
Cressida: The first couple of days were manic, the production team
was short of staff and (27) I was rushing all over the building taking
messages tQ various people and fetching things. Of course, I didn't
know my way around, so I kept ending up in some store room or
somewhere instead of the studio I was meant to be in. Or I mistook
some important visitor for a colleague, because I didn't know
who anyone was. Then after that, things sort-of calmed down, so
sometimes I was hanging about until someone decided to give
me a chore. (28} But I had a piece of luck at the end of the week
because they got a new bit of equipment which was the same as
we have in the editing suite here and I knew how to use it, which
none of them dld, So that gave me a bit of status. Unfortunately it
meant I spent the next three days stuck in the editing suite. But by
the end, I'd shown I wasn't just a silly student, so then, when the
senior reporter needed someone to go out with him when he went
to interview a junior minister, I got to go along because he knew l
could handle the technical side.
Dr Erskine: Well, that's good.
Oresslda; Yes. Well, I know (29} I need to learn from my mtstakes.
I mean. basically I need to think more about forward planning, but
on the other hand I feel much more confident now; I did survive, I
didn't ruin anything, I did actually make a contribution, according
to the producer, {30) One thing I want to take forward to my final
assignment, though, is some reflections on ethics.
Dr Erskine: Yes?
Cressida: I had a bit of an argument with one of the senior
presenters. He was editing part of an Interview and he just changed
something someone said. When 1 questioned him he just snubbed
me. And I mean, this wasn't some public relations expert or
government professional spokesperson, it was, fike, a member of
the public, but he said 'Oh they never remember what they said
anyway'.
Dr Erskine: Mm ... you want to develop this into part of your final
assignment? It would be a very positive line. I can give you some
references.
Cressida: Oh, thanks, that would be great.

That is the end of section 3. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now t}un to section 4.

~

LISTENING

SECTION 4

•
You will hear a lecturer talking about the history of the electric
··- guitar. First you have some time to look at questions 31to40.
•

[Pause the recording for one minure.]

CD

Now listen carefully and answer questions 31 to 40.
Lecturer: During today's lecture in this series about the history of
popular music, I'm going to look at the different stages the electric
guitar went through before we ended up with the instrument we
know so we!I today.
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The driving force behind the invention of the electric guitar was
simply the search for a louder sound. In the late 1890s Orville
Gibson, founder of the Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Manufacturing
Company, (31) designed a guitar with an arched or curved top, as
is found on a violin. This made it both stronger and louder than
earlier designs but it was still hard to hear amongst other louder
instruments.

During the 1920s with the beginnings of big-band music,
commercial radio and the rise of the recording industry, the need
to increase the volume of the guitar became even more important.
Around 1925 John Dopyera came up with a solution. He designed a
guitar, known as 'The National Guitar', with a metal body which had
~
metal resonating cones built into the top. (32) It produced a brash
'lt.£1 tone which became popular with guitarists who played blues but
was unsuitable tor many bther types of music.

9
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Another way of increasing the volume was thought of in the i 930s.
The C. F. Martin Company became known for its 'Dreadnought',
(33} a large flat-top acoustic guitar that used steel strings instead of
the traditional gut ones. It was widely imitated by other makers.
These mechanical fixes helped, but only up to a point. So guitarists
began to look at the possibilities offered by the new field of
electronic amplification. What guitar players needed was a way to
separate the guitar's sound and boost it in isolation from the rest of
a band or the surroundings.

The first guitar successfully produced in large numbers was made
in 1950 by Leo Fender. His Spanish-style electric guitar, known as a
'Fender Broadcaster', had a bolt-on neck, and was initially criticised
by competitors as being very simple and lacking in craftsmanship.
Yet it was immediately successful and (38} was P-articularly suited
to mass production. spurring other guitar companies to follow
Fender's lead.
In 1951 Leo Fender revolutionised the music world yet again when
he produced an electric bass guitar. This was the first commercially
successful bass model to be played like a guitar. It was easier
tor players to hit an exact note: (39) that's why it was called 'The
Precision'. Although there had already been electric standup
basses, this was much more portable. It is now standard in the lineup of any rock band and some historians suggest that entire genres
of music, such as reggae and funk, could not exist without it.
In 1952 the Gibson company became Fender's first major
competitor when Ted McCarty created 'The Gibson Les Paul' guitar.
It was distinctive because (40) it was coloured gold. The reason
for this was to disguise the fact that it was made from two different
kinds of wood. In 1954 Leo Fender responded to this successful
instrument by introducing 'The Fender Stratocaster'. It is easily
identified by its double cutaway design and three pickups. This
model may be the most influential electric guitar ever produced.
The modem guitar as we know it was here to stay.

That is the end of section 4. fou now have half a minute to check
your answers .
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

That is the end of the listening test. In the IELTS test you would
now have 10 minutes to transfer your answers to the Listening
Answer sheet.

Guitar makers and players began experlmenting with electrical
pickups which are the main means of amplification used today. The
first successful one was invented in i93i by George Beauchamp.
(34) He introduced to the market a guitar known as The Frving Pan'
because the playing area consisted of a small round disk. The guitar
~ was hollow and was made ot aluminum and steel. (35} He amplified
"""' the sound by using a pair of horseshoe-shaped magnets. It was the
/.~. first commercially successful electric guitar.

•
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u So by the mid-1930s,

e

e

an entirely new kind of sound was born. Yet
along with its benefits, the new technology brought problems. The
traditional hol\ow body of a guitar caused distortion and feedback
when combined with electromagnetic pickups. Musicians and
manufacturers realised that a new kind of guitar should be designed
from scratch with amplification in mind.

•

In 1935 Adolph Rickenbacker produced a guitar which took his
~ name- 'The Rickenbacker Electro Spanish'. (36) It was the first
guitar produced in plastic. which, because of its weight, vibrated
less readily than wood. It eliminated the problems of earlier versions
which were plagued by acoustic feedback. 'The Electro Spanish'
had its own problems, however, because it was very heavy, smaller
A than other guitars of the period, and was quite awkward to play.
'@" Developments continued and in 1941 Les Paul made a guitar which
= he called 'The Log', and true to its name, (37} it was totally solid. All
@ previous guitars had been hollow or partly hollow. It looked slightly
strange but the next step had been made towards the modern
electric guitar.

Gt
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Key
. LISTENING SECTION 1
Questions 1-10
1 743002

18 G
Distraction E: This is not required until after the interview.

19 E
Distraction B: International Finest Group contact referees after
the interview: 'we contact your referees'; C: This was necessary
before registering interest at the beginning of the recruitment
process.

Distraction 1800 705 639 is the car hire phone number.
2 international
Distraction He is arriving at the domestic terminal.
3 (0)6.45 (a.m.) f 6.15 {p.m.) ! 18.15
Distraction 'ten past six' is when his plane lands.
4 thirty/ 30
Distraction $50 is the amount saved; $60 is the daily hire cost.

USTIEN!NG SECTION 3

5 Echo
6 credit card
Distraction He has to show his driving licence when he collects
the car.
7 seven I 7 days I one / 1 week I a week
Distraction He says he '11 only use the car on some of the days,
but he'll keep it for the whole week.
8 1,000 I a I one / 1 thousand
9 (hls/the) luggage
10 pavement

USTENING SECTION 2
Questions 11-20
UA
Distraction B: Although the conference organiser is part of'the
team which sets up ... events for all our centres', the speaker
goes on to say that 'This would mean being based full-time in our
London office'.
12

c
Distraction B: Being a chef is described as 'a popular career
choice in many parts of the world' but there is no mention of
willingness to travel abroad as an essential requirement for the
catering job.

13 B
Distraction A: Foreign languages are not mentioned as essential,
in spite of the need to travel abroad.

14

20 D
Distraction G: The "initial interview _ .. will take place by
telephone', but the candidate will go to the seminar in person.

Questions 21-30
21122 BID (in any order)
Distraction A: The tutor asks: 'So there'd be public access?'
but this is not discussed as a problem; C: Although the
student mentions time with regard to saving money: 'they
would save that much in approximately five years', no time
scale is discussed with regard to construction.
23/24 A/E (in any order)
Distraction B: Although 'drainage issues' are mentioned,
both student and tutor agree that they 'have been well
understood for quite a long time' (i.e. they are not 'recent');
C: The student talks about tank designs but not as a 'recent
development' ('fairly conventional storage tanks, the kind
that have been in use for decades'); D: They agree on the
need 'to use lightweight materials' but these do not need
to be modern. The tutor suggests 'You can even use quite
traditional ones such as wood' and the student comments that
these 'look good' and aren't 'too heavy'.
25 F
26 H
27

c

28 D
29 B
30 A

LISTENING SECTION 4
Questions 31--40

c

15 A
Distraction C: Although a degree is mentioned, it is not essential
and, in fact, the text says having lived and worked abroad is
preferable to a qualification.

16 F
Distraction A: This is what the candidate prepares and sends in,
a summary of his/her education, qualifications and career so far.

31 beach erosion
32 (fixed) camera
33 storm
34 continent
35 geology (must be spelt correctly)

36 rounded I round
Distraction E: Evidence of qualifications is not required till later,
37 spoon
after the initial interview.
Distraction 'tool' is too general.

17 A
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~38 perlllanentinarker
39 (layers of) newspaper
Distraction '(complicated) apparatus' is what you don't need.

(Ii 40

(identification) label

(fj READING PASSAGE 1
Questions 1-13

8

1 FALSE: The first paragraph says 'The Philadelphia Zoo ...
embodied ideas about how to build a zoo that stayed consistent
[= remained the same] for decades' so its ideas remained
fashionable.
2 TRUE: The first paragraph says 'The zoos came into existence
... during the transition of the United States from a rural and
agricultural nation to an industrial one'[= a trend for people to
live in urban areas].
3 NOT GIVEN: In the second paragraph we are told that natural
history studies changed ('grew into separate areas') but not how
they compared in popularity with other scientific subjects.
4 TRUE: The third paragraph says zoos became 'emblems of civic
pride on a level of importance with art museums ... '.
5 NOT GIVEN: The fifth paragraph says there was 'stagnation'
and even 'neglect' amongst zoos in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s
and that 'new zoos continued to be set up' but it doesn't say the
older zoos had to move.
6 TRUE: The sixth paragraph says 'Many zoos that had been
supported entirely by municipal budgets [= local government
money) began recruiting private financial support and charging
admission fees'.
7 R.\LSE: The seventh paragraph says that historians have paid
little attention to zoos, and there is no mention of disagreement.
S: reptiles: Paragraph four says 'as many different mammal and
bird species as possible, along with a few reptiles'.

~
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9 monkeys: Paragraph four says 'dozens of zoos built special
islands for their large populations of monkeys'.
Distraction 'rhinoceros' is also mentioned but is described as a
'rarity'.

10 habitatts): Paragraph five says 'according to their continent of
origin[= where they came from] and designing exhibits showing
animals of particular habitats'.
11 behavior I behaviour: Paragraph five says 'a few zoos arranged
some displays according to animal behavior'.

G 12 vets: Paragraph six says 'zoos began hiring full-time vets' [hiring
=employing, especially in US English].
Distraction The text says 'More projects were undertaken by
research scientists' but they are not described as being employed
by the zoos.
conservation: Paragraph six says 'increasingly, conservation
moved to the forefront of zoo agendas [= to the top of zoos' lists
of plans]'.

READING PASSAGE 2
Questions 14-26
14 E: 'they are a "cop-out" [= avoiding doing something that is
expected of you which you think is too difficult] that allow us
to continue living the way we do, rather than reducing carbon
emissions.'
15 B: 'Geoeugineering has been shown to work, at least on a small,
localised scale, for decades. May Day parades in Moscow ... to
disperse clouds.'
16 E: 'there's the daunting prospect of upkeep and repair of any
scheme ]= maintenance problems] as well as 1he consequences of
a technical failure.'
17 F: 'The main reason why geoengineering is countenanced by
the mainstream scientific community is that most researchers
have little faith in the ability of politicians to agree [=lack of
confidence in governments].'
18 A: 'while a few countries are making major strides in this regard,
the majority are having great difficulty even stemming the rate of
increase, let alone reversing it [=more success in some parts of
the world than others].'
19 birch trees: Paragraph D says 'their white bark would increase
the, amount ofrefiected sunlight' so they discourage the melting
of ice and snow.
Distraction: Evergreen pines also discourage the melting of ice
and snow but not because of their colour.
20 (Russian) rivers: Paragraph D says 'diverting Russian rivers to
increase cold-water flow to ice-forming areas'.
21 pumps: Paragraph C says 'Using pumps to carry water from
below the sea ice, the spray would come out as snow or ice
particles, producing thicker sea ice'.
22 cables: Paragraph C says 'the sort of cables used in suspension
bridges could potentially be used to divert [= prevent the ice
from travelling in one direction], rather than halt[= stop}, the
southward movement of ice'.
23 volcanic explosions: Paragraph B says 'The idea is modelled on
historical volcanic explosions'.
24 C: Paragraph E says 'I would consider geoengineering as a
strategy to employ only while we manage the conversion to a
non-fossil-fuel economy I= a short-term solution]'.
25 D: Paragraph E says 'You may bring global temperatures back ...
the tropics will be cooler than before industrialisation'.
26 A: Paragraph F says 'But human-induced climate change
has brought humanity to a position ... despite the potential
drawbacks' .
Distraction B: In paragraph C Kallio mentions a project
which is less likely to succeed than others, but Rasch, Lunt
and Sommerkorn don't compare projects; E: In paragraph E
Lunt says that projetts may go further than they expected [""
overshoot] but he doesn't say they don't know what they're
aiming at.

Test 5 Key
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READING PASSAGE 3
Questions 27-40
27 B: The first paragraph says 'this is set to challenge the widely
held view [=may revolutionise accepted ideas] that the Americas
were first colonised ... at around 10,000 BC, only moving down
into Central and South America in the millennia thereafter'.
Distraction C: Although the Bering Straits are mentioned, it is
the timescale that is the focus of this sentence, not the places
or people; A and D: there is no mention of either the 'primitive
people' or the 'variety of cultures' in the text.
28 A: The second paragraph says 'painted using the natural
undulating contours ]= curved shapes] of the rock surface,
so evoking [=reminding the viewer of] the contours of the
surrounding landscape'.
29 D: The fourth paragraph says 'the artists . _. tended not to draw
over old motifs (as often occurs with rock-art) ... '.
Distraction A: Although the text refers to 'a wide range of
subject-matter' ('the diversity of imagery and the narrative the
paintings create'), it suggests these were made by 'different
artists .. _ at different times'; B: Al though the text says 'the
paintings create' a 'narrative', it.does not suggest there is
anything 'unusual' about this; C: The text mentions different
'styles' but with regard to them being drawn on top of one
another, not in 'one' painting.
30 NO: 'Most of the mi so far discovered from the ongoing[= not
yet complete] excavations comes from the archaeologicallyimportant National Park of the Serra da Capivara in the state of
Piaui',
31 YES: 'In ancient times, this inaccessibility must have heightened
the importance of the sites, and indeed of the people who painted
on the rocks.'
32 NOT GIVEN: Although the text describes drawings of animals:
'The artists depicted the animals ... as though trying to escape
from hunting parties', there is no mention of the animals being
sacred.
33 NO: 'Due to the favourable climatic conditions, the imagery on
many panels is in a remarkable state of preservation'[= there
is little damage]; any damage is because of the 'chemical and
mineral qualities' of the rock rather than the weather.
34 YES: 'this form of natural erosion and subsequentdeposition has
assisted archaeologists in dating several major rock-art sites'.
35 NOT GIVEN: 'Along with the painted fragments, crude stone
tools were found.' (It doesn't say what they were used for.)
36 NO: 'Several North American researchers have gone further and
suggested that the rock-art from this site dates from no earlier
than about 3, 730 years ago ... '
37 C: 'the non-existence of plant and animal remains'
38 E: 'these conclusions are not without controversy ... the hearths
may in fact be a natural phenomenon, the result of seasonal
brushwood fires'

2 18
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39 A: 'where these artists originate from is also still very much
open to speculation ... some palaeo-anthropologists are now
suggesting that modem humans may have migrated from Africa
... while others suggest a more improbable colonisation coming
from the Pacific Ocean'
40 B: 'Despite the compelling evidence from South America, it
stands alone [= it is not supported]: the earliest secure human
evidence yet found in the state of Oregon in North America only
dates to 12,300 years BC.'

WRITING TASK 1
Model answer
Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.
This diagram shows that there are a number of processes
involved in the commercial production of frozen fish pies. The
main ingredients consist of fresh salmon, peas and sauce, with
sliced potatoes, and they are prepared separately. The potatoes,
which may have been delivered up to a month in advance, are
cleaned, peeled and cut into slices, The slices are boiled and
then chilled before being stored until needed. The preparation
of the fish is more labour intensive than the preparation of the
potatoes. Within twelve hours of being delivered to the factory,
the fresh fish is cooked by being steamed with lemon juice and
salt. Then the skin and bones are removed by hand and disposed
of, before a visual inspection takes place.
After this, the pies are assembled in microwaveable containers.
Peas and sauce, which have also been prepared, are added to the
fish and then the pie is covered with a layer of cooked potato
slices. The pies are then wrapped and frozen, At this point they
are ready for dispatch, or they may be stored at the factory
before being dispatched.

WRITING TASK 2
Model answer

9
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Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid .
In some parts of the world, parents encourage their children
to begin studying while they are still toddlers, using a variety
of books and computer games which teach them to count or
to learn their letters. The parents choose a first school for their
four-year-old which focuses on academic ability in order that,
by the time they enter the next school, the children are well
ahead of their age group, with high marks in important subjects
such as maths and language, or are equipped to take competitive
entrance examinations for other schools if that is relevant.

In other countries, children are at home or playschool until they
are around seven years old. They do not even begin to study
reading until then, but they listen to and tell stories, they paint
and draw, they make models and build tree houses, they swim
and play ball games, they keep fish and grow plants in the
playschool garden.
In my opinion, the question is not which method produces the
most able students, because all over the world, the majority
of those who reach university do so at around the same age,
wherever they are educated. A brilliant scientist from one
country may be working in a laboratory alongside an equally
brilliant scientist from another country and the educational
start of each career may have been in complete contrast.
Therefore, it is clear that the two approaches can both produce
able academics, all other things being equal. Nevertheless, it is
probable that one method is preferable to the other.

It seems to me that spending early childhood struggling to
acquire academic skills in a competitive atmosphere is not the
best way to produce a balanced personality. Leaming through
play and developing social skills equips a child for adult life
in essential ways that the competitive parents neglect. If the
child has academic ability, this will manifest itself as the child
develops and does not need to be forced at an early age.

Test 5 Key
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TESTS
~

TRANSCmPT
LISTENING SECTION l

You will hear a number of different recordings and you will have
to answer questions on what you hear: There will be timefor you to
read the instructions and questions and you will have a chance to
check your work. All the recordings will be played once only. The
test is in four sections. At the end of the test you will be given ten
minutes to transfer your answers to an answer sheet. Now tum to
section].
Section J_ You will hear a man talking to a woman about hiring a
car. First you have some time to look at questions I to 5.

Man: OK. Well, I'm staying near the airport the first night, sol could
go back in the morning and save a day's hire?
Woman: Yes, that'd be better. That'd save you about $50.
Man: Do you know what kind of cars they have?
Woman: Quite a variety, I think. Er, the best value should be under
$60 a day with luck. (5) That would be the 'Echo'. I guess.
Man: Sori:y?
Woman: E-C-H-0, like when your voice bounces back?

Before you hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 6 to 10.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

[Pause d1e recording for 30 seconds.]

You will see that there is an example that has been done.for you. On
this occasion only, the conversation relating to this will be played
first.
Woman: Hello, how can I help you?
Man: Hi. I'm Carlton Mackay, and you booked me some flights
recently, to Australia - and some internal ones?
Woman: Oh, yes, Mr Mackay, I remember you now, of course.
Man: Well, I find I'm going to need car hire while I'm in Sydney after
all. I think you said you could recommend a good-value company?
Woman: Yes, that's right. Costwise Cars. They're very good and
don't charge lots of extras. (Example) They have three offices in the
Sydney area, including one office right at the airport

Now listen and answer questions 6 to 10.
Man: I suppose I have to book online before ~ leave?
Woman: Mm, that's the best way. Er, they won't deduct any
charges until you finish with the car, but (6} they do need your credit
card number when you book and of course they'll want to see your
driving licence when you collect. How long will you need it?
Man: (7} I'm in Sydney for seven days. !'U only actually need to
use it on three or four of those days. ! hope, but I'll keep it for the
whole week. i guess it's going to be a few hundred dollars. Can you
suggest' anything I can do to keep the cost down?
Woman: (8) Oh, you get quite a big discount if you do less than
1 .000 kilometres in the week.

space. Now we shall begin, You should answer the questions as you

Man: Oh, that's good. I don't suppose I will be driving that far,
actually.

listen because you will not hear the recording a second time. Listen
carefully and answer questions I to 5.

Woman: But, oh, yes, the other thing I should mention is the
insurance. It's included In the price.

[repeat}

Man: Oh, that is good value then.

Man: So, I'll just book it online?

Woman: Yes, but what you must remember ls that it doesn't
cover anything except the car, so you must be careful not to leave
anything at all in it when you park (9) because your luggage isn't
insured. even if it's out of sight, locked in the boot.

The number of offices in Sydney is 3, so '3 'has been written in the

Woman: Yes, you can book on line but you should have their phone
number too, just in case.
Man: Mm, of course.
Woman: That's 1800 705 639. It's on the website. And you can get
a discount if you quote (1) your booking reference from us.
Man: Oh, what's that?
Woman: I mean the one you got from me when we booked your
flights. I have it here- 743002.
Man: Oh, thanks. I guess I've got it at home, but I'll write it down
again in case. A discount is good. So where exactly is the office? I'll
be coming to the domestic terminal from Melbourne.
Woman: (2) It's immediately outside the international termjnal.
Man: OK. And, another thing I want to check is, will they be open
when ! arrive? Or is it just office hours?

Man: Yeah, well, i think my travel policy will cover that actually.
Woman: Good!
Man: OK. And can I return the car outside office hours? My flight
home is very early in the morning. Can I put the keys through the
door, or something?
Woman: (10) There's a secure box just outside the office on the
pavement. You just drop the keys in there.
Man: Oh, good.
Woman; And one other thing: you should remember to buy petrol
before you leave it. If you don't drop the car back with a full tank
you get charged to fill it. I recommend you go to a supermarket
before you go out to the airport.
I

Woman: (3) Mm ... they open at quarter to seven and close at 6.15
in lthe evening. So, let's see, you're due to land at ten past six. By
the time you've collected your bags and so on, which will take a
little while, they won't be open, but if you arrange it In advance,
{4) they can wait for you. You do have to pay an extra $30 for that.
though.
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Man: Thanks for the tip!
Woman: Not at all. Do cal! in again if there's anything else! can help
with.
Man: I wfll. Many thanks.
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That is the end of section 1. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

e Now turn to section 2.
•

·~

0

You will hear a speaker from the hotel industry addressing a group
of young people about careers with herfirm. First you have some
time to look at questions 11 to 15.

•

LISTENING SECTION

2

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Lastly, I'd just like to mention that the main London office has
·another vacancy. Most bookings come on line, especially from the
Far East for people coming to Europe. {15) If you have fluency and
some keyboard skills in. for example, Spanish, or any Far Eastern
languages, either having taken a degree, or preferably from having
lived and worked overseas, you might be [ust the person we're
looking for to deal with email bookings and queries in the office
here. A flexible attitude to working hours is also important as you
may have to come in outside normal office hours.

Before you hear the rest of the talk, you have some time to look at
questions 16 to 20.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 11 to 15.

@I
'
•

Speaker: Good morning. It's a great pleasure to be here in London
and to see so many people interested in working in hotels. We
in the International Finest Group of hotels are very proud of our
business and we are always on the lookout for quality recruits in
every department.
Now, I'm going to outline some of the areas of work where we are
currently recruiting and the essential skills or qualifications for them,
then I'll run through our recruitment procedure. OK?
At the moment we're rooking for a number of people for
administrative posts in different parts of the world and also some
roles which involve a tot of travelling.

•e

One of our main business streams is hosting special events
for other businesses. If you have good communication and
organisational skills {11) with a good level of fluency in at least one
European and one non-European language, I'd suggest you think
about becoming part of the team which sets up these events for all
our centres. This would mean being based full-time in our London
office. The work ranges from setting up small meetings a few days
ahead to organising international conferences two years in advance,
so there's plenty of variety. Some of the conferences we run have
as many as a thousand delegates, so it's quite challenging .
Then there are some posts available for professionals in the
catering field. Chefs we can find; it seems this is a popular career
choice in many parts of the world as in the UK these days, in spite
of the exacting standards, but (12) people to manage catering
departments need more than a love of producing quality food.
We're after really energetic and totally efficient young managers,
who already have the relevant business qualifications - no training
on the job here - and they must share the team's determination to
make everything run smoothly at any time of the day or night.
Or, if you are the type of person who enjoys a challenge, what about
becoming one of our relief housekeepers? You'll be a good people
person, well organised, and supremely flexible. As well as covering
UK holidays, maternity and paternity leave, (13) there will be times
when you have to fill a key post when someone's sick, which could
be anywhere in our European, Middle Eastern or Far Eastern hotels,
so you must be prepared to hop on a plane at five minutes' notice.
The International Finest brand name attracts visitors from all
over the world and on all kinds of business and leisure trips. Our
swimming pools and gyms need to be run by people with the
highest standards of customer service. You don't have to be a
great athlete, but smart appearance and a pleasant manner are
necessary. (14} A diploma in sports science would be the minimum
requirement here.

Now listen and answer questions 16 to 20.
So that's an overview of the kind of jobs, now how to get them!
First of all, provided you have a UK work permit, you can go online
and register an interest in working for us. By return, you'll receive
a unique applicant's code, which is your persona! identification
number and which we'll use in all communications. {16) Along with
that you get access to the Human Resources website. where you
should make sure you understand the legal terms and conditions
which apply to a11 our employees. That's also where you can then
download (17) the application form - fill it in and send it back along
with vour CV. You'll know within 48 hours whether you're being
considered as you get an automated response. Sorry if it's a bit
impersonal, but at least it's quick. Hopefully, if we like the sound
of you, there wlil be in that automated response (18) a list of times
for an initial interview which will take place by telephone during the
following week. You confirm by email which of the time slots wHI
suit you. Provided the interview is satisfactory, at that point we'll
ask for (i 9) any evidence of qualifications required, which might
be your degree or diploma certificate or so on. which you have to
send certified copies of. and we contact your referees. The last
thing you nave to do is you come along and have a look round the
International Finest Group head office, get to know some of our
team in Human Resources face to face, and (20} parttcipate in a
one-day recruitment seminar, which involves a number of group and
individual activities along with other potential employees.
Then, with luck, we'll offer you a [obl So, I hope you like the sound
of joining our organisation.

Thar is the end of section 2. You now have halfa minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 2>0 scconds.]

Now turn to section 3.
~

LISTENING SECTION 3

Yi.Ju will hear a student of landscape architecture discussing
a project with his tutor. First you have some time to look at
questions 21 to 24.
[Pause the recording Ior 30 seconds.]

Now listen care/idly and answer questions 21to24.
Tutor: So, let's hear what you're d~ing for your next project.
Student: 1've decided to design a roof garden for a supermarket.
I've been looking at some on the web and I think that a garden on
top of a building is the up-and-coming thing.
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Tutor: OK. So you've done a bit of reading already? What
benefits would there be for the client? (21/22) Why do you think
a supermarket chain would be willing to meet the expense of
construction? You do realise that would be the first thing they raise.
Student: Yes, I know. But I'd explain that in spite of the initial!y high
expense, they would save that much in approximately five years.
Well, I'd have to do sums, I mean calculate specificaHy ...
Tutor: Yes, how would the saving come about?
Student: Mainly through lower heating and aircon bills. The extra
lnsulation offered by having a layer of living plants in the soil would
make a huge difference.
Tutor: OK. {21/22) But they might feel the expense of maintenance
would be an issue. After all. supermarkets don't normally employ
gardeners.
Student: What I thought was, if they made it a community garden,
rather than a simple low-maintenance green roof ...
Tutor: So there'd be public access?
Student: Oh, yes! Then there'd be a sense of ownership in the local
community and people could take responsibility for it, instead of the
supermarket paying a commercial company, and it'd really boost
their public relations.
Tutor: That's a good point. And have you been looking into how
roof gardens are built nowadays?
Student: l'rn still exploring that, but if I take advantage of the latest
technologies for roof gardens, it shouldn't be too difficult. But in any
case, you have to use lightweight materials.
Tutor: But that's a matter of making the right choices. You can even
use quite traditional ones such as wood for the planting areas.
Student: Yes, that's what l thought. It'll look good and it isn't too
heavy.
Tutor; But for the basic construction, the issue you have to address
first is the material used between the building and the garden.
Student: (23/24) You mean the barrier fabric. which ensures there's
no chance of rainwater leaking down into the building?
Tutor: Yes, nowadays that is very good, and quite easily sourced.
Student: Then on the other hand, there's the business of water
within the roof garden itself.
Tutor: You mean drainage? That's an important feature of the
construction in any roof design.

Tutor: Mmm, that sounds tnteresting. You seem to have been doing
some thorough research! Make sure you reference an your sources
when you write it up.
Student: Yes, sure. Um, there's one more aspect I'd just like to
run past you, if there's time? I want to include a light feature in the
design.
Tutor: Of course.
Student: 1 've got a sketch here.
Tutor: Let's have a look then.

Before you hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 25 to 30.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 25 to 30.
Student: Wei!, l was really impressed by something 1 saw on a roof
in Cornwall and I'd like to deslgn something similar. Um, you have
an area of planting, and I'm thinking of installing this lighting in an
area filled with low-growing evergreen shrubs.
Tutor: Mmm. You'd have to have lights and things well away from
anywhere children might be. But I can see this could be very
effective, lf a bit complicated. How would it work? On this drawing,
this is a section view? (25} You have this low wall on the right?
Student: Yes, that's it. This is just one element and these areas
would be repeated all round the planted area. I think this will
probably be a wooden wall. using reclaimed timbers, with an angled
ceramic top surface.
Tutor: Perhaps even ridge tiles like

they

use ori roofs?

Student: Oh, yes, that'd be just the sort of thing. And that'd make
it weatherproof. Um, and then (26) the heavy duty electric wiring
comes up through the floor just outside the planted area and into
the wall. Then it's brought through to a projector low in the side of
the wall, and that sends a beam of light along the fibre optic cable.
Tutor: So there's no electricity in the actual lights. (27) The fibrn
optic goes across the surface of the soil in the planUna area.
Student Yes, that's the beauty of it The shrubs will soon grow to
cover it up, of course, and then the cable goes (28) past a wooden
post which is between the shrubs, and can be a support for them
as they grow bigger, and then runs up into each element of the
installation.

Student: Yes, but I think most drainage issues have been well
understood for quite a long time.

Tutor: So (29) the liaht beam is carried up to the top of each
element and illuminates a kind of conical glass cap? I see! ts that
the bit which would glow in the dark?

Tutor: OK, but another thing is with plants in an exposed situation,
(23/24) you usually need to find ways to optimise rainfall.

Student: Yes.

Stu.dent: Yes. because rainwater is best for the garden. if you can
store it for when it's needed. What I've been looking at are some
buildings which use fairly conventional storage tanks. the kind that
have been in use for decades, but have them Jinked to modern
automatic watering systems.

Tutor: And what's the cap supported on? Is it a wall?
Student: No, (30) it's a slender aqyllc rod, er, like the stem of a
flower or mushroom, which the cable runs up inside of.
Tutor: Well, I'll be interested to see the final drawings.

Tutor: Sounds complicated!

Student: Thank you! I'm looking forward to putting it all together.

Student It's less so in practice than it sounds, l think. I've been
researching them and actually the latest ones definitely work
very well and they can be electronically regulated to suit the local
mlcroclimate.

That is the end of section 3. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now turn to section 4.
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You will hear a geography student giving a presentation about sand
to fellow students. First you have some time to look at questions 31
to 40.
[Pause the recording for one minure.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 31to40.
Student: First, I would like to tell you how the Argus computerised
photography system has helped marine researchers. Then l shall
talk a bit about sand collecting.
Well, Argus is the system Doctor Rob Holman developed when
he was working at a research pier on the coast of North Carolina,
about 20 years ago.

•
•

This pier stretches out over the water, and it's the longest research
pier in the world, with an observation tower on the end of it. The
researchers there make precise measurements of how the sand
moves about under the waves. {31) This research is critical to the
study of beach erosion in places where the coastline is being worn
away.
The Argus system helps to solve the difficulties encountered by
these researchers. (32) The system correlates the data from under
the water with what Dr Holman gets from his fixed camera. which
is mounted above the water on the pier and uses time-lapse
~hotography.

•
•
•

Some of Doctor Holman's results have changed the way people
understand how sand moves. To quote S. Jeffress Williams, a
coastal geologist with the United States Geological Survey, the
system is 'a critical piece of new technology' and 'The (33} Argus
system allows us to quantify and document visually the changes to
the coast on a variety of different time frames. A lot of these take
place when there is a storm or at other times when it is difficult
to have people out on the beach making observations and taking
measurements.'
Up to now Argus installations have been installed in places in
Oregon, California, Hawaii, England, the Netherlands, Australia,
New Zealand, Spain, Italy and Brazil, as well as in North Carolina.
Now l'd like to introduce Dr Holman's sand collection. He started
collecting sand in the 1980s, and he still collects it now, even
though he has around a thousand samples. They come from his
travels and from geologists and amateurs all over the world - and
(34) the collection includes sand from each continent. including
Antarctica.

OK, so if you'd like to collect sand and maybe even send some to
Dr Holman, how should you go about it? Well, the list of equipment
is very short and easy to find, but you should keep a supply when
you're travelling, as you never know when you'll come across an
interesting sand sample.
{37) One really handy thing for digging sand, especially if it's hard or
frozen, is a spoon. It's perfectforthat. lf you're travelling by air it'll
have to be plastic, but metal is preferable, as plastic tends to break.
You need something to put the samples in that is damp-proof and
easy to carry, You can just use plastic bags, (38} but you need to
record the location and date on the bag, so you must also have a
permanent marker with you, because you can never assume you
will remember where you gathered a sample from later on and you
don't want it to rub off before you get home.
And that's about a!t you need in the field to collect sand. When
you get home, your samples should be logged in a notebook or
computer. You need to note the location and be really specific as to
exactly whereabouts on the beach you gathered your sample - low
tide mark, under c!iff area, etc.
Then, you store your sample. You want to keep everything in good
condition and avoid contamination. So first you make absolutely
sure that each sample is periectiy dry. You don't need any
complicated apparatus for this, {39) you can ju:;;t air it out on layers
of newspaper. which is suitably absorbent Most people find that's
the best way.
Then, lastly, but this is really important, before there can be any
chance of confusing this latest sample with another, you put it in
a clean small bag or a jar, and (40) you must stick an identification
label on straight away. Some people put one inside as well in case
the outer label falls off, but that's up to you.
Well, that's about all you need to know to get started as a sand
collector.
Any questions?

That is the end of section 4. fou now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

That is the end of the listening test. In the IELTS test you would
now have 10 minutes to transfer your answers to the Listening
Answer sheet.

People send him sand in envelopes, plastic bags, paper towels and
all sorts! Each is stored in a glass jar, which Dr Holman labels by
latitude and longitude of its origin, as welt as he can work them out
- sometimes the information is a bit sketchy!
Anyway, (35) it's mainly geology students at the university who
study his collection. and they can learn a lot from it.

•
•

For instance, one set of tubes displays sand from the East Coast
of the US. So you can see that the sand gets lighter and finer from
north to south. By: the time a grain of sand eventually washes up
on a beach in Florida {36} at the southern end of that journey, it has
been battered by waves for a long time so the grains are fine and
rounded because most of the time sand is not stationary on the
beach.
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1 41
Distraction It's under $30 for a bed in a dormitory and $50 for a
double room without membership; membership costs $35.
2 museums
Distraction Membership also offers discount on skydiving,
white-water rafting, bicycle and car hire but these don't fit the
gap 'entry to .. .'.
3 hour
Distraction 15 minutes costs $1 not $3.

18

6 summer·
Distraction The hostel isn't busy in winter.

7 1887

c
Distraction A: Reference books can only be borrowed for 'one
day'; B: CD-ROMs can be borrowed for the same period as
books ('fourteen. days').

19 B
Distraction A: The library closes earlier than it used to on
Wednesdays, not later; C: The library is going to be open on
Sunday mornings but this is a 'new development'.

4 Elllscoat
5 ferry

c
Distraction A: 'five days' is the length of time books are held
after you've been contacted; B: If the book is in 'another library',
you can usually have it 'within a week' but 'it can take a few
weeks' if someone else has borrowed it.

Questions 1-10

20 B
Distraction A: You can get change for the lockers on the first
floor; C: You 'are not allowed' to take large bags to the exhibition
area on the third floor.

Distraction It was turned into a hostel in 1985.
8 seooterts)
Distraction The man says 'it would be quicker than cycling' but
there's no mention of cycle hire.

LISTENING SECTION 3
Questions 21-30
21

9 entertainment
10 kitchen
Distraction 'There's no cafe ... '

USTENING SECTION 2
Questions 11-20
11 B
12 H
Distraction Computers are beside the reference books on the
next floor.
13

c
Distraction 'newspapers' are in the cafe, not to the left of it;
'fiction' and other books are mentioned, but only to explain that
'You are not allowed to take [them] into the cafe'.

14 E
Distraction B: Although the guide also mentions 'fiction', it
does not say these books are opposite the cafe; G: 'reference
books' and F: 'photocopiers' are also mentioned, but these are on
other floors ('next floor' and 'basement').
15 A
Distraction Band E: 'authors of both fiction and non-fiction' are
mentioned, but there is no suggestion that these types of books
are housed here; H: the 'study area' is mentioned, but this is
where the talks are advertised, not held.
16 A
Distraction B: You only pay for a lost membership card ('any
lost cards are charged at £5'); C: A passport or identity card is
only necessary when you first register ('There's no need to show
a passport again').

c
Distraction A: Lee says that he 'remembered Chapman'
but there is no suggestion he was Lee's childhood hero; B:
Although Johnny Appleseed came from one of Anita's childhood
'American story books', they chose the introduction of the apple
into the US because they thought it would make 'a good case
study', not because they necessarily wanted to talk about the US.

22 B
Distraction A: The tutor mentions the data on their laptop but
this is to say where they should have recorded their source
information; C: The tutor mentions 'data', but there is no
mention ofa 'database'.
23 A
Distraction B: Although the tutor mentions 'native species', this
refers to trees, not people; C: It is Lee, not the tutor, who talks
about 'traditional American apples' being either introduced or
bred by 'Europeans' (and not necessarily in Europe).

24

c
Distraction A: 'grafting techniques' were what particularly
interested Lee, not the audience; B: The apple trees in
Kazakhstan were 'wild', not 'cultivated'. ·

25 A
Distraction B and C: Anita says 'I felt we could do both
[produce a paper and put it on the website]. And we could do a
poster ... ' but Lee and the tutor do not agree with her and she
accepts their opinion.

26 A
27 lB

28

c

29 B
30 A
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LISTENING SECTION 4
Questions 31-40
~31
•

cans
Distraction Although 'drink' is mentioned several times, only
the can, not the drink was changed.

1#32 lime
33 tasteless
Distraction 'minty': This is the flavour that the gum had to start
with and which disappeared after a few minutes.
34 returns
35 warm
Distraction. 'chilled' I' cooled': The drink tastes less sweet if
chilled or cooled.
836

soundproof(ed)

931

fresher

8

38 texture I thickness
Distraction 'flavour'/'strength': In this context, these words
mean· 'taste' so the answer makes no sense.

8i 39 liquids
•
·

4'

40 strawberry
Distraction sugar (but this has the opposite effect: 'fhen the
sweetness was taken away ... they could hardly taste anything').

READING PASSAGE 1
Questions 1-13
Questions 1-41·efer to paragraphs one and two
Note: The answers must be actual words from the passage (not
synonyms).
1 tropical

•

10 TRUE: Paragraph five says 'Females also have aggressive
displays used to repel male attempts at courtship ... Most of
the time, females ... aggressively reject males by displaying a
contrasting light and dark colour pattern, with their mouths open
and moving their bodies rapidly from side to side'.
11 TRUE: Paragraph six says 'Many people assume [= the popular
explanation] that colour change evolved to enable chameleons to
match a greater variety of backgrounds in their environment. If
this was the case, then the ability of chameleons to change colour
should be associated with the range of background colours in the
chameleon's habitat, but there is no evidence for such a pattern
[= this idea cannot be supported]'.
12 NOT GIVEN: In paragraph six there is a comparison between
grasslands and forest habitats concerning different species of
chameleons' range of colours but there is no mention of how
many predators there are in different habitats.
13 FALSE: Paragraph seven says 'recent scientific advances have
made itpossible to obtain such measurements in the field [=in
their habitat, not elsewhere]' .

READING PASSAGE 2
Questions 14-26
14 F: The whole paragraph explains this idea.

15 D: 'facing many possibilities leaves us stressed out[= causes
tension]'

16 C: 'working hard toward a goal, and making progress to the
point of expecting a goal to be realized, ... activates ['=produces}
positive feelings'

2 (a) (twig) snake

17 A: 'Self-appointed

3 (a I the) forest (of Magombera) J Magombera (forest)

18 B: ' ... people are remarkably adaptable.'

4 (the) nose

19 B: 'activities that are ... attention-absorbing, and thus less likely
to bore us'

5 TRlTE: Paragraph two suggests only two other creatures can do
this: 'The most remarkable feature of chameleons ... rivalled
only by cuttlefish and octopi in the animal kingdom'.
FALSE: Paragraph three says 'They show an extraordinary range
of colours, from nearly black to bright blues, oranges, pinks and
greens, even several at once'.
7 FALSE: Paragraph three says 'each species has a characteristic
set of cells ... which determines the range of colours and
patterns they can show , .. placing a chameleon on a Smartie box
generally results in a stressed, confused, dark grey or mottled
chameleon'.

8 · 8 FALSE: Paragraph four says both are important:
•

9 NOT GIVEN: Paragraph four tells us that the struggle takes
place on a branch. There is no information about where the
defeated animal goes afterwards.

'When two
male dwarf chameleons encounter each other ... They puff out
their throats and present themselves side-on with their bodies
flattened to appear as large as possible and to show off their
colours'.

[=they themselves claim to be] experts'

20/21 BID (in any order): In Paragraph A 'Eric Wilson fumes
that the obsession with happiness amounts to a "craven
disregard" [=ignoring in a cowardly manner] for the melancholic
perspective ]= unhappy view] that has given rise to[= produced]
the greatest works of art. "The happy man," he writes, "is a
hollow ]= empty, i.e. not creative or thoughtful) man.'"; In
Paragraph C 'Russ Harris, the author of The Happiness 'frap,
calls popular conceptions of happiness dangerous because they
set people up [= prepare people} for a "struggle against reality"
... "If you 're going to live a rich and meaningful life," Harris
says, "you 're going to feel a full range of emotions."
Distraction A: Seligman argues for the need to study happy as
well as unhappy feelings; C: Lyubomirsky is concerned with
the way people seem to need constant change to be happy; E:
Schwartz is concerned with the fact that too much choice causes
unhappiness.

Test 6 Key
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22/23 C/D (in any order): C: Paragraph E says 'Besides, not
everyone can put on a happy face. Barbara Held, a professor
of psychology at Bowdoin College, rails against[= complains
about] "the tyranny [= something having too much power J of
the positive attitude ... it makes them feel like a failure on top
of already feeling bad'"; D: Paragraph A says 'This happiness
movement [=the idea that we should be happy all the timeJ has
provoked a great deal of opposition among psychologists who
observe that the preoccupation with happiness has come at the
cost of sadness, an important feeling that people have tried to
banish from their emotional repertoire'.
Distraction A: The fact that wealth may not increase happiness
is discussed in Paragraph B, but earned wealth is not compared
to inherited wealth; B: This is not identified as a mistaken
belief. In Paragraph B, it is discussed as a cause of unhappiness;
E: Although Allan Horwitz of Rutgers laments[= says he is
disappointed] that 'young people who are naturally weepy
[=tearful, unhappy] after breakups [=the end of a romantic
relationship] are often urged to medicate themselves', there is no
discussion of whether extreme emotions in general are normal.

30 A: The fourth paragraph says 'Science then was largely
incidental [= accidental, by chance] - something that happened
along the way'.
Distraction B: The people who made the discoveries are
described as 'not well known' but it is not suggested they were
not scientists (Beebe was a biologist); C: Although the people
who made the discoveries are described as 'not well known',
there is no suggestion that their ideas were rejected; D: Although
the developments are compared to developments in aviation,
the text does not say that ideas were borrowed from that (or any
other) field,

24 moods [optimal =best J (Paragraph A)

34 NOT GIVEN: In the fifth paragraph, the "Writer emphasises the
continuing importance of deep sea exploration: 'biologists may
now be seeing ... No one even knew that these communities
existed before explorers began diving to the bottom in
submersibles' and mentions 20th-century explorers in the final
paragraph. However, he does not suggest that numbers have
increased this century.

25 'milestone [=something which shows'us how far we have
travelled} (Paragraph B)
26: pessimistic: a 'naturally pessimistic architect, for example'
· (Paragraph E)

READING PASSAGE 3
Questions 27-4()
27 C: The first paragraph says 'It is amazing that human ... visit
our nearest celestial neighbor before ... explore the Midocean
Ridge'.
Distraction A: The writer mentions robots on Mars, but does not
say that it is surprising; B: The writer says this is ironic, not that
it is surprising; D: The writer mentions sending spacecraft both
beyond and within our solar system but he does not discuss the
exploration of either our solar system or others beyond it.
28 A: The second paragraph says 'understates the oceans'
importance. If you consider instead three-dimensional volumes
[=the depth as well as the surface area] ... less than 1 % of the
total'.
Distraction B: The word 'estimate' refers to the size of the
upper sunlit layer of the ocean; C: The submarine landscape is
not mentioned in relation to the proportion of the earth covered
by the oceans; D: 71 % is the suggested proportion of the earth
covered by the water in the oceans, but does not take into account
whether or not life is possible in all of it.

31 NO: The first paragraph says 'vast volcanoes continue to create
new submarine landscapes'.
32 YES: In the second paragraph, the writer quotes the estimate '2
or 3%' and uses it in his argument.
33 YES: The fifth paragraph says 'It was not until the 1970s that ...
reach the Midocean Ridge and begin making major contributions
to a wide range of scientific questions. A burst [=sudden
explosion] of discoveries followed in short order [= quickly J'.

35 NOT GIVEN: Although Paragraphs six, seven and eight
mention several dangers to deep sea vehicles 'vegetation ]= plant
life]' is not one of them.
36 YES: Paragraph seven says 'submersibles rarely have much
insulation'.

37 E: (sturdy= strongly built]
Distraction G: 'energetic' means 'lively', not strong; I: 'heavy'
also does not necessarily mean 'strong'.

38 D; [hollow

= not solid]
Distraction I: how 'heavy' the creatures are is not relevant to
their ability to withstand pressure; G/H: these aspects of the
creatures are also not relevant and not mentioned.

39 B
Distraction A: this does not make sense - the craft is a space
where people can breathe; F: does not mean the same as 'air'
[atmosphere "' layer of air which surrounds the earth].
40 H: 'violent' is the only word which collocates with 'explosion' to
give the correct meaning.

. 29 C: The third paragraph says 'they could swim to the bell to
breathe air trapped underneath it rather than return all the way to
the surface'.
I
Distraction A: The bell stayed in one place and was not attached
to an individual; B: Piped air, 'supplied through hoses', was a
later development; D: This was 'later', using 'other devices'.
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Please note that this is only one possible interpretation of the task.
Other approaches are equally valid.

These charts give infonnati())l about the rainfall and temperatures
for the cities of Brasilia and Recife, with additional data about
hours of sunshine and days with thunder.

The number of vegetarians in a community may depend on
various factors, for example the traditions of the country, the
wealth of the country, the religion or the age group. Therefore, the
reasons why people choose to exclude meat and fish from their
diet may also vary.

Although temperatures in Brasilia can be quite extreme, from just
above freezing to 3 7°C, the average daily temperatures in Recife
are not so variable. In Brasilia the range can be as great as 15
degrees, but in Recife average daily temperatures generally vary
from 22°C to 31 °C throughout the year.

Some people become vegetarians because they believe that
this will benefit their health. Undoubtedly, eating too much
meat, especially too much red meat, is not to be recommended.
Moreover, the fact that there are healthy populations in some
parts of the world where no one eats meat proves that it is not, as
some people claim, an essential part of the human diet. However,
it is important to ensure that enough protein, for example, is
included in the diet from other sources. Where vegetarianism is
not a tradition, this may require some careful planning.

The most noticeable contrast is in the rainfall, Brasilia is wettest
from September to May, with only two or three wet days in
June, July and August. During the wet months, there is thunder
on approximately half the days. By contrast, Recife has at least
ten wet days, even in its driest season, which lasts from October
to January. From April to August there is rain on over twenty
days per month. However, thunder is less common there, with a
maximum of three thundery days in April.

In my experience, it is quite common for people to become
vegetarians because they feel that it is selfish to eat meat or
because meat production increases global warming. They
may also feel that if no one ate meat, there would be no food
~hort~g~s, b~cause ~ea~ producti°f u.ses up f?o_d resourc~s. This
idealistic pomt of view is very attractive, but it JS hard to Judge
whether it is in fact correct,

I

•

In some families, if a teenager decides to become a vegetarian,
they may do so partly out of a spirit of rebellion, because this
behaviour can be interpreted as a criticism of their parents' way
of life. However, provided that they continue to eat healthily, the
parents should not raise objections, in my opinion. Vegetarianism
is a valid choice in life. Moreover, research shows that vegetarians
tend to be healthier in many ways than meat-eaters.
Personally, I think that being a vegetarian is a good idea in
principle as there are proven health benefits and probably social
benefits as well. However, it does not suit everybody, and I doubt
whether it will ever be a universal choice .

•
•
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Woman: Mm ... it might not be ideal for them. What else can you
recommend? Is there anything in a quiet area?

TRANSCRIPT

Man: There's Elliscoat Hostel.

LISTENING SECTION 1

You will hear a number of different recordings and you will have

to answer questions on what you hear. There will be time for you to
read the instructions and questions and you will have a chance to
check your work. All the recordings will be played once only. The
test is in four sections. At the end of the test you will be given ten
minutes to transfer your answers to an answer sheet. Now turn to
section 1.
Section 1. fou wil! hear a woman talking to a man who works in
a tourist information office. First you have some time to look at
questions 1 to 6.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

You will see that there is an example that has been done for you. On
this occasion only, the conversation relating to this will be played

first.

.

Woman: Mm,

how

do you spell that?

Man: (4) E-L-L-l-S-C-0-A-T.
Woman: I've never heard that name before. And where is that?
Man: It's on the beach looking over the bay. Here, look on the map.
It's quiet but not far from Dragon Island - there's plenty going on
there in the evening.
Woman: Oh, that's a nice area. And if they want to go to Dragon
Island (5) it only takes a couple of minutes to wa!k down to the
~
So how much is a room there?
Man: It's in such a nice spot that the rooms are a bit more
expensive. They're $62.
Woman: Does that include any meals?

a

Man: Good morning. Can I help you?

Man: Unfortunately not. It is possible to buy meals in the hostel at
reasonable price but because it isn't very busy in the winter, (6) ~
only cook in summer.

Woman: I hope so! I have a friend in Spain and her two daughters
are coming to the city to study for a month. So I thought the Tourist
Information Centre was the best place to ask about hostels. Can
you recommend any?

Before you hear the rest of the conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 7 to 10.

I

Man: Of course. Ah, I usually suggest one of the Hoste!llng
International places. HI West End is a big hostel in a residential
area, but it's only ten minutes from downtown (Example) if you take
a bus. It's really popular.

The journey lime is by bus, so 'bus' has been written in the space.
Now we shall begin. You should answer the questions as you listen
because you will not hear the recording a second time. Listen
carefully and answer questions 1 to 6.
[repeat]
Woman: OK. Sounds good! I need to know how much it costs. The
girls want a double room to themselves. They don't want to share
with other people.
Man: That makes it more expensive. The price is under $30 for a
bed in a dormitory but they'll be paying $50 a night (1) But if they
become members of Hostelling International. the price comes down
to $41 a night Membership costs $35.
Woman: Right.
Man: And membership offers them benefits too on all kinds of
activities.
Woman: Ah, what kind of things?
Man: Oh, er, skydiving and white-water rafting. Things like that.
Woman: Mm, I don't think they're interested in that kind of thing.
(2) If the)! become members. will they get cheaper entrance tickets
to museums?
Man: Oh, lLl2§ and also discounts on bicycle and car hire.
Woman: OK. It's probably worth it. Is the hostel very noisy? They're
coming here to do some studying.
Man: Ah, ! think it is quite noisy as it's a really big hostel. And
if they want to use the Internet this hostel still makes a charge
unfortunately_ It's $1 for 15 minutes and (3) $3 for an hour.

22.8

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen and answer questions 7 to 10.
Woman: Oh, t think I know the place you mean. It's an old building,
isn't it?
Man: Yes, it's well known as it's one of the oldest in the city.
{7) There's been a hotel there since 1887 when it was first built
lt was turned into a hostel in 1985 and they've invested a lot of
money restoring it inside.
Woman: Mm, they'd like that but I'm just looking on the map at
where their college is - it's right in the centre. It is a bit far for them
from there.
Man: {8) The hostel actually has scooters for htre at a very good
price. So they could do that Er, it would be quicker than cycling or
walking to the centre.
Woman: Mm, it is a bit expensive ... But it sounds like the best one
so far unless there's something a bit cheaper?
Man: OK. Er, well, what about the Backpackers Hostel? That's not
so expensive. It's in a side street (9) in the entertainment district_
They wouldn't need to go far to find everything they want- they
could walk everywhere. And it's very reasonable. Only $45 and
another $5 if they want to have breakfast
Woman: Mm, but what about other meals?
Man: There's no cafe but on each floor in this hostel (10) there's
for residents to cook in. I'm not sure how well equipped
t~ey are but it should be fine for basic meals.

a kitchen

Woman: Well, that's realty very helpful. I'll pass all this information
on now.
Man: Do ask your friends to ring me if they need to know anything
else.
Woman: I will. Thank you.

Test 6 Transcript
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That is the end of section 1. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

~

Now turn to section 2.

~.$

I) :"

LISTENING SECTION 2

You will hear an audio guide to a public library. First you have
some time to look at questions 11 to 15.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefully and ansvi1er questions 11 to 15.
Welcome to the Selmore Public Library which has just been
reopened after major refurbishment. This tour will introduce you to
the building and its services. At any time you can stop the tour. We
enter by the care and our tour begins at the issue desk.
If you stand between the information desk and the issue desk
and look at the opposite wall, you will see shelves of books in the
left-hand corner. (11) This is where you will find a large number of
novels and short stories. They are arranged alphabetically. lf you're
fll:"~ looking ~or something in p~rticular and i:'s not ~n the shelf you .can
'U reserve it, The next area, directly opposite the issue desk; (12} 1s a
section where people can study. The library provides computers for
users free of charge on the next floor beside the reference books
but this area is for people to use their own laptops. You should ask
for the internet passcode at the information desk.

:~

In the right-hand corner of this floor there ls a cafe. A selection of
daily newspapers is always available there but you can also take
magazines into the cafe to read while you have a drink. (13) You will
find these on the racks to the left of the cafS and there is a large
selection. They are for reference only and cannot be borrowed but
you are welcome to photocopy any articles of interest. We ask you
to return them when you have finished. You are not allowed to take
fiction or any other books from the shelves into the cafe,

•

Next to the cate is the exit door leading to the stairs and escalator
. to the other floors. The largest collection of books in the library
is fiction (14) and the next lamest is non-fiction which is in the
corner of this floor opposite the cafe. These can all be borrowed
as opposed to the reference books on the next floor, most
of which cannot be taken out of the library - but they can be
photocopied. There are several photocopiers available for this
purpose downstairs in the basement. To one side of the issue desk
~' is a door leading onto a gallery. This was added to the library as a
., public space where talks are given once a week on a Saturday by
visiting authors of both fiction and non-fiction. (i5) It also houses
the biographv section. There are notices advertising the talks in the
study area.

8
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•
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Any books that you want to borrow should be taken to the issue
desk. Before we leave this floor I will give you some information
about using the library. There are also helpful notices by the
information desk.

fi

Before you hear the rest of the talk, you have some time to look at

'9 questions 16 to 20.

[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

.............................................................................................................
Now listen and answer questions 16 to 20.

To join the library and take books out, you need a membership
card. Take your passport or identity card, as well as proof of your
home address, to the information desk and you will be issued with
a card. ('16) After a period of two years, all readers are required to
go to the desk with a document that has their name and current
address on it so the library can keep up-to-date records of where
people are living. There's no need to show a passport again and
there is no charge for this but any lost cards are charged at £5.
If you can't find the book you want on the shelves, you can reserve
it. If it's in another library in the city, we can usually get it for you
within a week. If someone else has borrowed it, it can take a few
weeks. (17) Either way. we notify you by phone or email when the
item is available to be picked up. We will hold it for you for five
days.
Books can be borrowed for fourteen days and can be renewed
for a further two weeks. Children's books also have a two-week
borrowing period. The same system exists for CD-ROMs and CDs
but {18) DVDs. both children's and adults', can only be borrowed for
up to seven days. It isn't possible to renew them. Some reference
books can be borrowed but normally only for one day, so 24 hours.
The library opening hours have been changed slightly. Instead of
opening late on Wednesday evenings till Spm, we will be closing
at 6, as on other weekdays, (19) but we wHJ close at Ti nstead of
5.30 on Saturdays and - a new development- we are going to
open on Sunday mornings from next month - 9 to 1. We are closed
on public holidays and notices are posted in the library about these.
Before you go upstairs, please note that if you are going to the
exhibition area on the third floor, large bags are not allowed.
(20) There are lockers beside the reference area on the second floor
where you can deposit them. If you need change, you can get that
from the information desk on the first floor.
Now press 'pause' and proceed to the second floor. When you
reach the top of the stairs press 'play'.

That is the end of section 2. You now have half a minute to check
your answers .
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now turn to section 3.
..

LISTENING SECTION 3

You will hear a university tutor talking to two students about a
presentation they have made in a recent botany seminar. First you
have some time to look at questions 21 to 25.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now listen carefullyand answer questions 21 to 25.
Tutor: We!I, Anita and Lee. That was an interesting presentation you
made about John Chapman. There are a few points I'd like to run
through before you write it up. One thing which you didn't explain
was why you decided to do a presentation on this man who spread
apple varieties across the US?
Anita: Well, ages ago, we were chatting about
children, and I told Lee the Johnny Appleseed
Americah story books when I was small. Then
looking into the area of domesticated species
presentation, we realised that the introduction
settlers in the US would be a good case study
Lee: And I remembered
behind the legend.

stuff we'd read as
story - I had these
{21) when we were
of plants for our
of the apple with the
...

Chapman, so we looked up the real guy
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Tutor. Right. I think that would have made a good intro.

Now listen and answer questions 26 to 30.

Anita:

Tutor: Now r just want to give you a few pointers about the
techniques of your presentation. Mostly it was good, but there are a
few things you need to bear in mind next time you do one. (26) You
both managed the hardware. I mean the projector and things, very
well indeed, which is always a great help.

I thought it was too personal,

Tutor: Just a couple of minutes would have drawn your listeners in.
Anyway. Now a more serious point You didn't mention the sources
of some of your information.
Lee: We used some books and journal

articles and did an internet

search and found some good sites.
Anita:

(22} We've

put them

on the back of the handout we gave

Anita: Good.
Lee: Thanks.

everyone at the end.

Tutor: You'd obviously checked it out carefully.

Tutor: Ah, let me see. Oh, here it is. Johnny Appleseed: Man and
Myth, 1967. Well, the thing is, you really have to make this explicit
when you talk. And anything you show, data you project from your
laptop, etc., you must have the source on it.

Lee: Yes. But (27) unfortunately we hadn't finished our maps when
we did the practice on my computer at home, that's why there were
some the wrong way up.

Anita: Right, OK.
Tutor: At least you have got it all documented. I was a bit
concerned about that.
Anita: Sorry.
Tutor: Anyway. Now, the content of your talk. (23) What your
listeners wanted to understand was whether there were apples tn .
the US before the Europeans started to live there: You told us the
early settlers had brought young apple trees but that fevv of them
bad thrived because the climate was harsh, but what about native
species? I don't think you were very clear about species already
there.
Lee: Um, according to what I've read, there were some crab
apples, but that was al!. Everything that people now think of as
traditional American apples, were species that the Europeans either
introduced or bred by chance.

Anita: We didn't realise the software on the laptop was a bit
different from the one i have.
Tutor: But you sorted out the problem very quickly and didn't fet it
fluster you, so it wasn't a big problem. We could all read the map
when we needed to.
Anita: So it was OK, but we could have done better. we realise.
Tutor: Mm. There was a bit at the end where! felt something didn't
go as you'd planned - am l right?
Lee: We had a few maps which we ended up leaving out, because
we needed to get on to our conclusions.
I

Anita: Yes, (28) it took longer to explain the technical aspects of
grafting than we'd expected.
Lee: So sticking to the time limit for each part of our presentation is
something we didn't manage at all. Which means we've definitely
got to improve before we do another one.

Anita: Because they tended to sow seeds rather than use grafting.

Anita: Yes.

Tutor: Yes, quite. But (24) what to me was fascinating - and f saw
most members of your audience sta1t to take notes - was when
you discussed how the oople genes spread via the Silk Route into
Europe from the wild apple woods of Kazakhstan.

Tutor: Apart from that, well, (29) the handout was perfectly
adequate for a seminar like this, it gave a!I the key information. and
of course, now I realise the sources are listed at the back. But you
need to do those references in the correct format as footnotes in
future.

Lee: Yes, well, I'd like to have said more about the development
of grafting In ancient China, as a way of producing predictable
varieties. It was so early in history!

Anita: OK.
Lee: Yes, sorry, we will.

Tutor: But it's the natural development of the original wild apple into
new species that people wanted more about. Which says a lot for
your presentation. You enthused your audience! So, now we need
to discuss the form your follow-up work will take. Are you going
to produce a paper? Or are you thinking of putting it all up on the
department website?
Anita: Um, I felt we could do both. And we could do a poster of
some of the data. But Lee wasn't sure.
Lee: No, (25) I think it would be enough to use the website. We can
offer a link to our email for queries. That would save time and trees!
Tutor: I think Lee's rrght. A poster would be nice, but it'd take too
much tlme.
Anita: OK.

Before you hear the rest of thJ conversation, you have some time to
look at questions 26 to 30.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.
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Tutor: And finally, other students will be presenting projects later in
the course. I shall be reminding them (30) how well you both spoke
and that no one had any problem hearing or understanding either
of you. !n that respect your talk was a model that the others can
follow.
Lee: Oh, thank you.
Anita: Yes, thanks very much. This feedback has been very helpful.
Tutor: Well done, both of you. See you in a fortnight.
Anita and Lee: Bye. Thanks.

That is the end of section 3. You now have half a minute to check
your answers.
I
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

Now turn to section 4.

,

LISTENING

•
•
ft

SECTION 4

You will hear a lecturer describing some investigations
into the sense of taste. First you have some time to look at
questions 31 to 40_
[Pause the recording for one rninute.]

Now listen carefully and answer questions 31 to 40.
Lecturer: This morning I'm going to describe for you a few of the

8' kinds of experiments that have been used to investigate the sense
of taste, which is now recognised as being a far more complex
O and important area of neurological science than was previously
~\
~
~
~

believed by most people. The results ot some of these experiments
can be quite fun and I shall suggest that you may want to choose
one or two to try out in groups before having a go at designing a
new experimental procedure of your own and trying to pinpoint the
cause of your findings.
The first one concerns a marketing exercise by a soft drinks
company. (31) The areen colour of some cans was altered by the
addition of yellow, so they were a brighter green. Then test subjects
were asked what they thought about the flavour of the drink in the
new-style cans, and (32) they stated that there was more lime in the
drink if it was in the ones with the new colour. This was because the
brain picks up cues from the way the product is presented, as well
as the product itself, which trigger taste sensations. Before food
was packaged, humans used colour to gauge the ripeness of fruit,
for example.
Next there's the old problem with chewing gum. Everyone knows
that after a few minutes' chewing it loses its minty flavour. However,
(33) if you ask people to chew up to the point where it becomes
tasteless, and then ask them to eat a little sugar and continue
chewing, to most people's surprise, what happens is that (34) the
original mintiness actually returns because it is the sweetness which
is needed to make the mintiness perceptible. So combinations of
flavours can be significant, as the brain needs one of them in order
to recognise the other.

•

(I
~
~

8
~
~
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•

•

So, we've looked briefly at colour, at complementary flavours, at
temperature and sound. It seems that all the senses are working
together here, but what about the sense of touch? A number of
experiments have been done in this area. If you take, for instance,
cheese sauce and prepare different versions, some thicker and
some thinner, but without any alteration in the strength of flavour,
what do you think the subjects perceive? Yup, if the sauce is
thicker, they'll say the cheesy flavour is less strong. It was ctear that
the thing (38} that was influencing the subjects' judgement about
the flavour of the sauces was the texture of each one, Now, this
result is important for dietitians as well as marketing executives.
Lastly, another variation on .the two flavours theme. This concerns
the capacity of the brain for bridging a sensory gap. (39} The
subjects in this experiment stuck out their tongues so that the
testers could drip two liquids onto them simultaneously, one
strawberry flavoured and one sugar flavoured. The testers then took
away each flavour in turn. When the sweetness was taken away,
the subjects reported they could hardly taste anything, (40) but they
continued to think they could taste strawberry even after it was
taken away[ So that taste gap was filled.
Well, that's just a quick look at some of the examples in the current
literature. The references will be in the handout you'll get at the
end of the session. Now let's see about trying a few of them for
ourselves.

That is the end of section 4. fou now have half a minute to check
your answers.
[Pause the recording for 30 seconds.]

That is the end of the listening test. In the !ELTS test you would
now have 10 minutes to transferyour answers to the Listening
Answer sheet.

Another experiment demonstrates something we've all done .
Drink half a fizzy drink straight from the fridge and then leave it
at room temperature for a while. Take a sip and you may well
decide you don't like it. {35) The warm drink is too sweet to be
refreshing, So put the rest back in the fridge until it's chilled again.
Now try it. Much better. Of course the sweetness doesn't change,
it is our perception, because how sweet it tastes depends on the
temperature. The extent to which the drink is sweetened is less
evident if the drink has been cooled.
Another interesting result has been derived from experiments with
sound. (36) One of these involved eating crisps. Subjects were
put into soundproof rooms and given batches of crisps to eat. As
they ate, the sound of crunching which they made as they ate the
crisps was played back to them. This was adjusted so that they
sometimes heard the crunching as louder, or, at other times, more
high-frequency sounds were audible in the sound feedback that
accompanied their eating. (37) Fascinatingly, if the sound level
was louder or higher frequency tbev reported that the crisps were
actually fresher. Of course, the crisps were in fact the same every
time! So, it was clear that the level and quality of what they were
hearing was influencing their taste perceptions .
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